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PREFACE 

THE recent linguistic study of the New Testament has been 
following two lines, both of which have made such terms as 
“ Biblical Greek,” “the language of the New Testament,” 
seem inappropriate. On the one hand the several canonical 
writers have come to be treated as individual authors, each pos- 
sessing his own characteristics of style and diction. It has been 
recognized that each wrote with a great degree of freedom and 
independence and that their present association in the New 
Testament is due to other causes than similarity in language. 
We may speak of the style of Luke or the vocabulary of Paul, 
but if we would include in a grammar or lexicon all the New 
Testament phenomena, we must remember that we are dealing 
with a collection of writers, not with a homogeneous volume. 

In another direction the category of “ New Testament 
Greek ” has been broken down by the comparison of secular 

contemporary writings. Especially the study of the papyri 

has shown that the early Christians were not using a special 

“language of the Holy Ghost,” but an idiom which, apart from 

personal idiosyncrasies and from the special Christian and 

Semitic influences under which they wrote, was the common 
language of the Roman empire. Even the more formal and 

literary productions of the age are not to be excluded from 

comparison, since they also embody in varying degree the same 

ordinary language. 

The following studies, in accordance with the two tendencies 

mentioned, aim to examine the work of the auctor ad Theophi- 

lum as an individual writer of the Hellenistic age. Attention 

is centered upon his language, as compared with that of the 

literary men of his time, or as displayed in his correction and 
paraphrase of Greek sources which he used. 

v 
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It is fitting that philological inquiries should avoid as far as 

possible all presuppositions of a theological or historical kind, 

especially such assumptions as rest upon the questionable 

basis of early church tradition or upon the conjectures of 

modern historical criticism. As a rule the linguistic study 

should precede rather than follow the theological and historical 

study. Instead of explaining a writer’s language in the light 

of a theory about his identity and interests, we should test the 

theory by an independent study of the language. It is hoped 

that these studies may serve as a basis for such tests. 

Yet even for strictly philological investigations some hypoth- 

eses derived from literary criticism are necessary, and for the 

following pages two assumptions have been adopted. Both of 

them are all but universally accepted by competent scholars, 

and both of them have been justified by the fresh study of the 

linguistic evidence. The first is the assumption that the third 

gospel and the Acts of the Apostles were the work of the same 

author approximately in their present form. The second is the 

assumption, which accords with prevailing views on the Synop- 

tic Problem, that the Gospel of Luke is based upon a Greek 

source substantially identical with our Mark and also upon 

further Greek memorabilia (commonly called Q) which were 

also used by Matthew. But all further theories about the 
unity, origin and history of this latter common material, or 

about other sources for the writings of Luke, have been avoided. 

Who was the author or editor of these two anonymous books 

has been left an open question, although for convenience his 

traditional name, Luke, is often used. The attempts of others 

to show on linguistic grounds that he was a physician have 
been separately considered and confuted. 

The negative results of these studies, so far as the question 
of authorship is concerned, will doubtless be disappointing to 
many, — both those who, out of a desire to maintain the apos- 
tolic authority and historical accuracy of these two writings, 
cling to the tradition of Luke’s authorship as supporting them, 
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and those who, under the temptation that besets us all, dislike 

to admit that such interesting problems are unsolved or insolu- 

ble. But the restraint is good for us, and perhaps these studies, 
with their confession of ignorance on the one hand and their 

limitation to the tangible facts of language on the other, may 

prove a wholesome warning against extravagances in the use 

of linguistic “‘ evidence.” 
The aim of this book was to investigate the subjects afresh, 

without full consultation of the many predecessors in the same 
fields. The notes and text will indicate some use of earlier 
works for which acknowledgment should be made. To Pro- 

fessor James H. Ropes, who has given his encouragement and 
guidance since these studies were first undertaken ten years 

ago as part of a thesis submitted for the degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy in Harvard University, and to Professor George F. 

Moore, who has made important contributions not only to the 
accuracy but also to the substance of the book, the author 

would express his gratitude. 

Henry J. CADBURY. 
CAMBRIDGE, Mass., December, 1919. 
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PREFATORY NOTE 

THE investigation of which the First Part is here published was 
made in the years 1911 to 1913, and submitted as a thesis for 

the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Harvard University in 

1913. Publication has been unavoidably delayed, and it seems 
best not to postpone longer the issue of the present part, on the 

Diction of Luke, which has a certain unity and completeness 
of its own. The Second Part will deal with Luke’s treatment 
of his sources, Mark and “ Q,” especially from a literary point 
of view, and with the style of Luke as illustrated by parallels 

in the Gospel and Acts. This second and larger part of the 
work will be published as soon as conditions growing out of the 
war permit; if the hopes of the editors are fulfilled, within the 

next few months. It will contain the author’s preface and a 
table of contents to the whole, which can then be bound in one 
volume. 

. ALR. 

«L: ASA 
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THE STYLE AND LITERARY METHOD 

OF LUKE 

PART I 

THE DICTION OF LUKE AND ACTS 

1. SIZE OF LUKE’S VOCABULARY 

THE size of Luke’s vocabulary has been reckoned several times in 

various ways, with results which approximately agree. According 

to the latest count, by Professor Goodspeed, the Gospel of Luke 

contains 2080 different words, Acts 2054. Luke and Acts use in 

common 1014 words, and the total vocabulary of Luke and Acts 

together is 3120.1. The earlier count by J. Ritchie Smith 2 to which 

Professor Goodspeed refers is in some ways more satisfactory. It 

omits proper names, and includes the figures for the other New 

Testament writers. According to this the total vocabulary of Luke 
and Acts is 2697. 

Smith’s complete table is as follows: 
Whole number Total Words peculiar 

of words vocabulary to each 

Lukes iiccccsadscvasssay ewewes ves » 35,239 2,697 715 

Paul....... daveb ee ok ad's sa Renee 31,457 2,446 797 

LORIN ccio.25 syoeatanton tis ess ciety eeiaihae 27,185 1,396 212 
Matthew...... iiucha Manta een tee ee ade 17,921 1,542 IIL 

Marks. ceucsanioenee iernesecnes 10,726 1,259 7 

Hebrews 2. vvsasascaegeiyatessek 4,965 984. 150 
DOter nna aga scciatedwions Hees ox 2,689 756 115 

JAMOS is ae. oe crea a ae maweaen aiee's 1,728 644 58 
JUdG sis: cieteeas secs Hewswdewss ees 432 203 14 

These figures enable us at a glance to compare Luke’s vocabulary 

with that of the other New Testament writers; but, as Professor 

Goodspeed remarks, “‘ they are disappointing to the critical student 

because they do not distinguish between Luke and Acts, between the 

1 Journal of Biblical Literature, XXXI (1912), pp. 92 ff. 
2 Presbyterian and Reformed Review, II (1891), pp. 647 ff. 

r 



2 STYLE AND LITERARY METHOD OF LUKE 

Pastorals and the ten letters of the primary Pauline canon, or even 

between the Revelation and the Fourth Gospel.” 

For the book of Acts alone Blass’s edition supplies a convenient 

lexicon and an enumeration of words. Excluding variant readings of 

the §-text and not counting proper names, there appear to be in 

Acts 1787 different words. For the Gospel of Luke by itself no 

exact count, excluding proper names, appears to be accessible. But 

the number of different words is very nearly the same as in Acts — 

approximately 1800. For the letters of Paul an independent count 

was made by Myron W. Adams.! 

These figures show that Luke’s vocabulary is greater than that of 

any other New Testament writer. This is only natural, since he is 

the most voluminous writer (see the figures in the first column of 
the table above). The only fair test is to compare the figures for 

the Gospel of Matthew with those for Luke or Acts separately. 

These three works are of very nearly the same size, and yet either 

Luke or Acts has a vocabulary about one-sixth larger than that of 
Matthew. 

The last column of Smith’s table gives the number of words 

peculiar to each writer. The lists in Thayer’s Lexicon differ some- 

what from those in Smith, and as they make distinctions which 

Smith ignores, their totals are here given, together with some other 
counts of the same kind: 

NuMBER oF Worps Peculiar To INDIvipUAL WRITERS 

Thayer Smith Hawkins? Various 

Total Dubious? Minimum 

Matt, scwaacsnie veeeaaan 137 2m 116 IIL 112 

Maths ccseseervesesaaes 102 32 70 77 71 804 

Luke 

Gospels ie: ecsvetetaretusie-sies 312 52 260 261 

ACtS in ccd isaundecie sha hes 478 49 429 413 4145 
Gospel and Acts both .. 61 6r 58 535 

Totals ............ 851 IOI 750 715 732 

1 St. Paul’s Vocabulary, Hartford, 1895. His total of 2478, like Smith’s, includes 
the Pastoral Epistles, but by means of his lists we have calculated that about 300 of 
the words he counts occur only in the Pastoral Epistles, so that the total for the ten 
primary letters is very nearly 2180. ® Horae Synopticae, 2d edit., pp. 198 ff. 

3 Uncertainty due to various readings. * Swete, St. Mark, p. xl. 
5 Blass, Acta Apostolorum, Editio philologica, p. 334. 
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Thayer Smith Hawkins? Various 
Pauline Total Dubious? Minimum 

Except Pastoral Epistles 627 34 593 
Pastoral Epistles....... 1971 Io 187 
Both groups........... 53 6 47 

Totals sc s viscess ears 877 50 827 797 8162 

Johannine 

Gospel and Epistles... . . 133 13 120 

Revelation............ 156 33 123 108 3 
Both groups........... 9 I 8 

Totals............ 298 47 251 212 

Hebrews.............0.- 169 II 158 150 
James: <i. ec ce teiewawscees 73 9 64 58 

Peter 2.228 sieeve Senieleds 121 7 II4 IIs 

TUM ois Sade aicsmetlensantee 20 I 19 14 

From these tables it appears that the words peculiar to Luke are 

more numerous than. those peculiar to any other New Testament 

writer, unless the Pastoral Epistles with their great number of words 

not occurring elsewhere in the New Testament be included in the 

Pauline canon. Comparing books of equal size only we discover 

that in Matthew, Luke, and Acts the words peculiar to each book 

number respectively 116, 260, and 420, or thereabouts. Mr. Adams, 

using Mr. Smith’s figures, calculates the ratio of words peculiar to 

each writer to his whole vocabulary. He says: ‘“ Of the total vo- 

cabulary of St. Paul the percentage of words peculiar to him, as far 

as the New Testament is concerned, is nearly 33. In the case of 

St. Luke it is nearly 27; in St. John and the author of Hebrews it is 

between 15 and 16; in the others, still less.’ 4 

This calculation, however, includes under Paul the Pastoral 

Epistles, which contain a large proportion of &rag \eyoueva. If, fol- 

lowing Thayer’s figures, we exclude these, the percentages will be 

both about the same, between 27 and 28, as the following figures 

show: 
Total vocabulary Words peculiar to either 

Puke ii. sid satiny 2697 750 
Paull joie: soon ais sierecensienaswe 6 2170 593 

1 Thayer makes a mistake in the addition of his list. |? Adams, of. cit. p. 27. 

3 Swete, Apocalypse, p. cxix. 4 Ob. cit. p. 28. 
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Outside of the New Testament a few writers whose works are 

about the size of either or of both of Luke’s works and whose vocabu- 

laries could be readily counted were examined with the following 

result: 
Axsourt THE S1zE oF LUKE or Acts SINGLY 

Teubner pages Vocabulary 

Lttke nce oemeigess es cena about 75 18001 

ACtS i. sa ianuomeee eh res “ 45 1787 
Letter of Aristeas...........- « 65 1968 

Deuteronomy.............-. “ 75 1200 (estimated) 

ABOUT THE S1zE oF Luke AND AcTs TOGETHER 

Teubner pages Vocabulary 

Luke and Acts.............. 150 2697 
Xenophon, Memorabilia...... 142 2404 

Xenophon, Anabasis i-iv...... 135 2431 
AeschineSis. si eeeerne vase Igo ca. 3000 
Antiphon. 5 .c.05 60 s0se6eeas% 129 1550 

2. LITERARY STANDARD OF LUKE’S VOCABULARY 

Tue vocabulary of an author probably affords the best test for com- 

paring him with the various degrees of education and elegance in 

contemporary speech and writing. In matters of orthography the 

corrections or corruptions of scribes obscure the original spelling of 

the autograph. Points of syntax can be more safely used to test a 

writer’s style, but here anything like a statistical comparison is out 

of the question. But in the vocabulary of an ancient writer scribal 

changes play the smallest part, and a rough classification is to some 

extent possible. To estimate the literary standing of Luke it is very 

desirable to examine the character of his vocabulary. 
This subject has already been studied in some connections; 

chiefly either as part of an investigation of the language of the New 

Testament, which has been compared as a whole rather than by 

separate writers with the classical Greek language, or in comparison 

with the diction of the other New Testament writers. These two 

methods have led to the following conclusions: First, that the Greek 

of the New Testament in general differs greatly from classical Greek 

and is on the whole of a more popular and uncultivated style, and, 

1 The figures are exclusive of proper names. 
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second, that the writings of Luke are rather more elegant in diction 

than most of the other writings in the New Testament. But both 

these methods of study have their limitations, and further and more 

definite judgments are possible in regard to the vocabulary of Luke. 

It should be studied separately, and not merely as part of the vocab- 

ulary of that very heterogeneous collection, the New Testament, and 

it should be compared with the vocabularies of other writers beside 

the few comprised in the Christian canon. 
The simplest way of comparing the vocabularies of two writers 

is to discover how many words they have in common. Where lexica 

are available this is easily ascertained. The following list gives the 

approximate proportion of Luke’s vocabulary found in several 

Hellenistic writers or collections: 

Greek (Comedy. wniicdnca arcs satin acne ted seas 67% 
LXX, excluding Apocrypha... .. 1.2.0.2... 2c. cece eee ee eee 80 

LXX, including Apocrypha...........00. 00 :e cece eee eee go 
New Testament (exclusive of Luke and Acts)............. 70 

Papyili aves en4 de eowase Bee gov y 4 driementeag ae aalaa sa 65 

Luclattse. <5) 25 skates vais encc ke choses awe ee eee de 70 

Plutacch.i35., s:s0e-egsn hayaretasaieiteneee se keene sas 85 

Vogel ! has made further observations in this field. Of the various 

parts of the Greek Old Testament, Judges, Samuel, and Kings show 

the closest resemblance in vocabulary to Luke; with Second Mac- 

cabees the likeness is very striking.2 Among profane writers akin 
to Luke, Vogel notes especially Polybius, Dioscorides, and Josephus. 

The lexical relations between Luke and Josephus have been studied 

with especial fulness by Krenkel.? In the New Testament Paul and 

Hebrews show the closest likeness to Luke in vocabulary.‘ 

Such facts and figures may perhaps show some relationship and 

are therefore not without significance, but they have decided limi- 

tations of value. Whether a word used by Luke occurs in another 

writing depends far more on the chance of subject matter and the 

size of the writings compared than on any real affinity of language. 

1 Vogel, Zur Charakteristik des Lukas nach Sprache und Stil, 2d edit., p. 11. 

2 Tbid., p. 54. 
2M. Krenkel, Josephus und Lucas. Der schriftstellerische Einfluss des jiidischen 

Geschichtsschreibers auf den christlichen nachgewiesen, 1894. 

4 See for example the lists in Plummer, Lwke, pp. liv ff.; Hawkins, Horae Synopticae, 

ad edit., pp. 189 ff. 
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Furthermore, such collections as the Septuagint, the New Testa- 

ment, the Apocrypha, and the papyri are of miscellaneous contents 

and character, the works of many authors, and do not represent a 

common standard of culture. Probably half of every writer’s vo- 

cabulary is made up of words of such frequent occurrence that any 

other writer is likely to use them. It is only the unusual or uncom- 

mon words that can be expected to have much significance. 

It is often inferred that for New Testament writers such words 

are to be found in the list of words peculiar to each writer, i. e., not 

found elsewhere in the New Testament. Such a notion is quite er- 

roneous, and the emphasis usually placed upon these words in New 

Testament study seems to the present writer inappropriate. In a 

collection like the New Testament the occurrence of a word in only 

one writer is often merely an accident, and the words so distin- 

guished are not characteristic of him.! On the other hand, some 

really unusual words or words of significance for a writer’s vocabu- 

lary are thus left out of account because another writer in the New 

Testament happened to use the word. 

If the fact that two writers have many words in common can not 

be used as a reliable evidence of affinity in vocabulary, it is still more 

dangerous to use this fact as a proof of literary dependence. No- 

where can this be more clearly seen than in the subject we are here 

considering, the vocabulary of Luke. Coincidence of vocabulary 

has been used at various times to prove that Luke wrote Hebrews, 

that he was familiar with Paul’s letters, and that he had read Jose- 

phus or the Greek medical writers. Even the evidence of peculiar 

words is unsafe in such arguments, though it is used very effectively 

by both Krenkel and the believers in Luke’s medical language. 

Krenkel, for example, to support his thesis that Luke had read 

Josephus, collects a large number of words which in the Greek 

Bible occur only in Luke and are also used by Josephus. 
The uncertainty of all such arguments may be illustrated by the 

following comparison of the vocabularies of Mark and Second Mac- 

1 The evidence that this is true may be seen by a glance at the lists in Part IV of 
the Appendix to Thayer’s Lexicon. See what is said on this point below, p. 62, n. 78. 

* Josephus und Lucas, pp. 304 ff. It is to be observed that Krenkel excludes from 
his investigation First and Second Maccabees. Were they included, many words would 
disappear from this list. 
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‘cabees as related to that of Luke. The two books are of about the 

same size. Mark we know was not only read by Luke but was made 

the chief source of his Gospel and in places copied verbatim; Second 

Maccabees may not even have been known to him. Yet according 

to the following figures, both in his general vocabulary and in the 

words peculiar to him, Luke has more in common with Second Mac- 

cabees than with Mark. 
Luke and Mark Luke and 2 Macc. 

Whole number of words in common (a-e)..... 383(15 ?) 451(12 ?) 
Werds not elsewhere in New Testament (a-e).. _ 20(z ?) 74(5 P) 
Words not elsewhere in the Greek Bible (a-w) . o(z ?) 21(5 P) 

The last comparison is of sufficient interest to justify giving the 

lists in full. 

PECULIAR TO Mark AND LUKE IN THE GREEK BIBLE 

dpxiovvayaryos 

avayavov Mark 14, 15 = Luke 22, 12. 

BXnrtéov Mark 2, 22 (v.l.) = Luke 5, 38. 
exmvety Mark 15, 37, 39 = Luke 23, 46. 

tuarlfew Mark 5, 15 = Luke 8, 35. 
Aerrév Mark 12, 42 = Luke 21, 2; also Luke 12, 59. 

tpbuva 

ouvinrely 

cvoraptocev Mark g, 20 = Luke 9g, 42. 

It will be noted that more than half of the cases are in parallel 

passages. 

PECULIAR TO SECOND MACCABEES AND LUKE IN THE GREEK BIBLE 

aywvia Luke 22, 44 (v.1.). . ebOupos 
avarnpos also Tobit 14, 2 (v.1.). iepdovdos 
dvriBadrev perplus 

doxety aepipnyvivar 

arep mpeoBela 

abornpés ampookNivew 

Stavbew avvedaivew Acts 7, 26 (v.1.). 
elarpéxev obvtpopos also v.1. in 1 Macc. 1, 6; 
e&rAjpwots 3 Reg. 12, 24. 

émiTpom] ouvruyx ave 

EaOnots 3 Macc. 1, 16 (v.2.). brofwrvivar 

Vogel gives a list of more than fifty words and expressions peculiar 

to Luke in the New Testament and found in 2 Maccabees but not 

in the canonical books of the Old Testament. But many of these 

are found in the other apocryphal books and are therefore omitted 
from the foregoing list. On the other hand Vogel overlooks some of 
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the words cited here. Further coincidences between Luke and 2 

Maccabees in the use of words will be found in the word lists below 

under dvadtw, avarlOnut, dtavoiyw, Stepunvebwo, éravayw, érioracts.! 

In view of the dangers that have attended the study of Luke’s 

vocabulary in the past it may well be asked whether any examina- 

tion of it can be safely made. Probably it can be done if the method 

of procedure is selected with some care, and if the results are not 

treated too mathematically or made to prove too much. The fol- 

lowing methods were adopted only after due consideration and 

testing, and both the results and the methods by which they are 

reached are submitted here only tentatively and as the means of a 

rough estimate of the character of Luke’s vocabulary. 

The natural way to compare the vocabularies of two authors 

seemed to be to confine attention in each author to words of un- 

usual occurrence in Greek literature, or at least to those not found 

in all grades of Greek prose, and to classify these in accordance with 

the class or age of Greek writing to which they seem to belong; 

then by counting the number of words of each class used by each 

author to discover which of the two writers inclined in his distinc- 

tive vocabulary towards the educated, Attic, and older words, which 

towards the more vulgar, less classical, and later words. 

Such a comparison involves the analysis of two vocabularies, for 

example in our case, the vocabulary of Luke and that of at least one 

other Hellenistic. author. Unfortunately most of the numerous 

linguistic studies in Hellenistic literature deal only with grammar. 

For Polybius, Strabo, Diodorus Siculus, Dionysius of Halicarnassus, 

and Plutarch we possess no thorough or well-sifted analysis of vo- 

cabulary, as Schmid has already noted with regret.2, The same is 

true of the two most extensive Jewish writers, Josephus and Philo, 

for neither of whom even a lexicon is available. The vocabularies 

of Jewish and Christian writings, whether canonical or apocryphal, 

are either unclassified or have been studied in groups that include 

several different authors. A noteworthy exception is Nageli, Der 

Wortschatz des Apostels Paulus The most thorough and satis- 

1 See also W. K. L. Clarke, ‘‘Acts and the LKX” in Christian Origins (to be pub- 
lished shortly). 2 Schmid, Der Aiticismus, IV, 634. 

* Gottingen, 1905. The study includes only the rarest words, and continues down 
the alphabet part way through the letter e. 
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factory work of the kind desired was found to be the analyses of 

vocabulary in Schmid’s Atticismus 1 for Dio Chrysostom, Lucian, 

Aristides, Aelian, and the younger Philostratus. That a comparison 

of the New Testament language with the later Greek has been 

greatly facilitated by this elaborate work was recognized several 

years ago by Professor J. H. Thayer,? but apparently it has never 

been methodically vised for this purpose. 

The method of Schmid is as follows: 3 

Words that are of frequent occurrence in the Attic and the better 

literature of all periods are altogether omitted from consideration as 

being of no value for estimating “ stilistische Neigungen ” of the 

writer. Of the remaining words Schmid makes five classes according 

to their occurrence in extant authors: 

A. Common Attic words, or words occurring in several Attic 

writers. 

B. Words found only or principally in one prose writer before 

Aristotle. 

C. Words found in poetry but not in Attic prose. 

D. Words belonging to the post-classical prose, including 

Aristotle. 

E. Words found first in the author under investigation. 

In the lists which follow the same classification has been made of 

the vocabulary of Luke and Acts, extending down the alphabet 

through the letter «. As about three-fourths of Luke’s vocabulary 

occurs in the writings of the five authors treated by Schmid, we can 

follow his authority for nearly all the words which are to be omitted 

altogether from classification and for a great many of the words 

that fall into the first four classes. Where Schmid’s estimate of a 

word is obtainable the reference to his work is given. The other 

words are classified as much in accordance with his methods as pos- 

sible. As the date of Luke’s work is uncertain it seemed safest to 

include in the last class only words in Luke and Acts that are found 

in no other writer before 200 A.D., which is about the lower limit for 

1 Der Alticismus in seinen Hauptvertretern von Dionysius von Halikarnass bis auf den 
gweiten Philostratus (4 vols. and index, 1887-1897). 

° Hastings, Dictionary of the Bible, III, 43 (“‘ Language of the New Testament ”). 
3 Op. cit. I, 103 2., 400. 
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the Atticists treated by Schmid. But of course it is quite possible 

that the words in list D marked only Josephus or Plutarch are also, 

strictly speaking, words first used by Luke. The enumeration 

does not aim to be complete except in the case of the Septuagint * 

(as represented by the texts underlying Hatch and Redpath’s 

Concordance) and the New Testament. In addition, words 

found in the papyri (except those found only in Christian papyri 

or papyri of the Byzantine period) are marked by the simple 

abbreviation, “ Pap.” In view of the promised lexicon to the papyri 

it did not seem worth while in most cases to give the references for 

the occurrence of these words.* 

WORD LISTS 

A. Common Attic Worps OR WorDS OCCURRING IN 

SEVERAL ATTIC WRITERS 4 

ft &yvworos ‘unknown.’ Schmid IV, 118.— Hom., Pind., 
Thuc., Plat., LXX (Wisd., 2 Macc.), Joseph., 

Pap., Inscr. 

T &yopaios Schmid I, 251.—Ar., Arist. e¢ al., Joseph., 

Strab., Luc., Inscr., Pap. 

aypuTvéew Schmid IV, 118. — Plat., Xen., Theognis, LXX, 

Mk. al., Luc., Philostr., Inscr., Pap. 

t [andia] Schmid II, 72.—Plat., Oratt., Hipp., Arr., Pap. 
(See Moulton and Milligan, Vocabulary s. v., 

who call it a vernacular word.) 

1 The symbol LXX is used for the Greek Old Testament, but if a word occurs only 

in the Apocrypha that fact is shown by adding in parenthesis the exact reference or 
“ Apocr.” 

2 The obelus (f) is used to mark words occurring in the New Testament only in 

Luke or Acts, but is enclosed in round brackets if it occurs in another New Testa- 
ment writing as a variant reading. Words enclosed in square brackets are variant 

readings in Luke or Acts. 
3 For a list of the principal collections, see Moulton, Grammar of New Testament 

Greek, I, index; Moulton and Milligan, Vocabulary of the Greek Testament. 
4 The customary abbreviations are employed. Note that “ Ar.” stands for Aristo- 

phanes, “ Arist.” for Aristotle. Abbreviations for the Gospels (in these lists) Mt., 
Mk., Jn. When the word occurs in Luke only in a context derived from Mark or Q, 
or in quotation or reminiscence from the Old Testament, the source is noted in brackets 

at the end of the entry, c. g. — [Q] 
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Schmid IV, 120. — Att. poetry and prose, LXX, 

Mt., Jn., Luc., Philostr., Pap. (“ common, ” 
Moulton and Milligan). 

with inf. but not acc. of person. Schmid III, 98 

(‘“‘bewusster Atticismus”’).— Trag., Plat., 

Ar., Isocr. 

=airia. Dem., Plat., Joseph., Pap. 

= ots. Schmid I, 104 (“diesen Sinn scheint 

das Wort im N.T. nicht zu haben”; but cf. 

Luke 7,1, Mark 7, 35, Acts 17, 20, Heb. 5, 11). 

— LXX (2 Macc. 15, 39) al. 
Schmid IV, 122.—Hdt., Att. prose., LXX, 

Joseph., Mt., Luc., Philostr., Pap. — [Q] 

Thuc., Plat., Hipp., Aesch.,Com., Polyb., Diod., 

LXX, Joseph., Philo, Pap. 

Schmid IV, 123.—Thuc., Dem., Callim., 

Joseph., Luc., Plut., Hdn., Pap. 

Schmid I, 208; II, 75.—Trag., Plat., Xen., 

Dem., LXX, Paul, Heb., Aristides, Pap. 

Schmid IV, 123.— Ar., Alex., Amphis, Luc., 

Plut., Philostr., LXX, Inscr., Pap. 

Schmid IV, 126.— Plat., Xen., LXX, Mk., 

Philostr. 

Schmidt IV, 126, — Att., Dion. Hal., Joseph., 

LXX, Arr., Plut., Philostr., Pap. 

‘vow to gods.’ Schmid II, 76.—TIonic and 

older Attic, Aristides, Inscr. 

Schmid III, roof. — Hdt., Thuc., Ar., Xen., 

Dem., Plat., Polyb., LXX, Joseph., Luc., 

Ael., Babr., Pap. 

intransitive. Xen., Plut., Hipp., Galen, Pap. 

(OP. 939, iv A. D., a Christian letter). 
in forensic sense. Att. (Thayer, s.v.), Paul 

(Nageli, p. 22), LXX (Susanna), Inscr. 

Xen., Plat., Oratt., LXX (3 Macc. 7, 5), Inscr., 

Pap. 

Schmid IV, 126. — Hdt., Plat., Ar., Xen., LXX, 

Joseph., Aristeas, [John 8, 7 10], Luc., Pap. 
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T dvareiOw 

T dvarnpos 

dvaceiw 

t dvacxevatw 

t dvaoraw 

T dvadaivoua 

aveots 

Tt dveupioxe 

avéxouar 

T évorxodopéw 

a&vopos 

avebev 

T dftdw 

[azravraw] 

amapvéopat 

arevOns 

amoBairvw 

amroBoAn 

Tt droorpépwo 

Schmid I, 253 al. —Hdt., Thuc., Plat., Xen., 

al., LXX, Joseph., Arr., Luc., Ael., Philostr., 

Plut., Pap. 

Schmid III, ror. — Att. prose, Joseph., Ael., 

LXX (2 Macc. 8, 24). 

Schmid IV, 128.— Hymn. Hom., Att. prose, 

Eur., Ar., Diod., Dion. Hal., Mk., Philostr., 

Plut., Inscr., Pap. 

Thuc., Xen., Polyb., Joseph., Plut., Pap. (OP. 

745 iA.D., the nearest parallel to Acts 15, 24). 

Schmid IV, 128. — Att. prose, LXX, Joseph., 

Luc., Philostr., Alciphr., Pap. 

Schmid IV, 272. — Att. prose, LXX, Joseph. 

Schmid I, 253; IV, 128. — Thuc., Plat., Arist., 

Polyb., Theophr., LXX, Aristeas, Paul, Inscr., 

Pap. 
Hadt., Plat., Xen., Trag., LXX (4 Macc. 3, 14), 

Joseph., Arr., Plut., Inscr. 
with genitive. Schmid II, 77.— Plat., Eur., 

Mt., Mk., LXX, Arr. 
Thuc., Xen., Diod., Joseph., LXX, Plut., Hdn., 

Inscr., Pap. — |LXX] 
Att. prose and poetry, LXX, Paul (see Nageli, 

p. 14) al., Pap. 

temporal. Schmid ITI, ro2; IV, 131.— Dem. 

al., LXX, N.T., Joseph., Pap. 
‘ask,’ with infin. Hdt., Oratt. al. (cf. Blass, 

N.T. Gramm., p. 226), LXX, Pap. 

with personal subject. Schmid II, 80; III, 102. 

— Att., LXX, Mk. 14, 13, Pap. 
Plat., Hdt., Thuc., Hipp., Trag., LXX, Mt., 

Mk.,, Arr., Plut. 

Pind., Thuc., Xen., LXX, Philo, Paul, Past. 

Epp., Inscr., Athen. 

“turn out.’ Schmid II, 80.— Hdt., Thuc., Plat., 

Isocr., LXX, Phil. 1, 19, Pap. (PP. III, 42 H). 
Plat., Arist., Rom. 11,15, M. Anton., Arr., Plut. 

intrans. Hdt., Xen., Thuc., LXX (Ecclus. 8, 6 

al.), Plut. 
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apxnyos 

T dowria 
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} abromrns 

t abroxerp 

adavitw 
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axupov 

} Babivw 

} Baots 
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Plat., Lys., LXX., Diod., Rev. 6, 14. 

Schmid I, 256. — Ar., Xen., LXX, Mt., Paul. 

Thuc., Plat., Isocr.,Aesch., Arist., Polyb., Diod., 

LXX, Heb., Hdn., Inscr., Pap. 

Eur., Hdt., Hipp., Arist., Joseph., Plut., Galen. 

Schmid II, 87; IV, 138. — Plat., Dem., Polyb., 

Diod., Dion. Hal., LXX, Joseph., Aristides, 

Alciphr., Pap. 

Theognis, Plat., LXX, Aristeas, Mt., Mk., Paul, 

Arr., Pap. (OP. 471, 67, ii A. D.) 
Schmid IT, 88. — Poets and Attic prose., LXX, 

Mk. ».1., Jas., Paul, Jn., Dio Chrys., Luc., 

Aristides, Pap. 

Schmid IV, 139. — Plat. e¢ al., LXX, 2 Thess. 

3, 2, Luc., Philostr., Pap. 

Schmid IV, 139. — Hom., Hdt., Att., LXX, Mt. 

21,17, Arr., Luc., Philostr., Inscr. 

of men. Plat.,Polyb., Dion.Hal., LXX (2 Macc. 
14, 30), Plut., Diog. Laert., Pap. 

Schmid IV, 140.—Hom.,Hdt., Att. prose, LXX, 

Philo, Mk. 4, 28, Philostr., Diod., Arr., Pap. 

Hadt., Plat., Xen., Oratt., Polyb. and later Gk. 

writers, Joseph., Pap. 

Schmid I, 112, 257; II, 90. — Att., Joseph., Arr., 
Dio Chrys., Luc., Aristides. 

Schmid I, 112; ITI, 90; III, 106. — Thuc., Plat., 

Ar., LXX, Mt., Jas., Pap. — [LXX] 

Schmid IV, 141 f. — Att. prose, Polyb., LXX, 

Paul (see Nageli, p. 15), Luc., Philostr., Pap. 

Schmid IV, 142. — Hdt., Xen., Com., LXX, Mt. 

3, 12, Pap. (‘* very common,” Moulton and 

Milligan). — [Q] 

Hom., Xen., Theophr., Dion. Hal., LXX, 

Joseph. 

‘foot.’ Schmid III, 107 al.—Plat., Arist., 

Joseph., Philostr., Ael., LXX (Wisd. 13, 18), 

Apollod. 
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BdOuvos 

T Born 

BobdAnpa 

Bpdya 

yebouat 

yvworos 

"youos 

devas 

bépw 

b€outos 

{ devrepatos 

T dnunyopéw 

T dtaBarrw Twvd. 

TWE 

T dtd-yrwors 

T dtaxobw 

draroyifouar 

Stapaptipouat 

Srapepifw 

Tt dtavdnua 

Xen., Lys., Solon, Cratin., Theophr., LXX, Mt. 

12, 11; 15, 14, Galen. — [Q] 
(cf. Schmid IV, 282). Thuc., Xen., LXX, 

Joseph. 

Schmid II, 91. — Plat., Arist., LXX (2 and 4 

Macc.), Aristeas, Rom. 9, 19, Arr., Pap. 

Schmid IV, 143. Hipp., Thuc., Xen., LXX, 

Paul et al., Arr., Alciphr. 

metaphorically. Schmid I, 113. -Hom., Hdt., 

Soph., Plat. aJ., LXX, Mt., Mk. 

Plat., Xen., Trag. ai., LXX, Rom. 1, 19, Jn. 

Hdt., Dem., Aesch., Mosch. a/., LXX, Rev. 18, 

iz f., Inscr., Pap. 

Schmid ITI, 108; IV, 147.— Att., LXX, Mt. 

8, 6. 
Schmid IV, 147.— Hom., Soph., Com., Plat., 

Xen., LXX, Mt., Mk., Paul, Jn., Pap. 

Trag., Att. (Bekker, Anecdota Graeca, I, 90), 

LXX, Diod., Paul (Niageli, p. 26) e¢ al., Pap. 

Hdt., Xen., Polyb., Diod., Inscr. 

Schmid IV, 148.— Ar., Xen., Plat., Dem., 
Joseph., LXX, Alciphr. 

Schmid IV, 149.—Hdt., Thuc., Plat., Pap. 

(TbP. I, 23, ii B. c.), Theodotion (Dan. 3, 8). 

Plat., Hipp., Dem., LXX (Wisd. 3, 18), Joseph., 
Arr., Plut., Dio Cass., Inscr., Pap. 

Schmid IV, 150.—Xen., Plat. aj., LXX, 

Joseph., Luc., Philostr., Inscr., Pap. 

Schmid IT, 93. — Att. prose, LXX, Mt., Mk., 
Pap. 

Schmid ITI, 94.— Xen. and especially Dem., 
LXX, Paul al. ‘ 

Schmid I, 259. — Plat., Menand., LXX, Aris- 
teas, Mt., Mk., Jn., Luc. 

Schmid II, 94.— Xen., Plat., Arr., Aristides, 
LXX. 
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} dvarnpéw 

Tt dtadebyw 
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Tt dtaxwpifouar 

T dtepwr aw 

Tf duucxvpifouar 

btxaiwya 

T ddpPwya 

dvoptoow 

OrxoTOMEew 

Suvarot, oi 

dvoKd\ws 

T éyxaberos 

T &yxvos 

t €ados 

eloropevopar 

T elorpéxw 

T éxBodn 

€KKOTTO 

T éxxpéuapar 
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Schmid IT, 94 al.— Plat., Xen., Dem., Polyb., 

LXX, Joseph., Luc., Aristides, Ael., Inscr., 

Pap. 

Schmid IV, 151. — Hdt., Att. prose and poetry, 

LXX, MK. 5, 4, Philostr., Luc. 

Plat., Oratt., Com., Arist., Polyb., LXCX, Ari- 

steas, Plut., Inscr., Pap. 

Schmid IV, 152. — Hat. a/., LXX, Joseph., Arr., 

Luc., Philostr., Pap. 

Plat., Dem., Aeschin., Polyb., Joseph. 

Schmid IV, 152.—Ar., Plat. Xen. al., LXX, 

Diod., Joseph., Plut. 

Plat., Xen., Dem., Polyb., Joseph., Plut., Dio 

Cass. al. 

Oratt., Plat., Joseph., Dio Cass. al. 

Plat., Arist., LXX, Paul (Nageli, p. 22) a/., Pap. 

Hipp., Arist., Polyb., Plut., Diog. Laert., Pap. 

Schmid IV, 153.— Att. prose, LXX, Mt., Inscr., 

Pap. —[Q] 
Plat., Arist., Mt. 24, 51, LXX —[Q] 
‘ the rich, prominent.’ Schmid IV, 155. — Hdt., 

Att. prose, Joseph., Philostr. 

Plat., Isocr., Dem., Mt. 19, 23 = Mk. IO, 23. 

— [Mk] 

Plat., Dem., Hyperides, Polyb., LXX, Joseph. 

Hadt., Hipp., Arist., Anth., Diod., LXX (Ecclus. 
42, 10), Joseph., Plut., Pap. 

Schmid IT, 98. — Att. prose and poetry, LXX, 
Aristeas, Inscr., Pap. 

Xen. et al., LXX, Mt., Mk., Inscr., Pap. 

Xen., Thuc., Theocr., LXX (2 Mace. 5, 26), 
Joseph., Lycophron. 

Schmid I, 262. — Dem., Arist., LXX, Luc., Pap. 

Schmid IV, 158.— Hat. a/., LXX, Mt., Paul, 

Pap. 

Schmid IV, 158. — Eur., Thuc., Philo, Joseph., 

LXX. 
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T éxdadéw 

éxNexTos 

éxNoy7 

éxmrvew 

éxmropevopat 

Tt eAxdopau 

é€uCr€rw 

eudavifw 

T &eos 

Tt é&vromios 

évuTrvra tw 

éEaidyns 

éEaneiow 

Tt é&adropar 

T éwavarykes 

27 
€TTQVG) 

T éraudts 

Tt érednmep 

T éwéxewa 

T ériBiBatw 

Schmid IV, 159. — Eur., Dem., Philo, Joseph., 

Philostr., Dio Cass., LXX (Jud. 11, 9 2.1.) 

Plat., Thuc., LXX, Enoch, Mt., Mk. al., Pap. 

Plat., Arist., Polyb., Diod., Dion. Hal., Joseph., 

Aristeas, Paul al., Aquila, Symm., Theodot., 

Pap. 

Plat., Aesch., Eur., Soph., Arist., Mk. 15, 37 39, 

Philostr. — [Mk] 
Schmid IV, 160. — Xen., Polyb., Aeneas Tact., 

LXX, Mt., Mk., Paul, Rev. 

Hipp., Xen., Eur., Com., Plut. 

Schmid IV, 161. — Plat., Xen., Polyb., LXX, 

Mt., Mk., Jn., Pap. 

Schmid II, 103. — Xen., Plat., Dem., Aeschin., 

LXX, Mk., Jn., Heb., Inscr., Pap. 

Schmid III, 120. — Plat., Arist., LXX, Joseph. 

Plat., Soph.,! Dion. Hal., Hdn., Inscr., Pap. 

Hipp., Arist., LXX, Jude 8, Plut. — [LXX] 

Hom., Pind., Plat., Dem. a/., LXX., Mk. 13, 

36, Arr., Plut., Galen., Babr., Pap. 

Schmid IV, 163. — Att. prose and poetry, Paul, 

Rev., Luc., Philostr., Inscr., Pap. 

Hom., Xen. al., LXX, Joseph. 

Schmid I, 264.— Hdt., Aeschin., Plat., Dem. al., 

Arist., Dion. Hal., Joseph., Arr., Luc., Plut. 
al, Pap. 

with gen. Schmid I, 119 (“seit Hdt. in allen 
Schichten der Sprache verbreitet ’’).— LXX, 
Mt. al., Pap. 

Schmid III, 123. — Hdt., Plat., Diod., Polyb., 

Philo, Ael., Plut., LXX, Pap. —[LXX] 

Plat., Thuc., Ar., Arist., Dion. Hal., Philo, 
Joseph. 

Schmid II, 108 f. —Soph., Eur., Thuc., Plat., 
Xen., Isocr., Strabo, Luc. aJ., LXX.— [LXX] 

Thuc., Plat., Diod., LXX. 

1 Oed. Col. 841 (MSS. not editions). 
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‘recognize.’ Schmid IV, 166. — Hom., Aesch., 

Thuc., Plat., Xen., LXX, Mt. al. 

Plat., Dem., Arist., Theophr., Dion. Hal., LXX 

(Apocr.), Joseph., Plut., Hdn. a/., Pap. 

Schmid IV, 167. — Hom. and other poets, Att. 

prose, LXX, Aristeas, Joseph., Luc. a/., Pap. 

Schmid II, ro9 al.— Soph., Ar., Thuc., Xen., 

Plat., LXX, Joseph., Aristeas, Arr., Luc. al., 

Pap. 

‘supplies.’ Dem., Xen., LXX, Joseph., Hdn., 

Inscr. 

transitive. Schmid IV, 169. — Xen. aj., LXX. 

Dem., Hipp., Thuc., Polyb., Dion. Hal., Diod., 

LXX (2 Macc. 13, 14), Joseph., Aquila, Pap. 

‘illustrious.’ Schmid IV, 169.— Att. prose, 

LXX, Philostr., Pap. — [LXX] 

Hadt., Thuc., Plat., Xen., Andocid., poets, LXX, 

Philo, Mt. 12, 25, Rev., Pap. — [Q] 

Schmid IV, 173.— Ar., Dem., Lycurg.,Theophr., 

LXX, Joseph., Paul al., Luc., Plut., Paus. 

Schmid IV, 173. — Ar., Plat., LXX, Philostr. 

Plat., Xen., Att. poets, LXX (2 Macc. 11, 26), 

Joseph., Plut., Pap. 

Xen., poetry, Polyb., Joseph., Plut. 

Schmid ITI, 126. — Plat., Isocr. al., Mt. 16, 26 

(the parallel passage), Pap. 

‘praise.’ Schmid I, 267.— Ar., Att., Polyb., 

Aristeas, Luc. 

Thuc., Plat., Xen., Oratt., LXX (4 Reg. 25, 

10 A), Philo, Joseph., Arr., Plut., Aquila, Pap. 

cf. Schmid I, 267. — Ar., Xen., Menand., Diod., 

LXX, Joseph., Pap. (TbP. 678, medical; 

Petr. P.) 

Schmid IV, 176; Lobeck, Phryn. 323. —LXX, 

Jn. 4, 52; Heb. 13, 8, Pap. —[LXX] 
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B. Worps FROM THE VOCABULARY OF INDIVIDUAL WRITERS 

BEFORE ARISTOTLE 

1. From Plato 

avayvwots ‘reading.’ Schmid I, 299. — Plat., LXX, Ari- 

steas, Paul a/., Arr., Luc., Pap. 
T dvadnuyis Schmid I, 299.— Plat., Hipp., Polyb., Luc., 

Com., Pap. 
aroNUTpwots Plat., Polyb., LXX, Aristeas, Philo, Joseph., 

Diod., Paul (Nageli, p. 30), Heb., Plut. 
adeots ‘forgiveness.’ Plat., Diod., Dion. Hal., Philo, 

Enoch, Paul (Nageli, p. 55) a/., Pap. 

Barrifa Schmid I, 299. — Plat., Polyb., Diod., Strabo, 

LXX, Mt., Mk., Jn., Paul, Arr., Plut., Luc., 

Pap. 

yevynros Schmid I, 299. — Plat., Diod., LXX., Mt. 11, 

11, Luc. —[Q] 

T Stapepiopds Plat., Diod., LXX, Joseph. 

diavoiyw Schmid I, 300. — Plat., Arist., LXX, Mk., Luc., 

Plut. 

{ duarpaypuarebouat Plat., Dion. Hal. 

Tt émuchadns ‘dangerous.’ Schmid I, 300.— Hipp., Plat., 

Polyb., LXX (Wisd. 9, 14), Joseph., Aristeas, 
Luc., Pap. (?) 

2. From Xenophon 
ft dvruxaréw Xen. 
T BrXérw in geographical sense (specto). Xen., LXX 

(Ezek. 11, 1 al.), Diog. Laert., Hdn., Pap. 
éexarovramhaciwy Xen., LXX, Mk. 10, 13. —[Mk] 

{ éravaya ‘put to sea.’ Xen., LXX (2 Macc. 12, 4), Pap. 
T [éorepuvds] Xen., LXX, Dio Cass., Athen., Pap. 



a0EutTos 

Tt avaBabuds 

tT dvayvéts 

T avwrepixds 

T [eroxbw] 

T aywvifoua 

T dowrTws 

ft darvorns 

{ exrapacow 

T avéxNertrT0s 

ayern 

T ayKady 
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3. From Herodotus 

Hdt., Dion. Hal., LXX (2 and 3 Macc.), 1 Pet. 
4, 3, Plut., Vett. Val., Pap. 

Schmid III, 171. — Hadt., Ael., LXX, Dio Cass., 

Inscr. (avaBafpous Syll. 587, 308, iv B.C.) 

4. From Hippocrates 

Hipp., LXX, Philo, Strabo, Galen, Eccles. 

Hipp., Galen, Epiphan. 

Hipp., Arist., LXX, Philo, Joseph., Galen. 

Hipp., Herond., Aretaeus, Galen, LXX, Plut., 

Babr., Iambl. 

transitive. Hipp., LXX. 

5. From Thucydides 

with infinitive. Schmid IV, 256, 389.—Thuc., 

Diod., Plut., Philostr. 

6. From Demosthenes 

Dem., Joseph., Polyaen., Dio Cass., Athen. 

Schmid I, 309. — Dem., LXX, Joseph., Plut., 

Luc., Pap. 

4. From Isocrates 

Schmid I, 311.—Isocr., LXX, Plut., Joseph., 

Dio Cass., Luc., Alciphr. 

8. From Hyperides 

Hyperides, Diod., Aristeas, Plut., Sext. Emp., 

Inscr., Pap. 

C. Portic ExPRESSIONS 

Schmid II, 187.— Hom., Trag., Pind., Plat., 

Xen., Mt., Mk., LXX, Luc. al., Pap. — [Mk] 

Schmid I, 318 al. — Hdt., Eur., Plat., Joseph., 

LXX, Luc., Philostr., Pap. 
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ayvito 

atua 

aivéw 

(tT) aivos 

GXNEKTWP 

adnOw 

apres 

avaBr\érw 

T évadeixvupe 

avaxpatw 

T dvadaivw 

avvdpos 

a&moxpudos 

Tt drropaooopat 

Tt drorwdoow 

Tt aropixw 

T &pyupdxomos 

T dpay 

Soph., Eur., Diphil., Apoll. Rhod., Diod., LXX, 

Jn. al., Plut., Pap. 

‘murder.’ Schmid IV, 268.— Trag., LXX, 

Rev. al. 

(“poetic and Ionic,” Liddell and Scott) —Plat., 

LXX, Rev., Plut., Inscr. (Syll. 835, 8, iv B.c.) 

(“Greek poets,” Thayer). —LXX, Mt. 21, 16 

(LXX), Inscr. 

Schmid I, 319. — Poets, LXX, Mt., Mk., Jn., 

Pap.— [Mk.] 

Theophr., Com., Anth., Diod., LXX, Mt. 24, 41 

(from Q), Pap. —[Q] 
Ar., Soph., LXX, Jn., Pap. — [LXX] 
‘see again.’ Schmid IV, 270.— Eur., Hdt., 

Plat., Ar., Mt., Mk., Jn., Paus., Inscr., LXX. 

Schmid IV, 271 al. — Soph., Hdt., Xen., Polyb., 

LXX, Joseph., Luc., Philostr., Inscr. 

Schmid I, 320.—Hom., Com., Xen., Polyb., 

LXX, Mk., Luc., Philostr., Pap. (B GUIV, 

1201, II, ii A.D.) 

active.! Schmid IV, 273.— Hom., Aesch., Eur., 

Plat. 

Schmid IV, 275. — Hdt., Eur., Theophr., LXX, 

Mt. 12, 43 al., Pap. —[Q] 

Eur., Callim., Xen., Anth., LXX, Mk. 4, 22, 

Col. 2, 3, Vett. Val., Pap. (Jewish magic). 

— [Mk] 
Schmid IV, 276 al.—Com., Dem., Polyb., 

Theocr., LXX (Tob. 7, 17, v. 1.), Luc. 

cf. Schmid I, 348. — Eur., LXX, Galen. 

Schmid I, 149 al.—Ar., Bion, Hipp., LXX 

(4 Macc. 15, 18), Joseph., Arr., Dio Chrys. 
al., Pap. 

Phryn. (Com.), LXX, Plut., Inscr. (CI 3154), 
Pap. 

Hom., Com., Inscr., LXX, Joseph., Pap. 

? Schmid indicates that this word is absent from the New Testament, evidently 
an oversight. 



apriw 

aoddevtos 

aGoBeoros 

} donuos 

{ dorparrw 

t drep 

} abyn 

T ddavros 

T ddve 

t axdbs 

Bapéw 

Baoratvw 

Baros 

Brérw 

T Bouvés 
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Schmid II, 190.— Hom. and the other poets, 

Arist., Theophr., Polyb., LXX, Mk. al., Pap. 

— [Mk] 
Schmid I, 149.— Eur., LXX, Anth., Diod., 

Heb. 12, 28, Dio Chrys., Plut., Polemon, 

[Plat.] Axioch. 370D, Inscr. 

Schmid I, 322. — Poets, Dion. Hal., LXX (Job. 
20, 26 v. J.), Philo, Mt. 3, 12, Mk., Strabo, 

Luc., Ael., Plut. —[Q] 
metaphorically. Schmid I, 322.— Eur. and 

other poets, Hdt., LXX (3 Macc. 1, 3), 
Joseph., Dion. Hal. al. 

Schmid IV, 278. — Trag., Ar., late epic, Plat., 

Xen., LXX, Philostr., Pap. (magic). 

Poets and late prose, LXX (2 Macc. 12, 15), 
Plut., Inscr., Pap. 

Schmid IV, 279 al. — Poets, Plat., Xen., LXX, 

Joseph. 

Schmid II, 191. Hom., Pind., Soph., Diod., 
Aristides, Plut. 

Schmid IIT, 186.—mostly poetical; Thuc.,Dem., 
LXX, Joseph., Ael., Arr. 

Schmid I, 323 a/.—Epic, Polyb., Arist., Aquila, 

Symm., Joseph., Luc., Philostr. 

Schmid I, 322.—Hom., Plat., Theocr., Paul 

(Nageli, p. 26), Luc., Ael., Plut., Pap. 

Schmid I, 323.— Trag., Com., Polyb., LXX 

(rare), Mt., Mk., Paul, Rev., Arr., Luc., Pap. 

Schmid I, 323.—Hom., Theophr., Ar., Luc., 

Philostr., LXX, Mk. 

Schmid IV, 281.— chiefly poetical, and then in 

late prose; LXX, Mt., Paul ai., Pap. 

Com., Polyb., LXX, Philo, Joseph., Strabo, 
Plut., Paus., Inscr., Pap.—[LXX] 

1 Schmid indicates that this word is absent from the New Testament, evidently 
an oversight. 
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(T) Boaxiwy 

Bpédpos 

Bpéxw 

Bpvy pos 

T Bpbxw or Bpixw 

T Bpworpos 

ye (y) nyo. 

T yNedxos 

yoyo pos 

Satpovifouar 

ber met 

ft duadaréw 

t Seadexrds 

ft dvavetw 

ft Savi 

ft duomeris 

Siwy wos 

t dox4 

boa 

Hom., Eur., Arist., LXX, Joseph., Jn. 12, 38 

(from LXX.), Pap. 

Hom., Pind., Anth., LXX (Apocr.), 2 Tim. 3, 
15 al, Pap. 

Schmid II, 192.— originally poetical; Polyb., 

Mt. al., LXX., Arr., Aristides, Pap. 

Eupolis, Ephipp. (?), LXX, Mt., Galen, Eccles. 

==(0) 
Hom., Hermipp., Hipp., LXX. 

Aesch., Diphilus (Bekker, Anecd. I, 84), LXX. 

Schmid II, 293.—Soph., Plat., LXX, Mt., 

Pap. —[Q] 
Schmid I, 324.—Nicand., Arist., LXX, Joseph., 

Luc., Plut., Pap. 

Anaxandrides, LXX, Paul (Nageli, pp. 26 f.) al., 
M. Anton. 

‘be possessed.” Philemon, Mt.ai., Aquila, Plut., 
Pap. (PLeid. W vi. 30, Jewish). 

Schmid III, 190.—-Hymn. Hom., Hes., Eur., 
Plat., Xen., Polyb., LXX, Mt. 23, 4, Arr., 
Pap. 

Schmid IV, 285.—Eur., Polyb., Symm., Joseph., 
Philostr., Alciphr. 

‘language.’ Ar., Com., Arist., Polyb., Diod., 
LXX, Philo, Joseph., Plut. 

Schmid I, 314. — Alexis, Polyb., Diod., LXX, 
Luc. 

Schmid I, 325 a. — Hom., Eur., Xen., Polyb., 
LXX (2 Macc. 12, 17), Joseph., Luc. al. 

(cf. Schmid I, 325) —Eur., Dion. Hal., Luc., 
Hdn., Aristopho, Plut. 

Aesch., Soph., Xen., LXX, Mt., Mk., Paul 
(Nageli, p. 26) al., Plut. 

‘reception.’ Machon, LXX, Plut. (‘receptacle,’ 
Hipp.; ‘receipt,’ Pap.) 

Schmid III, 193. — “ Poetic and Alexandrian 
prose.” LXX, Mt., Mk., Ael., Pap. 



Téa 

eloaxobw 

T &xOeros 

T éxxoAupBaw 

tT éxreréw 

éxTevas 

ExTWaoow 

éeuTraivw 

T évvebw 

évTuNioow 

éfauTns 

: : éraivéw 

} ématréw 

= , } éraxpodopat 

> A T éreyeipw 

T éwépxopat, 

eri BAnua 

erikelmat 

T émuxeddr\w 
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Aesch., Soph., Ar., Plat., LXX.! 

Hom., Soph., Eur., Hdt., Arist., LXX, Mt. al., 

Pap. 

Eur., Manetho, Vett. Val. 

Eur., Ar., Diod., Dion. Hal. 

Schmid II, 195.—Hom., Hes., Pind., Soph., 

Eur., Plat., LXX, Joseph., Luc., Aristides, 

Pap. 

Machon, Diod., LXX, 1 Pet. 1, 22, M. Anton., 

Polyb., Inscr. 

Trag., Pind., Hipp., Mt. 10, 14 = Mk. 6, 11, 

Plut., LXX, Pap. 

Schmid I, 327.—Soph., Eur., Anth., LXX, Mt., 

Mk., Arr., Luc. 

Schmid I, 314. — Ar., LXX, Luc. 

Ar., Com. frag., Mt. 27, 59, Jn. 20, 7 (the paral- 
lel passages), Arr., Athen., Ev. Nicod., Pap. 

(BM I, p. r10, 826, iii a.D.). 

Theognis, Arat., Polyb., Joseph., Mk. 6, 25; 

Phil. 2, 23, Opp., Pap. 

Schmid ITI, 197; IV, 294. Hom. al., LXX, 

Paul, Luc., Aristides, Philostr., Alciphr., Pap. 

Schmid I, 328. —Hom., Soph., LXX, Joseph., 

Pap. 

Schmid I, 314 al.2— Plato Comicus, Test. XII 

Patr., Luc., Philostr. 

Schmid II, 196.—Hom., Soph., Eur., Plat., 

LXX, Joseph., Luc., Aristides, M. Anton. 

with dative. Schmid IV, 295.— chiefly poetical, 

LXX, Pap. 

Nicostratus, LXX, Mt. 9, 16 = Mk. 2, 21, Arr., 

Plut. — [Mk] 
‘press upon.’ Schmid I, 329. Hom., Eur., 

Hdt., Ar., Theocr., Paus., LXX, Joseph. 

Hom., Apoll. Rhod., Numen. 

1 From Mk. 1, 24 if the reading is accepted there. 

2 Schmid assigns this word to the LXX by mistake. 
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(T) émtppixrw Schmid I, 329. —Hom., Arist., Polyb., LXX, 
Joseph., 1 Pet. 5, 7 (LXX), Luc., Plut., Pap. 

émioxiato Schmid I, 329. — Hdt., Soph., Arist., Theophr., 

LXX, Philo, Mt. 17, 5 = Mk. 9, 7, Luc. 

} émuorarns = d154c0xad0s Antiphon (Bekker, Anecd. I, 96). 

émipaivw Schmid IV, 296. — Theognis, Theocr., Dion. 

Hal., Plut., LX, Tit. 2, 12; 3, 4. 

épyarns Schmid I, 329.—Eur.,Soph., Xen., Polyb., LXX 

(Apocr.), Mt., Paul a/., Arr., Luc., Pap. 

T épeidw Schmid II, 197 a/.—Poets, Plato, Polyb., LXX, 

Joseph., Aristides, Philostr., Plut. 

pidos or épigvov Schmid I, 329. — Bacch., Com., LXX, Joseph., 

Aristeas, Mt. 25, 32f., Luc., Pap. 

épmerov Schmid I, 330.—Hom., Ar., Pind., Eur.,Callim., 

Theophr., LXX, Rom. 1, 23; Jas. 3, 7, Luc., 
Philostr. 

éroratw active. Schmid IV, 298.— chiefly poetic and 

late prose; LXX, Paul al.,Arr., Philostr., Pap. 

evOvpéw intransitive. Eur., Theocr., Anth., Symm., Jas. 
5, 13, Plut., M. Anton., Pap. 

Tt eboeBew Trag., LXX (4 Macc. 11, 5), Joseph., 1 Tim. 

5,4. 
{ eddpooivn Schmid I, 331. — chiefly poetical; Xen., LXX, 

Luc., M. Anton., Pap. 
T éadrouar Hom., Pind. (‘rare in prose,” Liddell and 

Scott), LXX, Plut., Alciphr. 
éxiiva. Schmid I, 331.—Trag., Hdt., Plat., Hes., 

Aquila, Mt., Luc. 

D. EXPRESSIONS USED BY THE LATER WRITERS 

&Bvaaos substantive; cf. Schmid I, 318. —LXX, Enoch, 
Paul (Nageli, p. 46), Pap. (magic), Diog. 
Laert., Iambl. (the adj. in Aesch., Hdt., Eur., 
Ar., Luc.). 

ayaborovew LXX, Mk. al., Aristeas, Sext. Emp. 
avyadXtacts LXX, Heb. 1, 9, Jude 24, Clem. Rom., Justin 

al. 



ayadArdw 

ayarh 

ayyedos 

ayiatw 

T ayviopds 
T aypavdéw 

aduvaréw 

A 6 

Ta afupa 

aderéw 

T alpeous 

aixpuarwrifw 

axaTactacta 

% tr 

} dxpoarnpiov 

axpoBucTia 

T axwrbTws 

ad\adBaorTpov or 

-0s 

ft addoveris 

a@dwv 

adpapTwhos, 

apnv 

Tt avaBrefis 

Tt avadeés 

[avafaw] 
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LXX, Mt. al., Eccles. 

LXX, Aristeas, Philo, Paul a/., Test. XII Patr., 

Pss. Sol. 

‘angel.’ LXX, Philo, Joseph., Mt. ai. 

LXX, Anth., Mt., Paul al., Eccl. 

Dion. Hal., LXX, Plut., Inscr. 

Arist., Strabo, Plut. 

with impersonal subject; cf. Schmid ITI, 98 al. 

— LXX, Mt. 17, 20. —[LXX] 

LXX, Mt. al. (the adj. in Plat., Galen, Athen.) 

Schmid I, 353.— Polyb., Diod., Dion. Hal., 

LXX, Mk., Paul al., Arr., Luc., Plut., Pap. 

‘sect.’ Schmid IV, 716.—Epicurus, Dion. Hal., 

Philo, Arr., Diog. Laert., Sext. Emp., Joseph., 

Plut., Strab. 

Diod., LXX, Joseph., Aristeas, Paul, Arr., Plut., 

Inscr. — [? LXX] 

Polyb., Dion. Hal., LXX, Paul ai., Arr., Clem. 

Rom., Pap. (G 1, ii B.c. literary). 
Plut., Philo, Arr., Tatian. 

LXX, Philo, Paul. 

Schmid I, 353. — Symm., Joseph., Arr., Plut., 

Luc., Hdn., Pap. (but in Plat.). 

for the earlier d\aBaoros. LXX, Mk. al., Luc.,! 

Plut., Inscr. 

LXX, Joseph., Inscr. (Jewish). 
Arist., LXX, Mt. 3, 12, Babr. (?), Pap. —[Q] 

substant. Arist., LXX, Paul aj., Plut., Inscr. 

(the adj. in Ar., Arist., Plut.). 

LXX, Mt. al. 

Schmid ITI, 231.— Arist., Demetr. de elocut., 

LXX, Ael., Eccles. —[LXX] 

Diod., LXX (Ecclus. 43,6), Strabo, Plut., Eccles. 
Rom. 7, 9, Eccles., Artemidorus, Sotion, Nilus, 

Inscr. (C. I. 2566), (an epic form is quoted 
from Nicander). 

1 Lucian, Dial. Mer. 14, 2, not classified by Schmid. 
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avadeua 

avabenatiCw 

avabewpew 

avantw 

Tt avavtip (p)nros 

T avarrip (p )qrus 

avarinTw 

avacrarow 
3 t 

avaTiOnut 

T dvadwrvéw 

avexros 

T dvebOeros 

T avOopodoyéouat 

2 f (T) avrarédopa. 

avTaroxkpivoyar 

T dvrexpus 

T dvriperpéw 

T dvrimapépxouar 

‘a curse.’ LXX, Paul, Anth., Plut., Inscr. 

LXX, Mk. 14, 71, Inscr. 

Schmid I, 353 a/. — Theophr., Diod., Heb. 13, 

7, Luc., Philostr., Plut. 

intransitive. Schmid IV, 340.— Polyb., LXX 

(2 Mace. 8, 25 al.), Diod., Phil. 1, 23, Luc., 

Ael., Philostr., Pap. 

Polyb., Joseph., Plut., Symm. 
Polyb., Inscr. (OGIS. 335, 138, ii B.c.), Diod., 

Pollux, Hesych. 
“accumbo. Schmid I, 354.— Alexis, LXX, 

Diod., Jn., Rev., Joseph., Luc., Pap. 

LXX, Gal. 5, 12, Justin, Pap. 

“set forth, declare’ (mid.). LXX (2 Macc. 3, 

9), Gal. 2, 2, Artemidor., Plut., Pap (?). 

Schmid I, 354.— Arist., Polyb., LXX, Arr., 
Luc., Plut., Pap. 

without a preceding negative. Schmid I, 354.— 

“im dlteren Griechisch nicht gebréuchlich.” 

Thuc., Dem., Ar., LAX, Mt., Luc., Philostr., 

Inscr. — [Q] 

Artemidorus, Eccles., Diog. Laert. 

LXX (Judges 6, 29 A), Theodotion (Susanna 

14), Justin, Anaphora Pilati, Pap. (OP 3a, i, 
13, 127 A.D.) 

Moschion. 

‘give thanks.’ LXX, Test. XII Patr., (‘agree,’ 
Dem., Polyb., Plut., Pap.). 

LXX, Rom. 11, 9 (LXX), Barnab., Didache. 

Nicomachus Math., Philo, LXX, Rom. 9, 20, 

Schol. Pind., Schol. Hom., Justin. 

Hellenistic equivalent for dv7ixpb in Hom., 

xaravrixpv in Att. Prep., ‘opposite.’ Philo, 

Pap., LXX (3 Macc. 5, 16). 

Luc.,! Eccles. (cf. avrixaraperpéw TbP.) 

Anth., LXX (Wisd. 16, 10), Galen, Eccles. 

1 Schmid does not classify. Lucian, Amor. 19. 



ft évritiaro 

Tt avrodbadyéw 

av@Tepov 

amavrTnots 

T amrapricpos 

fT dracravomat 
ba I 

T dmeéopae 

= drethéw) 

T dredrifw 

3 a, amévavte 

T dmepurpnros 

> ft 

arodexaTow 

Tt aroPNi Bw 

amoxandvyts 

Tt droxaraoracts 

amoxedanifu 

amoKkuAtw 

arocracia 

amocToNH 
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Schmid II, 215.— Arist., Theophr., Polyb., 

LXX, Strabo., Aristides, Plut., M. Anton., 

Pap. (LP, D, 21, ii B.c.). 

Polyb., Diod., LXX (Wisd. 12, 14), Clem. 

Rom., Barnab., Apoc. Baruch, Pap. 

adv., cf. Schmid III, 102. — Arist., Polyb., Ael., 

Diod., LXX, Joseph., Heb. 10, 8, Xen. 

Ephes., Inscr. 

Polyb., Diod., LXX., Aristeas, Mt., 1 Thess. 4, 

17, Plut., Diog. Laert., Pap. 

Herondas, Dion. Hal., Apollon. Dysc., Pap. 

LXX (Tob. 10, 12 8), Himer. 

Dion. Hal., App., Polyaen., Clem. Alex. (the 
active in 1 Pet. 2, 23).! 

Schmid I, 156. — Epicur., Anth., Polyb., Diod., 

LXX, Joseph., Dio Chrys., Plut., M. Anton., 

Alciphr., Inscr. 

cf. Schmid IT, 176. — Polyb., LXX, Mt., Inscr., 

Pap. 

‘uncircumcised.’ LXX, Philo, Joseph. (in a 

different sense, Plut.) 

LXX, Mt. 23, 23, Heb. 7, 5. —[Q] 

Schmid IV, 342.— Theophr., Diphil., Diod., 

LXX, Joseph., Luc., Philostr., Alciphr., Pap. 

LXX, Paul (Nageli, p. 43) al., Plut. 

Arist., Epicur., Polyb., Diod., Joseph., Aristeas, 

Aretaeus, Plut., Galen, Inscr., Pap. (Liddell 

and Scott cite [Plat.] Axioch. 370 B.) 
LXX, Mt., Mk., Arr., Artemidorus, Dio Cass. 

— [Mk] 
LXX, Mt. 28, 2= Mk. 16, 3, Joseph., Luc.,? 

Diod. — [Mk] 

Diod., Archimedes, LXX, Joseph., 2 Thess. 2, 

3 (Nageli, p. 31), Plut., Justin. 

‘apostleship.’ Paul, Eccles. (in other senses in 

Thuc., Plat., Polyb., LXX, Plut., Pap.). 

1 Thackeray, Grammar, I, 260 cites cases from MSS. of LXX. 
2 Schmid (I. 380) classes as first used by Lucian. 
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arordocopat 

Tt arodoprifopat 

ampbaKorTros 

amwrela 

apoTpiaw 

T dpxreparuxds 

apxiavvaywyos 

aoodptov 

T dobudwvos 

acdanrifw 

arevifw 

avédva, 

adopifw 

T agutrvéw 

Barricpa 

Barriorhs 

t Baros, 

‘say farewell.’ LXX, Philo, Joseph., Mk., 2 Cor. 

2, 13, Aesop, Liban., Jambl., Pap. 

Philo, Joseph., Athen., Cyril. (cf. expoprigw, 

LXX (Apocr.), Paul (Nageli, p. 43), Aristeas, 
Sext. Emp., Clem. Alex., Pap. (cf. arpooxor- 
tos, Inscr.). 

Schmid III, 233 al.—Arist., Polyb., LXX, 

Mt., Paul (Nageli, p. 35) al., Arr., Luc., Ael., 

Philostr., Plut., Alciphr., Diog. Laert., Pap. 

Callim., Theophr., LXX, 1 Cor. 9, 10 (Nageli, p. 
31), Dio Chrys., Luc.,! Babr., Pap. 

Joseph., Justin, Inscr. (CIG. 4363). (‘ episcopal,’ 
Eccles.) 

Mk., Inscr. (Jewish), Pap. (gentile; see Archiv, 

II, 430). 

Anth., Dion, Hal., Plut., Mt. 10, 29, Inscr. 

—[Q] 
‘at variance.’ Schmid I, 356.— Theophr., 

Diod., LXX (Wisd. 18, 10), Joseph., Arr., 

Luc., Plut., Vett. Val. (in diff. sense, Plat.). 

Polyb., Diod., LXX, Joseph., Mt., Inscr., Pap. 

Schmid I, 356 al. — Hipp., Arist., Polyb., Diod., 

LXX (Apocr.), Joseph., Paul (Nageli, p. 23), 
Luc., Philostr., Plut., Pap., Arist., and later 
writers. 

intransitive. Schmid I, 156.—Arist. and later 
writers, Aristeas, Mt., Paul al. 

‘choose, appoint.’ Arist., Diod., Dio Cass., 
LXX, Paul (Nageli, p. 35) a/., Pap. (‘define,’ 
Att.) 

‘fall asleep.’ Hermas al. (‘awaken,’ Anth.) 

Mt., Mk., Paul al., Eccles. 

Joseph., Mt., Mk., Justin al. 
the Hebrew measure (also spelled Bados), LXX 

(2 Esd. 7, 22 A), Enoch, Joseph. 

1 Philopatr. Schmid does not classify, as the piece is probably not genuine. See I, 
225. 



Bé€vypa 

BeBnddw 

T Biwors 

Buwrikds 

BrX\acdnyéw 

T Bpadutd0dw 

Bvivw 

t Bupceis 

T vga 
yafoduAaktov 

yapifw 

T Yapioxopar 
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LXX, Mt. 24, 15 = Mk. 13, 14, Rev., Eccles. 

LXX, Mt. 12, 5, Heliod., Pss. Sol., Hermas, 

Justin. 

LXX (Ecclus. Prol.). [Justin] Quaest. ad Orth. 

124. 
Arist., Polyb., Diod., Philo, Paul (Nageli, pp. 31 

f.), Strabo, Arr., Plut., M. Anton., Pap. 
with acc. of pers. LXX, Paul (Nageli, p. 44), 

Joseph., App., Plut., M. Anton., Babr. 

Artemid. Oneir. 4, 30. 

Schmid IV, 344 f. —Arist., Polyb., LXX (2 

Macc. 12, 4), 1 Tim. 6, 9 (Nageli, p. 32), Dio 
Chrys., Philostr., Arr., Luc., Alciphr. (cf. 

Syll. 324, 7, karaBvbitw). 

Artemid. Oneir., Inscr. (CIG 3499), Pap. (FP 
I2I, 15, €. 100 A.D.) 

Theophr., Polyb., Diod., LXX, Plut., Inscr. 

LXX, Joseph., Mk., Jn. 8, 20, Strabo, Inscr. 

— [Mk] 
Mt., Mk., Paul (Nageli, p. 44), Apollon. Dé 

Constr.—[Mk. or Q] 

Arist., Callicratidas. 

Mt., Mk., Orac. Sibyll., Justin al. — [Q] 
LXX, Plut. 

Schmid I, 357. —LXX, Mt. 20,11, Jn., Paul, 

Arr., Luc., M. Anton., Pollux, Pap. 

Arist., LXX, Joseph., Mt., Mk., Paul (Nageli, 

p. 44) al., Achil. Tat., Inscr. 

Schmid I, 357.1— Theophr., Polyb., Diod., 

Joseph., Luc., Plut., M. Anton., Inscr. 

Schmid IV, 7or. — Strabo, LXX, Inscr., Pap. 

Schmid IV, 24. — Polyb., Diod., LXX, Gal. 1, 

18, Jn. 11, 18, Strabo, Plut., Inscr., Pap. 

LXX, Paul, Alciphr., Hermas, Justin. 

Schmid I, 357.— Joseph., Luc., Artemid., Test. 

XII Patr., Pap. 

1 Schmid marks “ not in New Testament,” by mistake. 
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Snvaptov 
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Mt., Mk., Jn., Rev., Arr., Plut., Pap. 

Schmid I, 357.1— Arist., Mt. 7, 5, Mk. 8, 25, 

Luc., Philostr., Plut., M. Anton. — [Q] 

‘devil.’ Mt. al., Eccles. (‘adversary,’ or 

‘slanderous,’ Xen., Andocid., Eur., Arist., 

LXX, Past. Epp., Plut.) 
LXX, Clem. Alex., Heliod. 

Hdn., Nilus. 

‘covenant.’ LXX, Mt., Paul.al., also once in 

Ar. (Birds 439). (‘ testament,’ Att., Paul, 

Heb., Pap.) 
‘doubt.’ Mt. 21, 21 = Mk. 11, 23, Jas. 1, 6. 

‘thought.’ Dion. Hal., LXX, Paul (Nageli, 
p. 32) al., Plut. 

‘explain.’ Dion. Hal., Themist. Cf. LXX 

(2 Mace. 1, 4). 

‘be troubled.’ LXX, Joseph., Aquila, Hesych., 

Pap. 

Schmid III, 236. — Polyb., LXX, Joseph., Mt. 
al., Ael. (cf. duacxopmicpos, TbP 24, 55). 

‘command.’ Arist., LXX, Mk., Pap., (active, 

‘define,’ Schmid I, 300; Plat. Polyb., Luc., 

Diod., Strabo, Plut., Pap.). 

LXX (2 Esd. 4, 11), Philo, Rom. 13, 2, Clem. 

Rom., Justin, Inscr., Pap. 

‘slay.’ Polyb., Diod., Dion. Hal., Joseph., Plut., 

Hdn. (active, ‘manage,’ Schmid I, 115 al.; 

Att., Pap.) 
Schmid ITI, 236.— Hipp., Arist., Anth., LXX, 

Joseph., Mk. 4, 39, Jn. al., Arr., Ael., Plut., 

Hdn. al., Pap. (magic). — [Mk] 

‘translate.’ Polyb., LXX (2 Macc. 1, 36), 
Aristeas. ‘explain,’ Philo, Paul (Nageli,p. 32). 

Philo, Inscr., Pap. 

Dio Chrys.,? Clem. Hom. (in a different sense, 
Strabo, Dion. Perieg.) 

1 Cf. Schmid, IV, 345: “ vor Arist. hat das Wort, aber in anderem Sinn, nur Plat. 
Phaed. 86 D.” 2 Schmid fails to classify. 
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Schmid I, 358.— Arist., Polyb., LXX, Joseph., 

Anth., Arr., Luc., Plut., Inscr., Pap. 

LXX, Aristeas, Jos., Paul, Mt. 7, 11, Plut. 

~=[Q| 
‘glory.’ LXX, N. T., Eccles. 

‘ clothe with splendor.’ Polyb., LXX, Paul al. 
LXX, Philo, Plut., Cyril., John Chrys. 

Clem. Rom., Prot. Jac. (the adj. in Orac. Sibyll. 
ii, 171 v. 1). 

intransitive. Schmid I, 158.—Arist., Polyb., 

Diod., LXX, Paul (Nageli, p. 36) a/., Arr., 

Dio Chrys., Pap. 

Polyb., Symm., Philo, Paul (Nageli, p. 32), 
[Clem. Rom.], Euseb., Pap.(BU 1043, iii a-p.). 

‘hinder.’ Polyb., Paul, 1 Pet. 3, 7. (in other 
senses, Hipp., Theophr.). 

‘raze.’ LXX, Eccles. (‘ pave,’ Arist., Polyb.). 

—[LXX] 
‘Gentiles.’ LXX, Paul (Nageli, p. 46) al. (fora 

similar use in profane writers, see Schmid IT, 

217, and cf. CIA, II, 445 ff). . 
LXX (4 Macc. 5, 2), Paul, Rev., Didache al. 
Apollod., Diod., Paul, Rev.,Athen., LXX, Plut., 

Inscr., Pap. 
Polyb., LXX, Test. XII Patr., Paul (Nageli, 

p. 33) al., Inscr. 
Schmid II, 217 al. — LXX, Aristeas, Heb. al., 

Aristides, Ael. 

Polyb., Theodot., Symm., Hermas ai. 

‘church.’ Mt., Paul al. (cf. LXX). 

Schmid I, 359.—Hipp., Trag., Ar., Arist., LXX, 

Jn., Luc., Plut., Philostr. 

LXX, Evangg. Apocr. 
LXX, Philo, Mt. 4, 7 (from Q), 1 Cor. 10, 9. 

Dion. Hal., LXX (2 Macc. 6, 14), Philo, Strabo, 

Dioscor., Arr. 

1 [Plat.] Def. 41 5B is not of early date. 2 Also Mt. 23, 4 according to text. rec. 
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éxpitow 
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LXX, Sibyll. frag., Test. XII Patr., Mt., Jude 

12, Babr. 
‘wonder.’ LXX, Philo, Mk., Longinus, Stob. 

Cicero, LXX (Apoc.), Joseph., Athen., Inscr. 

(IMA. 1032, 10). 

Schmid I, 359. —LXX, Mt. al., Luc. 

for €\aa. Schmid I, 360 al. —LXX, N. T., Luc. 

al., Pap. (also in MSS. of Xen. and Lys.). 

LXX, Joseph., Pap. 

‘alms,’ Mt., Diog. Laert. (‘ mercy,’ Callim., 

LXX). 
Dion. Hal., Clem. Rom., Polycarp, Iren., Pap. 

Joseph. Ant. xvii, 6, 5. 
‘frightened.’ Theophr., LXX (Apocr.), Rev. 

11, 13. (‘inspiring fear,’ Schmid IV, 291; 

Soph., Philostr.). 
LXX, Pap. (OP. 495, 5, ii A.D.), Inscr. (Syll. 

300, 52, ii B.c.). 
LXX, Joseph., Mk. 15, 17 v. l., Hermas, Inscr. 

(Syll. 857, 13, ii B.c.). 
LXX, Menand., Joseph., Mt., Strabo, Plut., 

Alciphr., Pap. (FP. 12, 20; LipsP 34). —[Q] 
LXX, Paul, Past. Epp., Hermas, Justin a. 

intransitive. Arist., Theophr., Diod., Diosc., 

LXX, Joseph., Arr. 

LXX, Plut., Anth., Justin. 

LXX, Paul, Rev. al., Enoch, Inscr., Pap. 

LXX, Test. XII Patr., Eccles. 

Polyb., Diod., LXX, Joseph., Paul, Apollon. 

Perg., Pap. (TbP 22, 18, ii B.c.) 
Schmid I, 361.— Joseph., 2 Tim. 3, 17, Arr., 

Luc., Pap. 

LXX, Tryphiodorus. 

‘decease.’ LXX (Wisd.), Philo, Joseph., 2 Pet. 

I, 15, Justin Dial. 105. 

LXX, Test. XII Patr., Joseph., Plut. —[LXX] 
Schmid I, 361.— LXX, Philo, Joseph.. Mt., 

! Occurs also in Heb. 12, 21, with v.1. &rpopos. 
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Mk. 1, 5, Paul, Jas. 5, 16, Luc., Plut., Pap. 

Schmid I, 383.1 — Joseph., Luc., Anth., Eccles. 
LXX, Paul, Eccles. (cf. é£ovdevéw, -bw Mk. 9, 12 

v. l., LXX). 

Arist., LXX, Dion. Hal., Paul, Inscr. (CIA. 

4584). 
metaphorically. Cicero, Joseph., Strabo. (lit- 

eral, Schmid I, 158 a/.; Arist., Diosc., Dio 

Chrys., Ael., Babr., Sext. Emp., LXX). 
LXX (1 Esd. 3, 3), Joseph., Test. XII Patr. 
Plut. 

LXX, Rom. 2, 17, Ael.,? Arr., Hdn., Artemid., 

Barnab., Didache. 

Schmid I, 361.— Polyb., Diod., LXX, Joseph., 

Arr., Luc., Plut., Dio Chrys., Inscr., Pap. 

Polyb., LXX., Mt. 27, 62, Mk. 11, 12, Jn., Pap. 

‘putting on.’ Arist., LXX, Aristeas, Heb. 6, 

2 al., Plut., Inscr. (‘attack,’ Plat. al. Diod., 

Dion. Hal., Aristeas, Inscr., Pap. (TbP 15). 
Mt. 6, rz. — [Q] 

Polyb., LXX, Joseph., Plut., Pap. 

in various senses. LXX, 1 Pet. 2, 12; 1 Tim. 

3,1, Luc. (cf. emuoxomera TbP 5, 189,118 B.C.). 

‘attack,’ LXX (2 Macc. 6, 3). (‘care,’ Schmid I, 

362; Polyb., Diod., Luc., Pap.). 

Schmid I, 362 al. — Arist., LXX, Luc., Philostr. 

‘conversion.’ LXX (Ecclus. 18, 21; 49, 2). 

In other senses Thuc., Joseph., LXX, Arr., 

Philostr., M. Anton., Pap. 

Polyb., LXX, Aristeas, Mt., Mk., Plut., Vett. 

Val., Pap. (GH! 72, iii A. D.). 

intrans. Theophr., Diod., LXX (1 Macc. 6, 6 

A), (transit., Xen., Ecclus. 29, 1). 

1 Schmid classes as among the words used first or only by Lucian in List E. 

2 Schmid does not classify. 
3 Dial. deor. 20, 6, the only occurrence of the word noted in profane authors; but 

Schmid does not mention it in his word lists. 
4 The word occurs also in 2 Cor. 11, 28, possibly in this sense. 
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émipwmoKw 
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LXX, Mt. 28, x (the parallel passage), Inscr. 

(CI. 9119), Pap. (BM. I p. 132, a horoscope 

dated 81 A.p.; GH 112, 15, Christian). 

LXX, Mt. 24, 15 = Mk. 13, 14, Arr., Greg. 

Nyss. — [Mk] 

Arist., LXX (2 Macc. 3, 33), Philo, Pollux, 

Athen., Pap. (BU 16 R, 12, ii A.D.). 

Symm., Heb. 6, 19, Pap. 
with acc. pers. Paul al., Justin, Euseb., Heliod., 

Alciphr.? 
‘ good news.’ Schmid I, 363.—Menand., LXx, 

Mt., Mk., Paul, 1 Pet. 4,17, Rev. 14, 6, App., 

Luc., Plut., Inscr. 

Eph. 4, 11; 2 Tim. 4, 5, Eccles. 

Polyb., Diod., Dion. Hal., LXX, N. T. (except 

Johannine writings), Pap. 

LXX, Mt. 11, 26, Paul, Inscr. (CI. 5960). 

Philo. 

Schmid I, 363. — Polyb., Mk. 6, 31; 1 Cor. 16, 

12, Diod., Plut., Luc., Cleom., Pap. 

Polyb., LXX (Apocr.), Aristeas, Mt., Mk., 

Joseph., Anth. —[Mk, Q] 

LXX, Philo, Pss. Sol., Mk. 14, 61, Paul, x Pet. 

Ty 3: 

Schmid I, 363. — Arist., LXX, Joseph., Luc. 

(the active is Attic). 

‘wealthy,’ ‘prominent.’ Mk. 15, 43, Joseph., 

Plut., Pap. (‘comely,’ Att. prose and poetry, 
LXX, Paul 2). 

‘be fruitful.’ Schmid IV, 358.— Hipp., Joseph., 

Philostr., Geopon., Galen, Greg. Nyss. (‘ sail 
well,’ Luc.) 

‘give thanks.’ Schmid I,159.— Polyb., Posidon., 

Diod., LXX, Philo, Joseph., Aristeas, Paul, 

Arr., Dio Chrys., Luc., Plut., Inscr., Pap. 

1 Epist. ii, 9 [iii, 12], 2 (codd., not in editions). 
2 1 Cor. 7, 35; 12, 24. Schmid (II, 113) overlooks these instances in the New 

Testament. 
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ebxaptoria Polyb., Diod., LXX (Apocr.), Com., Philo, 
Paul al. 

T édnuepia LXX (cf. é¢jpepis in Philo, Joseph., Pap.). 

E. EXPRESSIONS USED FIRST OR ONLY BY LUKE 

T [ayaboupyéw] Eccles. (cf. 1 Tim. 6, 18, dyaboepyéw). 

{ airiwua Pap. (FP 111, 8, 95-6 A.D.) 
fT &xaraxptros 

Tt adoynua (cf. dduoryéw, LXX). 

{ dvaraocopat ‘set in order.’ (in other senses, Aristeas, Dio 

Cass., Plut., Iren.) 
} aedeypos 

T [arrodexarebw]! 

ft amocroparitw ‘urge to speak.’ 
T apréuay ? 

T dpxeredwvns 
t adedorns Vett. Val., Eccles. 

Tt agréts ‘ departure.’ (‘ arrival,’ ‘ journey,’ Xen., Dem., 

LXX (3 Macc. 7, 18), Aristeas, Dion. Hal., 

Joseph., Luc., Tatian, Pap.) 

T BXnréov 4 Basil. 

T Borttw Eustath., Geopon. 

} deEtoAG Bos Byzantine writers. 

Tt dvaxaredeyxouar 

ft dvampiopar ‘be enraged.’ Euseb. (in other senses, Plat., 

Hipp., Ar., LXX). 
T dtevOvpéopar Eccles. 

} ducevréptoy Moeris. 

1 Lk. 18, 12 N* B; cf. daodexaréw above, p. 27. The Attic form of the simple verb 

is Sexarebo. 
2 The Latin form is used in Vitruv. 10, 5, as ‘pulley,’ and as a nautical term 

(probably ‘foresail’) by other writers, e.g., Javolenus, Dig. 50, 16, 242, Schol. on 
Juvenal, Saf. 12, 69, and (restored by editors) in Sen., Contr. 7, 1, 2; Statius, Silv. 3, 2 
30. Whether originally Latin or Greek the word was taken by Luke from current 

usage. 
3 But the meaning ‘departure’ is often possible in earlier occurrences, and in Joseph. 

Antt. ii, 2, 4; Diod. 13, 112 is perhaps probable. 
4 Also Mark 2, 22 according to text. rec. 
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T éEouonrovyéw ! ‘ promise, agree.’ 

ft émirdeixw Longus (v. /.). 

T [ebpaxirwr] 

As analysed by these lists the part of Luke’s vocabulary taken as 

significant for the purposes of the present investigation divides itself 

in the following proportions: 

A. Common Attic words or words affected by the Atticists.......... 137 

B. Words used chiefly by one of the ancient writers.......,-..+-+-- 27 

C. Words found first or chiefly in poetry... 1.2.1... cere ee eee eee 87 
D. Words belonging to the ae -classical prose, ee Aristotle... 202 
E. Words first used by Luke. . oor ipisineiasess 22 

These figures may be par with those of Schmid by means 

of the following tables. Table I shows the number of words in each 

of the above classes for the several authors. Table II affords a 

better means of comparison by giving the same facts reduced to per- 

centages, 100 per cent in each case being the total number of words 

in the writer’s vocabulary that are considered significant, 7. e. not 

of common occurrence in all grades and all ages of ancient Greek 

writing. 
TABLE I 

; Aristides | Aelian | Philostra- 
Dio Chry- : FH 7 I Class sostom | Lucian | (Schmid, | (Schmid | Coty, | Ace 

7 TV, 428) 

AS opti Sao ooasle cites 364 1825 805 673 1498 137 

Bisceeoagee ae aan 98 619 162 246 326 27 

Cures tener rahe II7 1736 350 861 1216 87 
Diasveseveeunae ane 164 1300 143 575 728 202 

Boeing 2s ctes aga wate 26 891 I0r 319 757 22 

Total. ........ 769 6371 1561 2674 4525 475 

1 Ebeling finds a parallel in TbP 183, ii B.c. 
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TABLE II 

Class Dio Chry- | Lucian | Aristides | Aclian | Philostra- | Luke and 

bee ee ee ear 47% 29% 52% 25% 33% 29% 

WB chiscatudeeca cigs Saabs 13 10 10 9 7 6 
Creal eats. Tienes 16 27 23 32 27 18 

Di siesta gun's giseotaises ai 20 9 23 16 42 

Piccard! aa ehrs 3 14 6 II 17 5 

Total sssss vise 100% 100% 100% 100 % 100% 100% 

The result at first sight is quite as would be expected. Every ele- 

ment of a Hellenistic vocabulary appears in Luke, but the post- 

classical element is considerably larger than in any of the Atticists 

which Schmid studies. 
There are, however, some considerations that make the difference 

between Luke and the Atticists really less than appears. For on 

examining the list of post-classical words we notice: 

1. There are a number of words found in it which occur in Luke 

only in passages derived from the LXX, Mark, or Q. It is true that 

these words are part of his vocabulary, but in view of their obvious 

origin, especially those in formal quotations from the Old Testa- 

ment, it would perhaps be fairer to leave them out of consideration. 

2. A number of the words in this list are found before 200 A.D. 

only in Jewish and Christian writers, and may therefore be con- 

sidered part of a special local or technical vocabulary of Jewish 

Christian writers rather than a really typical part of Luke’s normal 

Greek style. Some of them are plainly Jewish Greek terms as 7a 

a&tuua, duhv, arepirunros. They also may be subtracted or at least 

discounted in considering Luke’s Greek vocabulary. Schmid him- 

self affords some precedent for omitting such words from list D or 

transferring them to E.! In fact his whole attitude towards the 

New Testament — treating its vocabulary as a test of the un-Attic 

* For example, from the vocabulary of Lucian, which is the most fully treated of all 

(I, 400), Schmid omits entirely 

QVTLMETPEW. 6 ce ee ee eee New Testament. 

EMUTKOTTY ooo cece ee LXX, New Testament. 

MONE eee iiesy tte ach OEE Sh ts LXx. 
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and vulgar,! indicates that the margin of error is likely to be on the 

side of underrating the classical element in its writers. 

But the significant fact about the comparisons is that, in spite of 

this large dilution of Luke’s vocabulary with post-classical words, 

it includes also a large number of Attic words — a number quite as 

large in proportion as the same element in at least two of Schmid’s 

authors, Lucian and Aelian. 

Of course too much confidence must not be placed upon these 

numerical comparisons of vocabulary. The great variety exhibited 

by the proportions in the vocabularies of the five authors studied by 

Schmid warns us against making too much of slight differences of 

proportion. Apparently the Atticists themselves gathered their 

vocabulary from the different sources in very different ways. 

The value of the study of Luke’s vocabulary which we have been 

here undertaking seems rather to lie, first, in the endeavor to select 

from it those words which may be looked on as significant, and, 

second, in arranging those words so as to show the different ele- 

ments in Luke’s vocabulary. Besides, it makes possible a safe com- 

parison of Luke’s vocabulary with that of various other writers. 

While the results of such a comparison can not be stated more defi- 

nitely than the general impressions of every reader of Luke’s work, 

they are at least better founded. And in particular it justifies itself 

by showing that the vocabulary of Luke, while it has its natural 

affiliations with the Greek of the Bible, is not so far removed from 

the literary style of the Atticists as to be beyond comparison with 

them. 

The question may be pertinently asked whether the gulf between 

New Testament Greek in general and Attic or Atticistic Greek is not 

while he lists among the words first used by Lucian 

AmoKvAlw 2. eee eee LXX, New Testament, Josephus. 

GMETAVONTOS 0... ce eee eee New Testament, Philo. 

EEOPKLOTIS ©. eee ee eee New Testament, Josephus. 

Note also his omission of these rare words: 

bOédaccos ................ New Testament, Strabo, Dio Chrys. 
eT avaMAbO oo. cece ee eee LXX, New Testament, Aelian. 

1 This is shown by his use of a special sign (ft) throughout his lists for words absent 

from New Testament Greek, and by his omitting altogether from his summaries of 

lists A, B, and C, in IV, 635-679, words occurring in the New Testament. 
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being exaggerated in our day owing to our fresh knowledge of the 

vernacular Greek through the papyri. If so, the exaggeration is 

probably due to two factors, namely, the overrating of the purely 

imitative and classical element in the so-called Atticists, and the 

underrating of the literary element in the vocabulary of the New 

Testament writers. I am inclined to revolt slightly also from the 

extreme view of Deissmann and Moulton, who minimize the Semitic 

or Biblical or Jewish element in the New Testament and ascribe 

such phenomena to the vernacular Greek of the time. I have 

already indicated that much of Luke’s post-classical vocabulary 

appears to be due to a distinctly Jewish-Christian language. This 

is probably even more true of his post-classical syntax. And still 

more allowance must be made if it is assumed that in some parts of 

his work he consciously imitates the LXX or Mark. 

3. THE ALLEGED MEDICAL LANGUAGE OF LUKE* 

In the year 1882, W. K. Hobart published under the title “‘ The 

Medical Language of St. Luke,” an elaborate investigation into the 

vocabulary of Luke, aiming to show, mainly by quoting parallels 

from medical writers, that the language of the third Evangelist has 

a distinctly medical tinge. Some attempts in the same direction had 

been made before Hobart,' though he was acquainted with only 

one, an article that appeared in the Gentleman’s Magazine for June, 

1841. To the large mass of material which Hobart collected no ad- 

ditions seem to have been made since,? though Zahn and Harnack ° 

have greatly strengthened the argument by selecting from Hobart 

only the most convincing examples. 

Hobart summarizes his argument as follows: 

“‘ We have in the account of the miracles of healing, or their op- 

posites, in the third Gospel and the Acts of the Apostles, medical 

language employed. 

“In the general narrative, outside of medical subjects, we find, 

wherever we have an opportunity of comparing it with the other 

New Testament writers, that Luke strongly inclines to the use of 

medical language. 

* For the Notes on this Chapter see below, pp. 51 ff. 
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“Even where in the general narrative a comparison cannot be in- 

stituted with other New Testament writers, we find words occurring 

uniformly throughout which were in use in medical phraseology, 

and which from habit and training a physician would be likely to 

employ. 

“Tn estimating the weight of the argument it should be remem- 

bered that the evidence is cumulative, and that the words adduced 

as examples are very numerous, considering the extent of St. Luke’s 

writings.” # 

The evidence of Hobart and the thesis for which it was compiled 

seem to have been very widely accepted by New Testament schol- 

ars. Of recent English writers alone who accept this argument (with 

more or less caution) the following may be mentioned: Plummer,’ 

Hawkins,’ Knowling,’ Ramsay,* Chase,? Peake,!° Stanton," Mof- 

fatt.2 Among German scholars Zahn and Harnack * have become 

the active champions of the theory, and now Harnack “ claims even 

P. W. Schmidt and Clemen as converts, though their conversion 

is apparently hardly complete. The former considers that “a good 

acquaintance with medical art and terminology is the most that can 

be asserted of ‘ Luke.’ 15 The latter limits medical characteristics 

to the “‘ We ” sections." 

The arguments of Hobart need testing. A careful examination of 

them was recommended some years ago by Johannes Weiss,!” but 

has not been forthcoming. Some writers treat Hobart’s work with 

respectful attention, others with contempt.!® A few protests have 

been raised against it,!® but apparently none by English or American 

scholars. What is needed is a complete consideration of all the 

factors involved. This may be a thankless task, but in view of the 

importance attached to the argument from the alleged medical 

language in upholding the traditional authorship of Luke and Acts 
it is a necessary one. 

A great deal of the material so assiduously collected by Hobart 

has of itself no independent value. There are many words so com- 

mon in all kinds of Greek that their appearance in Luke and Acts 

and in the medical writers is inevitable, e.g., dvatpety, &maireiy, 

amopetvy, dopadys, Gia, and the like. Hobart attributes Luke’s use 
of atv to the fact that “ in his professional practice, St. Luke would 
have been in the constant habit of employing this word, as it was 
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almost always used in the formula of a prescription, etc., and thus 

became an almost indispensable word to a physician.” * 
Plummer has pointed out that of Hobart’s long list of words: 

“More than eighty per cent are found in LXX, mostly in books 

known to St. Luke, and sometimes occurring very frequently in 

them. In all such cases it is more reasonable to suppose that Luke’s 

use of the word is due to his knowledge of LXX, rather than to his 
professional training. . . . If the expression is also found in pro- 

fane authors, the chances that medical training had anything to do 

with Luke’s use of it become very remote. It is unreasonable to 

class as in any sense medical such words as dOpoifew, axon, &vatpeir, 

évarapBavery, avopfodv, amatreiv, dwaddaooev, amrodvev, aropety, 

aopanea, &deots, etc., etc. All of these are frequent in LXX, and 

some of them in profane authors also.” 2! 

The figures for Josephus are no lower. From Krenkel’s lists ” it 

appears that of the 400 words in Hobart’s index about 300 occur in 

both LXX and Josephus, 27 in LXX but not in Josephus, while 67 

are in Josephus but not in LXX.* So that Josephus, who as a 

single author makes a fair parallel to Luke, uses ninety per cent of 

the ‘medical words” listed by Hobart. A comparison of Hobart’s 

list with the lexica of two profane authors of the same period, Plu- 

tarch and Lucian,” shows that over ninety per cent of the list is found 

in one or both of these two authors. Of the remaining thirty or forty 

words few seem to have any strikingly medical signification in Luke. | 

It is clear, therefore, that Hobart’s list contains very much that is 

without significance, many of his words being common words with- 

out any special medical use. While he shows most diligently that 

the words he catalogues are employed by the medical writers, he, 

does xot show that they are zof employed by other writers with ng. 

professional training. Even those who accept his argument realize 

this. ‘He has proved only too much,” says Harnack.* 

Yet it is frequently argued that even when the worthless ex- 

amples are subtracted from Hobart’s list the residue is still quite 

sufficient to prove his point, that when the material is thoroughly 

sifted, as Weiss recommended, cogent proofs will still remain. For 

this reason Zahn and Harnack have selected the most striking ex- 

amples, and it will evidently be more just for us to confine our argu- 
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ment to their selections. For further examination we shall divide 

their examples into four general groups: 

A. General words 

B. Medical words 
C. Ordinary words used in a medical sense 

D. Longer expressions 

In the following lists “ H ” means that the example is cited by 

Harnack, “ Z”’ that it is cited by Zahn. Since most of this chapter 

was written, a similar list of selections has appeared in Moffatt’s 

Introduction to the Literature of the New Testament (1911). Many of 

them are coincident with the selections of Harnack and Zahn, the 

others are generally less convincing.2> Some of them are referred to 

incidentally throughout this chapter and in the Excursus appended 

to it by the letter “‘M.” 
In these lists the occurrence of words in Lucian, Plutarch, Jose- 

phus, and LXX is noted, but the citations from Josephus are not 

exhaustive as there is no complete lexicon of his works. A few other 

notes are appended to the words and expressions in all the lists. A 

complete account of the occurrences of these terms in non-medical 

writers would occupy a great deal of space. 

A. GENERAL WORDS 

[aywvia] (Hz) LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

dvaxabifw 27 (HM) Plut. 

évayviis (HMZ) LXX. 

amoyixw (HMZ) LXX, Joseph., Luc. 

dovria (HMZz) Joseph., Plut., Luc. (Gallus 23 v. 1.) 

aowros (HZ) Joseph., Plut., Luc. 
arevitw (z) LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

Bonfea (H) LXX (freq.), Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

éxrrvéw °8 (HZ) Joseph., Plut. 

éxpoxw ?° (HMz) LXX, Plut. 
éurvéw (HZ) LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

évoxdéw (MZ) LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. (freq.) 

éEaipyys (Zz) LXX, Joseph., Plut. 

émiuedh@s (HM) LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

Sworyovew 29 (Hz) LXX, Plut., Luc. 
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julavys *1 (Hz) 

6épun (HM) 
ixuas (uz) 

Katakvelw (Zz) 

xatavixw (HMz) 

KAwéprov 32 (B) 

Kvn (BH) 

KAwidtov 32 (H) 

KpaBBaros (H) 

d06vn (Hz) 

Gbovioy (Hz) 

éxdew (Mz) 

mapevoxrew (Z) 

TA\jupupa (MZ) 

mvon (HZ) 

apocSoxaw (HMZ) 

apocboxia (Mz) 

mpoopyyruut (MZ) 
7a otria (Z) 

ornpitw (H) 

ovukapuvos (MZ) 

oukouopéa 3% (Mz) 

ouptinrw (Mz) 

tpavyatiCw (Zz) 

brotwvyvum (HM) 

avarnpos (HMZ) 

direxvos (Zz) 

ducevtéptov *4 (z) 

éyxvos (z) 

€\xos (HZ) 

€\xdouat (HZ) 

idpws (z) 

Kpat@adn (HMZ) 

OdoKAnpia *5 (Hz) 

Tapanedupévos (HMZ) 

bivywa (Mz). 

LXX (4 Macc. 4, 12) 

LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

LXX, Joseph., Plut. 

LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

Joseph., Plut. (freq.'), Luc. (Asin. 2) 

Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

LXX, Joseph., Plut. 

LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

LXX, Joseph., Plut. 

LXX, Plut. 

LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

Joseph. 

LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

LXX, Plut., Luc. 
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LXX, Joseph. (Ait. viii. 7, 4 v.1.), Plut. 

LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

B. MeEpIcAL Worps 

LXX, Joseph., Plut. 

LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

LXX, Joseph., Plut. 

LXX, Plut. 

Plut. 

LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

Plut., Luc. 

LXX, Plut. 

LXX, Joseph., Plut. 

LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 
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orapyavow (Zz) 

oreipa (z) 
agvdpov *° (H) 
Tpadua (Z) 

bdpwarikds (H) 

xdoua (H) 
Xpws (HMZ) 

LXX, Plut. 
LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 
Plut. 

LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

C. ORDINARY Worps USED IN A MEDICAL SENSE 

adivaros (B) 
dvakimTw (HM) 
dvop0tw (HM) 

ama\\aoow (MZ) 

dmoktw (H) 

droxwpéw (z) 

dpxal = wépara 8 (Hz) 

éxdbs (HMZ) 

B\anrw (Mz) 

éxoracts (HMZ) 
émBvérw (HMZ) 

émivedéoua (HMZ) 

émiedera (HZ) 

Onpiov = éx.dva 4? (Hz) 
torn (Hz) 
kabarrw (H) 
[karaBaivw] (Hz) 

katrabéw (Zz) 

Katavinrw (HMZ) 
ddvvdouar (HZ) 

Tapaxphua (HZ) 

Tiumpaopar (HMZ) 

pivtw (HMZ) 
oKoTos (H) 
ov\\apBavw (Zz) 

ouvéxouat (HZ) 

avoTé&\\w (BH) 

‘ crippled,’ LXX, Plut., Luc. 
of recovery, LXX, Joseph., Plut. 

of recovery, LXX, Luc. 

of recovery,®” Joseph., Luc. 

of recovery, LXX, Joseph. 

of recovery. 

LXX, Plut. 

of blindness, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

of physical injury, LXX, Joseph., Plut. 

‘fit, trance,’ LXX, Plut. 

‘ examine,’ 4° Plut. 

of medical care, Luc. 

of medical care, LXX,“! Plut., Luc. 
Plut., Luc. 

‘ stop, stanch,’ “ Plut. 

‘infect.’ “ 

‘ fall,’ of liquids, LXX, Joseph.** 

‘ bandage,’ LXX (Ecclus. 27, 21), Joseph. 

‘fall,’ of persons, LXX, Joseph., Luc. 

of pain, LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

of sudden change in health, Joseph. 

“ swell,’ LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 
of convulsions. 

of blindness, LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

“ conceive,’ LXX, Plut., Luc. 
“be afflicted with,’ LXX, Joseph., Plut. 
‘ shroud.’ 47 
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D. LoncEerR Expressions 
Tuperos uéyas (HMz) 

mAnpns Aérpas (HM) 

éxw év yaorpi *8 (z) LXxX 

ov\apBarw év yaorpt (z) LXX (Gen. 25, 21 ». 1.).” 

[@pduBor aiparos] (H) “ frequent from Aesch. down.” 

émixéw Earov kai otvov (HZ) (éruxéw Edatov, LXX, Plut.) °° 

eis paviay mepitpérw *! (Hz) Luc. 

xatagépouat trvw, etc. (HMz) Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

muperot (Hz) (plural) Joseph., Plut., Luc. 

amérecay derides (HMZ) (amorirrw, LXX, Joseph., Plut., Luc.) 

(Aeris, LXX, Joseph., Plut.) 
Gowrot Staredetre ®? (HMZ) 

Tpfjua Bedovns *8 (HMzZ) (rpfjua, Polyb., Joseph., Plut.) 

(Bedovn, Plut., Luc.) 

obdév &romov, Ti dtomov (HZ) LXX, Joseph., Plut. 
avabidwp éticroAny (MZ) 

obk donuos ToMs (HMZ) 

Tn reviewing these lists anyone familiar with the common vocab- 

ulary of Hellenistic Greek will easily see that there are few words 

in them that are of unusual occurrence. The notes indicate that 

for several of these even the medical writers do not offer satisfactory 

parallels. List B can not be given too much weight, as it is natural 

that any writer’s description of purely medical matters should find 

parallels in the books of medicine. And if there is any argument 
from the cases (List C) where Luke uses words in the same technical 

sense as do the doctors, this argument is more than offset by the 

many cases quoted by Harnack, Hobart, Moffatt, and Zahn them- 

selves in which words that have a special technical meaning among 

the doctors are used by Luke in an entirely different sense.™ 

List D is no doubt the most specious of all. The first two ex- 

amples, which Harnack calls termini technici for “ great fever” and 

“ acute leprosy,” are not very convincing when Luke’s fondness for 

the adjectives péyas and mAjpns is remembered; © obdéy Gromop, Ti 

droroy, seem to be regular expressions for something “ out of the 

way,’ ie., either criminal or disastrous; * dvadiéwus émuorodyv and 

similar expressions are common in the papyri. ovx donuos was 
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evidently a common litotes and perhaps especially applied to a man’s 
origin.®* Is it likely that Luke got these last two phrases from the 
letters of Hippocrates, five hundred years old ? *° 

Hobart, Zahn, and Harnack all group together the differences be- 
tween Luke and the parallel passages in Matthew and Mark, and 

make a special point of them.®® These differences, it is claimed, 

show the marks of a physician. The examples are of two kinds: 

1. Substitution by Luke of synonyms of medical character. 

2. Additions, omissions, or changes in the description of patients 

or cures that show an interest in medicine. 

t. In comparing the language of Luke with the synonyms in 

_ Mark or Matthew, the fact that the term in Luke is found in the 

\ medical writers does not prove that he was a physician, for a well 

’ educated person such as Luke evidently was, even without special 

medical training would use more technical terms than a less edu- 

cated person. The general difference between Luke and the other 

synoptists is shown elsewhere to be a marked difference in culture.* 

Harnack admits that three of the examples that he quotes as sub- 

stitutions of medical synonyms are also verbal improvements, viz.: 

pivapy Luke 4, 35 for orapaéay Mark 1, 26 

Tapadedupevos Luke 5, 18 for mapadurixos Mark 2, 3 

yevouevos ev aywvia [Luke] 22, 44 for Hptaro éxOapBetobar 

(“unclassical””) Mark 14, 33 

Zahn recognizes verbal improvements in two: @ 

kwidtov Luke 5, 19, 24 for xpaBBaros Mark 2, 4, 11 

ixuas Luke 8, 6 for pifay Mark 4, 6 

Three other examples are in accord with the known preferences of 
the Atticists: 

Bedovn Luke 18, 25 for pagis Mark 10,25, Matt. 19, 24% 
Kakas Exwy Luke 7, 2 for Bacavifduevos Matt. 8, 6 * 
wAnpupa ~=—s Luke 6, 48 for Bpoxh Matt. 7, 25 © 

The only other examples of this kind in Harnack and Zahn are: 
mpoopyyvuu. Luke 6, 48,49 for mpootimrw Matt. 7, 2 5-27 
Tpoopyyvupe TpocKoTTw 

ouptirrw what 
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piypa TTA 

torn Luke 8, 44 for Enpaivw Mark 5, 29 ® 
pvous myn 
Tpavpari~tw Luke 20, 12 for dépw Mark 12, 5 

But pvors is found in the parallel in Mark (5, 25), and d€pw is used 

by Luke in the same context (20, 11). The remaining examples have 

been considered in the lists above. Note that both Josephus (B. J. 

i. 17, 4) and Lucian (Philopseud. 31) use cuprimrw, as does Luke (6, 

49), of a house falling in. 

On the other hand a number of good medical terms are found in 

Matthew and Mark but not in Luke. Here are a few examples, 

those limited in the New Testament to one or both of these evange- 
lists being marked as in Hobart by an asterisk. * 

* Gy Kier pov Matt., name of a surgical instrument. 

* giuoppoéw Matt., substituted for otca & pioet aiwaros in 

Mark, Luke. 

* aynfov Matt. (Hippocr., Theophr et al.) 
* adpitw Mark. 

a&ppworos Matt., Mark, once elsewhere in New Testament 

(a Cor. 11, 30). 

Bpuy pos Matt. (once in Luke also, from Q) 

* Swwditw Matt. (Dioscor., et al.) 

* épetryouat Matt. 

* kohoBow Matt., Mark, “ properly to amputate”’ (Swete on 
Mark 13, 20). 

* kudos Matt., Mark (Hippocr.) 

* kbuuvov Matt. 

* kavow Matt. 

* uvpitw Mark. 

Enpaivw of paralysis, Mark. ® 

* rpooxepadacov Mark. 

* rupécow Matt., Mark. 

TMpWOLs Mark, Paul (see J. A. Robinson, Ephesians, 

p. 264). 

* oxodné Mark (for the medical use of the word, see Hobart, 

Pp. 43.)° 
* opupvifw Mark (Dioscor. and very late writers only). 
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2. The other arguments for the medical language of Luke based 

on a comparison with Matthew and Mark are such general differ- 

ences as the following: 

“In the description of Jesus’ healing work Luke sometimes writes more 

fully than does Mark, and with greater vividness.”” (Zahn, p. 146.) ; 

“Luke often indicates how long the person healed had been afflicted.” 

(Zahn, p. 147.) 
“In the cure of the epileptic boy (St. Luke, 9, 38 ff. = St. Mark 9, 17 ff.) 

St. Luke adds in the description of the patient: é£aidvys xpafer (sci. the evil 
spirit) . . . Kat poyis droxwpe? ax’ abrod cuvrpiBov abrov.” These “ inter- 
polations elucidate the description of the disease by telling of symptoms that 
are characteristic of epilepsy.” (Harnack, pp. 183, 186 f.) ; 

“ The addition in both these cases (Luke 6, 6; 22, sof.) that it was the right 
hand and the right ear respectively is a token of exactness which is specially 

intelligible in a physician.” (Harnack, p. 185.) ® 

But there are some converse facts in a comparison of the synoptic 

Gospels that these writers do not mention: 

In Luke 4, 39 = Mark 1, 31 = Matt. 8, 15, Luke alone omits the 

fact that in curing the woman Jesus took (Matt. touched) her 

hand.”° In fact Luke frequently omits reference tq touching or 

laying on of hands where Matthew and Mark mention it.” Again 

with all his “‘ special interest in methods of healing ” Luke does not 

mention (9, 6) as does Mark (6, 13) that the twelve on their mission 

of preaching and practicing anointed their patients with olive oil. 

In Matthew (8, 6) the patient healed at the request of a Capernaum 

centurion is plainly described as rapadurixés, but in Luke (7, 2) 

merely as one very sick and about to die (xaxés éxwv Hueddev TeAev- 

Trav). It is Matthew (5, 39), not Luke (6, 29), that says “right 

cheek ”’ in Jesus’ dictum on non-resistance.” 

Even in the healing of the epileptic boy referred to by Harnack, 

as just quoted, the facts turn quite the opposite way. As in the case 

of another demoniac (Luke 8, 26 ff. = Mark 5, 1 ff.), Luke omits 

or explicitly contradicts all reference to a self-destructive tendency 

on the part of the patient. Here he also omits such symptoms as 

deafness, dumbness, foaming, grinding the teeth, pining away, fall- 

ing and rolling, death-like coma on the ground.” He also omits 

from Mark the question and answer in reference to the duration of 
the disease (at5us0ev, Mark 9, 21), and the statement that Jesus 
took the patient by the hand (Mark 9, 27), and commanded the 
spirit not only to leave him but never to return.” Still Harnack 

’ 
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asserts (p. 187); ‘ Very nearly all of the alterations and additions 

which the third Evangelist has made in the Markan text are most 

simply and surely explained from the professional interest of a phy- 

sician. Indeed, I cannot see that any other explanation is even 

possible.’’ 75 

Examples of medical language in an author to have their fullest 
weight should be words that are used elsewhere only or mainly in 

medical writers. Hobart not only includes many words used fre- 

quently by other than medical writers, but apparently is at no 

pains to show that many of Luke’s words are used principally or 

exclusively by medical writers.”* Zahn speaks of his examples as 

“words and turns of phrase found elsewhere only in the medical 

books,” ” but does not make plain which of them fulfil this descrip- 

tion. It is certain that nearly all of them do not.78 

The selected examples of Harnack, Moffatt, and Zahn do not im- 

press us with their technical character. Yet even if we accepted 

them as medical terms, the argument derived from them would not _ 

be fully convincing. It is still possible that they could have been / 

used by a non-medical man. We have no way of knowing how far | 

medical language had penetrated into the vocabulary of every day © 

life. The vocabulary of the doctor and the layman always coincide » 

to a considerable degree. We know how many of the simpler medi- ~ 

cal terms are found in common speech to day, especially on the lips 

of educated men, and we may well think of conditions in the first 

century as in this respect much like our own. It is entirely possible, 

then, that much medical language had already become part of com- 

mon speech.”* If we are to accept the definition of Hobart as to 

what constitutes a medical term, we have already seen that many 

such words are found in the LXX, Josephus, Plutarch, and Lucian. 

Kennedy indicates that about ten per cent of the more uncommon 

words in the LXX are to be found also in Hippocrates. His propor- 

tion for the New Testament as a whole is nearly as large.®° In his 

study of the Atticists Schmid finds constant affiliations in vocabu- 

lary between them and Hippocrates and the other medical writers. 
Medical borrowings have been asserted for Polybius * and even 

for Xenophon’s Anabasis.® Many Latin authors also use medical 

terms. *4 
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Any sound argument for the medical bias of Luke’s vocabulary 

not only must show a considerable number of terms possibly or 

probably medical, but must show that they are more numerous and 

of more frequent occurrence than in other writers of his time and 

degree of culture. Even were we to accept Hobart’s long list of 

medical terms, it remains to be proved that the examples are more 

abundant and more strikingly coincident with medical language as 

we know it than those which could be collected from Josephus, 

Philo,®° Plutarch, or Lucian. ‘The evidence is cumulative,” ** but 

it must also be comparative. Otherwise the conclusions will be 

thoroughly subjective.*?7 The question that presents itself, there- 

fore, is not whether there are many parallels between the diction of 

Luke and that of the medical writings, but whether these parallels 

are more numerous or more striking than those which can be found 

\in non-professional men, writing with the same culture as Luke and 

on similar subjects. If not, the argument of Hobart and the rest is 

‘useless. 
So far as I know this test has never been applied to the question 

of the medical language of Luke. To apply it fully for only one 

other author would be a large task, requiring the “‘ remarkable in- 

dustry ” of another Dr. Hobart. Yet at least a rough test should be 

made. In an excursus appended to this chapter is given the result 

of a preliminary investigation of the “medical language” of Lucian, 

carried on in the manner of Hobart, Harnack, and Zahn. Lucian was 

chosen as being nearly a contemporary and a fair parallel to Luke. 

Both writers have a large vocabulary 8 and a ready command of 

Greek. Lucian was an Asiatic Greek who travelled into the western 

world. This is also the tradition about Luke the physician.8? But 

otherwise the test was chosen entirely at random. 

The results given are very incomplete. But a complete study is 

here not necessary, as we are trying to learn, not whether Luke is a 

little more medical in diction than his nonprofessional contempo- 

raries, but whether the difference is striking. And the test case quite 

sufficiently proves that it is not. The style of Luke bears no more 

evidence of medical training and interest than does the language 

of other writers who were not physicians. This result, it must be 
confessed, is a purely negative one. It is probably futile to try to 
carry the argument further, as Clemen does, and to argue from the 
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language of Luke and Acts that a physician could not have written 

them.*® One cannot know to-day what an ancient physician could 

not have written. Of course the absence of marked medical traits 

does not prove that a doctor did not write Luke and Acts. To 

judge from the fragments that remain, Ctesias, the physician, uses 

no more medical language in his historical work than did his 

contemporary Xenophon, the soldier and historian.* So Luke, 

“ the beloved physician ” and companion of Paul, may have written 

the two books which tradition assigns to him, though their Greek 

be no more medical than that of Lucian, “ the travelling rhetorician 

and show-lecturer ’’; but the so-called medical language of these 

books cannot be used as a proof that Luke was their author, nor 

even as an argument confirming the tradition of his authorship. 

NOTES 

1 Editorial Note. — The earlier discussion turned on the question whether 
“Luke the physician” (Coloss. 4, 14) was the same Luke to whom tradition 
ascribed the third Gospel and the Acts (Iren., Euseb., Jerome), or, as Erasmus, 
Calvin, and others surmised, another person, expressly distinguished from the 
Evangelist by the designation “‘the physician.” The titles of two 18th century 
dissertations belong to the bibliographical inventory; viz., J. G. Winckler, Dis- 
sertatio de Luca Evangelista medico (Lips. 1736, 4°), and B. G. Clauswitz, De 
Luca Evangelista medico ad Coloss. iv. 14 (Halae Magdeburg. 1740, 4°). The 
former is duly catalogued in the long list of this multitudinous author’s publi- 
cations (e.g., in Meusel), and down to the middle of the roth century it was 
regularly cited in the “ literature ”’ on Luke, but I discover no evidence that 
anybody had seen it in the meanwhile. Clauswitz is likewise unattainable, but 
some of his illustrations of the Evangelist’s medical knowledge are quoted by 
others. 

Wettstein, in his edition of the New Testament (1751; I, 643) wrote: “ Exer- 
cuisse medicinam Paulus ad Colossenses testatur. Eusebius autem et Hiero- 
nymus addunt fuisse natione Syrum Antiochensem: utriusque non obscura 
prodit indicia in scriptis suis.” The evidences he adduced of Luke’s profes- 
sional use of terms (especially in Luke 4, 38, Acts 13, 11) became classical, and 
those who plough with his heifer have, as usual, such faith in him that they 
deem it superfluous to look up his references or even read his quotations; other- 
wise some one would have discovered that Galen does not say that physicians 
make a technical distinction between big fevers and small ones, but — in two 
places — that “‘ big fever ” is an inaccurate expression (since the nature of a 
fever is not defined in quantitative terms), though common among physicians 

(De comp. medic. per genera, iii. 2, Vol. XTII, pp. 572f. Kiihn; De different. 
febrium, i. 1, Vol. VII, p. 275; see also his commentary on Hippocrates, 
Aphorism. i, ad Aphor. 11, Vol. XVII. ii. p. 388). Inaccurate expressions are 
quite as likely to be in popular use as to be exclusively professional. In fact, 
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in the 17th century a physician (Guil. Ader, De aegrotis et morbis Evangelicis, 

Toulouse, 1621; reprinted in Critici Sacri, Lond. 1660, Vol. IX, col. 3679 f.), 

writing about the miracles of healing in the Gospels, remarked on Luke 4, 38, 
ouvexouévn muper@ peyadw, “ Evangelista loquitur ut vulgus, qui magnas 

febres vocat, quas Hippocrates in Epidem. & com. 4. sec. 13. acut. dicit acutas, 

continuas, causonides, ardentes. Quarum fecit duo genera Galenus: Exquisi- 

tam nempe, vel notham.” 
Till after the beginning of the roth century, Luke’s medical language was a 

standing topic in the principal Introductions to the New Testament. J. D. 

Michaelis (Einleitung in die gottlichen Schriften des Neuen Testaments, 4 Ausg., 

Gottingen, 1788, pp. 1078 f.), citing Clauswitz, adduces muperés peyas (Luke 

4, 38), aywvia (Luke 22, 43), and &xAbs (Acts 13, 11), as examples of the 

author’s professional knowledge. J. G. Eichhorn (Einleitung in das Neue Testa- 

ment, 2 Ausg., Leipzig, 1820, p. 625) disposes of these instances with a com- 

monsense observation. See also Winer, Biblisches Realwoerterbuch, 3 Aufl., 

Leipzig, 1848, II, 34 f. 

In the collections from Greek authors to illustrate the New Testament, of 
which the 18th century was prolific, many of the supposed technical medical 
terms in Luke and Acts are illustrated from authors not suspected of medical 

learning; it would perhaps be possible to match in them all the words in Ho- 

bart’s list which have even a superficial plausibility. 
Learned physicians, who should be the best judges, have seldom contributed 

even their opinions on the question whether Luke was of their guild. The few 
pages which Dr. John Freind (1675-1728) gives to the subject have therefore 
an especial interest, for Freind knew the Greek medical writers not through 
indexes or by skimming their pages for an extraneous purpose, but as both a 
practitioner, and a historian of ancient medicine, and was besides one of the 
most accomplished Grecians of his time. In his History of Physick from the 

Time of Galen to the beginning of the Sixteenth Century (1725-26), the first part 
of which deals with the Greek physicians, Freind remarks that “ St. Luke’s 
Greek comes nearer to the ancient standard than that of any other of the Evan- 
gelists’’—a superiority which he attributes to Luke’s Greek medical reading; 
and that ‘‘ no doubt merely because he was a physician, when there is occasion 
to speak of distempers or the cure of them [he] makes use of words more proper 

for the subject than the others do.” Of these peculiarities of Luke’s diction 
Freind gives several illustrations (4 ed., London, 1750, I, 222-225). It is 
noteworthy that among these none of the words and phrases which have 
recently been signalized by laymen as technical terms of Greek medicine are 
mentioned; in fact, no instance of a technical term or technical use of terms 
is adduced. Luke writes tapadeAuyévos instead of mapadurtikds, “a word 
never used by the ancient Greek Writers ”’ (not particularly medical writers; 
compare the popular use of vedpurixds, Galen, De nat. fac. i. 13 [IL, 31 Ktihn]; 
borepixos, Galen, De loc. affect. vii. 5 [VIII, 414] — midwife’s and woman’s 
word); éory 4 plovs, “more simple and more direct as well as more Physi- 
cal”; i&ro mavras (instead of dtecwOnoav, éowtovro), ‘the word that is 
peculiarly proper for healing ’; of the centurion’s servant, “‘ St. Luke tells us 
that they found him not only recover’d, but bysaivovra, in perfect health”; 
so also in Luke 8, 55, éréorpefe 76 rvedua [her breath came back], “ which 
he puts in, no doubt as being the first sign of coming to life.” “The same 
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accuracy of expression we may see in regard to the lame” (Acts 3, 7). In 

Luke’s account of the woman who had the issue of blood (Mark 5, 26, rafotoa 
bd roNNGv latp&v kal daravnoaca ra wap’ éaurfs, Kal wndev dednbeica 
GANG waAAov els 76 xelpoy EModca), Luke gives these particulars “ quite 
another turn, and softens the passage very much in regard to his faculty, and 
instead of relating how much she suffered by the several Physicians, or how she 
grew worse upon her remedies, he says only that her distemper was above the 
reach of any of them to remove it; ovx icxuvcev am’ ovdevds OeparevOqvar.” 
So also rpocavadwcaca is a more “ proper expression” for paying a doctor’s 
bill than Mark’s daravqoaca (“ squandered.” The miser in Anthol. xi. 171, 
reckons the doctor’s pay and ri voc&v daavG, and concludes that it is cheaper 
to die). 

Freind observes that Basil, ‘“‘ whom his own continual illness made a phy- 
sician,”’ has a great many allusions and similes taken from the art; and he is 
inclined to think — as others had done — that the historian Procopius had a 
medical education, “for in some things relating to Physick he is remarkably 
more minute and circumstantial than we find any other historian is,” as he 
shows by numerous examples. 

Mr. J. K. Walker, in the ‘‘ Gentleman’s Magazine ” for 1841 (Part I, pp. 585- 
587), refers to Freind as “ Frend, a medical writer ” (!), and repeats some of 
Freind’s illustrations, adding others “‘ which show with equal certainty the 
professional bias of the learned Evangelist, that have, as far as I know, escaped 
attention.” THis list contains: bdpwaixds, tapadedvpevos, axAls, Tapotvopds 
(!), Kpacradyn, cuvexouévn (Luke 4, 38), tacts, ruperots cal ducevtepia ovv- 
exouevos; Luke’s manipulation of the story of the woman with the issue of 
blood (from “‘Frend’s essays”); and the manner of Herod’s (Antipas) death, 
oxwAnKkoBpwros (Acts 12, 23). James Smith (Voyage and Shipwreck of St. 
Paul, 1 ed. 1848; 4 ed. 1880, pp. 1 ff.) regards Luke 4, 38 (cuvexouévn ruper@ 
weyadw), Acts 13, 11 (&xAvs), and the woman with the issue of blood as con- 
clusive; and Lightfoot (on Coloss. 4, 14) deems a reference to Smith sufficient. 
Hayman (Smith’s Dictionary of the Bible, art. ‘ Medicine,” Vol. II [1863], 
pp. 208 f. n.) quotes part of Freind’s examples, without reference to the source. 
Thus the matter stood when Hobart undertook his painstaking investigation, 
designed to prove that the third Gospel and Acts were written by a physician, 

therefore by Luke the companion of Paul, thus giving the discussion a new, 
apologetic turn. 

In his book, and in the subsequent discussion, one consideration of funda- 
mental importance is overlooked. Modern medical terminology is a barbarous 
artificial jargon, consisting partly of terms that have come down from the 
Greeks, in Greek or translated into Latin, partly of invented terms, coined 
after the pattern of the ancient, in a Greek or Latin which is often palpably 

counterfeit. Many medical terms, especially the older ones, have come into 
common use, frequently supplanting, at least in polite discourse, native Eng- 

lish words that mean exactly the same thing; and in recent times various 
agencies of vulgarization have made the lay public acquainted with hundreds 
of doctor’s words, which they use —or abuse — with a self-satisfied feeling 
that they are talking the professional lingo. 

Greek scientific terminology is the contrary of all this. Its technical terms 
were native, not foreign; they were not invented, but were real words of the 
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living language, and in considerable part the everyday names for the thing, 

more exactly defined, if necessary, but not diverted from their meaning. When 

the teachers of medicine had occasion to designate things for which the com- 

mon speech had no satisfactory name, they made descriptive terms from 

common words by derivation or composition, conformably to the genius of the 

language, with that creative freedom in which Greek surpasses all other tongues. 

The meaning of such words, if not their technical definition, was at once evident 

to every Greek. These were real words, too, and could come into general use 

unhampered by barbarous form or occult significance. 

Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (‘‘Die griechische Literatur,” in Die Kultur der 

Gegenwart, I, 8, 2 edit. 1907, p. 59), writing of Hippocrates, justly says: “ Offen- 

bar muss sich erkennen lassen, dass bereits eine ganz scharfe Terminologie ausge- 

bildet ist. Das kann das Griechiscbe (oder vielmehr Ionische) schon so friih, 
zweifellos fiir viele Teile der Naturwissenschaft. Das Latein hat es zu einer 
Terminologie iiberhaupt nur in der Jurisprudenz gebracht; die modernen 

Sprachen bringen es zu keiner, es sei denn, sie borgten bei diesen beiden: sie 
brauchen Kunstworter, Surrogate, statt der lebendigen, unmittelbar bezeich- 

nenden, die das griechische Sprachgefiihl .1icht erfindet, sondern findet.” 
The ignoring—or should I say the ignorance?—of this elementary fact 

has ludicrous consequences. Thus Walker, Hobart, Harnack, Zahn, and 
Moffatt, put down xparrady among the words which show Luke to be 
versed in Greek medical literature. But xpaimady is not a technical term 
coined by physicians to designate mysteriously the puking and the dizzy 
headache that come after a big dinner and much wine; it is — as these scholars 
might have read in Galen in so many words (xparmadas . . . waves of 
"EdAnves dvouatovor tas &€& olvov BAdBas THs Kepadys, actually quoted in 
full by Wettstein on Luke 21, 31, the verse in which Hobart and his pedisegui 
discover it to be a medical word! ) — the vulgar word for that very vulgar ex- 
perience. Luke did not have to go to medical literature on the diagnosis and 
treatment of the ailment to pick up a word that was, so to speak, lying in the 
gutter, any more than Aristophanes consulted Hippocrates to know what to 
call the consequences of a protracted symposium. And xpai7dAn is only a 
peculiarly crass example of a pervasive fallacy in the discussion of Luke’s 
“technical language.” — G. F. M.] 

2 See, however, Plummer on Luke 6, 1 (Yaxw); 6, 40 (karaprifw) and 8, 23 (agurvdw, 

‘fall off to sleep’). As_a recently added example should perhaps be mentioned zpyris, 
Acts 1, 18, which according to Chase, Harnack, and Rendel Harris is to be understood 
not in the sense of ‘ headlong’ but as ‘ swollen,’ like the form rpno@els from alurpnu 

“ swell,’ which has been conjectured for the passage. (See F. H. Chase in Journal of 
Theological Studies, XIII (1912), 278 ff.; Rendel Harris in American Journal of Theol- 
ogy, XVIII (1914), 127-131, and the references there given.) But Chase admits that 
“in a cursory search, I have not discovered any instance of the adjective zpyvjs in 
medical writers in the sense of ‘ swollen,’ ‘inflamed.’ ” Hobart (p. 186) had already 
collected a number of examples that show the use of the adjective by the doctors in the 
sense of ‘ headlong,’ frequently connected by them with taris. It is obvious that 
little weight can yet be give to this example. As curiosities may be mentioned the 
arguments drawn from alleged medical language to maintain Luke’s authorship of 
Hebrews (Franz Delitzsch, Commentary, 1857 [Eng. trans., 1868-70]), of the Pastoral 
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Epistles (R. Scott, The Pauline Epistles, 1909, pp. 339-341), or of Second Peter 
(Selwyn, St. Luke the Prophet, 1901, p. 150 n. 1) and Ephesians (ibid., p. 103). 

3 Zahn, Einleitung in das Neue Testament, 3d edit. Quoted hereafter (with some ref- 
erence to the German) chiefly from the English translation, New York, 1909. See 
especially III, 160 ff., 82. Harnack, Lukas der Arzt, Leipzig, 1906. Quoted (with 

some reference to the German) from the English translation, Luke the Physician, Lon- 
don, 1907. See pp. 13-17 and Appendix I. 

4 Hobart, pp. xxxv f. 

5 St. Luke (International Critical Commentary), 1896, pp. Ixiii f. 
§ Horae Synopticae, 1899, p. 154; 2d edit., p. 189. 
7 Expositor’s Greek Testament, 1900, II, 9-11. 

8 S. Paul the Traveller, 1900, p. 205; Luke the Physician, 1908, chap. i. 
8 Credibility of Acts, 1902, pp. 13 f. 

10 Critical Introduction to the New Testament, 1909, p. 127. 

1 The Gospels as Historical Documents, Part II, tg10, pp. 261 ff. (very guarded). 
% Introduction to the Literature of the New Testament, 1911, pp. 263 f., 208 ff. 
18 Harnack, Luke The Physician, p. 14, n. 2; ‘I subscribe to the words of Zahn 

{Introduction, III, 146], ‘ Hobart has proved for every one who can at all appreciate 

proof that the author of the Lukan work was a man practised in the scientific language 
of Greek medicine — in short, a Greek physician.’” 

4 Neue Untersuchungen zur A postelgeschichte, 1911, p.15. (Eng. trans., The Date of 

Acts, 1911, pp. 1 ff.) 

15 Festschrift zur Feier des 450-jiéhrigen Bestehens der Universitat Basel, 1910, pp. 16 £. 

This is about the position taken by Stanton. 

16 C. Clemen, Hibbert Journal, VIII (1910), 785 f. Compare the earlier and more 
direct answer of the same author to Harnack’s Lukas in Theologische Rundschau, X 

(1907), 97 ff. 
17 Meyer’s Commentary, Lukas, 8th edit., p. 74. ‘‘ Eine methodische Sichtung des 

Materials und Zusammenstellung des wirklich Beweisenden wire erwiinscht.”’ 
18 Jiilicher, Einleitung, pp. 407 f. (Eng. trans., pp. 447 f.). ; 

19 See the articles of P. W. Schmidt and Clemen cited above (notes 15 and 16), and 

the protest of Thumb, quoted below (note 79). See also a few pertinent criticisms by 

Preuschen in Berliner philol. Wochenschrift, XXVIII (1908), col. 1420 ff. 

20 P, 253. Examples could be multiplied indefinitely; e.g., on depgov Hobart says 

(p. 185), “‘ This word was very familiar to a physician, being the neuter of depgos, the 
feminine of which, depp, was the name of the palate,” etc.; (p. 272) “ dof mvvupe is 

peculiar to St. Luke. ... He is the only ‘writer who employs this particular com- 
pound of fdévyuus for undergirding a ship. . . . The word trofévvuys was a very com- 

mon one with medical men” — apparently in the participle, 6 tmefwxds (Suv), the 
membrane lining the thorax (pleura). 

2 Plummer, op. cit., p. lxiv. J. Naylor, ‘ Luke the Physician and Ancient Medicine,” 

in Hibbert Journal, VII (1909), p. 29. says: “‘ three hundred and sixty out of Hobart’s 
four hundred words were to be found in the Septuagint, and many of them would have 

been used by any intelligent Greek writing on the same themes.” His figures, amount- 
ing to ninety per cent, probably include the Apocrypha. 

2 Josephus und Lucas, lists II and III, pp. 302 ff. 

% Thus 40 more of Hobart’s words, or ten per cent more of his list, appear in Josephus 
than in LXX. Krenkel does not include 1 and 2 Macc. with the LXX, and his lists 
are otherwise not quite reliable, but they give a simple and approximate answer to our 

question. 
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* D. Wyttenbach, Index graecitatis in Plutarchi opera, Leipzig, 1835. Luctanus 

ex recensione Caroli Jacobitz, Leipzig, 1836-1841. Vol. IV. Index Graecus. 

26 Lukas der Arzt, p. 122 n. 

28 One of them, éémecev, rests on an inferior reading in Acts 13, 11. 

27 “In this intransitive sense its use seems, with a few exceptions, to be almost alto- 

gether confined to the medical writers, who employ it to describe patients sitting up in 

bed.” (Hobart, p. rz.) But laymen used it in the same way as is shown by the scene 

at the death-bed of Socrates (Plato, Phaedo, 60 B, dvaxabitduevos eis Ti» KAivqy ouve- 

kapye 7d axédos) and of Philopoemen (Plut. 368 A, owayayay pods éavrdy bn’ da0e- 

velas dvexabiter). Cf. Plut. Alex. 671 D; Xen. Cyneg. 5, 19 (of a hare). 

28 Occurs twice in the parallel passage in Mark and frequently in Greek writers, see 

. 16. 

: 29 “ Almost altogether confined to the medical writers, and very seldom used by 

them.” (Hobart, p. 37.) To judge from the examples cited by Hobart it means in 

medical writers to cool off, to have a chill; in Luke it means to expire. So in LXX 

(Judg. 4, 21 0. 1., Ezek. 21, 7); Babr. 115, 11; Herodas 4, 29. 

30 “ Used in medical language to signify ‘ producing alive, enduing with life.’” 

(Hobart, p. 155.) In this sense the word is common in all “‘ profane ” Greek, but Luke, 

in accordance with the idiom of the LXX, uses the word in the sense of ‘ keep alive, 

preserve.’ 

31 u0arys occurs in Dion. Hal., Diod., and Strabo; #m6vqs is a much commoner 

word, used by Thuc., Aristoph., Polyb., Luc., Dion. Hal., Dio Cass., Alciphr. a/., and 
by Galen in the two passages cited by Hobart, p. 27. 

2 “ Besides this passage in St. Luke, xdwvapeov appears to be found in only two other 

Greek authors, viz. Aristophanes and Arrian.” (Hobart, p. 116.) But Hobart does 
not cite medical parallels for xAwapiov, KAlvy, KAwldwov Or Kp4BBaros. Both diminutive 

forms occur in M. Anton., Artemidor., and Pollux. 

33 No example of this word is quoted by the lexica or by Hobart, p. 152. The latter 
cites Diosc. Mat. med. i. 181, but he uses ovxéuopor and popéa = avxapivéa. 

34 The word in this spelling is not quoted from the doctors by Hobart, p. 52 f., nor 
is it found elsewhere except in Moeris who condemns it. But dveevrepia is found in 
Polyb., Joseph., etc., as well as the doctors. 

35 “The noun ddAoxAnpla does not seem to be used in the medical writers.’”” (Hobart, 

P- 193.) 
36 Acts 3, 7 (Tisch., W. H.). Found elsewhere only in Hesychius. Harnack (p. 191) 

says: “‘ Z@vépér is a very rare word (e.g., Passow does not give it);”” but he then emends 
(?) ogupév in Hobart’s example (Galen, Medicus, 10 bis) to opvdpéy and quotes it as a 
parallel. Zqupév, the reading of Text. Recept. in Acts, /.c. is found in LXX, Joseph., 
Plut., Luc., and other non-medical writers as well as in Galen, /. ¢. 

37 In some of Hobart’s examples the disease is the subject of éra\\doow as in Acts 19, 
12; [Plato] Eryx. 401 C; cf. Soph. Antigone, 422. But in most of them the disease is 
in the genitive as in Joseph. (e.g. Antt. vii. 8, 1, raxéws dmaddayhoeoOat rijs vcov), Luc. 
(e.g. Abdic. 26, & kat rabrnv kai dwéddarre 45n THs vécov), and other writers. ; 

38 Eurip., Hipp. 762; Herodot. iv. 60; Plut. Cicero, 47, Cato, 38; LXX (Judges 9, 34); 
and in Philo, Diod., et al. Used in Acts 10, 11; 11, 5 of the corners of the sheet. ‘ The 

technical expression in medical language for the ends of bandages.” (Hobart, p. 218.) 
39 Cf. Erotian, Lexicon Hippocrat. s.v. axdv@des' axdds A€yerar Tord Tis duabpwors 

kal oxorla, rept rods d¢0adyols, ds kal “Ounpos & ri €' ris TAcddos pyoly: [l. 127] &xddv 

5’ ad ror dar’ bfOaduGy edov, 4 ply eijev. 
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4° Luke g, 38. But the word here means rather ‘ pity’ asin Luke 1, 48 and often 

(over 100 times) in LXX, as is shown by the parallels, Mark 9, 22, Boj@ncov ordayx- 

vobels, Matt. 17, 15, éénoov. For the medical use, see Plut. Quaest. conviv. 682 E, 
quoting Hippocrates. 

“| Used in Prov. 3, 8 as parallel to tacts. 

Cf. Suidas: 6npla cal ra Sdxera, exres, Parayyta, Spets. 

48 Luke 8, 44, where it is an intransitive verb. So Plutarch, Consol. ad Apoll. 106 F 
(of a river). To judge from the examples in Hobart, pp. 14 ff., repeated by Harnack, 

p. 186, the medical writers used the verb in this sense transitively. Cf. Pollux, IV, 178. 
4 It is to be noted that Ramsay (Luke the Physician, pp. 63 f.) disputes this meaning 

of the verb and the argument drawn from it. It means, he says, simply ‘ fasten upon.’ 
Preuschen also notes that apparently Acts uses the active, but the doctors, when they 
mean ‘ infect,’ use the middle. 

45 E.g. Job 38, 30, raxvnv . . . § xaraBalve Sorep tiwp péov; Ps. 132, 2 ds pbpov 

- 76 KataBaivoy éri marywva . . . 3 as Spdcos *Acpuwy 4 KataBaivovoa emi Ta bpn 

Ziv; Joseph. Antt. ii. 16, 3 duBpor 7’ ax’ obpavod xaréBatvov. 

46 “ Many exx. in Passow s.v. ovvéxw, I. a.”” Grimm-Thayer. Cf. note 55. 

47 Hobart (pp. 37 f.) says that this word “ is found only once in classical Greek in 
the sense it bears in this passage [Acts 5, 6], ‘to shroud.’ Eurip. Troad. 378: wérdous 
cuvesrédnoav.”’ But the doctors use the word to mean ‘ bandage,’ ‘ compress,’ ‘ con- 

tract.’ In these or other senses the word occurs in LXX, Luc., Plut., and other writers, 

and in the New Testament in 1 Cor. 7, 29, but not in Luke or Acts. 

48 Luke 21, 23. But it is also in the two parallel passages, Mark 13, 17 and Matt. 

24, 19, and twice besides in Matt. 
49 NauBavw &w yaorpl and cvA\apBarw alone are common in LXX in this sense. 

50 LXX (Gen. 28, 18, éwéxeev Ecauov); Plut. Pericl. 16, Easov émuxéover. 

51 “‘ This compound of rpérev, though often used in medical language, is not em- 
ployed exactly in the same sense as in this passage.” (Hobart, p. 268.) Cf. Joseph. 
Antt. ii. 14, 1 els dpyiqv (rept)Tpamév; ix. 4, 4 Tods wapdrras eis xapay Treprerpeve. 

52 This exact phrase occurs in Galen, where it applies to voluntary fasting or dieting. 
In Acts 27, 33 it applies to an enforced fast, perhaps sea-sickness. See Madan in 
Journal of Theological Studies, VI (1904), p. 116. 

5 No exact parallel of this phrase is given by Hobart, p. 60; the nearest, rod card 
thv Bedévnv Tphuaros, means the puncture made by the needle (Galen, Sang. in. arter. 

2 [II, 708). 
% See for examples, the notes above on dpxal, &xjbxw, émBrérw, Swoyovéiw, Tept- 

tpémw, overé\dw and compare the following: 

MepicaL UsE Luxe’s Use 

dvacxevdtw cure (Hobart) subvert 

Bofbaa “a current medical term which is applied apparently a nautical term 

to all conceivable objects.” (H) 
dtaxepltw operate (Hobart) (middle) slay 

éxAelrw failure of pulse, etc. (M) see Luke 16, 9; 22, 32. 

draxpodouar of auscultation (M) hear 

eriinuéw be epidemic (Hobart) sojourn 

arbocw roll up a bandage (M) roll up a book 

biyue laceration, rupture (MZ) fall of a house, ruin 

ouvdpouh concurrence of symptoms (Hobart) . concourse of people 

ripwpio treat medically, relieve, succour (Hobart) punish 
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The evidence of such words as these is ambiguous, to say the least. Granting that the 

words had a technical sense in the medical profession, would not a doctor be the least 

likely to use them with a different signification ?_ Would an English physician be more, 

or less, likely than a layman to use in their non-medical sense such common words as 

appendix, eruption, operate, pulse, stool, ward ? 

55 With fv cuvexouévn wuper@ peyady substituted by Luke (4, 38) for rupéocovea 

(Mark 1, 30); compare pé8w peyady cuvelxovro, Luke 8, 37. On the former passage Har- 

nack, p, 184, says, “the medical writers distinguish between ‘slight’ and ‘ great ’ 
fevers; therefore, the epithet ‘ great ’ in St. Luke is by no means insignificant.” In 
reply to this we may quote B. Weiss, Das Leben Jesu (Eng. trans., 1894, II, 89 n.): 
“ This is generally regarded as suggestive of Luke’s calling of physician, without con- 
sidering that by no diagnosis could he determine from Mark’s laconic account under 

which of the kinds of fever distinguished by his Galen this case was to be classed. 
‘ [See note 1.— Ed.] The consideration was much more likely to occur to him that a 
fever to cure which Jesus employed miraculous aid could not be an easy one to get rid 

of.” To judge from quotations in Hobart the doctors used for severe fevers the adjec- 
tives dfbs (pp. 32, 53, 127 Tap dkewv dvopatopévwy muperGv, 178 bis, 210, 233) and 
ogodpés (pp. 56, 71, 178) rather than wéeyas. Zuvéxouar wuperG is found in Joseph. 
Antt. xiii. 15, 5; Oxy. Pap. 896, 33 (316 A.D.) 

The argument for rAjpys Aémpas is stated thus by Hobart (p. 5): “ It would seem 

that St. Luke by employing two distinct terms wAjpns Aémpas and Aempds in his ac- 

count of these two miracles intended to draw a distinction between the diseases in each 
case, either that the disease was of a more aggravated type in one case than in the other, 
or else of a different variety. Now we know that leprosy, even as early as the time of 

Hippocrates, had assumed three different forms (a¢és, Aebkn, and pédas), ‘and it is 
probable that in the time of our Lord the disease, as it existed in Palestine, did not 
materially differ from the Hippocratic record of it.’ (See Dict. of the Bible, Art. ‘Leper.’) 
TAjpns, in this connection peculiar to St. Luke, is frequently thus used in the medical 
writers. Hipp. De arte, 5, cal wdqpees Tijs v6cov, Hipp. Coac. progn. 187, wAnpees obrae 
elot wbov.” Few of Hobart’s examples are, however, really parallel. Cf. Soph. 
Antig. 1052, rijs vécou mAnpns egus. 

56 LXX, Prov. 24, 55 (30, 20), 2 Macc. 14, 23; Joseph. Anitt. xi. 5, 2, and often; 

Polyb. viii. 27 (29), 6 et al.; Plut. De Alex. fortuna, 341 C et al.; Philostr. A pollon. vii. 

11, vii. 39; Epictet. iii. 2,17; Theophr. Hist. plant.i. 1,3; Dion. Hal. De comp. verb. 
25 ter, et al., illustrating both uses of the word as applied by Luke. For a number of 

other examples, see Wettstein on Luke 23, 41 and Acts 28,6. (The reference Judith 11, 

11, should be Job 11, 11; add Job 27, 6), Moulton and Milligan, Vocabulary, s. v. 
57 Avadidévar émcorodqv Oxy. Pap. 237 bis; Fay. Pap. 130; dvadiddvar émiorddcov 

Oxy. Pap. 63, 532; 1295,15; Tebt. Pap. 448; Giss. Pap. I, 60, 4; dvadidévac mirrdxcov 
Oxy. Pap. 1063, and scores of other expressions for delivering receipts, contracts, wills, 
agreements, etc. With Acts 23, 33, compare Oxy. Pap. 486, 11, dvédwxa 7@ xparlor@ 
tyreudve dvadédpiov. Cf. Joseph. Anit. xvi. 10, 9; Diod. xi. 45, dvéSuxe tots &pdpos rds 
émioronds. 

58 Strabo has odx &onuos méds several times; Plutarch has obk &onuor [avOpw7ro1] 
Philo, pvA7 ob donuos, and &€ édevdépwr tows kal obk doquwv [rarépwr], Dion. Hal. od« 
déonuwy rarépwr, obk &onuor rode, Achilles Tatius edebfepds re Ov cai wédews odk 
dojuov. If the expression in Acts 21, 39, must be considered the echo of something, it 
is much more natural to compare it with éorw yap obk d&onuos ‘EAAjvev rods at the 
beginning of a famous play (Eur. Jon, 8) than with the less similar phrase in the 
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Hippocratean Epistles (Epist. 10, Hercher, ia rodlwv obx &onuos). See W. Nestle, “An- 

klange an Euripides in der Apostelgeschichte,” in Philologus, LIX (1900), pp. 46 ff. 
Of Josephus Krenkel (p. 249) says that, “ bei ihm die Litotes odx éonuos sehr beliebt 
ist,” and gives nine examples. Cf. Lucian, Pseudol. 4, Oeds obx 6 donuéraros, Eurip. 

Herc. Fur. 849, avip 5° obx &onuos. 

59 Of course the letters of Hippocrates are not genuine any more than are the letters 
of other literary and political figures of the classical era in Greece. But in confuting the 

argument of Hobart and his followers I have taken no advantage of the fact that a 
large part of the Hippocratean writings are spurious (Alfred Gudeman, “Literary 

Frauds among the Greeks,” in Classical Studies in Honour of Henry Drisler, pp. 56 f., 
69). Galen recognized only eleven as genuine (Comm. in Epidem., Praef. ad lib. vi.), and 
speaks of the forgeries as of quite recent date (Comm. in Hippocr. De offic. med., p. 2, 
x6es kai rp@nv). The other medical writers from whom Hobart quotes are ‘‘ Aretaeus, 

who lived in the first century after Christ, probably in the reign of Nero or Vespasian; 
Galen, A.D. 130-200; and Dioscorides, who lived in the first or second century of the 

Christian era.”” (Hobart, p. vii.) It is not likely that their writings were known to 
the almost contemporary evangelist. These objections would probably be met by the 

assertion that ‘‘ Greek medical language was particularly conservative in its character, 
the same class of words being employed in it from the time of Hippocrates to that of 
Galen ” (ibid., p. xxx), and that Luke and the other medical writers of his time were 
drawing on the current terminology of their profession. If anything like literary de- 
pendence is to be thought of between Luke and the doctors it must be remembered that 
at least in the case of Galen, from whom so many of the examples are quoted, the re- 
lationship will have to be the other way, for Galen’s date was about 200 a.p. Harnack 

himself recognizes this. In quoting two striking parallels from Galen to the parable 
of the Good Samaritan he says (p. 190f.): “‘ One might almost imagine that Galen 
had read St. Luke. This is not impossible for he had to do with Christians.” Norden, 
Antike Kunstprosa, pp. 518 f., thinks it probable that Galen read the Gospels, and he 

quotes a very interesting fragment in which Galen himself refers to the parables of the 

‘Christians. 
60 Hobart, pp. 54-85; Zahn, p. 147; Harnack, pp. 182-188. 
61 See below, Part II, passim. 

® Introduction, III, 136, n. 13. 

83 Lobeck, Phryn. p. go. 
Lucian, Soloec. 6. But xaxés éxovras of Mark 1, 32, 34 becomes doGevoivras in 

Luke 4, 40, and éoxdrws éxer of Mark 5, 23 becomes aréSvnoxev, Luke 8, 42. 

85 Lobeck, Phryn. p. 291. 
66 In the same passage, Luke substitutes Ocpamebw for Mark’s dpedéw, though the latter 

was according to Hobart (p. 2) “‘in constant use in medical writers as opposed to BAdrrw,” 
and the former “ in the strict sense as a medical term means ‘ received medical treat- 
ment’” (Ramsay, Luke the Physician, p. 17), a meaning that it will not possibly bear 
in this passage in Luke. Note the correct use of these two words in the two texts of 

‘Tobit 2, 10. 
6&7 See Ropes, James, p. 305. 

68 For some others of these words in Matt. and Mark Hobart himself supplies medical 

examples, e.g. avnSov (p. 37), dppworos (pp. 22, 46, 203), dwAlfw (Pp. 239), Kbuivor 

(p. 230), Tupécow (pp. 31, 33, 85, 98, 121, 196, 213, 272). 

69 Note also the suggestion of Burkitt, Gospel History and its Transmission, p. 159 0, 

in regard to Matt. 5, 29, 30: “ It seems to me probable that Luke the Physician pre- 

ferred to leave out the metaphor of amputation.” 
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70 It is of just this verse that Harnack (p. 184) says that Luke “has, therefore, an 
interest in methods of healing.” It is of the next verse that Zahn (p. 147) says, “ It 
is Luke alone . . . who notes that the healing was accomplished by the laying on of 
hands (4, 40), where mention of this act is not made in Matthew (8, 16) or in Mark 

(z, 34).” 
7 This point will be discussed in Part II. 
% Notice also that the reed which in Mark 15, 19 is used to beat Jesus on the head 

is in Matt. 27, 29 put in his right hand as a mockery of the regal sceptre. In the saying 
on offences occurring twice in Matthew, once the warning is against an offending eye 

or hand (18, 8, 9), once against an offending right eye or right hand (5, 29, 30). The 
first version of the doublet is apparently from Mark (9, 43-47), the second form pre- 
sumably from Q. Shall we say then that Q here shows a doctor’s interest, or that John 

does because in the account of Malchus’ ear he like Luke names it as the right ear 
(John 18, 10) ? John (5, 5; 9, 1) also indicates the duration of diseases that Jesus 
cured, and exact data relative to recovery (4, 52, cf. 11, 39)- 

And even were such details more numerous in Luke than in the parallels the motive 
might well be literary rather than medical. So the Chronicler in editing the books of 
Kings adds the exact year when Asa “ was diseased in his feet ” (1 Kings 15, 23 = 2 
Chron. 16, 12), and the fact that Uzziah’s leprosy “ broke forth in his forehead ” 
(2 Kings 15, 5 = 2 Chron. 26, 19), all of which embellishments are purely literary 

according to Torrey, Ezra Studies, p. 234. Such changes of Mark by Luke, Wernle 
calls simply legendary. See his comments in Die synoptische Frage, pp. 28, 29, 33, 
on Luke 4, 33; 6, 6; 22, 50 respectively. 

%3 The best parallels to the features of Mark not found in Luke in these two cases of 
possession are in the two authorities on epilepsy that Harnack (p. 187, n. 1) refers to 
in Hobart (p. 17 f.), viz. Hippocrates, Morb. sacr., I, 592 f., Kiihn, and Aretaeus, Sign. 
morb, acut. i. 5, cf. Sign. morb. diut. i. 4. The following are the Greek words: 

Mark (but not Luke) HIPPocraTEs 

&\adov &duwrds tori 

adplfe, adpltwv (Luke pera adpod) ddpée, adpds éx Tod oréparos éxpée 
tplte rovs ddévras oi ddévres curnpelxace 

én ris yijs éxuAlero Totor moot Aaxrife 

a@aoel vexpds avaBrdbe dorep drodvioKwy 

Ota mavros vuxros Kal huépas . . . qvxpdtwy & vuxr&v Bog xal xéxparyer 7a pep vixrwp Ta 

6é ped” Huépay 

xatakémruy éavrov Alors 

TodAadxes Kal els wip abrov Barer xalels bbara del re &xatpov Spavres 

ARETAEUS 
K@qpov Bapujxoor 

Enpalverar telpwals tivos ala@horos 

6a, mavrds vuxros Kal huépas &yputvoe 

&x rv pvnuelwv (Luke ék ris wéAews) edvOpwro, duleror 

Hippocrates also describes the effects of the “ sacred disease ” on patients of different 
ages, including those ‘“‘ with whom it has grown up and increased since youth} (amd 

masdlov).” Cf. ex xasded6ev in Mark. Note also that Luke 9, 39, substitutes the simple 
AauBdve: for Mark’s technical term for catalepsy xaraddSp (9, 18; see references to 
Celsus in Swete ad loc.). ; 
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™ Wernle, Die synoptische Frage, p. 24, says of this passage; “ Die Erzihlung vom 
Epileptischen, die bei Mr 16 Verse umfasst, erzihlt Le in 7 Versen, da ihre Einzel- 
heiten ihn nicht interessierten.” 

% Ramsay in general accepts the medical language of Luke, but the proof of it drawn 

from Luke’s changes in Mark he does not “ remember to have seen adequately dis- 
cussed.” His own treatment of these will scarcely supply the want. He says (Luke 
the Physician, p. 57 £.): 

“Even in passages that have been taken over by Luke from the Source which we 

still possess almost in its original form in the Gospel of Mark, wherever there occurs 
any reference to illness or to the medical treatment of sick persons, Luke almost in- 
variably alters the expression more or less, as in v, 18 he changes the term “ a paralytic ” 
of Mark ii, 3 to “a man who was paralysed.” He could hardly ever rest satisfied with 
the popular untrained language used about medical matters by Mark. 

“In some cases the change does not imply really more than is contained in the 
original Source, and amounts only to a more scientific and medically accurate descrip- 
tion of the fact related in the Source. But in other cases a real addition to knowledge 

is involved, as appears, e.g., from the following examples: 
“y. Mark iii, x speaks of a man with a withered hand; Luke vi, 6, adds that it 

was the right hand: the medical mind demands such specification. 
“a. Luke viii, 27 adds to Mark v, 2 that the possessed man had for a long time 

worn no clothes: this was a symptom of the insanity that a physician would not will- 
ingly omit. 

“3. In Luke viii, 55, the physician mentions that Jairus’ daughter called for food 
(cf. Mark v, 42). Various other examples occur.” 

Of the three examples given by Ramsay in this passage the first has been considered 
above; the second is a case where Luke according to his custom (see Part I) anticipates 
a detail which needs explanation in the sequel, the symptom of nakedness is implied 

in the tuareopévov of Mark 5, 15; the last is apparently a mistake, for the request 
that food be given to the girl is found in Mark 5, 43, as well as in Luke. Pfleiderer has 
curiously enough made just the converse mistake by overlooking the passage in Luke. 
He says (Primitive Christianity, II, 23) that Mark alone has preserved this little touch 
of realism. It is moreover Jesus, not Jairus’ daughter, who in both Gospels calls for 
food for her. 

76 Out of Hobart’s list of more than 400 words I find only five which he speaks of as 
altogether or nearly limited in use to medical writers. In three of them he is followed 
by Harnack (pp. 188, 193 f.). These three have already been examined above: dvaxa- 
Olfw (note 27); éxpbxw (note 29); averéAdw (note 47), and found unsatisfactory. An- 
other case of Hobart’s is &ccxbw, of which he says (pp. 80f.): ‘“ With respect to this 
word it is remarkable that outside of the LXX its use in the transitive sense, ‘ to 
strengthen,’ is confined to Hippocrates and St. Luke. All other writers who employ 

it do so in the intransitive sense, ‘ to prevail,’ ‘ be strong.’”” But in its transitive sense 
the word occurs apparently only once in Hippocrates (Lex), but in the LXX more 

than fifteen times, while in Luke it is found only in the very doubtful passage, [Luke] 
22, 43,44. In Acts g, 19, on the other hand, it is used in its common intransitive sense. 
The fifth example is ebpopéw, Luke 12, 16, ‘be fruitful,’ of which Hobart (p. 144) says, 

“used in this sense by St. Luke, Hippocrates and Galen only.” But it is used in this 
sense in Josephus B. J. ii. 21, 2 and Philostratus, A pollon. vi. 39; Imag. ii. 34 (cited 

by Schmid, Atticismus, IV, 358), and in Geopon., Greg. Nyss., and other later writers. 
In Lucian (Lexiph. 15) it is used in a different sense of ships (though Passow confuses 
this with the New Testament passage). 
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Harnack makes this claim of one other word, but with as little foundation as the 

cases already considered. He says (p. 178; cf. Moffatt, p. 209 n.): ‘ Nor aS: it without 

significance that the heat is described as @épun; for this word, rare, I believe, in ordinary 

use, and only found here in the New Testament, is among physicians the general term 

used for Oepuérns, as Hobart (p. 287) shows by very numerous examples.” But an 

investigation of the actual occurrence of the two synonyms shows that while in Plato 

and Aristotle oun occurs less often than Gepudrns, it occurs more often than Sepyérys in 

Greek comedy and lyric poetry, in LXX, in Plutarch and Lucian (see p. 66); it occurs 

also in Josephus, Aristides and Aelian, and according to Lobeck (Pkryn. p. 331) in 

Ctesias, Pherecrates, Philo, Arrian, etc. It should be observed also that Gepydrns 

occurs frequently in medical writings, as in Galen, Humor. comm. ii. 22 (XVI, 283) bis, 

and passages cited in Hobart, pp. 67, 81, 82, 83, etc. 

With regard to the expressions caradepéuevos trv Babet and xarevexOels amd Tov 

imvov, Acts 20, 9, Harnack (p. 180), says: “ Hobart has (pp. 48 ff.) pointed out that 

this word, peculiar to St. Luke in the New Testament, is so usual in medical phraseology 

(and only in it) for ‘falling asleep’ that the word ‘sleep’ is often omitted... . 

Passow also only gives medical authorities for carag¢épecOar and xaragopa in the sense 

of sleep.” But Wettstein alone gives examples from Aristotle, Josephus, Diodorus, Plu- 

tarch, Lucian, Alexander, Herodian, Parthenius, and Eustathius. On the other hand 
Thayer (s. v.) considers both expressions in Acts to have a different meaning from that 

found in the doctors and other “ profane authors.” 
The best illustrations of words not found outside the writings of Luke and the doc- 

tors, ovykupla (“ rare,” Hobart, p. 30) and dvwrepixés (“ very rare,”’ Hobart, p. 148), 
appear to have been overlooked by Hobart’s followers. Except for later writers these 

words are cited from no other sources. See also List 4, p. 19, 

7 Introduction, III, 162, n. 5. In the German, “Worten und Redewendungen die 

nur auch bei den Medicinern gebrauchlich sind.” 
78 It is doubtful whether the argument for the medical language of Luke gains much 

from the fact that the examples used are sometimes found only in Luke among New 
Testament writers. It is with particular emphasis that Hobart and Moffatt star words 
peculiar to Luke, and Harnack and Zahn remark frequently, “ occurs in the New 

‘Testament only in the Lukan writings,” “is not met again in the New Testament,” 
“here only in the New Testament.,” etc. It must be confessed that in all lexical study 

of the New Testament such facts have played an important part; but it seems to the 
present writer that their significance has been greatly overestimated. It must be re- 
membered that the New Testament is, linguistically at least, a merely accidental col- 
lection of a very limited number of books, on a considerable variety of subjects. Asa 

result the words peculiar to any New Testament writer (as may be seen from the lists 
in the Appendix to Thayer’s Lexicon) are many of them words common in all periods 
of Greek writing, and typical neither of the vocabulary nor even of the grade of culture 
of the author. The words characteristic of a New Testament writer are a very different 

kind of list, and cannot be determined without reference to the LXX and profane Greek 
as well as to the other writers in the New Testament. If Luke’s medical knowledge 
is to be proved by his diction, the proof examples should be shown to be both char- 
acteristically Lukan in this sense and characteristically medical. What words belong 

to the latter category it is difficult for us to know to-day. Perhaps it is safe to assume 
that the early glossaries to Hippocrates include the terms in his works which would be 
obscure to a layman in the age of Luke. Of over 1700 such words in the combined index 

of Franz’s edition (Leipzig, 1780) of the glossaries by Erotian, Galen, and Herodotus, 
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only one word, dvazplBewv, is cited as a medical term in Luke by Hobart (p. 221; on 
p. 16f. he declines to take rvedua, Luke 8, ss, in the sense of “ respiration ” which the 
glossaries give it for Hippocrates). See also note 39. 

7° Cf. A. Thumb, Die griechische Sprache im Zeitalter des Hellenismus, Strassburg, 
IQOI, pp. 225 f. 

“Fiir Quellenuntersuchungen innerhalb der hellenistichen Literatur ergibt sich 
noch ein anderer Grundsatz: man darf den Wortschatz zweier oder mehrerer Schrift- 
steller, sofern er dem Bestand der kowy zugeschrieben werden muss, nicht beniitzen, 
um die Abhingigkeit des einem von anderen daraus zu folgern. .. . Dass Lukas eine 
Reihe medicinischer Ausdriicke gebraucht, die bei Hippokrates und andern Aerzten 
sich finden, beweist kein Studium der medicinischen Schriften, sondern héchstens die 
Kenntnis der tiblichen medicinischen Terminologie: aber manche der Ausdriicke wie 
exetv & yaorpl (vel. neugr. éyyacrpdévouat), &yxvos (neugr. ebenso), oretpa, oder Be- 

Aévy (letzeres statt pads fiir die Nadel des Chirurgen, neugr. fedd1) sind jedenfalls 
so allgemein gebrauchte Bestandteile der gesprochenen Sprache gewesen, dass ihnen 
tiberhaupt kein Wert fiir quellenkritische Feststellungen zukommt.” 

8° Kennedy, Sources of New Testament Greek, pp. 32 £.; cf. pp. 63 f. 
81 See the word lists throughout this work. Schmid says (Atticismus, IV, 659): 

“ Dass die Schriften des Hippokrates auch von Nichtmedicinern in der Atticistenzeit 
noch gelesen wurden, zeigen mehrfache Entlehnungen einzelner Ausdriicke des H. bei 
unseren Autoren; sie waren nie vergessen; aber einen starkeren Einfluss auf die 
Diktion der Atticisten hat H. nicht geiibt; nur eine vox Hippocratea, apasdrns, kommt 

bei mehreren von ihnen vor.” 
® Gétzeler, De Polybii elocutione, p. 15 f., cited by Schmid, 7. c. Wunderer in his 

Polybios-Forschungen, Part I (Leipzig, 1898), pp. 88 f., also finds evidence of medical 
knowledge in phrases and proverbial expressions of the historian. Although he con- 
fesses that the Hellenistic age was characterized by a “ Verallgemeinerung der medici- 
nischen Kentnisse,’’ even among the laymen, he adds, “ Polybios legt iiberall, wie ich 
an den bemerkenswerten Vergleichen zeigen werde, besonderes Interesse fiir medici- 

nische Fragen an den Tag und muss in der That eingehende medicinische Studien nicht 
bloss in der Jugend, sondern auch waihrend der Abfassung seines Geschichtswerkes 

gemacht haben.” 

83 Th. Beck in Correspondenz-Blatt fiir Schweizer. Aerzte, XXXV (1905), No. 24. 

54 On medical language in Seneca, for example, see K. F. H. Marx, ‘“‘ Uebersichtliche 
Anordnung der die Medizin betreffenden Ausspriiche des Philosophen L. Ann. Seneca,” 
in Abhandl. d. kénigl. Gesellschaft der Wissensch. 2u Gottingen, XXII (1877); C. S. 

Smith, Metaphor and Comparison in the Epistulae ad Lucilium of L. Annaeus Seneca, 

Baltimore, 1910, pp. 39 ff., 100 ff.; D. Steyns, Etude sur les métaphores et les comparai- 
sons dans les euvres en prose de Sénéque le philosophe, Gand, 1907. 

85 Wendland, Urchristliche Literaturformen, p. 335, asserts: “‘ Aber diese [arztlichen]} 
Kenntnisse gehen nicht tiber das Mass hinaus, das bei gebildeten Laien vorauszusetzen 
ist. Eine umfassende, meist fiir ein weites Publikum bestimmte medizinische Litera- 
tur, darunter zahlreiche von Laien verfasste Schriften, auch éffentliche medizinische 
Vortrage haben eine gewisse Vertrautheit mit arztlicher Kunst und Terminologie ver- 

breitet. Philos Kenntnisse auf dem Gebiete gehen erheblich weiter als die unseres 
Autors [Lukas], und doch ist er kein Arzt gewesen.” 

86 Hobart, p. xxxvi; cf. Plummer, p. lxiv. 
87 The necessity of comparative evidence is recognized by Zahn (Introduction, III, 

130 n. 1) in a similar linguistic argument — the alleged dependence of Luke on Jose- 
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phus — but he does not seem to have applied the principle to his own arguments on 
the dependence of Luke on the medical writers. In refuting the argument of Krenkel, 
he says: “His method is not to be commended. ... The only list of words which 

really belongs here is that of the words common to Luke and Josephus, not found in 

the LXX. And this would be significant only if very familiar words were excluded, such 

as are found quite universally in literature since Homer.” And he suggests that “it 
would be necessary to compare other authors known not to be dependent on Josephus, 

who might show points of resemblance to Luke in content and form,” such as Philo, 
Polybius, and the historians that followed, down to Herodian. “If this extended in- 

vestigation should show a special resemblance between Luke and Josephus in language 
and style,” it still could be explained otherwise than by interdependence. 

Zahn goes so far in this inconsistent attitude toward the theories of Krenkel and 
Hobart that he even rejects the same example when proposed by the former, but ac- 

cepts it as an argument from the latter. I refer to his treatment of parallels to abréwrat 
yevduevor, Luke 1, 2. He says (Introduction, III, 82 f.,n. 5): ‘ Luke’s language does 
show the most striking resemblance to that of the medical writers from Hippocrates to 
Galen, as has been conclusively shown by Hobart. This is noticeably true in the pro- 

logue. . . . Hobart cites from Galen not less than 11 instances of abréarns yevdpevos, 

ylveoOa, yevésOar.” But a few pages later (p. 130, n. 1) he rejects Krenkel’s list of 
parallels to Luke from Josephus because it contains very familiar words, “ such as 
are found quite universally in literature since Homer. . . . In this class belongs also 

abrérrys, Luke 1, 2, upon which Krenkel (pp. 55, 56, 305) lays weight; whereas it is 
used by Herodotus, iv. 16; Polybius, i. 4, 7, iii. 4, 13, and frequently — generally with 
ylvecOa, as in Luke.” 

88 Schmid, Afticismus, I, 431 n., says: “ Es giebt wahrscheinlich keinen griechischen 
Prosaiker, dessen Wortvorrat reichhaltiger ware, als derjenige des Lucian. Die Zahl 
der von ihm angewendeten Worter betrigt beilaufig 10,400 (bei Plato etwa 9,900, bei 

Polybius etwa 7,700).” For the size of Luke’s vocabulary, see above, Chapter I. 
Schmid is, however, scarcely right in assigning to Lucian a larger vocabulary than any 
other Greek prose writer. Plutarch apparently uses more than 15,000 words according 
to a rough calculation in Wyttenbach’s Lexicon. 

8° Hobart (p. xxxi) notes that both Luke and the medical writers came from Asia 
Minor. 

0 Some of Clemen’s arguments are of interest: 

“ Truly the author of these writings employs some medical terms in their technical 
sense, but in a few cases he uses them in such a way as no physician would have done. 
E.g. in the description of Christ’s prayer in Gethsemane his sweat is compared with 
Opdufor atuaros karaBalvovres éxl riy viv, ie. not with great drops of blood, as the 
English version has it, but with clots of blood, which here of course not even for com- 
parison’s sake can be thought of.” “Could a Greek physician represent the good 
Samaritan (Luke ro, 34) as pouring on the wounds of the man who had fallen among 
robbers oil and wine?” (Hibbert Journal, VIII (1910), pp. 785 f.). On drérecay 
AemlSes, Acts 9, 18, he writes: ‘Ein Arzt musste doch wissen, dass dabei nichts vom 
Auge abzufallen braucht.” (Theol. Rundschau, X (1907), p. 102.) 

* At the beginning of his treatise ‘On the Natural Faculties’ Galen explicitly 

deprecates and renounces the use of technical terms: ‘“‘ We, however, for our part, are 
convinced that the chief merit of language is clearness, and we know that nothing 

detracts so much from this as do unfamiliar terms; accordingly we employ those terms 
which the bulk of people (of woAdol) are accustomed to use.” [Brock’s translation, in 
Loeb Classical Library, p. 3.) 



EXCURSUS 

MEDICAL TERMS IN LUCIAN * 

THE object of this study is to investigate the diction of Lucian for 
medical terms after the manner adopted by Hobart, Harnack, and 
-Zahn for Luke. 

Of the 400 words in Hobart’s index, 300 appear in the index to 
Lucian. It would be natural to suppose that there are 100 words in 
Lucian but not in Luke that could with equal propriety be called 
medical terms, so that the total size of his medical vocabulary would 
be no smaller than that of Luke.! 

Of the roo specially selected examples chosen by Zahn and Har- 

nack, nearly half are found in Lucian’s works. They are so marked 

“Luc.” in the lists above, but it will be worth while to quote a few 
of the cases in full: 

aropbvxew is used in Luke 21, 26 in the meaning ‘ faint, fail,’ and is cited by 
Harnack (p. 197) and Zahn (p. 161) as a medical term. “ But medical writers 
use aropixev of being chilled, not of swooning or expiring.” (Plummer, ad. 
loc.) See the examples in Hobart, p. 166. So Lucian, Vit. auct. 25, and else- 
where, uses it of limbs growing cold or stiff, like Niobe’s. 

Lucian, Dial. mar. 7, avopPacas 6¢ airy 6 ‘Epps yuvatka mayxaAny aides 
érolyoe, referring to the restoration of the heifer Io to the form of a woman. 
“ @vopSoby likewise is the usual medical word for the restoring of the members 
or parts of the body to their natural position.” (Harnack, p. 189, referring to 
the story of Luke 13, 11 ff.) 

In Lucian, Ocyp. 45, the lame (xwés 41) attendant is called banpérns? adv- 
varos yoyylfwr yépwv. “ The man of Lystra, lame from his mother’s womb, 
is described as an avjp ddvvaros rots rociv (Acts xiv, 8). See the medical 
examples for aéévaros in Hobart, p. 46.” (Harnack, p. 193.) 

Lucian, Herm. 86, rooabrnv axdby arrocec dpevos® Trav éupatwv. ‘Hobart, 
pp. 44 f. shows that axAvs, according to Galen, is a distinct disease of the eyes.” 
(Harnack, p. 193). 

Lucian, Tox. 43, 6 A€wy adels éxetvoy hudvira. Cf. Luke 10, 30, of Agoral 
arnrOov adevres Hudary. On jucOvns, see above, p. 56, note 31. This, and 
not #uGavns as Harnack says (p. 190), is the word used by Galen. 

Lucian, Philopseud. 11, bird éxlivns bnxOevTa . . . 7d Onpiov Saxety. “The 
fact that the viper (€x:6va) is called @npiov is not without significance; for 
this is just the medical term that is used for the reptile. . . . Hobart further 

* For the notes on this chapter see below, pp. 71 f. 
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remarks (Joc. cit., p. 51) that ‘ Dioscorides uses Onpiddyxros to signify bitten 

by a serpent ’” (Harnack, p. 178). Similarly in Lucian’s Dipsades a reptile 

like the éxudva (4) is called Onplov (6), riumpacOat is used of the swelling from 

the bite (4) as in Acts 28, 6 (cf. Hobart, p. 50, Harnack, p. 179), and other 

medical details are mentioned with apologies to the medical poet Nicander (9). 
Lucian, Dial. mar. 11, 2, O€pun dd rod wbpos. Cf. Acts 28, 4. “ Nor is it 

without: significance that the heat is described as 0épuy; for this word, rare, I 
believe, in ordinary use, and only found here in the New Testament, is among 
physicians the general term used for 6epudrns, as Hobart (p. 287) shows by very 
numerous examples.” (Harnack, p. 178.) Asa matter of fact the doctors use 
Gepudrns also, e.g. Galen, Humor. comm. ii. 22 (XVI, 283 bis). See above, p. 62, 

note 76. 
Lucian, Dial. mort. 28, 2, creipa Kal dyovos dueréXecas. On oretpa see Zahn, 

p. 160. With the construction of dvaredéw (‘‘ very much used in medical lan- 
guage ” — Hobart, p. 278) compare Gotrou dtaredetre, Acts 27, 33 in List D 

above (p. 45). 

Lucian, Dial. meretr. 2, 4, és brvov KarnvEexOnv. Cf. Acts 20, 9, KaTrapepopevos 
brvm Babel4 . . . KarevexGels amd Tod brvov. “‘ Passow only gives medical 
authorities for xarag@épeo@ar in the sense of sleep; cf. the multitude of instances 
quoted by Hobart (from Hippocrates to Galen), some of which closely coincide 
with the passage we are considering.” (Harnack, p. 180.) One of Hobart’s 
instances has xatevexGévras eis Urvov, but none use brvw or a6 TOD Urvov. 

“Let it be observed that Luke avoids the following terms for sickness which 
are not customary with medical men, wadakia, Bacavos, Bacavitecda: (Matt. iv, 
24, Vili, 6, ridiculed by Lucian, Soloec. 6).”’ (Zahn, p. 160.) 

Lucian, Vera hist. i. 22, cvAAGBy 76 EuBpvov. For ovA\apBavw without 
év yaorpi of conception see Luke 1, 24, 36; Zahn, p. 160. 

Lucian speaks of lunatics, Philopseud. 16, xatamimrovras mpos THY cedRVyY 
. Kal appov® wipmapevous TO oTdua. Tox. 24, éd€yero 6€ Kal Katamimrep 

mpos Thy cehqvnv ab~avouerny. “ Katamimrw—here only in the New Testa- 
ment —- can also be vouched for from medical language (Hobart, pp. 50 f.).” 
(Harnack, p. 179.) “ Karazimreww, peculiar to St. Luke, is used of persons 
falling down suddenly from wounds, or in epileptic fits.” (Hobart, p. so.) 

Though all these general observations are significant, yet for any 

comparison of Lucian with Luke it would not be fair to match the 

whole extent of Lucian’s writings against Luke’s work of only 150 

pages. One point in Hobart’s argument is that his “ examples are 
very numerous considering the extent of St. Luke’s writings.”’ Are 
the ‘‘ medical terms ” of Lucian as numerous proportionately as the 
medical terms of Luke ? 

To answer this question a small section of Lucian was examined 
more minutely for comparison. Three pieces, the Alexander, the 
second part of the True History, and the Death of Peregrinus were 
chosen purely on the basis of subject matter as forming a kind of 
parallel to Luke’s stories of miracles and travel and martyrdom. 
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The total extent of these three writings of Lucian is about half that 

of the works of Luke. 

In this limited section of Lucian were found about 115 of the 

words considered medical by Hobart, or over one-fourth of his entire 

list. It was also found that these words occur about half as often 

in this section of Lucian as they do in Luke’s work of twice the size. 

In other words, the frequency of occurrence of these words is about 
the same in the two writers. And this fact is all the more remark- 

able in view of the fact that many words are included which are 

distinguished by Hobart as especially frequent in Luke and used 

by him much oftener than by other New Testament writers.® 

Still more remarkable are the figures for that other class of words 

on which Hobart lays so much weight — the words peculiar to Luke 

in the New Testament. About 75 of this class, or about one-fourth 

of all the words starred by Hobart, are found in the section of Lucian 

examined, and, as for frequency of occurrence, it actually appears 

that these words “ peculiar to Luke ”’ occur at least twice as often 

in Lucian as they do in Luke himself. The times of occurrence of 

these 75 words in the three writings are very nearly as follows: 

Luke vaudos tre tte cour ietesoeunases:. 280 

Lucian (section the size of Luke or Acts).. 150 

But of course it is not necessary to limit our study of medical 

terms in Lucian to those words which happen also to occur in Luke. 

The parallel should be made quite independently of Luke, but after 

the manner and method of Hobart, Harnack, and Zahn, especially 

the two last. Accordingly, from the 75 pages of Lucian examined, 

I have formed four lists of words corresponding to the four lists 

formed for Luke from the examples of Harnack and Zahn. In ad- 

dition I have compiled a fifth list of the kind already suggested,’ of 

words whose use in extant writers seems to connect Lucian with Hip- 

pocrates and the doctors. It will be remembered that such a list 

has not been produced for Luke. Those who put weight on the 

evidence of words in Luke but not in the other New Testament 

writers will observe that these words occur neither in Luke nor, with 

few exceptions, elsewhere in the New Testament.® 
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A. GENERAL WoRDS 

1. Words of rare occurrence but found in medical writers. 

2. Words used frequently by doctors, or akin to such words. 

3. Words used by doctors as technical terms. 

avaxaivw, cf. Hobart, p. 33. 

éviudw, Aret. al. 

amapTraw 

yaXaxrwoys, Hipp. 

yepovr.ov, Hipp. al. 

diatra, ‘ diet,’ Hipp. 
dtamvéw, cf. Hobart, p. 236. 
dtaonmw, Theophr. Hist. plant. 

dtepeidw, cf. Hobart, p. 280. 

éyxpiw, of eye salve, Rev. 3, 18. 

évrepiavn, Hipp., Arist., Theophr. 

€£wpos, Hipp. ai. 

érvinuia, cf. Hobart, p. 188. 

karakAiows, ‘a way of lying in 

bed,’ Hipp., cf. Hobart, p. 69. 

xarorw, Hipp. al. 

kadows, ‘ cautery,’ Heb. 6, 8. 

kothaivw, of ulcers, Hipp. 

xo\Xa, cf. Hobart, p. 128. 

Kopwrvn, ‘apophysis of a bone’ 

(term. tech.). 

Kpaots 

podtBdwos, Hipp. al. 

606rwos, cf. Hobart, pp. 218 f. 

éutxdwdys, Theophr., Caus. plant. 

TapaBbbw 

mepirvéw, cf. Hobart, p. 236. 

oxéfis, of medical examination, 

Hipp. 

oxevacros, cf. Hobart, p. 232. 

oxida, Hipp. al. 

ovyKo\Adw, cf. Hobart, p. 128. 

cuvaywyels, a kind of muscle, 

Hipp. 

Tpuraw, Hipp. al. 

tupBn, Hipp. al. 

breptipadnut, Hipp. al., cf. Ho- 

bart, p. 107. 

bromiumAnut, cf. Hobart, p. 107. 

vroTidw 

brogppirrw, rare outside of Lucian, 

but found in Galen. 

xaivw, cf. Hobart, p. 33. 

B. Mepicat Worps * 

éXeEthapuaxov, medical writers 
avad\dw 

aoapkos, Hipp. ai. 

youdtos 

EANEBopos (EAeBopitw) 
éudw, Rev. 3, 16 
Ondn 

kwvdpopov (kivvaydpuwos), Rev. 
18, 13 

xodoxbvOn (KoroKivOwos), Diosc. 

al. 

Kut pls 

kbw 

Avtw 

padaxn, medical writers 

MeAayxordw 

unpbs, Rev. 19, 16 
menos. 

Tayov 

* Diseases, medicines, and parts of the body. 
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C. Orpinary Worps UsEp In A MEDICAL SENSE * 

akomov (sc. ddpyaxov), ‘painkiller,’ Alex. 22. Cf. Galen’s work, 
mepl axdrwv, and elsewhere in Galen. 

appoy?, ‘joint’ of the body, Alex. 14. Only Galen XIX, 460, cf. II, 
734, ed. Kiihn, are cited in the lexica for this meaning. 

aprnpia, ‘ wind pipe,’ Alex. 26. Frequently so in the doctors. 
dinyéouar, of the post mortem account, Peregr. 44. Cf. Hobart, 

Pp. 229 f. 

Spits, of drugs, Peregr. 45. Hipp., Theophr., Diosc., Galen. In 

Hipp. Fract. 769 it is used without dépyaxov in the same sense. 
érisxoméw, of medical examination, Peregr. 44. So used by Galen.® 
orpoviov, as name of a plant, Alex.12. “ Name of plant in Hipp., 

Theophr., Diosc., e¢ al.’”’ (Passow, s.v.). Contrast Luke 12, 6. 

Yuxpev (without tSwp), ‘cold water,’ Peregr. 44. Hippocr. et al. 

So Matt. 10, 42, but not Mark 9, 41, nor in Luke. 

D. LoncEeR EXPRESSIONS 

muperds pada opodpos, Peregr. 44. 

Aevkds THY xpoav, Alex. 3. 

veKpuk@s THY xpbay exe, Peregr. 33. 

Koy) 4 xElp 

eis waviav éuBaddrw, Alex. 30.1° 

dovros éxabéfero, Vera hist. ii. 24. Cf. Acts 27, 33. 

dtaredéw xpwpevos, Alex. 5. Cf. Galen, Comp. med. sec. loc. vii. 2 

(XII, 19, Ktihn), dapydxors xpdmevor Stared@ow, cited by Hobart, 

p. 278. 

oxwrjxwv Séoas, Alex. 59. “ oxwAné is used both of worms in sores 

and of intestinal worms,” Hobart, p. 43, quoting this passage. 

dvatoOnras éxeav, Vera hist. ii. 1. Hipp. 

ovpptw 7d ordua, ibid., ii. 1. Hipp. 

6 iarpds peraxAnbeis, Peregr. 44. ‘‘ These two compounds of xcadéw 

[eioxadéw, weraxadéw], peculiar to St. Luke, were used in medical 

language for ‘to call in’ or ‘send for’ a physician,” Hobart, 

pp. 219 f.¥ 
* By both Lucian and the medical writers. 
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E. SpecrAt List CoNNECTING LUCIAN AND THE 

MEDICAL WRITERS ” 

1. Words apparently found elsewhere only in the medical 

writers. 

2. Words found in no writer before Polybius except Hippocrates. 

ddéa Hipp. al. 

éuB\vwréw  Hipp., not in Attic writers. 

émiBpéxw Theophr., Diosc. 

émixdaiyw | Stephanus quotes only Hipp. besides. 

MLTOMLoV Diosc.; Passow cites no other authors. 

xaradndbvw  Lexica refer only to Luc. (ter) and Hipp. 

katappartw Hipp., Galen. 

KoN\Uptoy Hipp., Galen., Diosc., Rev. 3, 18. 

xopvtn Lexica refer only to medical writers besides. 

paotixn Theophr., Diosc. 

mpocoxé\Xw  Aretaeus and later writers. 

ovAdelBouat Hipp., Arist. 

roy pos frequent in Hipp. 

The following observations may also be made: 

1. Hippocrates is directly referred to in Vera hist. ii. 7, ‘Immoxparet 

T@ Kaw iarpe. 

2. Vera hist. ii. 47 closes in much the same way as Galen makes 

his transitions between the seventeen books of his De usu partium, 

e.g., Book vi, ad fin., wept Gv aravrwy 6 épeéfs THdE Novos eEnynoerac. 

3. The preface to the Alexander has a certain resemblance to the 

preface of Dioscorides’ Materia medica. This, it will be remem- 

bered, is the preface that Luke is said to have imitated. Its re- 

semblance to Luke and Lucian is equally close. 

4. If the medical coloring of certain passages is to be examined, 
as Harnack, pp. 15 f, 176 ff., examines the story of Acts 28, 3-10, 

probably Alex. 21, or Peregr. 44, 45, would make a sufficient parallel. 

5. Harnack (p. 175) suggests as one of the traces of the author’s 
medical profession that ‘“‘ the language may be coloured by the 

language of physicians (medical technical terms, metaphors of 

medical character, etc.).” For medical technical terms, see Lists 
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B and C; for metaphors of medical character, see O. Schmidt, 

Metapher und Gleichnis in den Schriften Lukians, 1897, pp. 13 ff. 

6. Harnack (p. 176) says that these signs will “ compel us to be- 
lieve that the author was a physician if . . . in those passages 
where the author speaks as an eyewitness medical traits are espe- 

cially and prominently apparent.” In Peregr. 44, 45, and in many 

other places where the medical traits are most numerous, Lucian 

also is writing as an eyewitness — even in the True History! 

These suggestions do not exhaust the passages in Lucian, but 

probably they are enough for our purpose. Already they match 

in nearly every detail the evidence produced for the medical pro- 

fession of Luke. And if the amount of Lucian examined should be 

doubled so as to equal in extent the writings of Luke, and if we 

then should “spend a lifetime ” in going through the twenty-five 

volumes containing the writings of Hippocrates, Galen, Dioscorides, 

and Aretaeus, with occasional glimpses at Theophrastus, to collect 

the occurrences of words and note coincidences in their usage or 

combination with this part of Lucian, there can be no doubt that 

such an investigation could produce a volume quite as large as Ho- 

bart’s, and that the best examples selected from it would be found 

quite as cogent as those of Harnack, Moffatt, and Zahn, to prove 

by his ‘‘ medical language ”’ that Lucian was a physician. 

NOTES 

1 The following words occurring in Lucia: but not in Luke or Acts are explicitly 
mentioned as medical terms by Hobart himself in the course of his book (pages of 
Hobart in brackets): aydév (81), dOuula (280), avddoors (260), dvavebw (240), dvarvéw 

(236), évapratw (244), doxnors (263), Graxros (222), &rovos (241), &popos (144), 

BiBpdoxw (42), dtoxdéw (232), doxetov (158), ekapwafw (244), epedpebw (260), émera- 

pérrw (93), dopos (144), karavadloxw (16), kaTopbdw (262), dAdKAnpos (193), méton 
(62), whpos,’-dw, -wors (1481), mpdxerpos (202), oxevata, (232), ovvedpebw (260), 

cvvrapacow (93), cvvrpépw (223), ovvruxla (30), rapaxddns (93), vrodoxy (158), 

brorapacow (93), dopés (144), Yabw (62). 

2 Yanpérns is a medical term, according to Hobart, p. 88. 

3 “ The compounds of celeww were used by the medical writers.” (Hobart, p. 103.) 

4 “Hobart also makes an attempt to prove by examples that tmvos Bais is a 

specific medical phrase; but I pass this by.” (Harnack, p. 180, n. 1). The phrase 

occurs in Lucian, Tim. 6. 

5 “ agoés is used by Hippocrates and Aretaeus in describing the symptoms of 

epilepsy.” (Hobart, p. 17.) 
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SEg., Times in Luke Acts Lucian 

AVALPED 6. cece eee 2 18 4 

GlEPNOMAL 2... cee eee eens Io 2i 3 

Lbopat 6... cece ee eee II 4 2 

KATABALVD 6... cee eens 14 19 2 

WhTANML wee eee eee 13 9 I 

TAHOOS oo eee ee cere ceeee 7 16 9 

OW cece cern ce wens 23 32 2 

COGW! s scaiend Gasen pees 15 13 I 

OTAPXW oo cee cece ee enee 15 25 3 

110 157 27 

But excluding these nine words the 108 other words occur approximately 

102 149 226 

or nearly twice as often in Lucian as in either half of Luke’s work. 

Dotalss:caceesvivies 212 306 253 

7 See p. 49. 
8 The exceptions are marked on the lists by the New Testament references. Five 

out of the eight are in Revelation. It should be observed that in compiling these lists 
medical terms ”’ actually occurring in Luke as well as in Lucian have been excluded. 

9 Cf. ériBAérw, above p. 44. 

10 Cf. Acts 26, 24, ra moAAd oe ypdppara els pavlay reperpére, Which Hobart (p. 268) 

considers medical, though he confesses that wepirpémw is not employed exactly in this 
sense by medical writers. But éurlarw and éuféAdw, which Hobart also considers med- 
ical words (pp. 130, 137), are probably used by the doctors as in Lucian. Note 
Hobart’s quotation from Galen: dozep xal rods els émcdnplav re kal dromAntlay padlws 

éurlarovras. 

The nearest parallel to Acts, /.c., is not in the doctors but in Lucian’s A bdicatus 30. 
This passage has apparently been overlooked by commentators (Wettstein does not use 
it, though he illustrates repirpérew by two other passages in Lucian). In referring to 

the countless forms of madness (yvpla et5n; cf. Aretaeus, cited by Hobart, p. 267, navlys 

tpéror elSeor uev wvplor) and its various causes he says: yépovras 5¢ xal d:aBod) &Katpos 

kal dpy} Gdoyos rodNdnes Kar’ olxelwy tumrecotoa Td wey mprov dieradpater, elra kar’ 

éAlyov és wavlay weptérpeve. Not only is this passage full of other words which Hobart 

would call medical (besides StaBody, KAoyos, gurlrrw, Starapdoow, occur in equally 
medical connections in the next few lines Alvin, droreAéw, cwrnpla, dradd\doow, Oepa- 

mela, duoréxvos éravépxouat), but the whole piece is written from the doctor’s view 

point with the most delicate sympathy for his professional sensitiveness. 
1 ¢loxadéw also is used in this sense in Lucian: 6 larpds eloxAnbels, Pseudol. 23; but 

not by Luke, eloxadecduevos obv abrods ekericer, Acts 10, 23, the only occurrence in 
the New Testament. 

2 This list of words, intended to illustrate the criticism of the examples used for the 
medical language of Luke, contains words “found elsewhere only or mainly in the 
medical writers ” (see above, p. 49). Of course the cases given are only those found 
in the 75 pages of Lucian examined for this purpose. The total number of words of 

this kind to be found in all Lucian’s works may be estimated with the help of the word 
lists in Schmid’s Aétticismus as considerably over 100. 

13 Lagarde, Psalterium juxta Hebraeos Hieronymi, 1874, p. 165. 
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PREFATORY NOTE 

THE First Part of this study: of the Style and Literary Method 

of Luke, issued by itself in 1919, is an investigation of the 

character of the Diction of Luke and Acts in general, and with 

particular reference to the question whether peculiarities of 
the author’s diction sustain the opinion that he was a member 

of the medical profession, as has been held by a considerable 

number of scholars. The Second Part completes the investi- 

gation by a minute examination of the Treatment of Sources 

in the Gospel of Luke. The pagination of the two parts is 
continuous; and for the convenience of previous purchasers 

of the First Part who may wish to bind the two together, a 
title-page and table of contents to the whole, with the author’s 

preface, are inserted in copies of the Second Part issued sepa- 

rately. An edition of the complete work is simultaneously 

issued by the Harvard University Press (1920). 
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THE STYLE AND LITERARY METHOD 

OF LUKE 

PART II 

THE TREATMENT OF SOURCES IN THE GOSPEL 

INTRODUCTORY 

THE starting point for any study of Luke’s method of using sources 

is a comparison of Luke and Mark. In the second Gospel is pre- 

served to us, substantially as it was in the hands of our Evangelist, 

one of those “ accounts concerning the things fulfilled among us,” to 

which he refers, and the one which he used as his chief single source. 

The survival of this source gives us an unusually secure basis for the 

study of editorial method. In most other cases the source is known 

only through the derivative work, and the editorial method can be 
inferred only from the finished product. In the Gospel of Luke we 

can confront the author’s work with his source, so that the changes, 
rearrangements, and additions which he has made can be certainly 

known. 

The advantage of this field for the study of redactorial method 

is increased by another fact. The closeness with which Luke follows 

Mark, as compared with the freedom of paraphrase and embellish- 

ment in other ancient writers, gives us a sustained assurance 

throughout extensive sections of his work that this dependence is 
really there; for whenever (as in a few cases in Luke and usually in 
ancient writers) the divergence from known sources becomes quite 

considerable, the suspicion always arises that some unknown source 

is being used to supplement or even supplant the main source; or at 

least that the latter has gone through some intermediate stage be- 
fore reaching our author. 
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There is no reason to suppose that Luke knew any later form of 

Mark than that which we possess. But an element of uncertainty 

would be introduced into our comparison of Luke and Mark, if, as 

some have maintained, the copy of Mark used by Luke was an earlier 

form of that Gospel, a so-called “ Urmarcus.”” This is not the place 

for the discussion of a theory which synoptic study has practically 

destroyed, though it is still kept alive by a few scholars in a kind of 

artificial respiration. The differences between the ‘“ Urmarcus ” 

and our Mark are probably so small that they would be sufficiently 

accounted for by scribal changes in a few successive copyings. They 

are to be sought where Matthew and Luke agree against Mark, their 

common source.1 But these cases are not very numerous, and 

many of them may equally well be ascribed to identical corrections 

of Mark made independently by both Matthew and Luke. 

In all cases of agreement of Matthew and Luke against Mark, 

whatever the presumed cause, great caution must be used in postu- 

lating the primitive form of the Marcan text,? and these cases are 

so few that they justify us in supposing that elsewhere Luke and 

Matthew followed a text that is substantially our Mark. And here 

the general accuracy that we may presume of all the New Testament 

text is an additional advantage possessed by the comparison of Mark 

and Luke over the comparison of any other two ancient books out- 

side the New Testament, either or both of which rest on less trust- 
worthy textual tradition. 

The comparison of our Gospels is not a new problem, nor is the 

special relation of Luke and Mark an unexplored part of the more 

general field. But the examination of this question has often been 

made in a fragmentary way, and the results have often been left so 

unclassified that there is good reason for collecting at least some of 

the phenomena in such a way that some general observations can 

be made on the editorial method of Luke. In harmonies and com- 

mentaries, Luke’s changes in the matter derived from Mark, no 

matter how fully they are indicated, necessarily follow the order of 

’ For a list see Allen, Matthew, pp. xxxvi-xl. 
® For an attempted classification see, Stanton, Gospels as Historical Documents, II, 

Pp. 207-219; Wernle, Synoptische Frage, pp. 45-61. Especially noteworthy is the list 
of passages where Matthew and Luke agree with the Western text of Mark but differ 
from the current text. 
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the text and fail of general classification. There are, no doubt, 

many changes that allow of no classification, or could be classified 

in more than one way, but there remain a great number of phe- 

nomena that allow of collective treatment, and they should be so 
treated. 

It must of course be confessed from the start that the relation of 

Luke to Mark is not merely a literary problem. There can be no 
doubt that some of the changes made by Luke in Mark are due to 

historical reasons, others are due to the general motives of the 

author — to his so-called “ tendencies ” — i.e. for doctrinal reasons. 

In so far as these changes are not of a stylistic or literary character, 

they lie outside the scope of these studies. But the exclusion must 

not be too strictly made. On the other hand the discovery of non- 

literary tendencies in New Testament writers is made entirely too 

easy in some schools of criticism, and should be attempted only after 

the literary habits of the writer have been carefully examined. The 

question may often be raised whether a single detail, or even a re- 

peated phenomenon in Luke, supposed to show some special religious 

or social interest, may not be merely stylistic or artistic. In the 

following investigation of Luke’s relation to Mark it will therefore 

be best to limit the examination to matters that may be only of the 

latter type, including, however, cases for which the motive may 

also be different.2. Only on such a basis can the further motives of 

the editor be separated and established. And whatever the classi- 

fication of the changes, it must not be assumed that they are neces- 

sarily due to conscious motives. An ancient author in paraphrasing 

a source naturally used his own style and language, and even his own 

1 Short but valuable lists of literary changes in his sources made by Luke are to be 
found in Norden, Die Antike Kunstprosa, pp. 486-492, and in Wernle, Die Synoptische 
Frage, pp. 9 ff. The most complete study of the sort here attempted is the work 
of J. H. Scholten, Het paulinisch Evangelie, 1870; quoted here from the German trans- 

lation (with considerable additions and changes by the author), Das Paulinische Evange- 
lium, 1881. Although the value of this work is somewhat lessened by the author’s ad- 
diction to certain theories of Synoptic criticism now generally abandoned, and by ex- 
cessive emphasis on the “ heidenchristliche paulinische Tendenz ” of the third Gospel, 
it may still be recommended as a mine of interesting and suggestive material. And, as 
it is but little known to modern English reading students of the question, the publica- 
tion of similar investigations made independently does not seem superfluous. A few 
of Scholten’s lists have been added with proper acknowledgment, and references have 

been given to some others. 
2 A single exception to this limitation is made in the section below on pp. 90-96. 
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religious prepossessions, without realizing in every case of change 

the significant contrasts. Such a study reveals most strikingly the 

subconscious, spontaneous workings of the mind. Nor must it be 

supposed that changes of this sort are carried out with regularity 

and uniformity throughout the work. The author will sometimes 

correct his source in a certain way, and sometimes leave the same 

expression or thought in his source unchanged. The many excep- 

tions that we shall find to what is plainly the usual literary practice 

of Luke will abundantly illustrate this point. Not infrequently in 

a single passage Luke will leave unchanged at its second occurrence 

a word or expression in his source that he has just modified.* 

CHANGES IN THE ORDER OF SECTIONS 

It is well known that sections of Luke derived from Mark and 

those of other origin are arranged in continuous blocks and not 

interspersed as in the Gospel of Matthew. Thus, in general: Luke 

1-2 are peculiar to Luke; Luke 3, 1-6, 19 are from Mark; Luke 6, 

20-8, 3 are not from Mark; Luke 8, 4-9, 50 are from Mark; Luke 

9, 51-18, 14 are not from Mark; Luke 18, 15-24, 11 are from 

Mark. 

Our present study has to do with the order of the material in the 

three sections derived from Mark, viz., 3, 1-6, 19; 8, 4-9, 50; 18, 

15-24, 11. 

In the first place we may observe that these three sections repre- 

sent three consecutive and almost continuous sections in Mark, 

viz., Mark 1, 1-3, 19; 3, 20-9, 41; 10, 1 to the end — that is, sub- 

stantially the whole Gospel. Of course there are some omissions 

1 Scholten comments particularly on this phenomenon, e.g., p. 19, n. 3, on the change 

of rvedua axdBaprov, Mark 5, 2, 13, to dauudmor, Luke 8, 27, 33: “Da sich Lucas 
hierin selber nicht gleich bleibt (s. 8, 29), so wird noch sichtlicher, dass er nicht 
selbststandig schreibt, sondern als Corrector den Text des Mc. verindert hat;’’ p. 38, 
“Mt. 8, 6, 6 mais wou . . . Lucas setzt dafiir 7, 2, 10: doddos, lasst jedoch wats in 
der Rede des Hauptmannes stehen. Ein Beweis, dass er corrigierte;’ p. 47, ‘‘ Bei der 
Vergleichung von Stellen, welche Lc. mit Mt. gemein hat, fallt ferner die Vertauschung 
des pi06és, Mt. 5, 46, mit der paulinischen xéprs 6, 32, 33, 34, ins Auge, welche jedoch 
bei dem Evangelisten (6, 23, 35), aus leicht erklirlicher und 6fter vorkommender 
Unachtsamkeit, unterblieb ”; p. 56, “ Zu beachten ist die Verainderung der ‘ Vigel 
des Himmels’ Mt. 6, 26 in ‘Raben’ Le. 12, 24a . . . Dass die Verinderung absichtlich 
ist, geht daraus hervor, dass Lc. 24b in Ubereinstimmung mit Mt. 26 ‘ Végel’ schreibt.” 
See also p. 113, on Mark 2, 6, and the references there. 
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from Mark by Luke, especially the great omission of Mark 6, 45-8, 
26; but as these do not disturb Mark’s order, they may be left out 
of account here, and, considering the sections dependent on Mark 
in blocks, we may state this as our first observation on order, namely, 
that neither the great insertions in Luke nor its great omissions from 
Mark disturb Mark’s general order. Within the large blocks, also, 
the sections of Mark generally succeed one another in the same order 
in Luke, even when additions or omissions in the latter Gospel might 
be expected to change the order. A detailed list of the parallels 
need not be given here, for they can be readily found in harmonies, 
e.g., in the “ Parallelenregister” in Huck’s Synopse. The regular 
coincidence in order is most striking. 

The exceptions to this order are, therefore, few, and demand 
special notice. They are principally the following: ! 

1. The account of the imprisonment of John the Baptist, which 
occurs in Mark 6, 17-29, is found in Luke, greatly abbreviated, 
after the account of John’s preaching (Luke 3, 19-20). 

2. The saying about the true kindred of Jesus in Mark 3, 31-35 

is found in Luke 8, 19-21 after, not before, the parable of the sower 

and its sequel (Mark 4, 1-25 = Luke 8, 4-18). 

3. The call of the Twelve in Luke 6, 12-16 precedes, in Mark 3, 

13-19 follows, the summary of travel and healing in Mark 3, 7-12 = 

Luke 6, 17-19. 

4. The prediction of the traitor in Luke 22, 21-23 follows, in 

Mark 14, 18-21 precedes, the Last Supper (Mark 14, 22-25 = 

Luke 22, 15-20). 

5. The denial of Peter in Luke 22, 56-62 precedes, in Mark 14, 

66-72 follows, the trial before the Sanhedrin (Mark 14, 55-65 = 

Luke 22, 63-71). 

The motive in at least two of these cases is clearly the desire to 

conclude at once a subject when it has been introduced. Thus Luke 

anticipates the actual imprisonment of John the Baptist by insert- 

ing it immediately after the account of John’s teaching. Again, 

Luke anticipates the denials of Peter by bringing them in at once 

upon Peter’s entrance into the court of the high priest, while Mark 

1 Omitting such passages as Luke 4, 16-30 and 5, 1-11, which do not appear to be 

derived from Mark 6, 1-6 and 1, 16-20, though somewhat akin to them in subject 

matter. 
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narrates the trial to its conclusion before coming back to Peter and 

his denials. 

But the infrequency of such transpositions only emphasizes the 

general parallelism of order between Mark and Luke. 

CHANGES OF ORDER WITHIN THE SECTIONS 

Within the several sections Luke adheres as faithfully to the order 

of Mark as he does in the order of the sections themselves. As a 

tule the details follow each other in much the same succession, even 

in cases when the structure of the sentence has been considerably 

changed. 
In the following cases Luke, in introducing an incident, brings in 

explanatory details which Mark gives only later: 

In Luke s, 17 the presence of the Pharisees and lawyers is mentioned at the beginning 

of the story of the man cured of paralysis; in Mark 2, 6 the hostile spectators are men- 

tioned only after Jesus has aroused their ire. 

At the healing of the withered hand the Pharisees are only mentioned by name as 
they leave the synagogue to plot with the Herodians (Mark 3, 6), but in Luke 6, 7 these 

spectators are named before the cure. 

Mark tells the age of Jairus’ daughter after she was healed (Mark 5, 42), Luke 

before (Luke 8, 42). 
The number fed by the miracle of the loaves is stated by Mark (6, 44) after, by 

Luke (9, 14) before, the miracle takes place: 

Luke 8, 23 mentions Jesus’ sleep before the storm rose, Mark 4, 38, only afterward. 

Luke 4, 31-37 adds wédw ris PadtAaias to Kadapvaotp (Mark 1, 21) at the beginning 

of the story of the demoniac in the synagogue, but omits rs TadvAalas from weplxwpov 

in the concluding summary. 
Luke 4, 42 mentions the pursuit of the crowd before the arrival of the disciples, 

Mark 1, 37 mentions it afterward. 

The women who followed. Jesus from Galilee are mentioned by Luke in his company 

during the Galilean ministry (Luke 8, 1-3); in Mark they are first mentioned at the 

cross (Mark 15, 40, 41 = Luke 23, 49). In Luke 24, 1o = Mark 16, 1 the situation is 
nearly the reverse, for Luke mentions by name the women at the grave only after their 
visit. 

Bethsaida, Luke g, 10, whether correctly used or not, is without doubt from Mark 6, 
45, a later section, which Luke omits when he comes to it. 

In Luke 23, 2 the priests accuse Jesus before Pilate puts the question, ‘“ Art thou 
the king of the Jews?” In Mark 15, 3 their accusation is told only afterwards. 

There are a number of minor transpositions in Luke’s narrative 

of the Passion, when it is compared with Mark. A list of twelve has 

been collected and carefully discussed by J. C. Hawkins in Oxford 
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Studies in the Synoptic Problem, pp. 81 ff. He attributes them to 

the use by Luke of an account of the Passion other than Mark’s. 

But the transpositions enumerated by Hawkins are generally cases 

where Luke has anticipated something which is mentioned later in 
Mark. The frequency of this phenomenon seems to warrant the 

inference that he habitually read a whole section of Mark, and 

indeed perhaps the whole Gospel, before composing the correspond- 

ing section, or his own Gospel.1. Thus he was able to rearrange the 

details of a story so that such explanatory matters as the age of 

Jairus’ daughter or the number of men who shared the bread and 

fishes can be given before the miracle itself is described. 
Perhaps further evidence of the same import is furnished by places 

where Luke distinctly prepares the way for something that in Mark 

is sudden and unexplained. Thus in Mark 3, 2 (= Luke 6, 7) it is 

said that they “‘ watched to see if Jesus would heal on the sabbath,” 

but Luke 6, 6 has already dated the incident on the sabbath. Again 

in Mark 5, 15 (= Luke 8, 35) it is said that they found the demoniac 

cured and clothed,? but Luke alone had prepared the way for this 

by mentioning (8, 27) as a symptom of his madness that he had not 

worn a garment for a long time.’ 

ABBREVIATIONS AND OMISSIONS 

A number of instances may be quoted where Luke by omission, 

by combination, or by putting into indirect form, considerably 

shortens the dialogue of his source. 

1 Wernle, Synoptische Frage, p. 9: “ Daraus wird deutlich, wie vollstandig Lc seine 
Quelle beherrscht, bevor er sie aufnimmt. Er ist kein Abschreiber, der Seite nach Seite 

seiner Vorlage umschlagt und abschreibt. Er hat sie erst vollstiindig von Anfang bis zu 
Ende studiert und in sich aufgenommen.” Jdid., p. 26: “Er hat jede Erzahlung erst 

vollig durchgelesen und dabei kleine Ziige,-die wir bei Mr erst allmahlich kennen lernen, 

hervorgeholt und an den Anfang gestellt.”” Wernle suggests that Luke’s épxwv, 18, 18, 

is due to the fact that he read through Mark 10, 17-22 to the end before writing his 

parallel. 
2 This addition by Luke is one of those changes in Mark which Harnack (Luke the 

Physician, p. 182) attributes to his medical interest. But it is plain from izariopévor 

in Mark 5, 15 that the second evangelist also had this symptom in mind (see above 

. 61). 

. 3 _ converse phenomena, i.e., cases where Luke’s transpositions or omissions make 

him more obscure than Mark, see below pp. 101 ff. 
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Mark 1, 37 kal Néyovow abr@ bre wavres 

fnrotelv ce. 

Mark 1, 44 xal Aéyee airG Spa pndert 

pndey elrgs. 

Matt. 8, 6 [(Q] cal Néywv: kbpre, 6 rats wou 

BeBrAnrar . . . 7 Ayer abr@ eyo AOaw 

Oeparrebow abrév. 

Mark 4, 39 kal elmev . . 
woo. 

Mark 5,8 @revyer yap atrg: ttehfe rd 

avedua TO &xdBaprov é& rod avOpwrrov. 

Mark 5,9 Aéyea air@- Aeyrov Svoud por, 

Sre woANol éopev 

Mark 5, 12Kal mapexdderav abrov déyov- 

Tes’ TénYov Huds els rods xolpous, tva els 

abrods eloéNOwper. 

Mark 5,23 mapaxadet . . . \eywr bri Td 

Ouyarpioy pou toxarus exet, K.7.A. 

Mark 5, 28 @deyer yap are éay dywpar 

kav rv luarlwy abrod cwincopac. 

Mark 6, 31 kal Aéye abrots- defre byels 

abrol kar’ idlay els tpnpov rérov kal dva- 

rabvoacde éNlyov. 

Mark 6, 37,38 Disciples — Shall we go 
and buy bread? Jesus — How many 
loaves have ye ? go and see. Disciples 
— Five and two fishes. 

Mark 8, 29 Aéyer abrG: od el 6 xptords. 

Mark 9,16 xal éwnparnoey abrots: ri 

aouvgnteire mpds abrobs; 

Mark 9, 21-25 Jesus — How long has he 

had this? Father —¥From childhood, 
etc. Jesus — If possible! all things are 
possible to one who believes. Father 
—I believe, help my unbelief. Jesus 
(to the spirit) — Deaf and dumb spirit, 
I bid thee come out of him and enter 
him nevermore. 

Mark 9, 33 éxnpwra abrots: ti ev TH 5G 

dcedoylfecbe; 

Mark 10, 24 wédw drroxpiels Eyer ab- 

Tots’ Téxva, x. 7. X. 

Mark 10, 49 6 ‘Inoods elrev' dwvhoare 

abrév. Kal pwrodaw Tov rupddr Aéyovres 

airG: Odpoe, yepe, pwvel ce. 

Mark 11, 33 dmoxpiBévres . . . N€youow: 
otk olSaper. 

Mark 13,1 déyee abrG els rv pabnrdv 
atrot: ddcoKare, ide rorarot NlBor Kai 

moramal olxodoual. 

. ora, repl- 

Luke 4, 42 omits; cf. of dxAoe érefqrour 

abrév. 

Luke 5,14 xal abrés rapiyyyetrer aire 

pnoevl elretv. 

Luke 7, 3 épwrav abrév brws eOdy dia- 

cday rev Soddov abrod. 

Luke 8, 24 omits. 

Luke 8, 29 raphyyeddey yap TQ mvebpare 

TQ dxabapry ekeNeiv ard rod dvOpdrov. 

Luke 8, 30 6 dé elre: eyed, Ere cojOer 
Satudma mrodAd els abrév. 

Luke 8, 32 xal wapexddecav airdv Wa 
éxirpepy abrots els éxelvous eloedOetv. 

Luke 8, 42 mwapexdda . . . bre Ovydrnp 
povoyerys qv abr@, K.7.d. 

Luke 8, 44 omits. 

Luke 9, 10 omits. 

Luke 9, 13. Disciples — We have not 
more than five loaves and two fishes, 
unless we go and buy bread. 

Luke 9, 20 elev: rév xpirrdv rod Geod. 
Luke 9, 37 omits. 

Luke 9, 42 omits. 

Luke 9, 47 omits. 

Luke 18, 24 omits. 

Luke 18,40 6 "Inoots é&xéXeucey abrdv 
a&xOijvar mpds abrév. 

Luke 20, 7 dmexplOnoay yt) eldevar rb0ev. 

Luke 21, 5 kal rwwv reydvruv rept rod 

lepod Sre AlOors Kadots Kal dvabépacw 

Kexdopunrac. 
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Mark 14,2 Qeyor yap: put & tH doprii, 
unrore orac OdpvBos Tod Aaod. 

Mark 14,19 #ptavro... déyev... pare 

eyo; 
Mark 14, 45 mpocedOdv airS Neyer pap- 

Bel, kai xarepidnoer abrév. 

Mark 15, 14 ol 5& reptacds éxpatav’ orab- 

pwaor abrév. 

Luke 22, 2 éofodvro yap rév Aadv. 

Luke 22, 23 #p£avro curtyretv . .. 7d rhs 

&pa etn. 

Luke 22, 47 4yyicev TH "Inood gidfjioa 

abrév. 

Luke 23, 23 ol 5¢ éréxewro. . 
abrév cravpwhfjvat. 

. alrobuevor 

Note also the omission of dialogue parts in Mark 9, 28 f., Mark 

12, 33-34a, Mark 14, 31. 

Somewhat similar is Luke’s condensation of sentences in dialogue 

even when no change of speakers is involved. This is shown in his 

treatment of questions (mainly rhetorical), especially when the 

questions are associated with their immediate answer or with another 

question. Both these arrangements Luke to some extent avoids.! 

Mark 1, 27 ri éorey rodr0; 5idax7 Kay: 

kar’ étouolay x. T. d. 

Mark 2,7 ri obdros obrw Aadet; Braodn- 

per. 

Mark 2,19 pt dbvavrat of viol rod vuppi- 

vos, & @ 6 vupdios per” abrav ori, 

pnorebev; Scov xpébvov Exova Tov vup- 

dlov per’ abr&v, ob Sbvavrat vnoreber. 

Mark 3, 33 ris éorevy  unTnp mov Kal of 
adedAgol pov; 34... We 4 unrnp pov Kal 

ot adedgol pov. 35 ds adv romnon 7d 

OéeAnpwa ToD Geod, obros adeddés pou Kai 

adeAG7 Kal pATnp eoTiv. 

Mark 4,13 otk olSare tiv mapaBodj 

rabrnvy; kal Gs waoas Tas TapaBodds 

yracedbe; 

Mark 4,40 Ti Sedo éore; obrw Exere 

niotw; 

Mark 8,36 ri yap ddedet 

xepSfjcas Tov Kdopov Sdov Kal Snuwiqvat 

Tip Wuxi abrod; 37 Ti yap bot &vOpwiros 

avré\Xaypa Tis Yuxiis abrot; 

Mark 9,19 éws wére mpds twas Eonar; 

éws wore dvéfopae tudv; 

GvOpwrov 

Luke 4, 36 ris 6 éyos odros, drt & éfou- 

olg kK. 7.X. 

Luke 5, 21 ris éoriv obros ds Aade? BAa- 

odnulas. 

Luke 5, 34 uy divacde trois vlobs rod 

vupddvos, & @ 6 vupdios per” abradv 

tor, rorjoa vnorevey [-edcar]; 

Luke 8, 21 whrnp pov Kal ddeddol pou 

obrol elow of ray Ado TOD Geod d&xobovres 

kal rovobvres. 

Luke 8, 11 éorw 5¢ airy 4} rapaBod}. 

Luke 8, 25 rod 4 riots dyer; 

Luke 9, 25 ri yap aedetrar &vOpwaros 

Kepdfjoas Tov Kédcpov Bdov, éaurdov dé 

drodéoas f Snuswbels; 

Luke 9, 41 éws wére écopat mpds tues Kai 

dvefopar dudv; 

1 Twice in the parable of the wicked husbandmen, Luke does not follow this practice. 

In 20, 15, 16, following Mark 12, 9, he writes, “‘ What then will the lord of the vineyard 

do to them ? He will come and destroy these husbandmen,” etc. In 20, 13 the pro- 

prietor says, “ What shall I do? I will send my son.” The question here added by 

Luke (rt zovfow) is characteristic of Luke’s parables;. cf. 12,17; 16, 3. 
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Mark 12,14 éteorw dSodvar kfvoov Kal- 
capt 7 ob; SOpev 7} wr SGpevr; 

Mark 14, 37 Ziuwv, xabebdes; obk toxv- 

cas play Gpav ypnyopiaat; 

Mark 14, 63. rl ére xpelav exouev paprb- 

pwr; 64 hxoboare Tis BAacdnulas’ ri 

tpiv palverac; 

Luke 20, 22 eteorw judas Kaloapt pépov 

Sodvar 4 ob; 

Luke 22, 46 ri xabebdere; 

Luke 22,71 7h re exouer papruplas 

xpelav; abrol yap jKoboaper add Tob 

orduatos abrov. 

Note also Mark 11, 32, compared with Luke 20, 6. 

Even single questions disappear under Luke’s recension, being 

changed to commands or statements. 

Mark 2,18 dari of pabyrai "Iwdvvov 

. pnorebovoey K. +4. d; 

Mark 4, 38 ob pede cor Bre &rroANbpeOa; 

Mark 5, 35 ri ere oxbddes rev diddoKa- 

ov; 

Mark 5, 39 ri OopuBetabe kal kdalere;” 

Mark 11,17 ob yéypamrat drt 6 olds you 

Ke. Te xr. 

Mark 12, 26 obdk dveyuwre ev TH BiBAw 

Mwioéws éri rod Barov x. 7. 

Luke 5, 33 of wabyral "Iwavvov vyorebov- 

ow k.T. dr. 

Luke 8, 24 dmodAtbyeba. 

Luke 8, 49 ywnxére oxbdre rdv SidacKador. 

Luke 8, 52 1) kAaiere. 

Luke 19, 46 -yéypamrat: 

olxés pou k. T. dr. 

Luke 20, 37 Mwiojjs égunvvcey ert ris 

Bérov x. 7.2. 

kal éora 6 

Compare also the questions in Mark 12, 15; 12, 24; 15, 12; 16, 3, which are alto- 

gether omitted by Luke. The saying of the lamp and lampstand occurs in Mark (4, 
21) as two rhetorical questions, and in the corresponding verse of Luke (8, 16) as a 

statement. But the saying was also in Q, as is shown by its occurrence in Matt. (5, 
15) and its recurrence in Luke (11, 33), so that its affirmative form may be due to this 

source rather than to Luke himself. 

In passages derived from Q also Harnack finds a tendency in 

Luke to avoid rhetorical questions. In his Sayings of Jesus, p. 6, 

referring to the three instances in Luke 12, 23, 24, 28, where Luke 

has no rhetorical question parallel to those of Matt. 6, 25, 26, 30, 

he says, ‘‘ St. Luke removes the rhetorical question for the sake of 

smoothness ( a correction which, as we shall see, he makes in other 

places).” Cf. also, p. 69. The “ other places ” appear to be Luke 6, 

32, 33 = Matt. 5, 46, 47; Luke 6, 44 = Matt. 7, 16; Luke 15, 4 = 

Matt. 18, 12;! Luke 17, 4 = Matt. 18, 21, 22. 

Therefore in cases where the situation is reversed, Matthew hav- 

ing the declarative and Luke the interrogative form, there is possibly 

1 In Matt. 18, 12 = Luke 15, 4 the double question of Matthew can hardly be 

original as Harnack (Sayings, 92) thinks. For the first question ri duty (cor) doxe?; is 
Matthean as shown by its addition to Mark in Matt. 22, 17, 42; 26, 66 (where Mark 
14, 64 has ri bpiv palverat;). Note also Matt. 17, 25. 
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a presumption that Luke is more original (cf. Harnack, Sayings, 
pp. 26, 86), as Matthew also has some tendency to remove questions 
(see Allen, Matthew, p. xxxiii). 

The passages are Matt. 15, 14 = Luke 6, 39; Matt. 7, 2t = Luke 6, 46; Matt. 10, 
34 = Luke 12, 51; Matt. 13, 31 = Luke 13, 18, 19 (so also Mark 4, 30); Matt. 13, 
33 = Luke 13, 20, 21. But in three of these cases Nicolardot (Les procédés de rédac- 

tion, pp. 148 f.), and in two of them even Harnack (Sayings, on Matt. 7, 21 = Luke 6, 
46; Matt. 15, 14 = Luke 6, 39), prefers the declarative form as original. 

AVOIDANCE OF REPETITION 

In a great many ways Luke avoids repetition. Often instead of 

repeating the noun a pronoun is used: 

Mark 1, 34 Satudma e€éBadrev xai ovx 

fiprey Nadeiy ra Sauda. 

Mark 2, 3-10 sapadurixés (-d, -@), five 

times. 

Mark 2, 18b oi pa@nral "Iwdvvov Kal of 
padnrai r&v Papicaiwy . . . oi dé coi 

Babnral. 

Mark 2, 22 6 olvos 6 olvos. 

Mark 3,1 aOpwros ... 3 7G avOpmrw 
22+ § TO GVOpOTH. 

Mark 5, 35 a1 Tod Gpxicvvayayou .. . 

36 7G apxucuvaywyw .  . 38 els Tov 

olxov Tod apxtouvayuryou. 

Mark 5, 39 76 matdiov . . - 40 TOU mat- 

diov . . . 76 matdiov . . . 41 Tov matdiov. 

Mark 5,41 16 Kopdo.ov . . . 42 7d Ko- 

pacvov. 

Mark 6, 41 rovs wévre Gprous kal Tovs 

. TOUs GpTous .. . Kai Tovs 

. 43 TOv ixObwy . . . 44 

dbo ixOias . . 

dbo ixOvas . 

trols Gptous. 

Mark 8, 27 of paénrai adrod . Tous 

pabnras abrod. 

Matt. 5, 25 [Q] 7 dvridixw . . . uqroré ce 

mapao@ 6 dvridtkos. 

Mark 10,13 mpocépepov . . . Tots mpoo- 

épovorv. 

Mark 10, 46 suddés . . 
- . + 516 dé rugXds. 

- 49 Tov TUdAdv 

Luke 4, 41 é&pxovro Saudia . . . odk 

eta abra Nadely. 

Luke 5,18 zapadedupévos . . . 19 abrav 

24 Tapadedupevo. 

Luke 5, 33 of pabnrai ‘Iwavvov. . at 

ol rv Papicaiwy, oi 5é col. 

. abrés. 

. 8 7H avdpi 

Luke 5, 37 dotvos .. 

Luke 6,6 &Opwros . 

« Io abeg. 

Luke 8, 49 rapa rot dpxiouvaywyou ... 

50 atrG .. 51 els rH olxiav. 

Luke 8, 51 ris maudds . . 52 “she” 

(in verb). . 54 adrfs. 

Luke 9, 54 4 wats... 55 “she” (in 
verb). 

Luke 9,16 rots were dprovs Kai Tods 

dvo ixObas « abrobs, 

Luke 9, 18 of wadnrai . . . abrots. 

Luke 12, 58 rod dyridixov . . . pnirore 

Karactpy oe. 

Luke 18, 15 mpooépepov . . . abrois. 

Luke 18, 35 

AI 6 6€. 

tupdés . . 40 abrév... 

Luke does not, however, in avoiding the repetition of nouns, fall 

into the equally awkward superabundance of pronouns. On the 

contrary, he not infrequently improves on his sources by leaving 
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out superfluous pronouns (e. g. abrés), as, for instance, in Mark 

I, 40}; 5, 12-14, 18-19; 8, 29; 10,17; 12, 8,37; Matt. 4,5 (= Luke 

4, 9). 
In the following passages from Mark, Luke avoids repetition by 

omission or other changes. The words which have no equivalent 

in Luke are in brackets: 

Mark 2,9 éyetpe [kal pov rév xpd BBardv cov] . . . 11 Eyetpe, Gpov rdv KpaBBardv cov. 

Mark 2,15 soddol reddvat kal duaprwdrol avvavéxewro TG "Inood . . . 16 [torres bre 

Hobe pera trav redwvav kal duaprwrGv] . . . bre pera Tov redwvdy Kal duaprwhav 

éoOlee kal lve. 

Mark 2,18 [foav of pabyral "Iwdvvov xal of Bapicaios vnorebovres] . . . Neyovow 

abr@ dcarl ol pabyral "Iwdvvov kal ol [uabnral] rav Bapicalwy vycrebovow; 

Mark 2, 19, see above p. 81. 

Mark 3, 7 [sodv wdHGos] . . . 8 wAHO0s rond. 

Mark 3, 14 kal éwolnoev Sddexa . . . 16 [kal éxolyoer rods Swdexa]. 
Mark 3, 33-35, see above p. 81. 
Mark 4,5 16 rerp&des [Srv obk elxev viv roddqv] . . . [5d 7d wh} Exe Babos vis] 

« . « 6 bed 7d ph Exar pifav. 

Mark 5, 2 srnvrncer abré [& rv pynuelu] GvOpwros . . . 3 3s THY Karolknow elxev & 

rots uyquace. . . . [5 & rots prquacw Kal &y rots Speci Hr Kpafwr). 

Mark 5, 3 [ot5é adboer obxért obdels eSbvaro abrév dficat] 4 dud 7d abrdv woANGKs TeaLs 
kal Gdbceow dedéc0ar, cat Steordobar br’ abrod ras ddboes Kal Tas Tédas ourvrerpi¢Oat, 

[kal obdels toxver abrdv Sapdcar]. 
Mark 5,9 rl dvoud cor; . . . Aevedv [Svopd por]. 
Mark 5,13 els r#v Oddacoay . . . [& 7H Oaddooy]. 
Mark 6, 35 kat 45 Spas mods ywopévns . . . EXeyov Src . . . [Sn Spa wodd7]. 
Mark 6, 41 kal AaBwv robs Tevre Eprovs Kal rods dbo lxObas dvaBdélas els rdv obpavdyv 

ebd\dynoev Kal KaréxrAacey robs Eprous Kai eldou Tots pabhras va waparWaow abrots 

[kal rods dbo lxOlas euepicey maow]. . . . 43 Kal Fpay Kracudtwv bddexa Koplywy 

TAnp@para, [kal dad rev txPbwv]).” 

Mark 9, 38 eldopév riva &y TO dvéuarl cov éxBdddovra Satpdvia, [Ss odk dxodovde? Hyiv,] 

kal éxwAbouer, Ste obk jKodobPer Huiv. 

Mark i0, 23 rds dvoxédws ol ra XpHuara Exortes els THY Bactdelay rod Oeod elcedeboovrat 

24... [wads dboxoddv Eore els THY Baordelav Tod Oeod eloedOeiv.] 
Mark 10, 27 [apd 6e@] . . . mapa 7G Oeg. 

Mark 10, 29 obdels éoriv ds ddijxer olxiav 4 ddedAdods 4H ddeAdas 9} unrépa # rarépa F 

Teva @ &ypods . . . 30 édy wr) AGBy exarovrawdaclova . . . [olxlas Kal adeAgods Kal 

ddedpas kal pntépas Kal réxva kal &ypods pera Suwypudr]. 

Mark 11, 28 & rolg éovolg ratra rods; # rls cor riy eovolay rabrny edwxev [va 

tatra mos]; . . . 29 [kal éo8 byiv & Tole etovola raira rod). 

Mark 12, 41 [karévavri rod yatodudaklou] . . . els rd yatopuddKiov . . . 43 [els 76 

yafopuddxor]. 
Mark 13, 8 écovrat cetopol xara rézous, [€covrac] Atuol. 

Mark 14, 43 xos [werd waxatpdy xal EbAw] . . . 48 ds ext Anoray eEHAOare pera 

pBaxatpav Kai tb\wr. 

Mark 15, 33 éws dpas evarns.. 34 [kal rH arn Spal. 
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Sometimes repetition is avoided by the insertion of a synonym for 
the repeated word, as in 

Mark 10, 47 fiptaro xpdtew . . . 48 Expater: Luke 18, 38 eBénoev . . . 39 expater. 
Mark 12, 42 xjpa mroxh .. . 4 xhpa abry 4 wrwxh: Luke 21, 2 xhpav rerxpay 

e+ 6 XNA A Trax} airy. 

Mark 14, 37 xaSebSovras . .. xabebders: Luke 22, 45 Koupwpévors babs 
Mark 15, 37 eénvevow ... 39 Lav db xevrupluw . . . ort obrws tkémveace: Luke 23, 46 

texvevor . . . 47 dv 58 6 exarovrdpxns 7d yersuevor (cf. Matt. 27, 54 74 yuwopeva). 
Matt. 11, 8 & padaxots . . . ra padaxa: Luke 7,25 & padaxots ivarlos .. . & 

inariond W5dky [Q]. 

Compare also the changes noted on page 76, note I, and on p. 157. 

Even the article is not repeated by Luke in these parallels (see 
also examples on p. 197): 

Mark 8, 31 r&v mpecBvripwr cai [rdv] dpxrepéwv Kai [rdv] ypaypartwv:' Luke 9, 22 (so 
Matt. 16, 21). 

Mark 9, 2 [rév] Heérpov xai [rov] TaxwBov xat [rdv] "Tedvvnv: Luke 9, 28 (cf. Matt. 17, 1). 

In Q passages, also, Luke shows himself less repetitious than 
Matthew, e.g.: 

Matt. 7,16 [Q] 41d rév xapraév abrév tmvyvadcecbe abrobs . . . [20 dpaye x6 rev 
kapt@v airav émvyvacecve abrovs). 

Matt. 12, 35 [Q] 6 dyabés dvOpwros & Tod d&yabod Oncavpod &KBadde TA ayaba, kal 6 

movnpds [avOpwros] éx Tob wovnpod [Oncavpod] &xBaddee rovnpd.! 

Matt. 6, 22 [Q] dav 9 6 d¢Oadpéds cou amos, Sov rd gGua . . . 23 édv de [5 Sparpds 

cov] rovnpds 7 [dd0v] 7d oGpua Kk. T. d. 

Matt. 6, 32 [Q] wévra yap rabra ra yy emfnrotow . . . xpptere robrav [arévrwr] 33 
... Kal radra [ravra] xpoord@jceras duiv. (See by way of contrast, pp. 115 f.) 

Matt. 23, 37 [Q] 0éAnoa émiovvayayeiv 74 Téxva. cou, dv Tpdrov Sp [2riovvéyer]. 

Matt. 19, 28 [Q] xaBjoecbe . . . éxl [Seés5exa] Opdvous xplvovres ras Sddexa gudds Tod 

"Iopann. 

That all differences of this sort are due to Luke cannot be main- 

tained. Matthew is fond of formulas, and may have been scrupulous 

in rounding out the parallel members of comparisons. But Luke’s 

Greek instinct would lead him to avoid distinctly Semitic paral- 

lelisms. Norden (Agnostos Theos, pp. 357 ff.) has recently called 

attention to this feature of Jesus’ sayings and to the difference in 

form given them by Matthew and Luke. Two extensive examples 

are given below in a form suitable for comparison: 

1 Harnack does not include this verse in the Sayings of Jesus, but it plainly belongs 
there; see Luke 6, 45. 
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In several cases one of two parallel or antithetical clauses is ab- 

sent from Luke, as is shown by the brackets in the following parallel 

passages in Matthew: 

Matt. 5, 43 [Q] [jxobcare bre tppiOn ayamjoes rév TAnalov cov kal pionoes Tov ExOpdv 

cov.) 44 tye bt Aeyw dpi, &yarare rods éxOpois buav x. 7. dr. Cf. Luke 6, 27. So 

Matt. 5, 38 = Luke 6, 29; Matt. 5, 31 = Luke 16, 18. 

Matt. 10, 24 obk gorw paOnris drép roy dbdoxador, [obde Sobdos brép 7dv Kbprov abo]. 

25 dpxerdv TG pabyrs ta yernrat ds 6 duddoxados abrod, [kal 6 dodAos ds 6 xbpwos]. Cf. 

Luke 6, 40. 
Matt. 7,17 [Q] [wav Sévdpov dyabdv Kapzovs Kadovs Tove?, TO 5¢ campdy Sévdpov Kaprods 

movnpods trotet.| 18 ob Sivarat dévdpov &yaldr Kaprovs movnpols eveyxeiv, ob5é Sévdpov 

campov Kapros Kadovs éveyxetv. Cf. Luke 6, 43, also Matt. 12, 33. 

Matt. 13, 16 [Q] Suv 5& paxdproe of d¢Gadpol bre Brémovow [kai Ta Gra dpov sre 

éxotovory]. Cf. Luke 10, 23. 
Matt. 6, 13 [Q] kai uh eloeveyxps quads eis retpacpdr, [4AAG pdoo Huds dd Tov zorn- 

poo]. Cf. Luke 11, 4. 
Matt. 6, 19 [Q] [ut Oncauplfere duty Onaaupods ext rijs Vis, Sou ons Kai Bpdors adavifer, 

kal Sov KAerrar Suopbacovaw Kal Krérrovow:] 20 Oncaupitere 5é buiv Onoavpods ev 

obpavg, drov obre ons obre BpBors adavite, Kai Srov kdémrat ob dtopbacovew odbde 

kNérrovow. Cf. Luke 12, 33. 
Matt. 7, 13 [Q] [8re wAareta % wbdAn Kal ebpixwpos 4 ddds 7) Amayouca els THY drwAaay, 

kai modXol elow of eloepxdpevor de’ abrijs'] 14 Ste orevy 4} wbAn Kal TOApery 4 Odds F 

amréyovoa els why, xa} ddrlyor eloiv of ebploxovres abrnv. Cf. Luke 13, 24. 

Matt. 10, 37 [Q] 6 giddy ravrépa # unrépa brép Eve obk Eri pov Gkwos, kai 6 Giddy vidv 

h Ovyarépa drep eye obk éorw pov dktos. Cf. Luke 14, 26, which combines all into 

one clause and uses réxva for the more symmetrical vidy 4 Ovyarépa (cf. p. 189). 

The following list of expressions in Mark omitted by Luke be- 

cause they repeat either a word or an idea found in the context has 

been drawn up from Hawkins’ lists of “‘ context supplements,” and 

synonymous and duplicate expressions (Horae Synopticae, pp. 

too f., 110 ff.). Additional cases will be found in the lists of double 

expressions of time and of place below, pp. 151 f.! 

Mark 1, 12 [els rv épquor] . . . 13 & TH épqum 
Mark 1, 21 [éldacxer] . . . 22 Hy diddoxwy 

Mark 1, 42 dwfdev dn’ abrod 4 Aérpa [kal KabaplcOn] 
Mark 2,15 moddol reAGvae . . . [Foav yap woddol] 
Mark 2, 25 [xpelav éo-xev xai] érelvacey 
Mark 4,8 édldov xaprév . . . [kal &peper] 

Mark 5,15 dv daiportduevov . . . [rdv toxnxéra rév AcyiGva] 
Mark 5, 33 [¢oSnOctoa xa] rpésovca 
Mark 5, 39 [6opuBetode xai] xdalere 

1 For similar corrections of Mark by Matthew (many of them parallel to the pass- 
ages we have considered) see, beside Hawkins /. c., the list in Allen, Matthew, pp. xxiv f. 
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Mark 14, 15 éorpwpévov [éroipor] 
Mark 14, 68 ote olda [otre érlcrapat] 

Mark 15, 21 [rapéyovrd] rwa Zluwva . . . épxduevov dm’ &ypod 

Note also the following (not in Hawkins): 

Mark 6, 11 kal ds dy rémos ys) béEnrar buds [unde dxobowor dpar]. 

Three other classes of expressions unnecessary in Mark and 

omitted by Luke may be listed. 

1. References to the fulfilment of requests when the context alone 
would imply that the request is fulfilled: 

Mark 3, 13 mpooxadeirac obs HOedev abrés [kal daGOov pds abrév]. 

Mark 5, 23 wapaxadel abréy rodNe . . . va EOdv . . . 24 [kal dw@dOer per’ abrod]. 

Mark 9, 19 ¢épere abrév mpds pe. 20 [kal Fveyxav abrdv mpds abrév]. 

Mark 10,13 mpocépepov atrG madla, iva d&ynrac abrav ... 16 [kal evayxadiod- 

bevos abra KarevdAdyet, Tels Tas xetpas én’ abrd]. 

Mark 10, 49 ¢wrfoare durév. [kat pwrotow rov ruddév]. 
Mark 11,6 The messengers ask for the colt from its owners [kat a¢fxav abrots]. 

Mark 12,15 géperé poe Sqvapiov . . . 16 [oi 5& Hveyxay). 

Mark 14,13 dmdyere els ry woAW . . . 16 Kai eEGAOov . . . [kai HAOov els THY TEAL] 

kal epov x. T. d. 

Mark 14, 23 rorjpiov . . . Swxev abrots [kal émov e abrod ravres). 

Mark 15, 43 "Iwojd . . . grioaro 7d cGpa Tov "Inootd . . . 44 [6deTleAGros . . . 45 
wphioaro 7d tra TH "Iwond]. See also Mark 8, 6, Matt. 14, 22 f. = Mark 6, 45 f. 

Some instances of the converse occur, e.g., 
Mark 3,3 @yepe eis 76 pécor. Luke 6,8 éyepe xal orfjOe eis 7d peor. 

kal dvacras torn. 

But more often when Luke preserves the redundancy of Mark he slightly alters the 

phraseology. The following cases are instructive: 
Mark 3,5 &vzewov tiv xeipa. kal eé- Luke 6,10 erewov rip xetpd cov. 6 dé 

Tewev. ézrolnoev. 

Mark 4, 35 dté\wpyer els rd repay 36 cai Luke 8, 22 déMwuey eis 1d wépay rijs 

... WapadapBavovow abrdv. Aluyyns: kal avnxOnoar. 

Mark 5,12 mapexdderay abrov déyovress Luke 8, 32 mapexddecay abrév iva em- 

wépyov ... 13 Kai érérpeper abrois. tpeyn ... Kal érétpevey abrois. 

Mark 6, 39 éwératey dvaxNivat wévras Lukeg, 14 xaraxdlvare abrois . . . 15 

«~. +. 40 kal dvérecar. kal éxolnoay ottws Kal kaTéx\uway &rav- 

Tas. 

2. Notices that people came, saw, heard, or took, when such facts 

can be easily assumed from the context without special mention: 

Mark 2, 18 [épxovrat kal] Néyovow Mark 3, 6 [éedOdvres] . . . cvuBobdov éxolnoay 

Mark 4, 4 [Oe] ra. reread [kal] carégayer Mark 5, 39 [elceAOdv] Neyer Matt. 13, 32 

[Q] [eXGetv] 74 weretva 708 obpavod [kal] karacxnvoty Mark 12, 14 xal [éhOdvres] Neyouory 
Mark 12, 42 [é\@odca] ula xhpa wrx eBarev Mark 14, 12 rod Oéders [4aredObvres] érou- 
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pacwpev Mark 14, 66 [épxerac] ula trav radioxdy [kai] WBoica .. . Aever Mark 5, 22 

[tidy abrdv] wlrre. wpds tovs wédas Mark 9, 20 [lddv abrdy] rd wredpa ouveotapatev 

Mark 10, 14 [tSdv] 5& 6 "Inoods Mark 2,17 xal [axoboas] 6 "Incots Nye Mark 5, 27 

[axobcaca ra rept rod "Incod] Mark 6, 16 [axoboas] 58 6 ‘Hpddns Edever Mark 11, 18 

kat [fxoveay] ol doxvepets kal of ypapparets [kat] é¢jrow Mark 14, 11 [ot 5¢ axoboartes] 

éxdpnoav Mark 12,3 kai [AaPévres] abrov téepav Mark 12, 8 xat [AaBévres] dréxrewav 

airév Mark 14, 23 «at [adv] rorqpiov Mark 1,7 otk elul ixaves [kbpas] Adoar rdv 

inavra Matt. 4, 9 éav [ead] xpooxuvpons [Q] Mark 15, 43 [rokujoas] . . . dr}oaTo 

7d cépa Mark 15, 46 xal [&yopdcas owdéva] . . . eveldnoev airé TH ovddrve 

The converse occurs principally in two passages, Mark 10, 17 ff. and 12, 1 ff., with 

their parallels. Here, the following phrases wanting in Mark are found in Luke (and 

in several cases in Matthew also): 

Luke 18, 22 dxobcas Luke 18, 23 dxoboas ratra (cf. Matt. 19, 22 éxotoas) Luke 

18, 24 lédy b¢abrév Luke 18, 26 of dxoboavres (cf. Matt. 19, 25 dxobcavres 5é) Luke 

20, 14 iSévres abrdv (cf. Matt. 21, 38 lddvres Tov viv) Luke 20, 16 dkoboavres (cf. 

Matt. 21, 45 dxobcavres) Luke 20,17 éuBdéepas airots. 

Compare also the following examples: 

Luke 5, 12 ldap 58 rév Incodv, not in Mark 1, 40; Luke 6, 4 @\afev xai, not in Mark 

2, 26; Luke 8, 24 mpogeAdévres, not in Mark 4, 38 but in Matt. 8, 25; Luke 18, 15 Wév- 

res, not in Mark 10, 13. 

In two passages from Q, however, the phrase épxerar (-duevos) mpés we (in Luke but 

not in Matthew) is not without force. 

Luke 6, 47 was 6 [éoxéuevos rps pe ai] axobuv pou Tay Aéywr Kal roy adrobs — Matt. 

7,24. Luke 14, 26 ef ris [Eoxerat mpds me kal] ob picel tov warépa abot K. T. A. — 

Matt. 10, 37. 

3. Unnecessary explanatory purpose clauses: 

Mark 5,12 méupov jas els rods xolpous, iva els abrods eioeAOwyev — cf. Luke 8, 32. 

Mark 11, 28 rls coe Thy eovalay rabryy tduxer, [iva radra rors] — Luke 20, 2. 

Mark 12,15 éperé wor Snvdprov, [iva tiw] — Luke 20, 24. 
Mark 14,12 od Oédes amedOdvres éroipdowpuer, [iva dayps Td racxa] — Luke 22, 9. 

(But cf. Luke 22, 8 mopevOévres éronpdoare juiv 7d Tacxa iva Paywnuer.) 

Mark 14, 48 ds éml Agoriy thMare werd paxaipav kai tbAwy [ovAdaBetv we] — Luke 

22, §2 
Mark 15, 32 xaraBdrw viv ard rod oravpod, [iva iwyev kai miorebowpev] — Luke 23, 

35» 37 

CHANGES PERHAPS ATTRIBUTABLE TO RELIGIOUS MOTIVES 

A number of changes, chiefly omissions, are made by Luke in pas- 

sages derived from Mark, which are usually explained as due to 

Luke’s reverence for the person of Jesus. In many of the subjoined 

examples as well as elsewhere Matthew shows the same tendency 

(see Allen, Matthew, pp. xxxi ff.). 
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Human emotions and expressions of feeling on Christ’s part are 
omitted by Luke, even when they are love and pity. 

Thus Luke omits 

Mark 1, 41 ordayxvoabels (v. 1. dpyucbels) 
Mark 1, 43 &uBpinodpevos 

Mark 3,5 wer’ dépyfis cuvAuTobuevos eri Ti Twpace Tis kapdlas abr&v 

Mark 6, 34 éordayxvic@n tx’ abrots 

Mark 8, 32 xai rappyola rév AOyor EAdAe 

Mark 8, 33 éwerlunoe rG érpw x. 7. 2. 
Mark 9, 36 Kai &vayxadiodpevos abrd 

Mark 10, 14 iday dt. . . qyavaxrnoer 

Mark 10, 16 kal &ayxadiodpevos abré 

Mark to, 21 éuBdpas atré iyyarnoe abrév 

Mark 11, 11 weptBrebapuevos révra 

Mark 14, 33 #ptaro éxOapPetoOar Kai adnpoveiv (cf. [Luke] 22, 44) 

Mark 14, 35 émimrev émt rijs ys (Luke 22, 41 Gels ra yévara). 

Luke’s omission of the cursing of the fig tree (Mark 11, 12-14, 20-25) may be due 

to the same motive. 

Violent acts of Jesus whether actual, as at the cleansing of the 

temple, or threatened, as when he is said to have threatened to 

destroy the temple (Mark 14, 58) are omitted by Luke. 

Luke 19, 45 omits Mark 11, 15b, 16 xai ras rpawétas r&v KoAduBiorGy Kal rds Kadé- 

dpas rév mwrobvrwy Tas wepicrepas KaTéoTpever Kail obk Hgrev iva Tis SveveyKy oKedos ba Tod 

iepod, retaining only #péaro exBdddew Tols rwrodvras. Even éxBaddw itself is omitted 

by Luke in the following passages: Mark 1, 43 e&Badev airdv 44 kai Aeyee Mark 5, 
40 abros 6é exBarov ravras 

Possibly in the Gospel, as in Acts, he wished to present Christian- 

ity as in no way hostile to Judaism, but even as faithful to its re- 

quirements. Note the addition Luke 23, 56 xai 76 wév caBBarov 

hobxacay KaTa THY évToNHv.) 

Luke frequently makes less peremptory and abrupt the com- 

mands and requests found in his sources by avoiding such words as 

Uraye, deDre, ide, and by the subtle use of vocatives. These changes 

quite accord with motives of style, lending grace and smoothness 

to the dialogue (cf. p. 147); but they also affect the impression 

we get of the speakers, both Jesus himself and those who address 

him. Perhaps something of the same sort is to.be seen in the 

following changes in the words of Jesus: 

1 Cf, Luke 2, 21-24, and see Wernle, Synoptische Frage, p. 105. 
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Mark 11, 3 elware Luke 19, 31 obrws épetre 

Mark 14, 14 elrare Luke 22, 11 épetre 

Mark 14, 36 rapéveyxe (v. 1.) 7d worfqpiov Luke 22, 43 ef Bobdet mapevéryxat (v. 1.) 

Tovro. ToUTO Td TOTHpLOP 

Mark 12,15 rl pe wetpdtere Luke 20, 24 omits. 

Mark 13,9 Bdémere dé duets éavrots. Luke 21, 12 omits. 

Luke omits not only the symptoms of self-destruction in maniacs 

(see above, p. 48) but also Jesus’ apparent teaching of self-mutila- 

tion to avoid offence, Mark 9, 43-48 = Matt. 18, 8-9. Even allu- 

sions to Jesus’ use of physical contact in working cures are omitted 

by Luke: Mark 1, 31 fyepey xparnoas rijs xetpos Mark 5, 23 

éMav ériOfis tas xeipas Mark 9, 27 Kparnoas Tis xetpds. So 

Luke 18, 15-17 does not say that Jesus actually put his hands 

upon the children (cf. Mark 10, 16; Matt. 19, 15). It may be for 

the same reason that Luke so often leaves out what Mark relates 

about the crowd’s hindering or discommoding Jesus and about vio- 

lent or impertinent conduct of individuals to Jesus or in his presence. 

In his account of the woman with the issue of blood, Luke, 

following Mark, mentions the crowd that pressed about Jesus, for 

therein lies an essential feature of the story (Luke 8, 42, 45; cf. 

Mark 5, 24, 31; note however Luke’s omission of é 7G dxAw in 

Mark 5, 27, 30). But elsewhere his references to crowds are rarer 

than in Mark, and imply less inconvenience to Jesus. In Luke 5, 

1-3 the situation is about the same as in Mark 4,1. In 12, 1 Luke 

describes a crowd of myriads who trod one upon another, but else- 

where confines himself simply to such mild expressions as éxAos 

mwoNvs, SxAoL TOAAOL. 

In Mark on the other hand we find a number of expressions indi- 

cating the annoying presence of crowds (cf. p. 138): 

Mark 1, 33 kal qv Sdn 4 ods Emcournypern mpds Thy Olpav 

Mark 1, 45 ore unxére abrdv Sbvacbat els rédw havepas eloedOetv 

Mark 2, 2 kal ovv)xOnoav roddol, Sore unkére xwpetv nde Ta Tpds THY Obpav 

Mark 3,9 xal elev rots padnrats abrod tva rdordprov mpooxaprep] abr@ 51a Tov 3xdov, 

ta ph} ONBwow abrév 

Mark 3, 20 kal ovvépxerar wadw bxros ore wi) Sivacdar adbrods unde Kprov dayely 

Mark 6, 31b joap yap ol tpxdpuevor Kai ot brdyorres rodXol, kal obdé paryety ebxalpouv 

Mark 10,1 xal cuvropebovrat madtv BxAot Tpds abrév. 

Accordingly Jesus enjoins silence; see Mark 1, 34; 1, 44} 3, 125 

5, 433 8, 30; 9, 9; 9, 30 (Luke has parallels to four out of seven of 
these passages). 
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Mark uses strong words for the pursuit of Jesus, which Luke 
softens or‘omits: 

Mark 1, 36 xaredlwtey Luke 4, 42 éwefyrour 
Mark 1, 45 xal fpxovro mpds abrév rav- Luke 5,15 ouvhpxovro dxXot troAAol 

Tobe 

Mark 2, 13 xai was 5 3xXos Hpxero xpds Luke 5, 27 omits 
abrév 

Mark 3, 10 émixrey atrg Luke 6, 19 é&#row 
Mark 4, 1 8xdos rActoros Luke 8, 4 8x)ovu roAdod 

Mark 5,6 d7d paxpddev ESpapev Luke 8, 28 omits 

Mark 5, 21 ourix6n 8xXos rrodbs Luke 8, 40 dwedétaro abrév 5 &xdos 
Mark 6, 33 reff ard racy rdv rédeww Luke 9, 11 }xodobOnoav 

ouvédpapov exe kal wpoOov abrots. 

Mark 9,15 was 4 d3xdos ... mpoorpé- Luke 9, 37 ouvqvrncer atrG bxXos Todds 
xovres noratorro abrév 

Mark 9, 25 émouvrpéxer 5x dos Luke 9, 42 omits. 

Mark 10,17 mpocSpapydv Luke 18, 18 omits 

Mark 10, 50 dvarndqoas #AGev Luke 19, 40 éyyloavros abrod 

Mark 15, 36 dpaycv Cf. Luke 23, 36 mpocepxépuevor 

The explanation suggested may seem fanciful, but the omission of 

tpéxw and its compounds in six of these passages is certainly strik- 

ing. Violent or impatient or disrespectful conduct either to Jesus 

or in his presence is elsewhere avoided by Luke. All the following 

details found in Mark are omitted or altered in Luke. 

In Mark 1, 26 the unclean spirit when summoned to come out 

tore the patient with spasms and cried with a loud voice; in Luke 4, 

35 it cast him in the midst without injuring him. In Mark 5,7 a 

possessed man adjures Jesus by God;? in Luke 8, 28 he merely begs 

him. In Mark 9, 26 the unclean spirit when summoned to come 

out “‘ cried out and tore the patient so much that he became like a 

corpse and many said that he was dead;” Luke omits this. In 

Mark 1, 45 the cured leper frankly disobeys the command of Jesus 

to tell no man; in Luke 5, 15 Jesus’ growing fame is not attributed 

to such direct disobedience. Cf. Mark 7, 36. Possibly a parallel 

case is found at Mark 16, 7, 8 in which the angel ordered the women 

to tell the disciples and Peter, but they instead of doing so “ said 

nothing to anyone ”; while in Luke (24, 9) the women reported the 
matter ‘“ to the eleven and to all the rest.” 

1 Hawkins, Horae Synopticae, 2d edit., p. 119, suggests the same reason for the 
change of Mark 5, 7: “It is only in this one of the three narratives that the unclean 

spirit dares to adjure Jesus (6pxl{w).” 
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In Mark 10, 22 the young man went away orvyvacas (“ looking 

gloomy”) at the reply of Jesus. Another young man flees from Jesus 

in the garden in such haste that his cloak was left behind (Mark 14, 

51f.). Similarly Bartimaeus leaves his cloak in his haste to respond 

to Jesus’ call (Mark 10, 50). Luke omits these features as well as 

the flight of the disciples from the garden and of the women from 

the tomb (épvyov Mark 14, 50; 16, 8). In all the gospels the violent 

act of cutting off an ear of the high priest’s servant is mentioned. 

In Luke alone its violence is counteracted by the immediate cure 

by Jesus (22, 51b). 
If Luke objected to having Jesus touch people, he would object 

as much to having people touch him. Not only does he limit the 

insistence of crowds, but in Luke 8, 44 the patient touches only the 

border of his garment (so in Matt. 9, 20, but in Mark 5, 27 the gar- 

ment). Luke 22, 47 does not say, as does Mark (14, 45), that Judas 

actually kissed Jesus. In speaking of the plan to arrest Jesus, 

Luke 22, 2 omits xparéw (Mark 14, 1, cf. Mark 14, 44), and when 

he describes the actual event he again avoids the word (Luke 22, 

48; cf. Mark 14, 46 of 5¢ éwéBaday rds xelpas ait@ Kal éxparnoay 

abrév). Even the trial and crucifixion scenes are softened by Luke. 

He omits not only the whole incident of the mockery (Mark 15, 

16-20), but a number of details: the spitting on Jesus (Mark 14, 

65, cf. Luke 22, 63-65), the beating with rods by the brnpérar 

(ibid.), the binding of Jesus (Mark 15, 1 d9cav7es), and the scourg- 
ing with the flagellum (15, 15). In Mark and Matthew the high 

priest tears his clothes in horror at the blasphemy of Jesus, the 

passers by revile him on the cross wagging their heads, and 

both the thieves crucified with him reproach him. Luke avoids 

all this, except that of the two thieves one is penitent and the 

other is not. In Luke also Jesus’ own persistent silence is not so 
prominent. 

Similar shielding of his hero is perhaps shown by Luke in his omis- 

sion of the account of John the Baptist’s death, Mark 6, 21~29 (al- 

though it is implied in Luke 9, 7, 9, 19); and, some would add, in 

the omission from Acts of the martyrdom of Peter and Paul. In 
view of the mories persecutorum in Acts 1, 18, 19; 12, 23, it cannot 
be said that Luke avoids violent death scenes for artistic reasons, or 
out of sensitiveness. 
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The conduct of Jesus’ disciples and friends towards him in Mark 
can easily be improved on, and Luke improves it. In Luke his kindred 
do not come out to seize him, nor are they said to think him mad 
(Mark 3, 21); they merely wish to see him (Luke 8, 20, cf. Mark 3, 
32). Peter does not take Jesus and begin to rebuke him (Mark 8, 
32); he does not flatly contradict Jesus when he predicts Peter’s 
denial (Mark 14, 31); nor does he curse and swear when accused of 
knowing Jesus (Mark 14, 71). The disciples in Luke do not ask 
Jesus a question so complaining as od wéder cor bru doAddueba; 
(Mark 4, 38), so superior as @déres rév Sxdov cvvOABovTd cE 
kal Nevers: Tis wou HWaro; (Mark 5, 31), so ironical as daedObvres 
ayopacwpev Snvapiwy diaxociwy dprovs kal dwowpev aborts payer; 
(Mark 6, 37). They say more respectfully émordra, émorara, 
droddbueba (Luke 8, 24); émicrara, of 3x01 ovvexovoly ce xal 
aroPXiBovow (Luke 8, 45); and ovx eiciv tiv relov # dprou mévre 
kai ix@ves dbo, et unre mopevbévtes tueis dyopdowuey . . . Bpdwara 

(Luke 9, 13). They do not refuse to answer when he asks them 
what they are quarreling about! (Mark 9, 34; in Luke 9, 47 

Jesus simply knows the reasoning of their hearts without asking 

it, a fact which Luke 6, 8 again adds to Mark 3, 2). They do 

not show by their surprise so little credence in Jesus’ saying about 
riches as to cause him to repeat it (Mark 10, 23b, 24b; note the 

omission of Mark 10, 24a, 26a, in Luke 18, 24-26). Finally, they 

do not all forsake him and flee (Mark 14, 50; accordingly Luke 

omits also Mark 14, 27, 31b), but rather remain to watch the cruci- 

fixion and to hear the first news of the resurrection (Luke 23, 49; 

24, 9; To). 

Many of these omissions could be explained quite as easily as 

made in the interest of the disciples themselves, for example, the 

rebuke by Peter and the desertion in the garden, as well as the 

incident of the sons of Zebedee (Mark 10, 35-40). This motive is 

seen clearly in Matthew’s treatment of Mark (Allen, Matthew, 

pp. xxxiii f.), and in a few further cases Luke avoids emphasizing the 

ignorance of the disciples or want of faith in them. Instead of 7i 

devdol ere otTws; obtw Exere Tiorw; (Mark 4, 40), Jesus asks them 

mov } miorts buav; (Luke 8, 25), and he does not dwell on their inabil- 

1 Again in 6, 9 Luke omits the silence of Jesus’ hearers at his question (see Mark 3, 
4), but not in the seeming parallel in Luke 14, 3. Cf. p. 99. 
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ity to cure the epileptic boy (Mark 9, 28), nor declare it to be due to 
lack of faith (Matt. 17, 20). Their ignorance is not chided as in 

Mark 4, 13, but Luke explains that the facts were hidden from them 

(by God), (Mark 9, 32, Luke 9, 45; cf. Luke 18, 34; 24, 16). Even 

their awe and wonder is omitted (Mark ro, 24, 26, 32). Whatever 

reason we may assign for Luke’s omission of the long passage, 

Mark 6, 45-8, 26, we cannot help noticing how many of the prefer- 

ences we have just been discussing might have been at least con- 

tributory motives. The section is greatly at variance with Luke’s 

tastes, which is only another way of saying that it is very typical 

of Mark. 

Observe emotions and expressions of feeling, Mark 7, 34 éorévatey 8, 2 ord\ayxvl- 
fouat 8, 12 dvacrerdtas 6, 45 Hvayxacev. Personal contact, 6, 56; 7, 32, 33; 8, 

22, 23, 25. The crowd, 6, 55 weptédpapyov; 7, 17, 33 4x6 Tod SxXov, and often. Jesus’ 

inability to have his will, 6, 48; 7, 24. Disobedience to Jesus’ command, 7, 36. Jesus’ 

desire for concealment, 6, 48; 7, 24, 36; 8, 26. Ignorance of disciples, 6, 52; 7, 17; 
8,17, 21. Hardened heart, 6, 52; 8, 17 (cf. Mark 3, 5, omitted in Luke 6, 10). Fright 
of disciples, 6, 49, 50, 52. Forgetfulness of disciples, 8, 14, 18. Want of food, 8, 1, 14. 

PHRASES OF Mark MISUNDERSTOOD OR TRANSFERRED 

BY LUKE! 

It is not without interest to collect those passages in which it is 

possible that Luke misunderstood “Mark, or from intention or care- 

lessness has altered details in Mark or transferred them to another 

‘passage. It is not likely that all of the following cases are due to 
misreading or misunderstanding on the part of Luke; other causes 

may be suggested, such as deliberate change, possible corruption or 

obscurity in the text of Mark used by Luke, or at least dependence 
on a form of Mark different from that found in our best manuscripts, 
though sometimes still represented in inferior manuscripts of Mark. 
But it is altogether likely that in using a source so extensively an 
author should sometimes not follow his source exactly even when it 
was read with diligence. The very uncertainty of most of the fol- 
lowing shows how little these mistakes or negligences in Luke may 
amount to. 

In Mark 2, 15, kal ylveras karaxetoOar abrdv & rf olxla abrod, the abrod could apply 
either to Jesus (cf. abrév) or to Levi. Matthew understands it of Jesus, and if Mark 
so meant it, Luke misunderstands him, for he writes (5, 29) cat émolnoev doxiv wey aAnv 

1 See Scholten, Das Paulinische Evangelium, pp. 26 f., 41 f., 143 ff. 
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Aeves abr@ & rf olxlg abrod, There is much to be said however, in favor of Luke’s inter- 
pretation of Mark. Following Matthew’s interpretation of Mark 2, 15, some (e.g. 
Pfleiderer) understand Jesus to mean in verse 17, obx #AOov xadéoat dixalovs GdAd 
auaprwaAobs, that he calls (ie., invites to his feasts) not just men but sinners. Luke 
takes xadéoa: in a different sense, for he writes (5, 32) ote @#dvba xadtoar dixalovs 
GANG dpaprwdods els perdvoray. But Luke may be right, and els perdvorav be “a true 
gloss”? (Swete). 

In Mark 1, 38, Jesus, having gone out from Capernaum, says to those who overtake 
him that he must preach in other cities, adding, els roBro yap é&NOov. If céANOov re- 
fers to his recent departure from Capernaum, Luke does not so understand it, but of 
Jesus’ mission in general, for he writes (4, 43), drt rt rodro dweordAnv.t 

In Mark 6, 15, Herod is told by some that Jesus is a prophet like one of the prophets; 
Luke (9, 8) understands this to mean that one of the ancient prophets is risen, an idea 
parallel to the other suggestions, that he is John the Baptist risen from the dead, or 
that Elias has appeared. 

It is possible that Luke has made the same change in 9, 19, for there he suggests 
again, Src mpophrns tis TGv dpxalwv dvéorn (cf. Mark 8, 28, dre els tv mpodyrar). 
Matthew also apparently understands this phrase of Mark to apply to dead prophets, 
and here this may even be the view of Mark. But that Mark did not feel that a new 

prophet was impossible, that the line was finally extinct, is clear from Mark 6, 15 just 
quoted. 

One or two cases can be explained as based on an ill-attested or 

lost reading of Mark. 

Thus, in 9, 7, Luke says, MéyeoOar bd twav, as if he read (with BD 2 mina b ff), 

2veyor for ZAeye in Mark 6, 14 kal fxovoey . . . ‘“Hpwins . . . kal 2\eyev, and were 

avoiding the indefinite “ they ” in characteristic fashion.? 
In Luke 10, 35, éweSlBacav rov "Incoty might have been suggested by a reading 

like that of 8 in Mark 11, 7, é&é@oav (transitive) for &«4.cev, but this explanation is 
not necessary. 

In Luke 21, 13, duiv eis wapriprov might be due to understanding as reflexive the 
unpointed avrors in Mark 13, 9, eis uapriprov abrois (as it is usually written). 

In Luke 8, 13, rpds katpdv meorebovory could have arisen from misreading mpécxarpol 
elow, Mark 4, 17. 

Similarly, in Luke 7, 19 [Q] Scholten (p. 41) suggests that the mention of two disciples 

sent by John to Jesus is due to a misreading of dt0 for 5:4 in [the source of] Matt. 11, 2, 
wéupas 5a rev pabntav atrod. So J. H. Moulton, Grammar, II, 29. 

In the following cases, Luke seems to have transferred a phrase 

in such a manner as to alter the meaning. In some cases, though 

certainly not in the last one, this may be accidental. 

In Mark 14, 43, Jesus’ captors are spoken of as a multitude “ from (apa) the high 
priests and scribes and elders.” In Luke 22, 52, they are spoken of as being “‘ high 

priests and generals of the temple and elders.” 

1 For a different explanation of these two changes see below, pp. 117 £. 

2 See p. 165. 
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Mark 14, 71 ovk olda rdv &vOpwror robrov Luke 22, 60 &Opwre, obk olda 6 Neves 

ov Nevere 

In Mark 14, 54 and Luke 22, 56, mpds 76 dis is used of Peter, but in Mark the heat 

of the fire, in Luke the light of the fire, seems to be meant by the context. 

In Luke 9, 10 Bethsaida is made the scene of the feeding of the five thousand. Luke 

no doubt gets this from Mark 6, 45; but according to the latter passage Bethsaida is 

clearly located on the opposite side of the sea. Cf. also Mark 8, 22. 

Mark 10, 13, 14 of 6& waOnral trerivwy Luke 18, 15, 16 idévres 6é of pabnrat 

. Way 6 6 "Inootis. érerluwy . . . 6 6¢ Inaots. 

Mark 6, 16 dy éyd drexepadica Iwdvenv, Luke 9, 9 “Iwavny eyo amexeparioa, Tis 

otros nyépOn. 6é éatw otros; 

Mark 5, 30 ris (interrog.) pov fparo ray = Luke 8, 46 fvard pob ms (indef.). 

inarlwv; 

In Mark 4, 9 cares and wealth and other desires, eloropevduevor, choke the word. 

In Luke 8, 14 the construction is so changed that those who are choked by cares and 

wealth and the pleasures of life become the subject of the sentence, yet in agreement 

with the subject an unintelligible participle, ropevdueror, remains. 
Mark 3, 16 ff. Simon, Luke 6, 14 Simon, 

James, Andrew, tov d6eApov abrod, 

John, rov ddeApov rod "TaxwBou, James, 
Andrew. John. 

(Matt. ro, 2 adds 6 é5eAgés abrod to both Andrew and John.) 
Mark 14, 71 Peter began dvafeuarlfey Luke 22,59 dddos 7s (not Peter) diu0- 

kal ouvivar. xuplfero. 

Mark 16,7 ‘Tell his disciples and Peter Luke 24, 6 Remember how he said to 
that he goes into Galilee. you while still in Galilee. 

While the influence of Mark on Luke, outside of the parallel pas- 

sages, is slight and cannot be estimated as a whole, a few instances 

may be mentioned here in which an unusual expression in Luke 

may have been suggested by reminiscence of its occurrence in a 

neighboring context in Mark. This explanation has a higher degree 
of plausibility in proportion to the infrequency of the word or phrase 

and to the proximity of the passage in Mark. 

Luke 9, 7 denméper. Herod’s perplexity about Jesus (nowhere else in Luke); cf. 
jméper Of Herod’s perplexity about John, Mark 6, 20 (NBL; nowhere else in Mark), a 
passage that immediately follows the one Luke is using, but which Luke omits, having 
already summarized it in Luke 3, 19, 20. 

Luke 9, 18 mpocevxéuevov kara udvas. This thought is not in the parallel (Mark 8, 
27); but in Mark 6, 45 f. (cf. Matt. 14, 22 f.), which immediately follows the last pas- 

sage used by Luke (Mark 6, 44 = Luke 9, 17; Luke omits Mark 6, 45-8, 26), Mark 

tells us that Jesus dismissed both his disciples and the multitude, and went els 76 pos 

(Matt. adds xar’ lélav) wpocebéacbar. 

1 See Additional Note at the end of this chapter. 
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Luke 18, 39 of xpodyovres. The verb does not occur in the parallel, Mark 10, 48, 

and is found nowhere else in Luke nor (except transitively) in Acts; but of rpodyovres 
occurs in Mark 11, 9 (= Matt. 21, 9), the section of Mark immediately following that 
which Luke is using in 18, 39. 

Luke 22, 54 ovAdaBévres is not used in the parallel, Mark 14, 53,1 but just before, in 

Mark 14, 48 (= Matt. 26, 55) stand the words, as émt Anoriv eh Aare wera waxatpav 
xai fidwy ovddaBely we. In Luke’s parallel to this verse (Luke 22, 52) the last two 
words are omitted, nor does the verb occur in this sense elsewhere in the Gospels except 

John 18, 12 — again of the arrest of Jesus (cf. Acts 1, 16, ‘Iodéa rod yevouévov ddnyod 
Tots guddaBovcr roy "Incodv, and elsewhere in Acts). 

Luke 23, 5 dvacele: rév adv — the charge made against Jesus; cf. Mark 15, 11, 
dvéoceicav rév bxdov (the leaders of the Jews stir up the mob at the trial of Jesus), in 
the very next section of Mark. ’Avaceiw occurs nowhere else in the New Testament. 

A transfer by Luke not from an adjacent but from a similar 

passage in Mark may be illustrated by the following: 

In Mark 3, 4 the question of Jesus whether it is lawful to do good on the sabbath 

is met by silence, of 6¢ éoxwmwv. Luke in his parallel (6, 9) omits these words; but 
in a similar incident after a similar question he writes (14, 3) of 8¢ jobxacav. 

Under the heading “ Words Differently Applied,’ Hawkins 

(Horae Synopticae, pp. 53-61), collects for all the synoptists cases 

in which “ the same or closely similar words are used with different 

applications or in different connexions, where the passages contain- 

ing them are evidently parallel.”” These phenomena seem to him to 

point to the influences of oral transmission. ‘‘ Copying from docu- 

ments does not seem to account for them; but it is not at all difficult 

to see how they might have arisen in the course of oral transmission. 

Particular words might linger in the memory, while their position in 

a sentence was forgotten; and in some cases they might become 

confused with words of similar sound.” 

To the present writer this explanation does not seem more 

adequate than the view that the changes were made in written 

transmission. Errors in copying frequently exhibit apparently 

auditory or vocal traits, while the exact position of words in a sen- 

tence is quite as easily forgotten when the sentence is read and 

copied from memory as when it is simply remembered orally.’ 

In either case some of Hawkins’ examples illustrate the subject 

here discussed and may be added to those already collected. 

1 It is possible that cvAAaBévres was originally in Mark 14, 53; for Matt. 26, 57 

has kparjoavres, corresponding to Luke 22, 54. 

2 See Additional Note 2, p. 105. 
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1. Variations in the reports of sayings of Jesus: 

Matt. 10, 27 [Q] 38 Aéyw div & rf oxorlg, Luke 12, 3 8a ky rj oxorla elrare, & TO 

elrare & TG gurl’ xal 8 els 7d obs dxot- gurl dxovoOgoerar, Kal 8 mpds 7d ots 

ere, xnpbkare éml r&v dwpdrov. ehadfoare, . . . KnpuxOfjoerac énl rdy 

Sbwpdrwv. 

Matt. 5, 45 [Q] 8mws yévqobeviolk.r.A.... Luke 6, 35 kal éoras 6 puobes dudv rods, 

46 rlva proddv exere; kal éoea0e viol x.7.d.} 

Matt. 10, 25 [Q] dpxerdv 7G wabgrf tva Luke 6, 4o karnpriopévos dé was Eoras ds 

yernrae ds 6 diddoKados abrod. 6 5ibdoxados abrod. 

Matt. 11, 27 [Q] olde roy warépa ms Luke 10, 22 obbels ywaoke ... Ths 

(indef.) érvyuwdoxer. (interrog.) éorw 6 rarhp. 

2. Attribution of the same words to different speakers: 

In Mark 6, 16; Matt. 14, 2 Herod himself says that John was risen from the dead; 

in Luke 9, 7 others have said so. Cf. Mark 6, 14 and above p. 97. 

In Matt. 18, 21 [Q] Peter asks how often he shall forgive, and whether until seven 

times (#ws betas in Luke 17, 4 Jesus tells the disciples to forgive seven times 

(errdnis). 
In Matt. 7, 14 [Q] the mention of 6Alyor of forms part of a warning given by Jesus; 

in Luke 13, 23 it forms part of a question put to him. 

3. Use of the same, or very similar, words as part of a speech and 

as part of the evangelist’s narrative: 
In Luke 4, 43 Jesus says, ebayyeAloacGal pe Set tiv Bacidelav rod Geod; in Matt. 4, 

23 he is spoken of «npboowy 76 ebaryyéduov rijs Baowdelas. 

In Luke 8, 46, Jesus says, ¢yw yap éyvwv Sivapw eedndvOvtay ax’ Euod; in Mark s, 

30, the evingelict says of him, émvyvobs & éaur@ rip ¢ abrod divapw ttedobcav.? 

4. Variations in the rest of the synoptic narratives: 

Matt. 3, 5 [Q] éemopebero wpds airdy Luke 3, 5 kal fAdev els wacav rip wepl- 

.. . Taoa } weplxwpos Tod ’lopdavov. xwpov rod "lopdavov. 

Mark 3, 8 dxobovres dca moved #AOay wpds Luke 6, 17 #ABay adxodoar abrod «al 

abrdv. laffvat K.7.d. 

Mark 1, 23 xal dvéxpatey ... 26 dwvfcav Luke 4, 33 xal dvéxpater dwvf peydrp. 

pwr peyadn edOev &E abrod. [Luke mentions no cry after the command 

dipwOnre.] 
Mark 1, 45 6 6& é&e\Odv Hptaro... Luke 5, 15 dihpxero dé waddov b dAdyos 

Scadnultew tov Adyor. wept abrod. 

There must have been similarity in sound between fptaro and -4pxero. 

1 In the adjacent verse may perhaps be found the explanation of -yévno6e (Matt) = 
éceoGe (Luke), for there we have écecOe (Matt. 5, 48) = ylvecde (Luke 6, 36). See 

below, p. 179. 

2 One striking variation of this kind between Matthew and Mark seems to have 
escaped the notice of Hawkins: 

Mark 14, 23 xal Aafdv worhpiov ebxa- Matt. 26, 27 xal daBdv rorhpiov Kal 

purrhoas %wxev abrots, xal émiov ef ebxapisrqoas wxev abrois déeywr' 

abrod rayres. tlere &£ abrod wayres. 
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Mark 5, 31 Adémes tov 8xAov cvvOMBorrad Luke 8, 45 ol 8xAor auvéxovaly ce Kat dro- 

oe OAlBovow 

This, however, is only a different arrangement of parts of words. 

Hawkins adds among others these cases: 

Mark 6, 35 = Luke 9, 12, where the dr: introducing the mention of the desert place 

is in Mark recitative, in Luke causal; dwexplyaro obdé, used in Mark 14, 61; Matt. 
27,12; Luke 23, 9 of the silences before the High Priest, Pilate, and Herod respec- 
tively (this first aorist middle being used besides in the New Testament only in Luke 3, 
16; John 5,17, 19; Acts 3, 12, instead of the far more common passive forms dexpl6n, 

etc.); Mark 3, 30 dre ZAeyov, compared with Luke 11, 18, dr: Aéyere (cf. p. 125). 

Note also the following: 

Matt 4, 8 [Q] Satan shows him racas ras Luke 4, 5 f. Satan shows him rdcas ras 
Baorrelas rod xécpou Kal ri ddtav abrdr, Baowrelas rijs olkounéyns . . . and says 

and says raira co. wévra Show, tay col dow rip étovolav rabrny dracapy Kal 

K.T.d. thy ddtay airy (sic), . . . ay K.7d. 
Matt. 5, 11 [Q] uaxdprol tore drav dver- Luke 6, 22 paxdpiol tore dray . . . dvet- 

Sdlowow dps xal didtwow xai eimwow Slowow kal &Bddwow 7d svopa Spay 

way wovnpov Kad’ Suey Wevdduevor. @s mrovnpov. 

elra is used by both Mark and Luke in explaining the parable of the sower, but 
in neither gospel elsewhere except at Mark 8, 25. But in this parable it is very dif- 
ferently applied. In Luke 8, 12 it is said of the seed sown by the wayside, efra (Mark 
ebObs) Epxerat 6 dtd Boros ai atpe tov Aéyov. In Mark 4, 17 it is said of the seed sown 

on the rock, efra (Luke xal) yevouerns OrlWews # Suwymod da rdv Abyor ebOs oxavdadl- 

fovrat. 

xa0as elev is used by both Mark and Luke of the disciples who went to get the 

colt for the triumphal entry, but is applied by Mark 11, 6 to their reply to those who: 
objected to their taking the colt, by Luke 19, 32 to their finding the colt. 

Mark 14, 42 lovdd wapadidots we yyy. Luke 22, 47 Mod... lobdas... Hyver. 

The following parallels, if the reading and punctuation given 

below is correct, contain other cases of words that Luke has trans-. 

ferred from one word or clause to another: 

Mark 3, 26 xal e 6 caravas dvéorn td’ éaurdy, tueploby (v.l.). 

Matt. 12, 26 kai ef 6 caravas Tov caravay exBadre, ed’ davrdv eveploOn: was K.7.d. 

Luke 11, 18 ef 5é xai 6 caraviis ép’ éavrdv Steueplodn, més x.7.d. {Q] 

Mark 12, 21 f. xai 6 rplros doabrws: kal of érrd. 

Luke 20, 31 xa 6 rplros @aBer abriy: doabrws be kal of érra. 

In this connection may be added a few cases where Luke’s omis- 

sion of details given in Mark makes the situation obscure or abrupt. 

In Mark 1, 29 f. four disciples are mentioned in connection with Jesus’ visit to the 

house where Simon’s wife’s mother was sick, “‘ and straightway they tell him of her.” 
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In Luke 4, 38 Simon alone is mentioned, and yet the plural is retained, “‘and they asked 

him of her.’’! 

In Mark 2, 1 it is said that Jesus was in a house. In Luke 5, 17 this is omitted, and 

has to be inferred from the sequel (vs. 18 eloeveyxetv, vs. 19 6Gya). 

In Mark 2, 18 Jesus is asked, apparently by the publicans and sinners, why the 

disciples of the Pharisees fast; in Luke 5, 33 the same question is asked by the Phari- 

sees themselves but without changing rGv bapicalwy to the first person. (So Scholten, 

Pp. 144.) ? 
In Mark 6, 14 and Luke 9, 7 it is implied that John the Baptist is dead, though 

neither Gospel has thus far mentioned his death. Mark at once explains the reference 
by narrating (6, 17-29) the circumstances of John’s death (note yép, vs. 17) but Luke 

nowhere directly relates it. 
Mark 14, 44 is omitted by Luke 22, 47. Wernle says (op. cil. p. 33): Dass der Kuss 

das Zeichen fiir die Hascher sein sollte, hat Lc ausgelassen, nicht gerade zur Aufklarung 

der Leser. 
The trial of Jesus before the Sanhedrin occurs in Mark before the denial of Peter. 

Luke reverses this order, but fails to make plain that the chief actor has changed, 

using in 22, 63 ff. the simple abrév of Jesus although the last antecedent is Peter. Cf. 

Mark 14, 65. 

In Mark 15, 46 is added the note that Joseph rolled a stone to the door of the tomb, 
so that in 16, 4 we understand what stone is meant when we read that the women found 
the stone rolled away. In Luke the stone is first mentioned on the resurrection day, 
24, 2, elpov 5é Tov AlOov dmoKexvAtcpEevoy dd TOD pynuelov. Cf. John 20, 1. 

The omission of Mark 15, 16-20, describing the maltreatment of Jesus by the 
soldiers (Matt. 27, 27, the soldiers of the governor), leaves unfulfilled the prediction 
in Luke 18, 32 ff. which is derived from Mark 10, 34. Note especially in Luke 18, 32 f. 
tumrvaOncerar and macrvywoavres and the fulfilment of the prophecy in ¢dpayedAaoas, 

évernrvov (Mark 15, 15, 19, but not in Luke). Further, the omission of orpariGrar 
(Mark 15, 16) gives a vague or mistaken idea of the subject of the verbs that follow 

in Luke 23, e.g., vs. 26, amnjyayov, Vs. 33, eoraipwaoar, VS. 34, dapeprtouevor EBadov, until 
in vs. 36 the orpariéra are brought in as though they had been mentioned before. 

In Luke 23, 18 the demand that Barabbas be released is given as in Mark 1s, 11, 
but by omitting Mark 15, 6-10, Luke has left it unexplained why such a demand was 
likely to be made (the custom of releasing a prisoner) and what it has to do with Jesus 
(Pilate’s suggestion that Jesus be given the annual pardon). 

In Luke 20, 40 we are told that the scribes no longer (obxért, so Mark 12, 34) dared 
ask him any question; but Luke has omitted Mark 12, 28-31, where a question of one 
of the scribes is given. The odxéz: has therefore no real meaning in Luke. 

Similarly in the trial of Jesus before the Sanhedrin Mark tells of the testimony of 
witnesses against Jesus, and that after Jesus confessed that he was the Christ the high 

1 Of course the mention in Luke even of Simon is rather abrupt since Luke has 

omitted the calling of Simon, and the other three disciples in Mark 1, 16-20, or at 
least has not yet narrated his-version of it (Luke 5, 1~11). Compare the premature 
mention of Capernaum (Luke 4, 23). 

2 So from Mark 12, 35 ma&s Aéyousw of ypauparets Luke 20, 41 retains the verb in 

the third person, although the omission of the subject, and Luke’s own context imply 
that the question was addressed to the scribes themselves. 

* In this passage of Luke as well as at 24, 2 D corrects the awkward omission, and 

here is supported by 8 W among others and by several versions: 23, [17] avd-yenv 8& 
elxev drroAbew abrois Kard éopripy eva, 
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priest cried, rt ére xpelav éxouev papripwy; (Mark 14, 63). Luke 22, 71 keeps this re- 
mark, but the érz has no longer any force, inasmuch as Luke has omitted everything 
about the witnesses. 

In Luke 23, 35 the probable reading is éeuverfpitor b¢ Kai ol &pxovres, and the 
sai is no doubt the «at of Mark 15, 31, meaning “ also,” for Mark has just mentioned 
other mockers, ‘‘ the passers by.” As Luke has omitted these mockers, the “also” 
is with him meaningless. 

In Luke 22, 2 we read, cai é{hrour of dpxtepets Kal of Ypappare’s To TOs dvéedwow 

abrév: epoBodvro yap rov Aadv. The last clause is peculiar to Luke, but is quite natural 

and in accord with Mark’s picture of the conditions of Jesus’ life (Mark 11, 32; 14, 2), 

and characteristic of Luke (see Luke 7, 29; 18, 43; 19, 47 £.; 20, 26; Acts 4, 21; 5, 13, 
26). The difficulty is in the use of yap. Either xal as at 20, 19 or “ but ” would seem 

more appropriate. Tap would explain either why they were unable to carry out their 
plan (as at 19, 48) or why they planned a special method of arrest as in Acts 5, 26. 
Now, while neither of these is found in Luke in the context, features in Mark which 
he omits contain both. For Mark says plainly that they planned to make the arrest 
év 66h (Mark 14, 1; 66d, Matt. 26, 4), and that they were loath to do it at a feast 
for fear of an uprising of the people (vs. 2, €Xeyov yap (Matt. 58) ui) év 7H doprf, wirore 

Zora OépvBos rod daod. It is this omitted context of Mark which I believe explains 

the elliptical yap in Luke. This is the interpretation of Tatian, who combines Matt., 
Mark, and Luke in the following instructive manner: ‘‘ And they took counsel con- 

cerning Jesus that they might take him by subtility, and kill him. But they said, not 
during the feast, lest peradventure a tumult arise among the people; for they feared 
the people.” (Diatessaron, 44, 4, 5, Hill’s translation.) 

A number of other instances of this sort have been collected by 

Badham, S. Mark’s Indebtedness to S. Matthew, pp. xv—xxviii, who 

uses them in telling fashion to show that Luke was familiar with 

nearly every important passage in our canonical Mark which he does 

not use. An argument of the same kind may be made from evi- 

dences in Matthew that he knew the parts of Mark which he omits 

(e.g., the parable of the seed growing in secret, see Oxford Studies 

in the Synoptic Problem, p. 432, Nn. 3). 

Note 1 (p. 98) 

The process of transferring phrases is still more amply exemplified 

in Matthew’s use of his sources. To it are due many of the doublets 

in Matthew; for doublets arise from using the same source twice, 

as well as from using two different sources. Especially the very 

numerous short expressions found repeatedly in Matthew are to be 

so explained (Hawkins, Horae Synopticae, p.137), and in transferring 

and repeating Mark’s summaries, Matthew shows great freedom. 

1 Probably some would prefer to include these three cases in the list given above of 

words differently applied by Luke. It is possible to assign some meaning to odxérc, 

ért, and xat in these passages of Luke, though not the meaning they bear in Mark. 
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Thus Mark 1, 22 is transferred to Matt. 7, 28,29. Matt. 4, 23-25 

is made up of many passages in Mark, to nearly all of which Mat- 

thew has a doublet in its proper place as is shown below: 

Parallel in Elsewhere in 

Mark Matthew Matthew 

I, 39 preaching in synagogues of Galilee 4, 23a 9, 35 
6,6 wepriyer 9, 35 4, 23a 

1, 28 étj\Oev 4 axon 4, 24a 

I, 34 Tobs Kax&s Exovras 8, 16 4, 24b 

3, 7a many followed him 12,15 4, 25a 
3, 7b, 8 list of places 4, 25b 

The miracle recorded in Matt. 9, 27-31 has many distinct bor- 

rowings from Mark; especially noteworthy are the rare verbs 

éuBptdouor and dvadnuifw found in Mark’s account of the leper, 

Mark 1, 43, 45, but not in Matthew’s parallel to it. More nearly 

parallel are the charge here to the blind men, unéels ywwoxérw, and 
that to Jairus and his wife, yndels yvot toro, Mark 5, 43, since in 

Matthew the story of Jairus’ daughter immediately precedes (Matt. 

9, 18-26). Matthew has wedged in this miracle of healing the blind 

men just before the last verse of the raising of Jairus’ daughter in 

Mark, so that the charge to secrecy now has a new application. 

The other details are like Mark’s account of Bartimaeus, and still 

more like Matthew’s parallel to it (Matt. 20, 29-34). See the 

following table: 

Matthew 9, 27-31 Recurs in Matthew Occurs in Mark 
27 wapdyorte éxetbev 9,9 wapaywr éxetOer = 2,14 mapaywr 

27 dbo rupdol 20, 30 dbo rupAol = I0, 46 ruddéds 

27 xpdfovres Kai NéyovTes 20, 30 éxpatay Néyorres = 10,47 fptavro xpatay kai 

Aeyer - 

28 édénoov Has, vids [v.]. 20, 30 edénoov Huds, vie = 310, 47 vie Aaveld "Ino0d 

vld] Aaveld [v.1. vids] Aaveld AXénody pe 
28 édObvre eis Thy olxlay cf. 2,153 7, 24 
28 morebere «.7.d. cf. 9, 23, 24 T@ morebovTs 

. morebo 
29 taro r&v 6fOadpav 20, 34 taro Tv éupdrwr 

29 Kara tip wlori K.T.d. Io, 52 9 wloris cou K.7.d. 

30 Hve@xOnoay ol 6P0adryol cf. 20, 33 Wa dvoryGow of 10, 51 tva dvaBrabw 

Sp8arpot jpdv 
30 eveBpipyOn 1, 43 uBpinoduevos 
30 dpare I, 44 Spa pnderd under x.7 A. 

31 pnoels ywwoktrw 5,43 enydels yrot rodro 

31 ekedObvres Suephurocay I, 45 &eday fiptaro... 

Stadnulvew 

3I ey An rH VG exelvn 9, 26 els Sdny rip viv exelvny 
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NOTE 2 (p. 99) 

Sanday (Oxford Studies in the Synoptic Problem, p. 5) cites with 

approval the judgment of Hawkins that these phenomena are to be 

attributed to “ oral transmission,” but by his definition that term 
seems to mean pretty nearly the method of employing written 

sources we have outlined above. On p. 18 f., after describing the 

methods of a modern copyist, he contrasts those of an ancient writer 

like one of the Evangelists: ‘“ He would not have his copy before 

him, but would consult it from time to time. He would not follow 

it clause by clause and phrase by phrase, but would probably read 

through a whole paragraph at once, and trust to his memory to con- 

vey the substance of it safely from the one book to the other. We 

see here where the opening for looseness of reproduction comes in. 

There is a substantial interval between reading and writing. During 

that interval the copy is not before the eye, and in the meantime the 

brain is actively, though unconsciously, at work. Hence all those 

slight rearrangements and substitutions which are a marked feature 

in our texts as we have them. Hence, in a word, all those phenomena 

which simulate oral transmission. There is a real interval during 

which the paragraph of text is carried in the mind, though not a long 

one. The question may be not one of hours or days but only of 

minutes... 

“The phenomena of variation [as between Mark and the succeed- 

ing Gospels] in the texts that have come down to us do not require 

for their explanation any prolonged extension of time or diffused 

circulation in space; they might be described in homely phrase as 

just so many ‘slips between the cup and the lip.’” 

OPENING AND CLOSE OF SECTIONS. SUMMARIES 

In the introductions to new sections Luke shows the greatest in- 

dependence. Where events are closely connected by their inner re- 
lation, as in the progress of events from the Lord’s Supper to the 

Resurrection, Luke follows Mark’s introductions more exactly; but 

during the Galilean ministry, when more or less detached scenes are 

presented, Luke takes the liberty of rewriting the introductions in 

his own way. Specific indications of time and place are frequently 

replaced by more general references, and details are added to supply 
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the invisible mental environment of the scene rather than its graphic 

physical scenery. 
A favorite form of preface is the use of xal éyévero, éyévero 6€. 

(For lists, see a concordance; for classification according to gram- 

matical construction, see Plummer, Luke, p. 45). 
In the following list the majority of instances are peculiar to Luke, 

but the cases that have parallels show that the method throughout 

is the same. 

6,6 évévero 5é & Erépw caBBarw eicedOely abrov eis THY cUvaywyiy Kal diddoKev (cf. 

Mark 3, 1 kal elofOev waduy eis cuvaywyny). 
7, IL Kal éyévero &y rh é&ijs éropebOn K.T.d. 

9, 37 évévero 5é Th ééfis quépa (cf. Mark g, 9, 14). 

I kal éyévero & 7G xabetts kal abrds Simdever. 

9, 28 éyévero 5¢ wera rods Aéyous TobToUs woel juépar dxT& (cf. Mark 9g, 2 Kai mera 

quepas e€). 
8, 40 évyévero 5é¢ & TO brooTpépey Tov “Incoty (cf. Mark 5, 21, gen. abs.). 

Q, SL éyévero 6& & TH GuuTANpOvTIaL Tas Huepas. 

Io, 38 eyevero 5¢ & TQ TopevecBat abrots. 

II, I Kal éyévero & TG elvan abrov & TOmw TLL TpoTEVXdpmEVOY. 

I4, 1 kal éyévero & 7G ehOetv abror eis olxdv ToS. 

I7, II kai éyevero & TG TopeberOar eis ‘Iepovoadjy. 

18, 35 éyévero 5& & 7G eyyifew adrdv els "Iepexm (cf. Mark 10, 46 xai épxovrar eis 

*Teperxw). 

Particularly common are a variety of expressions with éyévero 

éy wa. 

5, 12 Kal éyevero & 76 elvan abroy & mG Tov TOdewr (Cf. Mark 1, 4o). 

5, 17 kal éyévero & mG TOv jpepSr Kal abros Fv diddoxwy (cf. Mark 2, 1). 

8, 22 éyévero bt &» mid TOY HuepGv cai abréos evéBn (cf. Mark 4, 35). 

20,1 Kal éyévero & LG THv HuepSv SiddoxKorros abtod Tov Nady (cf. Mark 11, 27). 

Cf. Luke 13, 10 (peculiar to Luke). In each of these cases except the last the ex- 
pression supplants a more definite one, or else creates for Luke a new setting when the 
preceding sections in Luke and Mark are different. 

Characteristic of Luke is the introduction of a parable by é\eyev 

or eiwev wapaBodnv. The other gospels do not use this expression 

either in the parallels to Luke’s examples or elsewhere. 

5, 360 edever 5é xal rapaBodj mpds abrovs (cf. Mark 2, 21), 

6, 39 elmer dé kal mapaBodj airots (cf. Matt. 15, 14). 

12, 16 elev 6¢ mapaBodnv mpds abrovs KEywr. 

13,6 €édevyer 6é rabrny rhv mapaBodnpy. 

14,7 ever 62 rpds robs KexAnuevous TapaBorjy . . . AEywr. 

15,3 elmev d¢ mpds abrovs rv mapaBody rabryv Neywr (cf. Matt. 18, 12). 
18, 1 édeyer 5¢ wapaBodnp abrots . . . A€Eywr. 

18,9 elmer 62 kal pds Twas . . . THY TapaBoAjy Tabryv. 
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19, II mpoobeis etwev rapaBodjv (cf. Matt. 25, 14). 

20,9 fpEato . . . deve Thy wapaPodi rabryy (cf. Mark 12, 1). 

21, 29 Kal elwev wapaPodmp abrots (cf. Mark 13, 28). 

To a less extent Luke changes the conclusions of sections, the 

principal changes from Mark being the addition, or intensification, 

of descriptions of the effect of Jesus’ words or deeds. Two favorite 

expressions are illustrated by the following lists: 

4, 1§ dofafépevos bird wavrwy added to Mark 1, 15. 

5, 25 dotagwy tov Oedv added to Mark 2, 12. 

18, 43 dofagwy rév Oedv added to Mark 10, 52. 

23, 47 dokagwy rév Oedv added to Mark 15, 309. 
dofafw rév Gedy occurs also at Luke 2, 20; 7, 16; 13,13; 17,15; Acts 4, 23; 

11, 18; 21, 20. In Luke 5, 26 it comes from Mark 2, 12 = Matt. 9, 8. 
4, 28 kai érAqjoOnoay rarres Ovuod (cf. Mark 6, 2, 3). 
5, 26 Kai éxAnoOnoav poBov added to Mark 2, 12. 

6, 11 abrot dé érAnoOnoay dvoias added to Mark 3, 6. 
"CFE. Acts 3, 10 érAqo8noar OauBous Kal &xordcews; §, 17 and 13, 45 érAjoOnoay 

{Hdov. 

A variety of other descriptions added to Mark are as follows: 

8, 37 dre bd8w peyadw cuveixovro added to Mark 5, 17. 

9, 34 eboBnOnoar dé & 7G eicedOely abrods eis THv vepédnv (cf. Mark 9g, 7). 

0, 43a eerdjooorro 5é wavres éxi TH ueyadeéryTe Tod Oeod added to Mark g, 27. 
9, 43b wavrwr dé Oavpafdrvrwy emi waow ols emote (cf. Mark 9, 30, 31). 

18, 43 Kal ws 6 dads iSdwv Ewer alvov 7G Oe added to Mark 10, 52. 

IQ, 37 jpkavro array 76 TAROos THY pabnTav xalpovres aivety Tov Gedy wepi TaaGv av eldov 

duvapewy (v.1.) added to Mark 11, 9. 

Note also Luke’s additions to Mark in Luke 20, 16, 26; 23, 27, 48. 

Luke elaborates on failure to understand: 

9, 45 of d€ Hyvéour 76 piua Tolro, Kal Hv Tapaxexadumpmévoy ax’ abtay, iva pi aicbwvrat 

avro, for Mark 9, 32 of 6€ yyvéour 76 pijua. 

18, 34 Kal abrol ovdéy robrwy ouvixay, kal fv 7d pia TOTO Kexpumpévov an’ airadv, cat 

obk éyivwoxov Ta eyopeva added to Mark to, 34. 
In the sequel Luke (24, 8) adds kai guvqoOnoav r&v pnudrwv abrod. Cf. 2, 50 abrot 

ov ouriKay To pipa. 

In a few cases Luke omits a statement of the effect of Jesus’ words: 

8, 39 omits kai raves abpatoy from Mark 5, 20. 
9, 37 OMits iSdvres abrév eeOapPnOnoar from Mark 9, 15. 

18, 24 omits apBoirro emi Trois Myos abrod from Mark 10, 24. 

18, 25 omits of 5é weptads éLerdqocorTo from Mark to, 26. 

18, 31 omits HapBodvro, of 5& axohovBoivres EpoBotyro from Mark to, 32. 

Mark is little, if at all, stronger than Luke in Mark 11, 18 = Luke 19, 48; Mark 12, 

37 = Luke 20, 45. Except Mark 10, 26 all the phrases in Mark above referred to are 

omitted by Matthew also. On the omission of (é) OapPéouat see p. 172. 
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As in the prefaces and conclusions of the several sections, so in 

the brief summaries of Jesus’ work and influence we should expect 

that Luke would show great freedom with the wording of Mark, if 

not with the actual content of his summaries. With what we know 

of Luke’s tendency to generalization it might be expected, also, that 

some purely local description or single examples in Mark would be- 

come more general in Luke. Yet this is rarely, if ever, the case. 

With extraordinary fidelity Luke avoids amplifying or exaggerating 

his source in these summaries of Jesus’ work or fame. The follow- 

ing table will show that a large part of the substance of the summa- 

ries comes from Mark, but that it is rather loosely borrowed with 

some re-wording, and that phrases from different parts of Mark are 

joined together. Passages in Mark which are not parallel to the 

passage in Luke which appears to use them are enclosed in square 
brackets. 

Luke 

4, 14 kal bréorpeper 6 "Inoois & 7TH 

Suvduer tod mvebuaros els tiv Tadcdalav. 

kal dnun eb \Oev nal’ Sdyns THs TEeptxmpou 

wept abrov. 15 Kal abrds tldackey & rais 

auvaywyats abr&v, dofatépuevos bd ravTwr. 

4, 31 Kal xarndOe els Kadapvaotp, 

modu rijs TadtAalas, cai qv dibdoxwv abrods 

& trots c6BBaow. 32 Kai éexdjocorro emi 

TH Si6axq abrod, dre &y etovalg jv 6 déyos 

atrod. 

4, 37 Kal ékeropebero Fos wepl abrod 

els wdvra témov Tis Teptxwpov. 

4, 40 dbvovros 5é rot Alou mwavres door 

elxov doGevodvras vécos rouxldrats Hyaryov 

abrods mpds abrov. 6 dé evi exhort abrav 

Tas xelpas emiriels eOcpdmer[c]ey atrots. 

41 éijpxovro 6é cal daruéra dd ToAdGr, 

Kpavyéfovra Kal Aeyorra dru ad el 6 vids 

TOD Ocod Kal ériripay 

otk ela atta dadety dre foecay rov 
Xptordv abrov elvac. 

4,44 Kal hy knploouy els ras cuvaywyas 

tis Tadualas. 

Mark 

I, 14 AOev 6 "Inaots eis thy TadiAalav 

[1, 28 Kal eer 4 xo} abrod els Av: 
thy weplixwpov ris TadtAaias.] 

[t, 21 ldackey els ri» owaywyiv. 

39 Kal HADE Knplaowr eis Tas owvaywyas.] 

I, 21 xal eloropebovra: els Kagdapvaoin, 

kal ed@bs rots odBBace tdldackey els tiv 

owaywyhv. 32 Kal terdjooorro éni rH 

bax abrod, qv yap diddcxwy atrods ds 

éLovolay éxwy, kai obx ds ol ypaupareis. 

I, 28 xal é&f\Oev axon abrod bOds 

mavraxod els Sdnv thy meplxywpov ris 

Tardcdalas. 

I, 32 oplas 5¢ yevouerns, dre Su 6 

Hus, [see 1, 34 below] égepor rpds abrov 

tos kaxdis éxovras [6, 5 émeis tas xetpas 

Heparevoer] xai rods Satuorntopéevovs . . . 

34 Kai epdmevoer Toddods Kans Exovras 

mouxlAats véoors Kai Saipdvia wo eEEBader 

kal [3, 11 kal ra mvebpara Ta dxdapra... 

Expafov Aéyovres Sri ad ef 4 vids TOD Geod. 

12 Kai ToAAG érerlua abrots tva uh abroy 
gpavepoy rodow.] 

obk Hduey Nadely 7a Saudia, Sre foeroay 

abrév, 

I, 39 Kal H\Oey Knpbaowr eis Tas cuva- 

ywyds abray els nv riv Tadtvalapy cal ra 

Saiudria &xBad\dwr. 
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Luke 

5) 15 dujpxero 5& wGdAdov db Adyos wept 
abrod, kal cvrppxovro 8x01 wool axobew 
kai OepameverOar ard t&v dobeverdv adrdv. 
16 abrds 58 Fy Sroxwpdv & rats éphuows kai 
Tpocevxdpevos. 

6, 17. xai wAHO0s Todd TOD aod amd 

wacis ris "Iovdalas xai ‘Iepovead}u Kal 

Tis wapadlov Tbpov xai ZwdGvos, of #APov 

axodoa: abrod cai laOfvar ard tov véowy 

abr&y, 18 Kal of évoxAobpevor ard mvevpd- 

Twy dxabdpray Weparebovro: 19 Kal ras 

6 bxAos Eqrow arrecGat abrod, Src Shivaus 

wap’ abrod étnpxero! xai léro révras. 

7,17 kai &&7dOev 6 Adyos otros ev SAN TH 

*Toviale epi abrod cai radon TH meprxdpy. 

7, 21 &y &elvy rH dpa Wepdmevoer wod- 

Aods d16 vécwv Kai pagrlywr Kai rrevparov 

Tovnp@v xai tuddAots woddois éxaploaro 

Brérev. 

8, 1 Kal abrds diddever xara wédAw Kal 

xopnv xnpboowy xal dayyerrtdpevos tiv Ba- 

arelay rod Beod, cai ol Swdexa odv abrd, 

2 kai yupatxés Ties . . . 3 alrues dinxd- 

vour abrots & T&v drapxévtwr abrats. 4 

auvidvros dé Sxdov wood kal Tov Kara 

wod\w énlropevopevww mpds abrév .. . 
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Mark 

I, 45 6 d& &€edrOav Fotaro xnpbocew 

Woda xai diadnultew rdv Abyor, Gore 

unxére abroy Sbvacba els wéd\W havepds 

eloedOeiv GAN’ kw ex” epqors réros Hv Kal 

oxovro mpos abrov ravroder. 

[t, 35 xal da@dOev els Epnuov rémov Kaxet 

Tpoonbxero.] 

3,7 Kal wodd TAHOos dard ris TadtAalas 

kai 1d Tijs ‘Iovéalas jxovdotOnaav, 8 Kat 

ad ‘lepocod\bpwv kal a7 rijs "ldovpalas xal 

tépay tod "lopddvou Kal wept Tipov kai 

Ziddva wryjOos wot, axovovres daa éroler, 
HAOov mpds airév. . . . [see_1x below]. 

Io woddobs yap Wepdrevoev, Gore em- 

tlrrev abr@, tva abrod &pwvrrat, door elxov 

maottyas. II xal ra mvebpara Ta dkd- 

Oapra x.t.d. 

[1, 28 nal é9\Bev 7 dxo? abrod ebOds mavra- 

xod els SAnv ri weplxwpov ris Tadtdalas.] 

This occurs in a passage from Q (Luke 7, 
19, 22, 23 = Matt. 11, 2-6). Either the 

summary stood in Q and was omitted 
by Matthew in accordance with his 
habit of abbreviation (cf. Luke 7, 20 
and Matthew’s treatment of Mark), or 

it was composed by Luke to suit the re- 
port of 7, 22 which Matthew has pre- 
pared for by his grouping of material 
(Matt. 8-10): leper 8, 1-4; two par- 
alytics 8, 5-13; 9, 1-8; two demoniacs 

8, 28-34; 9, 32-34; two blind 9, 27-31; 
dead raised 9, 18-26; the gospel 
preached 9, 35 — 10,16. For the word- 
ing compare Mark 3, 10 woAdods yap He- 
pamece .. . Sco. elxov pdorvyas. 

Luke elsewhere avoids this use of paorté. 

[6, 6 Kati wepiiyer ras Kamas Kiko 

bddoxwv.] 

[1, 14 xnpboowy 7d ebayyédvov Tod bed 
«0 15 Hyyexerv 4} Baordela rod Geod.] 

[15, 40 yuvatkes ... aldre qv & rH Tade- 
Aale HKoroWour abTG kai Sunxdvowy abrG.] 

4, I  ovvdyerac mpds abrév b5xAos 

aeloTos. 

(6, 33 wef aad racdvy rdv wodewy ovve- 
Spapov éxe?.] 

1 For the thought, see Mark 5, 30 divapuw éeNodcar. 
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Luke Mark 

13, 22 Kal duemopebero xara modes Kal 10, I Kal éxeiOev dvacrds Epxerar els Ta 
oe , a9 

képas bddoxwv Kal ropelay rovobuevos eis Spra ris “Tovdalas kal mépay rob "lopddvou, 

‘Iepoo dupa. kal ovvrropebovras wad 3xdor pds abrov, 

14, 25 ouveropebovro dt air@ dxAoL. Kal ws elwfe Tad edldacKer abrots. 

17, II kal éyévero & TG wopebecOat els 

‘Tepoveadiu Kai abrds dinpxeto bd péoov 

Zapaplas cai TadsAaias. 

19, 28 kai elway radra émopebeto Eumpo- 10, 32 foay dé & 7H 656 avaBaivorres 
. 

ober, dvaBalvwr eis ‘lepord\vupa. els ‘Iepooddupa, kal qv mpodywv abrois 6 

"Inoods. 

Bartlet, in Oxford Studies in the Synoptic Problem, p. 346, also 

believes that these last four references are inserted by Luke, “ only 

following a hint of his source.” But he takes that source to be not 

Mark, but Luke’s “ Special Source,” used in Luke 9, 51, 57; 10, 38. 

His linguistic arguments are the occurrence of ropevouar, “ a favor- 

ite word of Luke’s S,” in Luke 9, 51 ff., 57; 10, 38; 17, 11, and of 

‘Tepooddvya in 13, 22; 19, 28, ‘‘ the more Greek form found in Luke’s 

Gospel only here and in 2, 22; 23, 7 (a parenthetic note by Luke 

writing as Greek to Greeks).” But ropevoua is found all through 

Luke’s gospel, and is in some cases clearly due to him rather than 

his source (see p. 177), while the form ‘IepocdAvya occurs (and with 

dvaBaivw) in Mark 10, 32. The expression ovvopebovrar (cuvero- 

pebovro) dxXou in Mark 10, 1; Luke 14, 25, is specially noteworthy, 

as the verb occurs elsewhere in the New Testament only twice 

(Luke 7, 11; 24, 15). Dependence on Mark seems, therefore, en- 

tirely probable. 

Even Luke’s summary of Jesus’ days in Jerusalem is largely de- 
pendent on Mark. 

Luke Mark 

19, 47 Kal qv dibdoxwy 76 Kab’ juepay [11, 11 Kai elofdOer els ‘Iepoodduua els TO 

&wr@lep@. . tepov. . . . 27 Kal Epxovrac médw els 

‘Iepooédupa. Kal & 7@ lep@ mwepitarobvros 

abrod xrd. (= Luke 20, 1). 12, 35 @\e- 
yev diddoxwy ty rH lepg. 14, 49 Kal’ 

hmépav iunv mpds twas ev 7G iep@ Sidaoxwv 

(= Luke 22, 53).] 

48 6 dads yap das ékexpéuero abrod 11, 18 was yap 6 dxdos éerAjocorTo 
dxobuw. én 7H bidaxq abrod. 

[12, 37 Kal 6 modds Bxdos Frovey abrod 

Hdéws.] 
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Luke 

21,37 fv dé ras quepas ev 7G iepG 54- 

oxwy, Tas dt vixras eepxduevos nirltero eis 

70 bpos 7d Kadobpevoy haw. 38 Kai was 

6 Aads SpOpiferv rpds abrov ty 7G lep dxob- 

ew abrod. 

Ill 

Mark 

II, 11 d~é bn obons THs cpas eer 

els BynPaviar. 

II, 19 xal dray dpe eyevero, tkeropebero 

éfw Tis wodews. 

[13, 3. kal KkaOnuévou abrod eis 76 dpos Ta 

edav.] 

II, 20 Kal mapamopevépevor tpwl. . 

27 Kal €pxovrac wadw eis ‘Iepooddupa. 

kai é 7@ lep@ «.7.r, 

For the equivalence of Bethany to the mount of Olives see further 

Mark 11,1 = Luke 19, 29 eis BnOaviav mpds 76 dpos Td Kadobpevor 

édaiav, and cf. Luke 24, 50 with Acts 1,12. For the equivalence of 

mpwt and dp§pos see Mark 16, 2 and Luke 24, 1. Even niXifero, 

though not in our Mark, is presumably due to Luke’s source, for it 

occurs in the parallel in Matt. 21, 17, é&f\Oev eéw rijs Twodews eis 

Bybaviay kat nidiobn éxet. 

Perhaps the chief liberty that Luke takes with Mark’s summaries 

is the liberty of repeating them, so as to apply them to two or three 

successive stages in his own narrative. Thus, as has already been 

shown (pp. 108 f.), the substance of Mark 1, 28 is found three 

times in the early chapters of Luke, viz., Luke 4, 14, 37; 7,17. So 

the reference to the disciples’ ignorance from Mark g, 32 is used 

both in Luke 9, 45 and in 18, 34 (p. 107). In some cases, especially 

in the sayings of Jesus, Luke’s doublets are no doubt due to his use 

of two sources. But that an editor is likely to use twice a statement 

found but once and in one source is well proved in the case of Tatian 

(A. A. Hobson, The Diatessaron of Tatian and the Synoptic Problem, 

chap. vii) and seems extremely likely for Matthew; see especially 

the list in Hawkins, Horae Synopticae, p. 137. For Luke, Hawkins 

suggests further (p. 136), Luke 5, 20, 21 = Mark 2, 5, 7; cf. Luke 7, 

48, 49; Luke 8, 48 = Mark 5, 34 = Matt. 9, 22; Luke 18, 42 = 

Mark 10, 52; also Luke 7, 50 and 17, 19 and some others. 

One is tempted to refer to the same cause certain other repetitions 

in Luke where not even one source is known to us, such as the re- 

peated statements of the growth of John and of Jesus in Luke 1, 80; 

2, 40, 52 (perhaps from 1 Sam. 2, 26), the repeated statements of the 

growth of the Christian church in Acts, and especially the repetition 

about the scattering of the church in Acts 8, 1; 11, 19. 
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Besides the miracle of the healing of the ear of the high priest’s 

servant (Luke 22, 51), Luke, in passages dependent on Mark, adds 

a few summary references to cures. Before the healing of the para- 

lytic we read (Luke 5, 17) kal divayis kupiov jv eis Td LaoBar abrév 

(not in Mark 2, 1). In Mark 3, 7-12 we read (vs. 10) modots 

eparevoer, but in the parallel passage, Luke 6, 17-19, though it 

is shorter, three references to his healing are found: the multitude 

came, 17 dxodoar airdv kal iabfva: drd r&v voowy abrav, 18 Kal of 

évoxdobpevor amd Trevpatwr axabaprwv epatebovTo .. . 19 Sivas 

map’ abrod énpxero kal taro mévras. According to Mark 6, 7 the 

twelve are given authority over unclean spirits; Luke 9, 1 adds the 

authority vécous Bepameverv, and describes their commission as 

knptocew riv Baowdelay Tod Oeod Kai iaoOar. Mark’s account of 

their work (6, 13) kal darudvia moda e&€Baddov Kal Hreupov éaig 

Toddods &ppwarous Kai eparevorv, becomes in Luke 9, 6, Gepamedbovres 

mavraxod. Ina similar way the charge of Matt. 10, 8 (presumably 
from Q), dodevodvras Oepametere, vexpois éyelpere, AeTpols Kafa- 

pifere, Sarudvia éxBdddere, becomes in Luke ro, g, in the charge to 

the seventy, Oepamevere rols év arf acbeveis. Before the feeding 

of the 5,000 we read only of teaching in Mark 6, 34, only of healing 

in Matthew 14, 14 (kal epdrevoev tols dppworovs air&v), in 

Luke 9, 11 of both — é\ddeu abrots repli THs BaotNelas Tov Beod Kai 

rots xpelay éxovras bepametas i@ro. The coincidence of Matthew 

and Luke in this passage may of course be ascribed to a phrase in 

the primitive form of Mark not preserved in our present text (note 

also the word dppworos in Matt. 14, 14, elsewhere in New Testa- 

ment only in Mark 6, 5, 13; [16, 18]; 1 Cor. 11, 30), but it seems to 

me more probable that Matthew has here as elsewhere turned teach- 

ing into healing (cf. Matt. 19, 2 = Mark 10, 1; Matt. 21, 14, cf. 

Mark 11, 17, 18; 12, 35, 38), and that Luke quite independently has 

added one of his characteristic notes of healing. 

In the above cases of addition idoua: is generally used. An addi- 

tion with Oepareiw is found in Luke 5, 15, cal ouvnpxovro Sxor 

ToNNol dxovew kal Oeparévecbar ard Tay dcbevady airav. Cf. Luke 

6, 17. As has been already observed, idoyat is a common word in 

Luke (only once in Mark; four times in Matt.; cf. idcets, Luke 

13, 32). So is dtvamis in the sense of healing power. It is found in 

this sense once in Mark (5, 30 = Luke 8, 46), but is added by Luke 
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in Marcan contexts at Luke 4, 36 and 9, I (contrast Mark 1, 27 and 
6, 7); it occurs in summaries at Luke s, 17; 6, 19, and ireqhietitly 
elsewhere in Luke and Acts; do@évera occurs in Luke 5, 15; 8, 2; 
13, 11, 12; Acts 28, 9, but not in Matt. or Mark except in the quo- 
tation from the LXX in Matt. 8, 17. 

The prefaces and summaries may serve to illustrate certain other 

characteristics of Luke’s account of the life of Jesus. Luke’s interest 

in the prayer-life of Jesus has often been noticed,! and this is a fea- 

ture which he several times introduces into his setting for a scene. 

Before the baptism (3, 21), before the choice of the twelve (6, 12; 

note the full description . . . mpocebéacBat, kal fv Scavuxrepebw é&v 

Ti Tpocevxf Tod Oeod), and before the transfiguration (9, 28 f), 

Luke is the only one of the Gospels to mention that Jesus prayed.? 

In three other pericopes, Luke mentions that Jesus was praying, 

while the parallels say nothing of it: Luke 5, 16 atrds dé qv broxwpav 

& rats épjuows Kal mpocevxdpevos (cf. Mark 1, 45); Luke 9, 18 xal 

éyévero &v TQ eivat abrov mpocevxdpevoy Kata povas (cf. Mark 8, 

27); Luke 11,1 kal éyévero év 7Q eivar abrov év Tomy TwWl TpocevxO- 

evo (cf. Matt. 6, 9). 

The xal rpocevxdpuevos in Luke 5, 16, though not in Mark 1, 45, is very likely from 
Mark 1, 35 (kdxet mpoonbxero), which Luke 4, 42 omits, and mpocevxdpuevoy kara 

vévas in Luke g, 18 may come from Mark 6, 46 as explained above, p. 98. That Luke 

looked upon prayer as habitual with Jesus may be inferred from his use of the analytical 
verb form in this and several other of the cases above mentioned, and by the addition, 
xara. 76 os, in Luke 22, 39. In the same passage Luke evidently identifies Gethsemane 
of Mark 14, 32 with the Mount of Olives, and he makes Jesus pass the last nights of 

his life there regularly in the open (Luke 21, 37; Mark 11, 11 and Matt. 21, 17 say 
Bethany). Was this due to Luke’s conception of Jesus as praying on mountains 
(Luke 6, 12; 9, 28) ? Is it not further possible that the word rpocevx has something 

of the local sense of “‘ place of prayer” which it has in Acts 16, 13, 16, both in this pas- 
sage (Luke 22, 45; with dvagrds amd ris rpooevxis in this sense compare Luke 4, 38, 
dvacras &xd Tis ovvaywyis. Notice also in 22, 40, yerouevos éxi rod rémov) and at 

6, 12 (notice the article). 

For the substance of Jesus’ teaching Luke does not use the noun 

ebaryyévov (four times in Matt., seven times in Mark, twice in Acts; 

not in Luke or John), and twice when it is found in his source 

1 See for example Plummer, p. xlv f. 

2 The book of Acts makes it clear that Luke looked upon prayer as a regular occasion 

for a voice or vision from heaven (Acts 9, 11; 10, 9 ff., 30; 11, 5; 16, 25; 22,17; so 

Luke 1, 10) and as the proper accompaniment of a Christian appointment (Acts 1, 

24 ff; 6, 5 £5 13, 33 14, 23). 
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(Mark 8, 35; 10, 29) he appears to omit it! The verb ebayyeAiSopar 

is, however, frequent in both Luke and Acts (10 and 15 times re- 

spectively; in the other Gospels only once, Matt. 11, 5 = Luke 7, 

22), and in Luke 4, 43; 9, 6, is directly substituted for the knpicow 

of Mark 1, 38; 6,12; cf. also Luke 3, 18 with Mark 1, 7; Luke 20,1 

with Mark 11, 27. % Baovdela Tod Geod is a favorite expression in 

Luke for the substance of Christian teaching and frequently occurs 
where it is not found in the parallels. To a less extent the same is 

true of 6 Aoyos Tod Geod, a phrase which in this sense is peculiar to 

Luke (Luke 5, 1; 8, 11; 8, 21; 11, 28; Acts 4, 31; 6, 2, 7; 8, 14; 

II, 1; 13, 5, 7,40; 17,133; 18, 11, and, with 6 Adyos rot kupiov asa 

variant reading, Acts 12, 24; 13, 44, 48; 16, 32). In Mark 7, 13 it 

is used of the Old Testament legislation. A list of parallel passages 

for these expressions is subjoined. 

Luke 

4, 43 ebayyeNloacba THY Bactrelav rod 

Oeod 

5, 1 dxobew tov Ndyor Tov Geod 

8, 1 Knpboowr Kai ebayyedthopuevos Ti 

Bao.relav rod Beod 

8, 11 6 omédpos éariv 6 Adyos TOD Heod 

8, 21 Tov Adyor Tod Beod 

9, 2 Knpbooewv tiv Bacrdrelav rot Geo 

9,6 ebayyerdctdueror 

Q, II &\ddee wepi ris Bactdelas Tod Oeod 

9, 60 duayyedre THY Bacidrelay Tod Geod 

16,16 % Bacrrela rod Geod ebayyeAlferar 

18, 29 elvexev ris Baothelas Tod Oeod 

20, I 6t6doxKovtos abrod ....Kai ebayye- 

ALLouevov 

21, 29 eyybs éorw 4 Bactdela rob Bod 

Parallels 

Mark 1, 38 xnpbiw 

Cf. Mark 4, 1 

Cf. Mark 6, 6. 

Mark 4, 14 6 omelpwy rév Adyov oreipe 

Mark 3, 35 76 GéAnua Tod Oeod 

Cf. Mark 6, 7 and Q (Matt. 10, 7= 
Luke to, 9) 

Mark 6, 12 é&hputay 

Mark 6, 34 jptaro diSdoxew roAdd 
Cf. Matt. 8, 22 

Matt. 11, 12 4 Baowdela r&v obpavdv 

Budterac 

Mark 10, 29 @exev euod Kal tvexev rod 
ebayyeAlov 

Cf. Mark 11, 27; 12, 35 
Mark 13, 29 eyybs éorw 

But the words diddoxw, 516ax7, are less frequent in Luke than in 
Mark. Sometimes the fact that Jesus (or the disciples) taught is 

1 The omission by Matthew also makes it, however, at least possible that in these 
passages of Mark the word is secondary. For éexev guod xat [évexev] rod ebayyenlou, 
Matthew has simply éexev tuoh (10, 18; 16, 25) or evexey rod Euod dvéuaros (19, 29), 
but Matthew elsewhere supports Mark’s use of the word: Matt. 24, 14 = Mark 13, 10; 
Matt. 26, 13 = Mark 34, 9; Matt. 4, 23 andg, 35 = Mark 1, 14 (adding 7odro or ris 
BaowAelas or both). Luke has no parallel to these other passages in Mark. 
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omitted; elsewhere a simple “ said ” is used for “ taught,” “ began 
to teach,” “ taught and said,” “ said in his teaching.” See Mark 2, 
133 4,1, 25 6, 30, 34; 8, 31; 9,31; 11,17; 12, 35,38; 14,49. “It 
is remarkable that the word [é.5ax7] is used most often by Mark, 
who records so little of what was taught. The verb Sdacxw occurs 
in Matt. 14 times, in Mark 17 times, in Luke 17 times ” (Hawkins, 
Horae Synopticae, p. 10, n.). 

CHANGES ATTRIBUTABLE TO LITERARY PREDILECTIONS 

Generalization 

The prevailing faithfulness of Luke’s reproduction of his source 

is the more impressive when we observe that in details he inclines 

to generalization; amas, was, éxaoros are favorite words of his, and 

are sometimes added to his sources as the following cases show: ! 

Mk. 1, 34 @epdmrevoev roddovs 

Mk. 3, 5 xal wepiBrepapevos abrods 

Mk. 3, 7. wAqOos amd ris Iovdalas 
Mt. 5, 42 7@ alrodvre 

Mt. 12, 33 7d d&dpor 
Mt. 11,19 %pywv (v1. réxvwr) 

Mk. 6, 7 Tay mreypdtuv Trev dxafdprwr 

MK. 6,14 #xovcer 

Mt. 6, 12 rots dpethérats 
ME. to, 21 80a éxes TwAQTOY 

Mt. 7, 23° ol épyafduevor 

mavres . . . evi éxdorw 

adds révras 

adds réons 

adds zapzi [Q] 

. 6, 44 eacrov dévdpor [Q] 

© 7,35 Téxvov wévtwr (2.1.) [Q] 

-9, 1 mwévra ra datpérna 

-9,7 adds 7a yerdpeva mavra 

. II, 4 marti ddeldrovre [Q]} 

. 18, 22 adds ravra 
. 13, 27 mavres éoyarar [Q] 

+ 4, 40 

. 6, Io 

. 6,17 

. 6, 30 

Further, Luke adds a general term to those already specific: 

Mk. 6, 18 ever yap 6 Iwavyns 76 

‘Hpwin Ste otk tkeoriv cor exe rip yu- 

vatka Tod ddeAgod cov. 

Mt. 23, 23 dmodexarotre 76 Hdboopuoy Kai 
70 avnOov kal Td Kiytvov 

Mt. 23, 35 way atua dixacov . . amd 

rou atuaros “ABeX Tov dixalov éws Tod 

atparos Zaxaplov x.7.d. 

Mt. 8, 11 ‘ABpadp xal “Ioadk xal 

"TaxwB 

ME, 11, 18 fxovoapy of dpxtepets kal ol 

ypapparels kal &Hhrovy ts abrov amo- 

Aégwou 

Mk. 13, 28 &mé rijs ouxis udbere 

Lk. 3, 19 ‘Hpwdns . . . heyxduevos da’ 

abrod [sc. "Iwdvvov] wept ‘Hpwiiddos ris 

yuvaikes Tod ddeApod abrod cai repl rav- 

Tov av érolncey Tovnpav 6 ‘Hpways. 

Lk. 11, 42 dmodexarodre 76 HSboopov Kai 

7d Tiyyavov Kal wav Adxavov [Q] 

Lk. 11, Sof 76 alua révrwr r&v rpodyrav 

. . G90 alparos "ABedX ws aluaros 

Zaxaptov «.7r.r. [Q] 

Lk. 13, 28 ’ABpadp kal "Ioadk xai laxdp 

kal wayras Tovs rpo¢qras [Q] 

Lk, 19, 47 of 5& dpxcepets Kal of ypaypa- 
réls &Hrovy abrov drodeoa kai of mparor 

Tod aod 

Lk. 21, 29 ‘dere rip ouxiy cal rapra 7a 
dévipa 

1 See also below, p. 195. 
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Mk. 15, 39 The centurion exclaims at Lk. 23, 48 adds, “and all the multi- 

Jesus’ death tudes that came together to behold 
this sight, when they beheld the 
things that were done, returned 

smiting their breasts.” 
Lk. 23, 49 wdvres of yrworol abr@ .. . 

kal yuvatkes 

Mk. 16, 1 names three women Lk. 24, 10 adds kat ai dovral atv abrais 

Notice also.that Luke alone in the resurrection narratives joins others to the eleven. 
24,9 Tots évdexa Kal Taow rols AovTots; 24, 33 Tovs edexa Kal Trois oiv abrois. Com- 

pare Mark 16, 7 rots uadqrais abrod cai r Llerpy; Matt. 28, 16 of évdexa padnral; John 

20, 19 ol pabyral (apparently ten, Thomas being absent, cf. vs. 24), [Mark] 16, 14 rots 
édexa, But it is quite probable that his source confined its reference to the eleven 

(cf. Acts 1, 2, 13). 

Without noting here all instances of the use of was in Luke but 

not in the parallels we may add the following striking series of gen- 

eralizations where the word is not used in parallels. Compare 

especially Luke 3, 19; 9, 7 (p. 115) and Matt. 6, 32, 33 (p. 85). 
Lk. 3, 16 mpoodox&vros 5¢ rod Nao’ Kal dadoyitopévwr rayrww K.7.A.— Matt. 3, 11; Mark, 

1, 7 (QI. 
Lk. 7,18 kal drnyyedrav "Iwaver of pabyrat abrod rept ravrwy tobrwv. — Matt. 11, 

2 (Ql. 
Lk. 8, 40 joav yap wavres mpocdoxavres abrév.— Mark 5, 21. 

Lk. 9, 43 ekerAjocovro 5¢ wavres éxl ri weyadadrnte Tod Oeod, wayrwv 5¢ Oavuatévrav 

él waow ols érole, n. r. \. — Mark 9, 27, 30. 

Lk. 13,17 xarnoxbvovro wévres of dvrixeluevor abr, kai w&s 6 SxAos Exatpev emt raow 

rots évddtous Tots ywwopévors tr’ abrod. 

Lk, 18, 43 kal was 6 Nads lddy Bwxev alvov re OG. — Mark 10, 52. 

Lk. 19, 37 fotavro away 76 rhiOos TSv pabyrav xalpovres alvely rov Oedv durf peyadAn 

wept rac&v cy eléov Suvépewv (v.1.). — Mark 11, 9. 

Lk, 24, 9 drqyveday ravra rabra rots tdexa Kal raowvy Tots Nowwots. — Mark 16, 8. 

Mk. 15, 40 -yuvatkes 

A number of other instances of generalization may be found by a 
comparison of Luke and Matthew. The more picturesque and realis- 

tic terms in the first Gospel have in the third more general and vague 
equivalents, and no doubt the change is often due to Luke: 

Matthew Luke 
5,45 Tov jrvov dvaréd\rAa . . . Kal Bpéxer 6,35 xpenores torw [Q] 
5,39 thy deEvdy orayova 6, 29 riv otayéva [Q] 
5, 46£ reddvar . . . Wvixol 6, 32f duaprwrol . . . duaprwrol [Q] 
5,40 rlva peobdv exere 6, 32 mola duiv xdpis Eorlv [Q] 
5, 15 = Mark 4, 21 ddt0s 8, 16 oxedos (but Luke 11, 33 v1. ud- 

dos) [Q] 
23, 25 mapoplios, dxpaclas II, 39 alvakos, rovnplas [Q] 1 

1 See Harnack, Sayings of Jesus, p. ror. 
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Matthew Luke 

23, 26 7d érds abrod [rod rornplov] II, 41 mwéavra xabapd [Q] 
kabaody 

Io, 29 ob wecetra emi thy Yh avev Tod 12, 6 obk éorw émideAnoevoy evarroy 
TaTpos dav Tod beod [Q] 

Contrast: 
Matt. 6, 26 rd werevd 70d obpavod Luke 12, 24 rods xépaxas 

The distributive use of kara c. acc. is a grammatical peculiarity 
of Luke in temporal phrases; xa§’ #uépay occurs in Matt. 26, 55 = 
Mark 14, 49 = Luke 22, 53, but elsewhere only in Luke 9, 23; 11, 

33 16, 19; 19, 47; Acts 2, 46, 47; 3, 2; 16, 5; 17,11; 19,9; cf. 
kata Tacav jyépay Acts 17,17; Kata ray céBBarov Acts 13, 27; 15, 

21; 18, 4; kar’ éros Luke 2, 41. But in its local use in summaries 

kara may indicate Luke’s sense of regular geographical progress or 
extension. 

Luke 8, 1 d:mdever kara Todw Kal Kounr. 

Luke 9, 6 duqpxovro kara Tas Kdpas. 

Luke 13, 22 dveropevero xara modes Kai kwpas. See also Luke 8, 
4; Acts 14, 23% 15,21, 365 20,235 22, 76, 

Narratives which in Mark refer to a single event become more 

general in Luke. Thus in Mark 1, 21 kai edOvs rots caBBacw édi- 

dacker eis THY ovvaywyny, the reference may be to a single sabbath; 

but in Luke 4, 31, xal jv didacKwy abrovs év rots c48Bacr, it is prob- 

ably to several; for Luke usually if not always uses the singular 

oaBBarov for a single sabbath.1 Similarly the question in Mark 11, 

28 & roia é£ovcia tatra woes; has reference chiefly to the cleans- 

ing of the temple. In Luke 20, 1, 2 the context has been so changed 

that in the same question rafra must be understood to apply to 

Jesus’ teaching in general. In Mark 2, 18 we read that the disciples 

of John and the Pharisees were observing a fast (joav . . . vnaorei- 

ovres); in Luke 5, 33 they (the Pharisees and scribes) said to 
him, “‘ The disciples of John fast often (yyorebovow muxva) and 
make prayers.” 

It is possible that two cases above referred to (pp. 96 f.) as misun- 

derstanding of Mark by Luke are intentional generalizations. Thus, 

when Jesus withdraws from Capernaum and is overtaken in a desert 

place he tells those who have followed him that he must preach in 

1 See p. 190. 
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other cities as well, and adds in Mark 1, 38, els rodro yap é&7pdOor, 

“for to this end came I forth” (from Capernaum ?). Luke refers 

this clause, however, to the whole career of Jesus, his coming forth 

from God, éxi tofto ameorddqv (Luke 4, 43). Similarly, perhaps, in 
Mark 2, 17, obk 7NOov Kadéoat Sixaiovs, the verb should be under- 

stood merely of inviting to meals; but in Luke 5, 32 the addition 

of eis peravoiay gives it a wider meaning. 
Twice Luke adds a generalizing summary to specific instances; 

neither, however, refers to Jesus. To the teaching of John on the 

Christ (Luke 3, 16-17, from Mark and Q) he adds (3, 18) 7oAAG per 

otv kal érepa rapaxadav elnyyeditero Tov Aacv. To the taunts 

and mockings of Luke 22, 63, 64 (= Mark 14, 65), Luke adds kai 

érepa TOANG BAacdnyovrtes ENeyor els abrov. Cf. Acts 2, 40 érépous TE 

Adyots TAEioow SveuapTiparo, Kai mapexdde avrovs. 

Freedom from Exaggeration 

Instead of making the language of his source stronger, Luke 

sometimes omits or tones down emphatic words, such as peéyas: 

Mk. 4, 37. AatAay meyadn Lk. 8, 23 AatAay 
Mk. 4, 39 vadjvn peyadn Lk. 8, 24 yadnvn 

Mk. 4, 41 époBAOnoay pdBov péyay Lk. 8, 25 qoBnOérres Babpacay 

Mk. 5,11 dyédn xolpwr peyady Lk. 8, 32 ayéAn xolpwr ixavdv 

Mk. 5, 42 é€ornoay eordce weyadn Lk. 8, 56 ééornoar 

Mt. 4, 8 eis dpos tynddv Alay * Lk. 4, 5 omits [Q] 
Mk. 9, 2. els Spos ivnddv Lk. 9, 28 els 76 Spos 
MK. 9, 3 AcvKd Alay, ola yradeds éxi ris Lk. 9, 29 evkds 

vijs ob Sbvarat obrws AevKavat * 

mons is omitted by Luke: 

ME. 1, 34 Sepdrevoer roddovs Lk. 4, 40 Hepdrevoev abrots 
Mk. 3, 10 odAovs Weparevcev Cf. Lk. 6, 18 of &oxobpevor Weparetovro 
Mk. 5, 21 &xdos rroAbs Lk. 8, 40 6 8xdos 
ME. 5, 24 8xXos zroAbs Lk. 8, 42 of dxdor 
MK. 5, a6 oAdGv larpav Lk. 8, 43 larpots 

1 Harnack supposes that here and elsewhere the word pos in Matthew comes from 
Q and is purposely omitted by Luke (cf. Matt. 5,1 = Luke 6, 17, 20; Matt. 17, 20 = 
Luke 17, 6; Matt. 18, 12 = Luke 1s, 4). Compare in the last passage Luke’s & rj 
épjpy, also Mark 5, 5 & rots 8peow with Luke 8, 29 els rds épjyous (cf. John 6, 2 7d 
dpos with Mark 6, 31 etc. &pquos rémos), and note Luke’s omission of els 7d Spos Tay 
é\atGy in Mark 13, 3. 

* Observe further Luke’s correction of rpwt &vvxa Mav, Mark I, 35; Alay mrpwt, 
Mark 16, 2 (cf. p. 201). 
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MK. 6, 33 roAdol Lk. 9, 12 of 8x 
ME. 6, 34 zoddv 3xov Lk. 9, 11 omits 
Mt. 8,11 zoddol . . . HEovow Lk. 13, 29 #tovew [Q] 
MK. 10, 31 modo oovrar mp&rovéoxaroe Lk. 1 3, 30 eloly oxaro: of Eoovrat tparot 
MK. ro, 48 éerluwy abr roddoi Lk. 18, 39 of mpodyovres émeriuwy abr@ 
MK. 11, 8 oddol 7a. inaria éorpwoar Lk. 19, 36 drecrpwrrvoy Ta inaria 
MK. 12, 5 kai oddobs &Adous KrA. Lk. 20, 12 omits 
Mk. 14, 24 éxxuvvduevoy brép TroANaY Lk. 22, 20 dé budy exxurvdueroy 

The superlative becomes the positive: 

Mk. 4, 1 ovvayerat 8xXos TAEioTos Lk. 8, 4 aumévros 8xdov woAdod 

So odd (adverbial or cognate accusative) is omitted by Luke 
(see pp. 199 f.). 

The adverbs for “ very ” are found in the synoptic writers as 

indicated below: 
Matt. Mark Luke Acts 

opodpa iw... ss ss 7 I I I 

NUGD si sez dee accuse i 4 4 I ° 

Weptag@s ........... I 2 ro) I 

moda, adv! ....... [x] ae) ° [x] 

Mark has also once each éxrepicods, breprepicods, maddov Te- 

ptoodrepoy and (in some Mss. at 6, 51) Alay éx mepiocod. 

Contrast Matthew’s method in these cases: 

Mk. 13, 19 © @Atyis Mt. 24, 21 OAlyis ueyady 
Mk. 13, 22 onueta kai répara Mt. 24, 24 onueta peydda kai répara 

Lk. 9, 34 &pofAOnoar Mt. 17,6 époBjOnoar oddipa 

MK. 14, 19 fptavro AumetoPa kal Neyav Mt. 26, 22 dvroipevar opdbipa iptavro 

every 

Mk. 15, 5 Oavuatew rov Ted arov Mt. 27, 14 Oavpdfew rév iyyeudva Nav 

ME. 10,1 dxAo Mt. 19, 2 8xAoe roAAol 
Mk. 10, 46 dxAov ixavod Mt. 20, 29 8xAos roAds 

Mk. 14, 43 6xAos Mt. 26, 47 8xAos aroAbs 

Mk. 15, 40 ‘yuvaixes Mt. 27, 55 ‘yuvatxes roddal 
Mk. 11, 8 odAdol Mt. 21, 8 | 6 rAetoros bx)os 

Indication of Setting 

If we may judge from his treatment of the matter taken from Q, 

Luke is inclined to elaborate a situation and to create an audience 

1 The instances of zoAAé, adv. are those so marked in Moulton and Geden. The 

total instances of this neuter plural form, including all doubtful cases, are, Matt. 4, 
Mark 15, Luke 4, Acts 2. 
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suitable for the various sayings of Jesus which he records. He has a 

sense of the fitness of words for particular kinds and conditions of 

men. His gospel and Acts both illustrate this feeling, but in oppo- 

site ways. For in Acts it is the situation that is already supplied to 

the artist, and the speech which must be made to fit. In the gospel 

the words of Jesus had been preserved by tradition, the evangelist 

selects the appropriate frame for them. 

Luke takes an especial interest in the nature of the audience to 

whom words of Jesus are addressed. He interrupts the continuous 

discourse on watching in 12, 39, 40, 42-46 (= Matt. 24, 43-51) 

by Peter’s question, ‘‘ Lord, sayest thou this parable to us or to 

all?! 
In characteristic fashion also Luke specifies the different classes 

of people who came to John the Baptist and received appropriate 

answers, Luke 3, 10-14, of dxAoe . . . TeA@VOL . . . TTPATEVvOpEVOL. 

So the woes, which in Matt. 23 are all pronounced against scribes 
and Pharisees collectively, have been divided by Luke (11, 39-52) 

into two groups. The first group is against Pharisees and is ad- 

dressed to a Pharisee, 11, 39-44. Then a lawyer interrupts, and 

to him Jesus addresses the remaining words as woes against lawyers, 

11, 46-52. The author looks upon lawyers as forming a class dis- 

tinct from the Pharisees, with besetting sins of their own.” 

Observe also Luke’s definition of the audience in the following 

instances, sometimes interrupting a continuous address. In several 

cases Luke lays the scene at a Pharisee’s dinner table: 

Luke 7, 36 para dé 7s abrév rv Papicalwy va Pay mer’ abrod- kai eloedOdy els Tov 

olxov rod Papicalov xarexAlOn. 

Luke 11, 37 & d& 7G Aadfioa eowrG abrdv Papicaios drws dpisrhoy wap’ abrg- elae\Oav 
be dvérecer, 

Luke 14, 1 & 7G @Oeiy adrdv els olxdv Tivos Tay dpxévTwv Tov Sapicalwv caSBare 

payeiv &ptor. 

2 T am inclined to think that something similar was in Luke’s source (Q?). For 
Mark 13, 37 has the saying, “‘ But what I say unto you I say unto all, watch,” in a 

context similar to Luke’s and paralleled by Q (Mark 13, 33-36 = Matt. 25, 14, 15b; 
24, 42; 25,13 = Luke 19, 12-13; 12, 40; 12, 38). In Luke 9, 23 the transition @eyer 
8& xpds Tavras plainly follows the change of audience indicated in Mark 8, 34. 

2 Nicolardot, op. cit. p. 157: “Le rédacteur semble considérer les scribes comme 
formant une catégorie distincte des adeptes du pharisaisme, tandis qu’ils étaient, pour 
la plupart, pharisiens eux-mémes.”’ Note also Luke’s change of ypapparets rav Bapt- 
galwy (Mark 2, 16) to ol Bapicator kai of ypapparets abrdv (Luke 5, 30). 
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In other cases Luke makes Jesus the companion of publicans and 
sinners, which gives occasion of complaint to the Pharisees (Levi, 
5, 29 ff.; Zacchaeus, 19, 1 ff.; and in Luke 15, 1, 2). 

Of these six episodes only two have any parallel in Matt. or Mark. 
But in Matt. and Mark the incident of Luke 5, 29 is placed in Jesus’ 
own house (?),! and the anointing of Jesus in the house of Simon the 

leper. And some of the teaching which has in those gospels a dif- 

ferent setting is introduced by Luke quite appropriately in these 

scenes. The question on fasting which in Mark 2, 18 ff. and Matt. 
9, 14 ff. follows the feast with publicans and sinners, but as a sepa- 

rate incident, is in Luke 5, 33 ff., made apparently part of the same 

incident. The woes to the Pharisees which in Matt. 23, 1 ff. are 

spoken to the multitudes and the disciples, Luke places at a Phari- 

see’s luncheon, Luke 11, 37 ff. The parable of the lost sheep, which 

in Matt. 18, 12-14 is in a series of disconnected teachings of Jesus, 

is joined in Luke 15 with the two companion parables of the lost 

coin and the lost son and prefaced by the description of an appro- 

priate audience. The parable of the marriage feast, which in Matt. 

22, I~-Io is appended to the parable of the wicked husbandmen 

simply as another parable, is in Luke (14, 15 ff.) told at the dinner 
table and in answer to the remark of a fellow guest about eating 

bread in the kingdom of God. 
Frequently in Luke the saying of Jesus is called forth by the 

special situation described, or is in answer to a remark or question 

of another. Thus, in 3, 15 the wondering of the expectant people 

whether John the Baptist is the Christ elicits his testimony to 
Jesus (so in John 1, 20, but not in Mark 1, 7, 8 or Matt. 3, 11, 12). 

At 19, 11, because they are near Jerusalem and thought the kingdom 

of God would at once appear, Jesus tells the parable of the pounds. 

The joy of the seventy on their return becomes the occasion for 

various warnings and thanksgivings of Jesus (Luke 10, 17-24; con- 

trast Matt. 11, 25-27; 13, 16-17). A report of Pilate’s cruelty be- 

comes the text for a sermon of warning, 13, 1-9. The warning of 

Herod’s purpose to kill him leads to Jesus’ prophecy of his own 

death and the lament over the doom of Jerusalem, 13, 31-35. 

Requests from the disciples to be taught a prayer (11, 1) and for 

increase of faith (17, 5) receive appropriate replies (compare Matt. 

1 See above, pp. 96f. 
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6, 9-13; and Mark 11, 22, 23 = Matt. 17, 20; 21, 21). As the 

great apocalyptic section in all three gospels is in response to ques- 
tions about signs and times (Mark 13, 4 = Matt. 24, 3 = Luke 21, 

7), so in Luke 17, 20 another apocalyptic section is introduced by 

a similar question as to when the kingdom of God is to come; and 

again, at 13, 23, the question, “ Are there few that be saved?” 

leads to a discourse (the substance of which is derived from Q) of 

prophetic warning. 

The insertion of a question to introduce the teaching of Jesus as an answer to the 

question is well illustrated by Matt. 18, 1, the passage on greatness in the kingdom of 
heaven. In Mark 9, 33 ff. = Luke 0, 46ff., Jesus’ teaching on this subject is given of 
his own accord, because of a controversy among the disciples; in Matt. the disciples 
come to Jesus, saying, ‘‘ Who then is greatest in the kingdom of heaven?” The answer 
in Matt. 18, 2 ff., though in general it is modelled on two passages in Mark (9, 37; 10, 

15) and one in Q (Matt. 23, 12; Luke 14, 11; 18, 14), is worded so as to fit exactly the 
form of question, “‘. . . he is greatest in the kingdom of heaven” (18, 4b). Another 
example is Matt. 19, 27. _In Mark and Luke Jesus’ announcement of rewards to the 
disciples simply follows Peter’s remark, “‘ Lo, we have left all and followed thee; ” but 
Matthew adds to Peter’s words the definite question, 7l dpa éora: jtv; Note also the 
question in Matt. 18, 21, but not in Luke 17, 4; in Matt. 19, 20, but not in Mark 10, 
20, 

The parable of the good Samaritan is given in reply to the lawyer’s 

question (Luke 10, 29), “ Who is my neighbor ? ” That of the rich 

fool, with its warning against covetousness, is drawn out by a man’s 

request that Jesus should help him get his share of his inheritance 

(Luke 12, 13 ff.). Twice (11, 27; 14, 15) a chance beatitude of one 

near Jesus is corrected, and so becomes the occasion for teaching. 

By giving to Christ’s teachings a more definite setting Luke does 

not intend to limit their scope and application. The audience is 

neither historically reproduced nor artistically delimited, but rather 

taken as typical and suggestive. Luke has really in mind the Chris- 

tian church of his own time. Thus, expressions in Mark and Mat- 

thew that seem to make Jesus’ teaching esoteric are in Luke omitted 

or modified, as for example the discourse of Mark 13 (Luke 21, 

5 ff.), which the first two gospels limit to a private audience of 
disciples. Compare also Mark 4, 10, 34; 9, 28; 9, 30 ff. (especially 
the yap in vs. 31); and Matt. 20, 17. The same motive is assigned 
by Harnack (Sayings, p. 83), following Wellhausen, to explain the 
difference between Luke 12, 3 and Matt. 10, 27. “Probably he 
[Luke] wished that our Lord should not appear a mystagogue.” 
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Nicolardot, Procédés de Rédaction, p. 1§7, says: Il arrive que les paroles 
prétées au Christ par Luc ou par sa source débordent Ventourage actuel de 
Jésus. C’est mettre alors du mouvement dans le discours que de marquer le 
retour de la lecon au cercle réel du Maitre qu’elle avait dépassé. Ainsi est sug- 
gérée la diversité des perspectives, et la différence des auditoires, le fictif, le 
prophétique, celui que l’F-glise préte au Christ et le véritable, l’historique, celui 
du Nazaréen. Sans doute, Luc n’entend pas cette distinction de facgon aussi 
abrupte. Il sent, du moins, et ne laisse pas de faire sentir que l’horizon de 
Jésus, 4 en juger par les discours qui lui sont attribués, était tantét celui-la 
méme, ot il se mouvait actuellement, tantét le plus vaste horizon des commu- 
nautés futures.! 

It will be observed that most of the preceding illustrations are in 
contexts the source of which is Q, so that we cannot assert posi- 

tively that the introductions to these sections were added by Luke. 

They may have been omitted by Matthew. On this point, as in 

many others respecting Q, scholars differ. Contrast for example 

the views of Hawkins and Streeter in the Oxford Studies on the 

Synoptic Problem, pp. 124 and 207, respectively. In favor of the 

view here taken note the suggestion of Streeter: “ Particularly 

significant is the fact that [Luke] imports sore eeyev adrois, 

Luke 21, 10, cf. xai etrev [rapaBondjv adbrois| 21, 29, into the middle 

of the apocalyptic discourse derived from Mark [13], showing that 

he likes to divide long pieces of discourse as it were into paragraphs 

by a word or two of narrative.” Similarly Luke 5, 36, inserts é\eyev 

1 Wernle, of. cit. p. 82, connects with Luke’s introduction of prefaces various other 
changes that tend “die Reden in Erzéhlung umzusetzen durch lebhaftere Form, 
Zwischenreden, Einleitungen. Als Mittel fiir lebhaftere, fiir die Erzihlung passende 

Gestaltung braucht Le: 
ax\qv. Mt schreibt es einmal mit Lc zusammen (11, 22), zweimal fiir sich allein, 

Le 7mal allein in den Redestiicken. 
brrodeléw butv 6, 47; 12, 5- 

Aéyw duty in verschiedenen Variationen. Lc schreibt es mit Mt zusammen aus 

der Quelle 1omal, fiir sich allein in Stiicken der Quelle noch 11mal (6, 27; 11,9; 12, 

4, 5, 8, 513 14, 243 15, 7, 10; 17, 34} 19, 26). 
Unterbrechung der Reden Jesu oder der Reden im Gleichnis durch Zwischenreden 

11, 45; 12, 41f.; 17,37; 19, 24 f.” 
Even where Luke introduces sayings of Jesus by the expression, “He said to the 

disciples,” as at 6, 20; 9, 43; 10, 23; 12, 4, 22; 16, 1; 17, I, 22; 20, 45 he is not (ex- 
cept at 10, 23) indicating that the teaching is secret; he is reminding the readers of 
the special group in the audience for which the words were intended. Others are 

present and listening, e. g. 6, 193 9, 433 12,1; 16,14; 20, 45. Note also within the 
sayings themselves Luke’s addition to the phrase Aéyw tut of the words rots dxotov- 
ow (6, 27, contrast Matt. 5, 44) or rots pidors ov (12, 4, contrast Matt. 10, 28). 
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dé kai mapaBod} mpds abrods bre in the middle of the continuous 

discourse of Mark 2, 19-22. 

But the words of Jesus themselves, the verba ipsissima, whether 

reported by Mark or found in the source designated as Q, have 

rarely been retouched by the author of the third Gospel to give 

them a wider scope or application. An exception is perhaps found 

in Luke 8, 21. The true brethren of Christ according to Mark 3, 

34 were shown by Jesus’ glance to be those seated about him (Matt. 

12, 49 is still more distinct: éxreivas riv xelpa éml Tors pabyTds); 

in Luke they are defined as those in general who hear and do God’s 
word. But the solitariness of this instance only makes the general 

faithfulness of Luke the more impressive. 

In a number of passages, especially from Q, Luke’s form is in the 

second person, as addressed directly to Jesus’ hearers, while in the 

parallels the third person is used, as in general or indirect teachings 

or in the description of persons in a parable. 

The most familiar example is in the Beatitudes, which have in 

Matthew (all but the last) the form: 

poxdpiot of mrwxol TG mvebpart, dre abrav tor % Bacirela r&v obpavav (5, 3), but in 

Luke paxdpro: of rrwxol, drt bwerépa éoriv  Bacidela tod Beod (Luke 6, 20). So 
Matt. 5, 5, 6 = Luke 6, 21.” 

Matt. 7, 21 ob was 5 Néywr por Kbpre Kipte, civedeboerac els TY Bacirelay T&v obpaver, 

GX’ 6 wordy 7d Gédnua TOD marpés wou Tod & Tots obpavots. Luke 6, 46 ri 5é pe 

KkaXdetre: xbpre xbpte, kal ob movette & NEyw; 

Matt. 11, 18 #d\Mev yap "Iwavrns pyre toOiwy phre wivwv, kai Myovow: Sarudvioy exet, 

19 #Oer 6 vids ToD dvOpdrrov éaOiwy al rlywy kal Aéyovew x.r.A. Luke 7, 33, 34 reads 
in each case Aévere for \éyovow.? 

1 Note the frequent ele dé in Luke, e.g. 4, 24; 15,11. In Mark q the similar 

phrases in verses 9, 13, 21, 24, 26, 30 may indicate, what we otherwise suspect, that 

scattered sayings here are collected into a discourse. Compare “ Jesus saith” in the 
Oxyrhynchus Logia. 

* Harnack, Sayings, p. 49, n. 1, regards Matthew’s form as original, against Well- 
hausen and others. 

° Here and sometimes elsewhere the change from third to second person serves the 
additional purpose, which seems to be a feature of Luke’s method (see p. 150), of remov- 
ing the indefiniteness of the subject. So the questions asked in complaint against 
Jesus or his disciples are directly addressed to them in Luke, while Matthew adopts 
the other mode of correction by inserting the subject. Thus, 
Mark 2, 16 éoOlet xat river Luke 5, 30 éoOlere kai mivere 

(Matt. 9, 11 adds 6 d:décxaXdos Sudv) 

Mark 2, 24 qowtow Luke 6, 2 rove?re 
(Matt. 12, 2 adds of a@nral cov) 
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Mark 12, 38, and from him Luke 20, 46 as well as Matt. 23, 6, warns against the 

scribes as r&p Oeddvtwr (pdobvrwv Luke, gidrotow Matt.) . . . dowacpods & rats 

Gyopats 39 Kal mpwroxabedplas &y rats cuvaywyats x.r.4. Luke 11, 43 addresses the 
Pharisees, obal duty rots Bapicalois, Bre Gyaware Ty mpwroxabedplay év rats ovr- 
ayuryats kai rods domacpols év rats a&yopais. 

Matt. 23, 4 says similarly of the scribes and Pharisees, deouebovow 5& dopria Bapéa 
kal érirBéaow emt rors Guovs trav dvOporwvr, abrol dé TG SaxTbdrAy abrav ob Bédovaww 

xwioat abrd. Luke 11, 46 xal div rots vopuxots obal, dre poprltere rovs dvOpwrous 

goprla dvaBdoraxra, kal abrot évi ry Saxtidwy buGy od rpoapatbere rots gopriots. 

With Matt. 25, 1-13, the parable of the ten virgins, compare Luke 12, 35, éorwoav 

dudv al dodtes repretwopévar kai of Abxvor Karduevor 36 Kal Uuets Sporor dvOpdrors 

mpoodexopévors tov kiprov éavrdv, wore dvadboy éx TOY yapwv. 

Matt. 25, 11 torepov dé Epxovrar Kal ai Aovwal wapHevor AEyouaar Kbpte KUpte, dvortoY 

huty. 12.6 dé droxpibels clrrev’ dphv NEyw dyuiv, obk olda buds. Luke 13, 25 &pénode 

ebw éoravar Kal xpovew tiv Olpay déyortes: Kbpie, avortov Hutv, Kal droKpBels Epet 

bpiv- odk olda buds wdbev tore. 

Matt. 7, 22 mroddoi épotcly por év exelvp TH tmepa- Kbpre kipte K.T.A... . 23 Kal TéreE 

dporoyjow abrots Sri obdérore Eyvuw twas, dtoxwpetre am’ euod of epyafouevor Thy 

dvopiay. Luke 13, 26 rére dpkeoOe heya... 27 Kal épel Ey duty: obk olda 

wb éoré K.T Dd. 

Matt. 8, 12 of 8 viol rijs Bacwdelas tkedeboovras eis TO oxdros 7d EEwWrepov: eke Eorar d 

KAavOpss Kal 6 Bovypyds Tav ddévrwv. Luke 13, 28 exe? éorar 6 kAavOuds Kai 6 Bovyyds 

tay ddévrwr, Stay BWeobe "ABpadu ... & TH Bacrdele rod Geod, b was 5é exBad- 

Aowevous EEw. 

Matt. 18, 12 éay yérnral rine dvOpmre@ Exardy mpdBara K.7.d. Luke 15, 4 rls &vOpwros 

&& buGv! exwv &ardv mpdBara x.7.d. 

Mark 13, 12 xal mapaddoer ddedpos ddeAdor eis Oavarov kal Tarip Téxvor, Kal éravacrTh- 

covra: réxva emt yoveis Kal Savarwcovor abrots . . . 13b 6 dé bropelvas eis rédos 

otros cwjoerar (So Matt. 10, 21; 24,13). Luke 21, 16 tapadodjoecbe dé kal brd 

yoviwy kal ddeAPav Kal ovyyerar kal pldwy kal Oavardoovow & buGy ... 19 & TH 

broporf byav xtioaabe ras yuxas buadv.? 

Somewhat different is the contrast between Mark’s (3, 30) as- 

signing a statement of Jesus to the cause dr éheyov. mveua axabaprov 

éxet, and the assignment by Jesus himself of a different statement in 

a passage of Luke, connected with the same passage in Mark but 

also dependent on Q (Luke 11, 18 compare Matt. 12, 26), Ore Néyere 

éy BeedfeBovd exBadrew we Ta Saryora. But it is not impossible 

that the two causal clauses have some literary connection, and that 

1 For ris (&&) buGv (avOpwros) see Matt. 7, 9 = Luke 11, 11; Matt. 6, 27 = Luke 

12, 25; Matt. 12, 11 = Luke 14, 5; Luke 14, 28. : 

2 In Matt. 23, 34-36 = Luke 11, 49-51 the converse phenomenon (Matt. pds suas 

. . . &mwokreveire . . . Suvtere . . « epoveboare, Luke els atrods . . . dmoxrevodow 

exdedtovow . . . aodouévov) is perhaps due to the fact that what in Luke is the quo- 

tation from “the Wisdom of God” is found in Matthew as the actual words of Jesus 

to the scribes and Pharisees. 
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the parallels should be included in the list above as well as in that 

on page Ior. 
In the following cases the second person plural is used by Luke 

parallel to other persons than the third: 

Mark 9, 40 és yap otk torw Kab’ yar, Luke 9, 50 6s yap otk éorw Kad’ ipav, 

drip quay éorw (v. 1, dpdv bis) tartp byav éorw 

Matt. 6, 21 Sov yap éorw 4 Onoavpés cov, Luke 12, 34 Smov yap éorw & Onoaupds 

éxet Ecrat kal 4 Kapdla cov dpav, exe? kal 4 xapdla tudv eorar [Q] 

A pplication of Parables 

The allegorizing of Christ’s figures and parables is another method 

of adapting his teaching to the later generation. There can be no 

doubt that this process was active before Luke took in hand to 

write his gospel, just as it has been continuing ever since. A para- 

ble, if originally intended to point but one lesson, can easily be re- 

interpreted and restated so as to teach several lessons. It is evident 

from the parables peculiar to Luke that he was aware of their gen- 

eral moral. This is shown by the special setting which he gives 

them (e.g., 19, 11; 18, 9; 18, 1; 15, 1, etc., see above, pp. 120 f.) and 

by the way he draws the moral at the end. The parable of the two 
debtors (7, 41, 42) is directly applied to the case of Simon the 

Pharisee. To the lawyer who elicited the parable of the Good Sa- 

maritan Jesus adds, ‘‘ Go thou and do likewise.” To the story of 

the rich fool is added the sentence, “So is he who lays up treasure 

for himself and is not rich toward God.” ‘To the parables on count- 

ing the cost is added the conclusion, “ So therefore every one of you 

who forsaketh not all his possessions cannot be my disciple.”” The 

parables of the lost sheep and the lost coin each conclude with the 
joy over one repentant sinner. The parable of the unjust steward 
is followed by the advice it suggests, 16, 9 ff. To the parable of the 
faithful servant Luke adds as usual an application, “So also ye, 
when ye,” etc. The parable of the unjust judge proves the faith- 
fulness of the avenging God. The parable of the Pharisee and the 
publican, and the figure of the choice of seats at a feast, lead to the 
same lesson of humility (Luke 14, 11 = Luke 18, 14). 

In these cases it is impossible to determine how far Luke has 
altered the contents of the parable; but where he is parallel with 
Mark and Matthew we are better able to judge. The chief illus- 
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strations have been collected and carefully explained by Nicolardot, 

op. cit., pp. 158-162. Some of them may be briefly summarized as 
follows: 

In Mark 2, 19 the question is asked, “ Can the children of the bridechamber fast 
as long as the bridegroom is with them?” but in Luke s, 34, it runs, “Can you make 

the children of the bridechamber fast ?’’ — thus more clearly identifying “the chil- 
dren of the bridechamber”’ with the disciples of Jesus, whose neglect of fasts was 
complained of, 

In Luke 5, 36 (= Mark 2, 21) the comparison is between old and new coats, rather 

than between an old coat and a patch of new stuff. The meaning is that John represents 
a full and complete system of his own, which would be spoiled if one feature of it (e.g., 

fasting), were removed, just as Christ’s system would be spoiled if one feature were 
added to it. One who is brought up in John’s school is naturally content with it (see 

Luke 5, 39). 
The allegorizing of the parable of the sower is carried a step further in Luke by his 

addition (Luke 8, 15) of & xapdlg xadj xai &ya6j as an interpretation of & 79 Kadg 17 
(cf. 8, 12 ax6 rijs kapdlas). Note further the addition tva ui moreboavres cwSdow (8, 

12), the substitution of rpds xarpév meorebovow for mpécKatpot elow (Mark 4, 17), and 

the omission of omepdpevor, cmapévtes (Mark 4, 16, 20). 

In the parable of the lamp, Luke twice says the light is for those who enter in (8, 16; 
II, 33), while Matt. 5, 15 says it shines for all those in the house. Harnack, Sayings, 

pp. 55 f. writes: “St. Luke evidently intends to improve the sense of the passage; 
he perhaps also thinks of the missionary aspect of the gospel (though this is doubtful).” 

A reference to the Gentile mission may perhaps be found also in Luke’s version of 
the parable of the wedding feast, 14, 16-24. When the original guests refuse, the 
servants are sent out even. to the ¢payyuoi to get men to partake of the feast. Luke adds 
that the original guests are definitely excluded (14, 24). 

In the parable of the pounds (Luke 19, 11-27), by a variety of touches, the identifi- 
cation of the master with Jesus is made more clear than in the corresponding parable 
of the talents (Matt. 25, 14-30). See Luke 19, 12, 14, 27; Nicolardot, pp. 160 f. 

There can be no doubt that in the parable of the husbandmen the culprits are meant 

to be the Jewish rulers. So, at least, the hearers understood it according to all synop- 

tists, Mark 12, 12 = Matt. 21, 45 = Luke 20, 19. But in Matt. and in Luke it is made 

doubly clear; in Matt. by Jesus’ direct application (21, 43), in Luke by the self-defend- 

ing remark of the bystanders, yy yévorro (20, 16). 

Omission of Details 

Like Luke’s tendency to generalization, so his tendency to omit 

numerals and proper names leads to loss of definite color and realism. 

In some cases (see p. 156) the proper names may be omitted because 

of their barbarous sound, in accord with strictly literary rules;. but 

in others no such reason for the omission exists, and the effect is 

only to lessen the local Palestinian coloring of the narrative. 

Perea (répav rod "Iopddvov, Mark 3, 8; 10, 1) is not mentioned by Luke by name, not 

even in his reputed “Perean section,” neither is Idumea (Mark 3, 8). Probably they, 
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and sometimes even Galilee, are included in his Judea (see Luke 6, 17, and cf. Luke 1, 5. 

7,17; 23, 5; Acts 2,9; 10, 37; 11, 1, 29; 26, 20). Decapolis, though found at Matt. 

4, 25; Mark 5, 20; 7, 31, is not in Luke, who in 8, 39 substitutes xa’ Bdqy Tiy mod; 

cf. 8, 27. Caesarea Philippi (Mark 8, 27) is not mentioned in Luke 9, 18. Galilee (Mark 

9, 30) is omitted in Luke 9, 43. Samaria, on the other hand, though not mentioned in 

Matt. or Mark, occurs in Luke 17, 11; and frequently in Acts in connection with the 

spread of Christianity in Palestine. Samaritans are mentioned in Matt. once (their 

cities to be avoided, 10, 5), never in Mark, but in Luke 9, 52; 10, 33; 175 16; Acts 8, 

25. Bethany is not mentioned by Luke as being Jesus’ lodging place during his last 

week (cf. Mark 11, 11,12; 14,3). Twice when Mark places a scene in Capernaum (2, 

I; 9, 33) Luke omits any reference to place (5,17; 9, 46). Even references to Jesus’ 

being by the sea are omitted (cf. Mark 2, 13; 3,7; 4,15 5) 21). 

In the following quotations the names of persons found in Mark 

but omitted by Luke are enclosed in brackets: 

Mark 1, 29 dor els rip olxlay Zlucwvos [kal ’Avdptov pera "Tax&Bov kal ’Iwdvvov] — 

Luke 4, 38. 

Mark 2, 14 eldev Aevely [rdv od ’AAdalov] KaOqpevor éxi 7d TeAGMLOV — Luke 5, 27. 

Mark 2, 26 elofdGer els trav olkov rod Beod [eri ’ABidbap épxrepéws] — Luke 6, 4. 

Mark 3, 17 “IéxwBov [rév rod ZeBedalov] cal "Iwdvrqy [rév ddehpdv Tod *TaxéBov] — 

Luke 6, 14. 
Mark 5, 37 "Iwdvvny [rdv adeApdv "laxdBov] — Luke 8, 51. 

Mark 6,17 ‘Hpwoidda rv yuvatca [iAlrrov] rod ddedpoid adrod — Luke 3, 10. 

Matt. 23, 35 Zaxaplov [viod Bapaxtov] — Luke 11, 51 [QI]. 
Mark 10, 46 [6 vids Tywalov Bapriuasos] rupdés . . . — Luke 18, 35. 

Mark 13, 1 érnpdra abrdv . . . [6 Hérpos at 'léxwBos cal "Iwavyns xai *Avdpéas] — 

Luke 21, 7 émnpwrnoar. 

Mark 14, 33 [Llérpov nat "IdxwBov kai "Iwdvyqvy] — Luke 22, 39 oi padyral. 
Mark 14, 37 Aéyer 7G Derpw — Luke 22, 46 elev abrois. 
Mark 15, 21 Zipwva Kupnvaioy . . . [rov marépa ’AdeEdvdpov Kal ‘Pobpov] — Luke 

23, 26. 

For examples of the converse see Mark 5, 31 of panral —Luke 8, 45 6 Ieérpos 

kal ol obv abrG. Mark 14, 13 dbo r&v pabnrdv abrod—Luke 22, 8 Lérpov xat "Iwavynv 

Luke, like Matthew (see Allen, Matthew, p. xxxvi), leaves out 
details of number. 

Mark alone mentions (2, 3) that the paralytic was carried by fowr men. Luke does 

not tell (8, 33), as does Mark (5, 13) that the swine drowned were as dioxtror. Luke 
9, 13 speaks of the needed supplies as Bp@para els ravra rdv Nady robroy rather than as 
Syvapluv Staxoclwy &provs (Mark 6, 37). The companies in Luke 9, 14 are fifty each, 
not fifty and a hundred (Mark 6, 40). In the parable of the sower and in its interpre- 

tation in Mark 4, 8, 20 the good seed brings forth thirty, sixty, and a hundred-fold. 

In Luke 8, 8, 15 it yields a hundred-fold, or simply “with patience.” The recompense 
of the faithful is changed from éxarovram\aglova, Mark 10, 30, to toAAarAaclova, Luke 

18, 30 (ABAal,; so also in Matt. 19, 29 BL). Note also the éSdounxovrdats érrd in 
Matt. 18, 22, but not in the parallel, Luke 17, 4 [Q]. 
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Again, Mark (14, 1, cf. Matt. 26, 2) says that the passover was to occur werd dbo 
twépas; Luke merely says it was near (22, 1 #yyitev). Luke 22, 34, 61 and Matt. 26, 
34, 75 both omit the double cock-crowing of Mark 14, 30, 72. (So even in Mark NC*W 
omit dis. Note further omissions of X al in Mark 14, 68, 72.) 

The addition of dt0 in Luke 9, 30 xal ldod dvdpes dbo... olrives Foray Muiofs cal 
*Haelas (cf. Mark 9, 4 "HAclas ov Mwiae?) is perhaps due to a kind of formula of Luke 
for apparitions. See Luke 24, 4 cat lSod &vdpes dbo tréornoav abrais; Acts 1, 10 kai 
xai l6od Gvipes S00 TapioriKeacay abrots. See also p. 178 n. 

Characteristic of Luke is his qualification of numbers by dei, e.g. 

Mk. 6, 40. xara revrixovra Lk. 9, 14 deel va. revrixovra (v.1.) 
MEK. 6, 44 mevraxioxtAror &vdpes Lk. 9, 14 deel dvdpes mevraxiox irre 

Mk. 9, 2 pera tyuépas zt Lk. 9, 28 deel hutpar dure 

ME. 15, 33 dpas éxrns Lk. 23, 44 deel dpa ern 

This use of doei is found elsewhere in the New Testament only 

in Luke’s writings (Luke 3, 23; 22, 41, 59; Acts 1, 15;2, 41}; 10, 3; 

19, 7, 34), with the solitary exception of Matt. 14, 21, dvdpes doel 

mevraxtoxidot, which is thus under suspicion of having been assimi- 

lated to Luke 9, 14.1 In two cases Luke uses it with a more definite 

phrase substituted for Mark’s pixpdv, werd yuxpdr, viz. Luke 22, 41 

wel AiBov Bodny, 22, 59 Siacraons woel Spas was (cf. 22, 58 pera 

Bpaxd). 
Other details of many kinds are omitted by Luke. Beside the 

examples discussed elsewhere (pp. 151 f.) of indications of time an 

place which Luke omits, a few others may here be given: 

Mark 2,1 & otk ?— Luke 5, 17. 

Mark 4, 38 & 7H mpburn emt 76 rpooxepddAaov — Luke 8, 23. 

Mark 5, 21 & 7@ rAoly — Luke 8, 40. 
Mark 6, 8 «is rHy Savnvy — Luke 9, 3. 

Mark 6, 32 76 rdoiw — Luke 9, 10. 
Mark 6, 39 émi 7G xAwpd xdpTy — Luke g, 14. 

Mark 8, 27 év rf 686 — Luke g, 18. 
Mark 9, 8 éamva — Luke 9, 36. 

* Elsewhere numbers are thus qualified by és, as by Mark at the feeding of the four 

thousand (8, 9 = Matt. 15, 38 ».J.) and by John at the feeding of the five thousand (6, 

10; cf. Mark 6, 44 = Luke 9, 14 above) and elsewhere (e.g. John 19, 14 = Luke 23, 

44 above, and Mark 5, 13; John 1, 40; 4,6; 6,19; 11, 18; 19, 39; 21, 8). Luke uses 

it twice in the gospel (1, 56, and 8, 42 where it is added to Mark 5, 42 érav bé5exa) and 

frequently in Acts: 1, 15 vl; 4,401.3 5,7 (Gs dpav rpdv dudorqua, cf. Luke 22, 59 

above), 5, 36; 13, 18, 20; 10, 34 v.l., 27, 37 ; 
2 According to Hawkins, Horae Synopticae, pp. 11, 28, olxta and olxos without men- 

tion of the owner occur seven times in Mark, four times in Matthew, but nowhere else 

in the New Testament. 
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Mark 0, 33 & rf olxlg 1— Luke 9, 46. 
Mark 9, 33 & 7H 686 -— Luke 9, 47. 

Mark 10, 32 & 79 656 —— Cf. Luke 109, 28. 
Mark 10, 52 & 79 656 — Luke 18, 43. 
Mark 12, 35 & 7@ lep@ — Luke 20, 41. 
Mark 12, 41 xarévavrt 700 yatopudaklov —— Luke 21, 1. 

Mark 13, 1 & 70d tepod — Luke 21, 5. 
Mark 13, 3. els 7d 8pos trav ehardy Karevayre Tov iepod — Luke 21, 7. 

Mark 14,16 els riv wok — Luke 22, 13. 
Mark 14, 68 %w els 7d mpoabdiov — Luke 22, 58. 

Mark 15, 25 #v 6¢ &pa rplrn, cf. 15, 34 — Luke 23, 336. 
Mark 15, 42 xal #n dplas -yevouérns —— Luke 23, 50; but cf. vs. 54. 

Mark 16, 5 & rots dettots — Luke 24, 4. 

Other details of all sorts omitted by Luke may be illustrated by 

the following :? 

Mark 1,6 Dress and food of John the Baptist — Luke 3, 1-6. 

Mark 1,13 qv wera rOv Onplwy — Luke 4, I, 2. 
Mark 4, 36 xal &dda wAola Foar per’ abrob — Luke 8, 22. 
Mark 10, 50 dmoBaddy 7d indreor abrod (cf. Mark 14, 51, 52) — Luke 18, 40; cf. 

22, 53- 

Mark 11,8 daAdor 8¢ o7iBddas kopavres ex Trav &ypSv — Luke 19, 36 
Mark 11, 15 rds rpaméfas r&v KoAdAvBic Tay Kal Tas Kabédpas TGv TwdobvTwy Tas TeEpt- 

orepas kartotpeyev — Luke 109, 45. 

Mark 12, 1 wepienxey ppayudy kal Sputey drodgriov Kai @xoddunoer whpyov — Luke 

20, 9. 

Mark 14,1 & d6\~ — Luke 22, 2. 

Loss of Palestinian color has been found by some in various other 

passages, where it is supposed that Luke adapted his sources for 

readers to whom Palestinian life was unknown. Thus according to 

Scholten (of. cit. p. 22; but see below, p. 197) Luke (8, 16) failed 

to recognize the force of the articles in Mark 4, 21, where the regular 

pieces of furniture in a Jewish house are mentioned as the lamp, the 

lampstand, the bed (cf. also Mark 7, 30, and Luke 11, 7: “my 
children are with me in the bed,” eis rv xoirnv.) The use of mud 

and thatch in the walls and roof of houses is obscured by Luke’s 

omission of étopitavres in Mark 2, 4 (cf. Luke 5, 19, da rav 

xepépwv) and of dioptacover in Matt. 6, 19, 20; cf. Luke 12, 33. 
(In Luke 12, 39 = Matt. 24, 43 diopuxOfva is retained by Luke). 

According to Lagrange, Revue Biblique (1896), p. 31, quoted by 

1 See note 2 on preceding page. 
? Though only omissions are mentioned here, it must not be overlooked that Luke 

often adds a short phrase for the sake of fulness and clearness. See Hawkins, Horae 
Synopticae, and edit., pp. 194 ff. 
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Batiffol, Credibility of the Gospel, p. 138, the expression in the 

parable, Matt. 7, 25, 27 #\@av of worapol, while appropriate enough 

for Palestine with its sudden freshets and its unsubstantial houses, 

was changed by Luke (6, 48, 49) as not suitable to conditions else- 

where. 

STRUCTURE OF SENTENCES AND USE oF CONJUNCTIONS 

We come now to consider those changes made by Luke, in passages 

derived from Mark, which affect neither the order of the paragraphs 

aor the treatment of the paragraph as a whole, but rather the struc- 

ture of the sentence, the order of words, and matters of grammar 

and vocabulary, all of which constitute the minor elements of style. 

The details here are numerous, and do not always afford a basis for 

natural classification, so that a complete list of all changes would 

give no very definite results. Instead, we shall list and group those 

changes which seem to show the editorial habits of the author, with- 

out demanding or expecting that his changes should uniformly be in 

one direction. For example, if from the expression ratra wavra in 

Mark 13, 4 and 13, 30, Luke omits first one word and then the other, 

the two instances alone furnish us but little information about his 

method. 
To the investigation of Luke’s use of Mark would follow as a 

natural sequel an investigation of his use of Q. The subject no 

doubt admits of separate treatment, and much of the material is 

already collected in Harnack’s Sayings of Jesus. Butas the original 

wording of Q is not certainly discovered by mere comparison with 

Matthew, and as the changes attributable to Luke are usually to be 

recognized by his literary habits elsewhere, it seems most instruc- 

tive, instead of reserving this part of our study for a separate chap- 

ter, to add under each class of changes made by Luke in passages 

derived from Mark similar differences between Luke and Matthew 

in sections that have no parallels in Mark. This will at the same 

time strengthen the evidence given by comparison with the sections 

from Mark alone and confirm by that evidence the suspicion of 

corresponding changes where Q was the source. As before, these 

parallels will be distinguished by the sign (QI. 

Harnack does not appear to have used for the basis of his recon- 

struction of Q a full study of the editorial methods of the two sub- 
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sequent writers in their use of Mark. In a few cases I believe this 

analogy would have led him to reverse his decision, or at least to 

speak with less confidence. A few examples will be found in the 

course of this discussion. 
Luke’s changes in the text of Mark often find their readiest ex- 

planation in his desire for improvement in the structure of sentences. 

It is true that Luke never equals in his later sections the balanced 
periodical sentence with which his work begins, yet his sense for the 

balance of composite sentences is not lost, and in many other ways 

his constructions-approximate more nearly to classical models than 

do those of his sources. Norden observes this fact and quotes a 

few cases. He says (Antike Kunstprosa, pp. 490 f.): ‘ Einige Perio- 

den bildet Lukas besser als die beiden anderen (ohne dass er durch- 

weg gut periodisierte), doch habe ich mir aus vielem nur weniges 

notiert,”’ and adds as an example: 

Mark 1, 10f. xal eds dvaBaivwy & rod Bdaros eliev cxtLouevous Tods obpavods kal Td 

Treva Gs weprorepay KaraBaivoy els abrév. Kal dw éyevero & T&v obpavdr, ad ef 6 

vids pou 6 d&yamnrés, & aol ebddxnoa. 

Luke 3, 21 f. éyévero &¢ & 76 BarrioOfvar dravra rév Aadv kal "Incod BarricOevros Kat 

Tpocevxopivoy dvewxOjvar tov obpavev xal xaraPivar 76 mvedpa 76 &yiov cwpaTiKG 

eBer Gs meprorepav én’ abrév, xal pwr e& obpavod yevéoOar K.T.r. 

The most frequent improvement is the substitution of some form 

of complex sentence for successive co-ordinate verbs, thus reducing 

the extent of parataxis. This is done in many ways. Norden’s ex- 

ample suggests two of these, the construction with é r@ with the 
infinitive and the use of the genitive absolute. 

The construction éyévero é&v 7 with the infinitive occurs fre- 

quently in Luke in various forms (see Plummer, St. Luke, p. 45). It 

appears in a few cases to be substituted for a different expression 
in Mark: 

Mk. 1, 10 (quoted above) Lk. 3, 21 (quoted above) 
ME. 5, 21 dcamepdcavros rod "Incod Lk. 8, 40 éyévero & 7G broorpépew Tdv 

, "Inootv 

ME. 10, 46 xai Epxovrau els "lepaxed Lk. 18, 35 éyrero & 7 eyyltav abrov els 

"Tepexa 

We may also add one case of the infinitive with é without pre- 
ceding éyévero, a construction which also is a favorite with Luke: 
MK. 5, 24 xal xodobGe. abrG Bxdos wodts Lk. 8, 42 & d8 T@ brave abrév of Sxdoe 

kal ovveOABov abrév ovuvérveyov abrév 
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Participles 
In one of the preceding cases (Mark 5, 21 = Luke 8, 40) Luke is 

supplanting a genitive absolute. More often Luke introduces the 
genitive absolute in place of a finite verb: 
MK. 1,9 xal @arricOn Lk. 3, 21 "Inood Barriobévros 
MK. 4,1 ouvéyeraa... dxdos Lk. 8, 4 cuvdvros 3xXov oddod 
Mk. 10, 50 688... GdOe Lk. 18, 40 éyylcavros abrod 
Mk. 11, 4 Abovow abréy Lk. 19, 33 Avévrwy abr&y rdv Todov 
Mk. 12, 37 odts 3xXos Hxover Lk. 20, 45 dxobovros ravyrés rod aod 
ME. 13, 1 dévet els Lk. 21, 5 revwy Aeyorrov 
Mk. 14,13 bréyere Lk. 22, 10 eloedOdvrwv dudv 
Mk. 14, 49 funy . . . diddoxwv Lk. 22, 53 dvros pov 

When, as occasionally happens, Luke omits a genitive absolute 
in his source it is sometimes because the subject is already present 
in the sentence so that a genitive absolute is strictly ungrammatical,! 
as: 

Mk. 5, 2 éed@évros abrod . . . irqp- Lk. 8, 27 eedObvre abrG . . . daqvrnoe 
thoev ait 

MK. 5,18 éuBatvovros abrod . . . abrév Lk. 8, 37, 38 abros euBas .. . wSetro 

6 abrod 

Mk. 10,17 emopevopévov abrod . . . adrév Lk. 18, 18 omits 

Cf. Mk. 10, 46 éopevouévov abrod Lk. 18, 35 omits 

ME. 13, 1 &ropevopévou abroi . . . abrG@ Lk. 21, 5 omits 

In other cases Luke inserts a different genitive absolute of his own 
in the sentence: 

MK. 1, 32 dias dé yevopévns Lk. 4, 40 ddbvovros rod 4Alov 

ME. 15, 33 kal yevouévns dpas exrys oxd- Lk. 23, 44, 45 xal qv fbn doel dpa rn Kai 

Tos éyévero oxéros éyévero . . . Tod HAlov éxXelzovTos 

The only other genitive absolute omitted by Luke is: 

MK. 6, 35 pas roAdfs yevoperns Lk. 9, 12 4 5¢ juépa Hptaro KNlvew 

Luke sometimes uses the genitive absolute for some other expres- 

sion in Mark’s narrative, and frequently adds it, thereby making 

the situation more definite: 

ME. 1, 35 pw &vuxa lav Lk. 4, 42 -yevouévns 5& juépas 

ME. 4, 36 Lk. 8, 23. wAcdvrww 5é abrdv 
ME. 5, 31 Lk. 8, 45 dpvovpever 5 ravrwr 

Mk. 9, 7 Lk. 9, 34 tadra 6& abrod Neyorros # 

1 Luke does not however completely avoid this ungrammatical genitive absolute. 
See Luke 12, 36; 15, 20; 17,12; 18, 40; 22, 10, 53; Acts 4,1; 21,17. 

2 Cf. Matt. 17, 5 ere abrod Nadobyros 
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Mk. 9g, 20 Lk. 9, 42 ere 6& mpocepxopéevov abrod 
Mk. 9, 30 Lk. 9, 43. wévrwr 5 Oavpafévray 

Mk. 11, 8 Lk. 19, 36 opevopévov 6¢ abrod 
Mk. 11, 9 Lk. 19, 37 évyifovros 5¢ abrod K.7.d. 
Mk. 14, 54 Lk. 22, 55 meprapavrwv 5é wip «.7.d. 
MK, 14, 72 Lk. 22, 60 ére Aadodyros abrot 

Mk. 16, 5 ekeapByOnoar Lk. 24, 5 éuddBwy dt yevouévev K.7.d. 

Similar use of the genitive absolute is made by Luke in passages derived from Q 
or in introducing such passages. (Cf. Harnack, Sayings, pp. 39, 113). 
Mt. 3, 11 Lk. 3, 15 mpogdox&vros 6 Trot aod Kal 

bradoyttouever réavrev xrr. [Q] 

Mt. 7, 25 xaréBy } Bpoxy Lk. 6, 48 aAqupbpns 5é yevouerns [Q] 
Mt. 8, 19 Lk. 9, 57 kal ropevopevwy abrav & ri 

456 [Q] 
Mt. 12, 22 Weparevoev abrév Lk. 11, 14 rod darpovlov eedOdvros [Q] 
Mt. 12, 38 Lk. 11, 29 ré&v 5 bxAwY exabporfopéerwr 

(Q] 

The other uses of the participle in Luke are both more numerous 

and more idiomatic than in Mark. The simplest illustrations of his 

correction of Mark by participles are found in those pairs of verbs 

connected in Mark by «ai, for one of which Luke substitutes a par- 

ticiple.| In most cases it is the former of the two verbs that is 

changed by Luke to the participle, and the temporal sequence is 

shown by the tense (aorist) of the participle. But in some other 
cases, notably with verbs of saying where the time of the two verbs 

is really synchronous the second is changed to the participle. 

List of both kinds of changes follow. 

Participle for the former of two co-ordinate verbs. 

MK. 1, 35 e&fA\Oev xal Lk. 4, 42 e€edOav 
Mk. 2,11 dpov ... kal Lk. 5, 24 dpas 

Mk. 2,12 qyépOn Kal Lk. 5, 25 dvacrds 

Mk. 4,5 ékavérerdey . . . Kal Lk. 8,6 ve 
Mk. 4,7 dvéBnoay Kai Lk. 8, 7 cvvdveioa 

Mk. 4, 20 dxobovow . . . Kai Lk. 8, 15 dxovcavres 
MK. 5, 22f. wlwre . . . xal Lk. 8, 41 weodv 

MK. 5, 33 mpocéwesery . . . kai Lk. 8, 47. rpoorecotoa 
Mk. 6, 7 mpocxadetrac . . . Kat Lk. 9, 1 cuvKadeodpevos 

Mk. 6, 30 ouvdyovra: . . . Kal Lk. 9, 10 dbrocrpéivavres 

Mk. 6, 33 éréyrwoay . . . kal Lk. 9, 11 -yvdévres 

Mk. 9, 2 wapadapBave . . . Kab Lk. 9, 28 apadaBov 

Mt. 8, 21 dmedGetv Kal Lk. 9, 59 dredOdvre (0.1. -6vra) [Q] 
Mt. 5,15 «xalovoc.. . xal Lk. 11, 33 das [Q] 

1 For an opposite case see Mark 9, 7 éyévero vedédn émioxcdtovea abrots (Luke 9, 
34 Kal éreoxlater abrobs). 
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- 10, 28 ddijkapev . . . xai 
ME. 10, 34 paoriymoovow .. . Kat 
Mk. 11, 2 Aboare . . . Kak 

Mk. 11, 4 &rfNov kai 

Mk. 11,7 ériBaddover. . . Kal 

Mk. 12,3 Sepav xai 

Mk. 12, 18 éxovrac . . . xal 

Mk. 12, 20 @aGev . . . Kal 

Mk. 14,16 e€#dOov . . . Kai 

MK. 14, 35 émemrev emt ris yifs xal 

Mk. 14, 37 pxerae kai 

Mk. 14, 65 fptavro . . . mepixadbarey 

Kab 

ME. 15, 43 elofdOev . . . Kal 
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Lk. 18, 28 
Lk. 18, 33 

Lk. 19, 30 
Lk. 19, 32 

Lk. 19, 35 
Lk. 20, 10 
Lk. 20, 27 

Lk. 20, 29 
Lk. 22, 13 
Lk. 22, 41 
Lk. 22, 45 
Lk. 22, 64 

adevres 

paoTLywoarres 

Aboavres 

amedOdvres 

éemiplyavres 

Selpavres 

mpocedOdvres 

AaBav 

dreNOdvres 

Geis Ta yévara ! 

av 

Twepixanbyavres 

Lk. 23, 52 mpovedav (So Matt. 27, 58) 

Participle for the latter of two co-ordinate verbs: 

Mk. 1, 41 

Mk. 4, 38 

ME. 4, 41 xal @2eyor 

ME. 5, 20 xai jptaro knpbooew 

MK. 5, 37{. otk ddfjixey .. 
ME. 8, 31 xal Aptaro diédoxev 

ME. 10, 14 kai elev 

Mk. 10, 47 Kal Neve 
Mk. 11, 2 kal Neyer 
Mk. 11,17 «al édevev 

Mk. 12,4 xal qripacay 

Mk. 12,8 xai é€Badov 

Mk. 14, 22 xal elvev 

Mk. 14, 24 kai elrrev 

Mk. 14, 36 xai dheyer 

kai Neyer 

kai A€youce 

- Kat Epxovrar 

Aéyur 

Aeyovres 

deyorres 

Knptocwy 

Oa... 

elrav 

Aeyor 

Aeywr 

Aeywr 

AEyor 

aripacavres 

éxBadovtes 

eywr 

eywr 

Aeywr 

Lk. 5, 12 
Lk. 8, 24 
Lk. 8, 25 

Lk. 8, 39 
Lk. 8, 51 

Lk. 9, 22 
Lk. 18, 16 

Lk. 18, 38 
Lk. 19, 30 

Lk. 19, 46 

Lk. 20, rr 

Lk. 20, 15 
Lk. 22, 19 
Lk. 22, 20 

Lk. 22, 42 

obk adijxev 

It will be observed that this change is chiefly with verbs of saying. In the few 
other cases where Luke substitutes a participle for the second of two co-ordinate verbs 

the change reverses also the order in time of the acts mentioned. 

The participle, usually with the article, is substituted by Luke for 

a relative clause: 

Mt. 5, 39 dams oe parife 

Mt. 7, 24 darts axober 

Mt. 7, 24 darts @Kxoddunoev 

Mt. 7, 26 dors @xodépnoey 

Mk. 4,9 6s exer dra 
ME. 3, 35 ds dv rorjon 
Mt. 23, 35 dv époveboare 

Lk. 6, 29 7 rimrovri ce [Q] 
Lk. 6,47 6... dxotwv [Q] 

Lk. 6, 48 oixodopodvre [Q] 

Lk. 6, 49 oixodopqcavre [Q]? 

Lk. 8, 8 6 éxwv Gra (cf. Matt. 13, 9) 
Lk. 8, 21 of . . . mowotvres 

Lk. 11, 51 70d drrodopévov [Q] 

' In this instance, however, the preceding clause shows the converse difference, for 

Mark has rpoe\Oav pxpdv, Luke drecracOn ax’ abr&v doel Albov Bodiy cai. 

° Perhaps Luke 7, 32 = Matt. 11, 16 £. should be added, see full text and variants. 
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Mt. 10, 33 darts 5° dv dpvgonrat pe 
Mt. 12, 32 és 5’ dy elap 
Mk. 3, 29 6s 6’ dv BAacdnunen 
Mt. 23, 12 darts 6& bYwoe eavrdy 
Mt. 23,12 do7ts raTewwoe tavréy 

Mt. 5, 32 ds day drrodeAuperny yauqon 

MK. 12, 18 ofrives A€yovt 

Mk. 15, 41 at. . . qKxodobfovr 

Compare also 

Mk. 9, 35 ef rus OéAet pros elvar, éorar 
révruv éoxaros Kal ravrwy didKovos 

MK. 10, 43 ds dy Oédp péyas yevéoOar &v iyiv 

Mk. 10, 43 dcdxovos 
Mk. 10, 44 és dv O€Ap buddy yevéoOar rpGros 
Mt. 6, 12 rots derdéracs 

The only case of the reverse is 
Mk. 12, 40 of xareoOlovres 
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Lk. 12,9 6 58 dpynodperds we [Q] 

Lk. 12, 10 7G . . . Bracdnujoavre (Q?] 

Lk. 14, 11; 18,14 és 6 ipav éavrdr [Q] 

Lk. 14, 11; 18, 14 6 dé ramevav éavrdv [Q] 
LE. 16, 18 6 dmodeAupévgv .. . vane [Q] 
Lk. 20, 27 of avrtdeyovres 

Lk. 23, 49 al cvvaxodovfotcat 

Lk. 9, 48 6 yép pxpérepos & raow byiv 

brapxwv, otrés tor peyas 

Lk. 22, 26 6 pelfwv & bpiv 

Lk. 22, 26 6 dcaxovay 
. 22, 26 36 wyobuevos 

. II, 4 avril dpeldrovre [Q] 

Lk. 20, 47 of xarecOlovow 

In this case Mark’s participle is not grammatical (see p. 148). 

The participle with the article is twice used for the verb, thus: 

Mk. 5, 30 ris pov Haro 

Mk. 11, 28 cls cou tiv eovolay rabrny 

Banev 

Lk. 8, 45 ls 6 dWdpevds pov 

Lk. 20, 2 ris éorww 6 dobs cor Ti efovolay 

tabrnv 

The question rls éorw 6 ralcas ce (Luke 22, 64) has the same form, and is perhaps an 
addition by Luke to Mark 14, 65 mpopfrevoor, later by assimilation added to Matt. 
26, 68, where it is much less suitable, since Matthew has no reference to Jesus’ being 
blindfolded. This agreement of Matthew and Luke against Mark is, however, very 
puzzling. Similar, and characteristic of Luke, is the form of Luke 22, 23, rd rls &pa elq 
e abrév 6 robro péAdwy rpdccev, for Mark’s simple and direct pare eye (14, 19). 

In the following cases a variety of constructions of Mark, includ- 

ing clauses with add, yap, iva, and cases of complementary infini- 

tive, apposition, and asyndeton, are replaced by a participle in 
Luke: 

Mk. 1, 44 brave ceavrdv dettov 

Mk. 5,19 GAdAd Aévyer air@ 
MK, 8, 36 dere? &xOpwrov Kepdfioat 

MK. 9, 6 od yap jde 

Lk. 5, 14 dzedOcy Settov ceavrév 
Lk. 8, 38 Aéywr 

Lk. 9, 25 dpedcirar &vOpwiros Kepdjoas 

Lk. 9, 33 pw eldds 
Mk. 10, 17 rl rovjow va... Kdnpovo- Lk. 18, 18 rl moujoas . . . KAnpovo- 

Low how 
Mk. 14, 10 "lobdas . . . dels ray ddexa ©=—- Lk. 22, 3 “Iobdav.. . dvra & rod apWpuod 

tev 5edsexa 

But Mark 5, 25-27, had too many participles even for Luke, and 
by omitting some and by using a relative clause he avoids the fault 
of his source (Luke 8, 43, 44): 
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Mark Luke 

5,25 Kal yur?) otoa & ploa . . . 8, 43 Kal yur?) obca & ploe .. . 

5,26 xai wo\Aa rabotca . . . 

xal daravicaca .. . itis... Tpocavadwcaca . 

kai pndy wpednbcioa otk toxucevy . . . OeparrevOfjvac 

@\Aa . . . EModoa 

5,27 axotoaca ... 

eMotoa . . . 8,44 mpocedoica .. . 

taro «.7.r. plato «.7.r. 

iva and wore 

In dealing with clauses already dependent or semi-dependent in 

Mark, Luke shows a tendency to tighten the relation of the clause 

to the main sentence. Here he is also resisting the loose structure 

of post-classical Greek. The free use of iva clauses is a feature of 

Hellenistic Greek, but they are distinctly looser than the infinitive 

with which Luke frequently displaced them. The &o7e construction 

is notoriously loose, and this too Luke seems partially to avoid. In- 

direct questions are frequently modified so that their relation as 

substantive clauses may be made more clear. A noun, an infinitive, 

a relative clause, may make a good substitute; but more often Luke 

converts the question into a substantive by prefixing the neuter 

article. This of course applies also to direct questions which he 

wishes to incorporate in the main sentence. 

iva is replaced by an infinitive thus: 

ME. 3, 10 émerinrev tva abrot dpwvrar Lk. 6, 19 éfqrovv &rrecOar abrod 

ME. 5,12 wépyov... Wa civé\Owpuer Lk. 8, 32 émirpaly . . . eioedOetv 

Mk. 5,18 wapexdte ... ba... 9 Lk. 8, 38 éetro . . . elvar 

ME. 5, 43 SueorelAaro . . . Wapnielsyvot Lk. 8,56 mapyyyedke .. . undet elreiv 

MK. 6, 41 éidov .. . wa raparbdow Lk. 9, 16 éliov. . . wapafetva 
Mk. 8, 30 éxeripnoe tva déeywouw Lk. 9, 21 éwertpjoas waphyyedev deve 

ME. 14, 38 ta ph eloedOnre Lk. 22, 40 pa eicedOetv, but cf. vs. 46 

ME. 15, 21 ta app Lk. 23, 26 épew 

Compare also: 

Mk. 1, 44 Spa elrps Lk. 5,14 mapiyyedre .. . elrety 

iva disappears in other ways: 

Mt. 7,1 Wa pr xpdijre LE. 6, 37 kal ob yr) xpiOjre (Q] 

ME. 4, 22 édy ph a pavepwOi Lk. 8, 17 5 ob davepdv yerqoerat 

Mk. 4, 22 GAX’ tva Oy els pavepdv Lk. 8,17 Sodyu) . . . els davepdv ErOy } 

1 This construction may, however, be due to Luke’s conflation of Mark with Q 

(Matt. 10, 26 = Luke 12, 2); note yrwo6j. 
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Mk. 10,17 rb rovqow iva KAnpovopnow Lk. 18, 18 ri moujoas . . . KAnpovonhow 

Mk. 14, 10 ta rapadot Lk. 22, 4 76 més... mapads (but cf. 

Mk. 14, 11) 

Mk. 15,15 mapéSwxev. . . wacravpw0f, Lk. 23, 25 rapédwxev 7G Oehquare abr&v 

For the complete omission of clauses with ta, see page go. 

In modern Greek the infinitive has succumbed entirely to tva 

(v4). Luke’s resistance to the growing use of iva is shown in Acts, 

where it is comparatively infrequent, and even in its proper use less 

frequent than érws. See J. Viteau, Etude sur le grec du Nouveau 

Testament, Paris, 1893, pp. 74, 176; Blass, Grammar of N. T. Greek, 

§ 69, 2 sub fin. 
éore is removed in Luke’s editing thus: 

Mk. 1, 27 ore ovvgnreiv Lk. 4, 36 Kai cvvedadouv 
Mk. 2,12 dare dokagew Lk. 5, 26 kal éddtatov 
Mk. 2, 28 dare Lk. 6,5 omits dore 
Mk. 3, 10 dore émimirrav...tva dpovrat Lk. 6, 19 efarovy drrecbat 

ME. 4, 37 Gore yeulfecdar Lk. 8, 23 kai ovverdnpodvro 

Mt. 12, 22 adore rov Kwddv Aadety Lk. 11, 14 €d\aAnoe 6 kwods [Q] 
Mt. 23, 31 wore Lk. 11, 48 apa [Q] 
Mk. 4, 32 dove (so Matt. 13, 32) Lk. 13, 19 xaé [perhaps from Q] 

At Mark 1, 453 2, 2; 3,10; 3, 20; 4,1; 9, 26, the whole clause containing dare has 

no parallel in Luke. It is interesting that in all these passages except the last the sub- 
ject is the same, — the uncomfortable results of Jesus’ popularity. Luke’s omission of 
these clauses is due probably to other reasons than those of language. The only two 
cases in Luke’s gospel of wore expressing result have a similar connection — the em- 
barrassing effects of Jesus’ miracles (Luke 5, 7 dave BvbiferOar aira [7d wAotal) or popu- 

larity (Luke 12, 1 dore karamareiy dddqAous). See also p. 92. 

ore is comparatively rare in Luke and Acts, and either conveys 

the idea of purpose or indicates a very close connection of result. 

The use of &ore to begin a new sentence (in the sense of guare, itaque; 

see Winer-Moulton, p. 377) is not found in Luke or Acts. See Har- 

nack, Sayings, p. 102; “St. Luke also avoids Sore in the sense of 

dtaque.”’ 
Questions 

Indirect questions in Mark often receive in Luke a definite sub- 

stantive construction. They are made articular thus: 

Mk. 9, 34 tls welfwv Lk. 9, 46 16 rls dv etn peltwr abr&v. CE. 

Lk. 22, 24 76 tls abrav doe? elvat peltwy 

Mk. 11, 18 was abrdv drodtowow Cf. Lk. 19, 48 70 tl rojowow 
Mk. 14,1 7@s droxrelvwor Lk, 22, 2 76 més dvédwow 

Mk. 14, 11 més wapadot Lk. 22, 4 716 mds rapadé (cf. also vs. 6) 
Mk. 14, 19 mare eyo Lk. 22, 23 7d rls dpa etn x.7.d. 
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Questions are altered in other ways:! 

Mk. 2, 25 ri évolyoe Aaveld Lk. 6, 3 8 érolnoev Aavel5 
Mk. 5,14 rl éorw 7d yeyovds Lk. 8, 35 1d yeyovds 
MK. 6, 36 ri ddywou Lk. 9, 12 émotriopdv 
Mk. 9, 6 rl droxp.6j Lk. 9, 33. 8 Aéyer 
ME. 11, 18 és abrév érod\Mowow Lk. 19, 47  abrdv arodéoat 
Mk. 13,11 rl adqonre Lk. 21, 14 drodoynOivat ? 
Mk. 14, 11 was abrév edxalpus Tapadot Lk. 22,6 ebxarptay (so Matt. 26, 76) rod 

Tapadotvar abrév 
MK. 14, 36 od rh eye Oédw GAAS zh ob Lk. 22, 42 pi 7d OeAnud pov GAG 7d ody 
Mk. 14, 68 rh dévers Cf. Lk. 22, 60 6 Neves 

For the complete omission of questions, see pp. 81, 82. 

bre 

drt is used by Luke several times in place of yap or where in 
Mark there is asyndeton to secure closer relation between two 
sentences. 

MK. 1, 22 fv yap diidoxwr abrods ds &- Lk. 4, 32 Ore & ékovola fv 6 Adyos abrod 
ovolay Exwy 

MK. 1, 27 rl éorw rotro; didax%} xawh car’ Lk. 4, 36 rls 6 Nbyos obros re ey éovela 
éLougiay 

Mk. 1, 38 els rodro yap é€7\Oov Lk. 4, 43 dr éwi rodr0 dec radnv 

Compare 

Mk. 6, 35 f. Eonuds éorw 6 réwos... Lk. g, 12 drédvooy tov dxAov .. . Srt 

amédvoov abrobts x.7.d. be &v éphuw rome éopev 

According to Hawkins, Horae Synopticae, the use of ért recitantis 

is characteristic of Mark. The more certain cases (p. 28, following 

Bruder) number in Matt. eight, in Mark twenty-four, in Luke 

thirteen; but if some less certain cases are included, the figures 

become for Matt. fourteen, Mark thirty-four, Luke twenty-eight 

(p. 41). 
1 In view of this practice of Luke, it may be doubtful whether the difference between 

Luke 10, 22, ris éorw 6 vids . . . Kal rls dori 6 warnp, and Matt. 11, 27, rdv vid» . . . 

tov warépa, is due to Luke’s literary method. Harnack, Sayings, p. 20, compares Luke’s 

use of the direct question, ris éoviv odros and a relative clause, in Luke 5, 21; 7, 49; 

8, 25; 9, 9, but in at least two of these cases the question can be attributed directly to 
the source, Mark 2, 7; 4,41. Better illustrations would be Luke 13, 25, 27 od olda 
duds wiev tore; 20, 7 pi) eldévar ober (cf. Matt. 25, 12; 7, 23; Mark 11, 33), and 

especially Luke 8, 9 érnpwruv.... rls atry ely 4) wapaBody for Mark 4, 10 jpdrwv 
«.. 7s mapaBodds. Compare Luke 19, 3 éfnret isety rdv "Inaody rhs éorw. 

2 But cf. Luke 12, 11 r&s 9 rb awodoyjonobe } rh elrnre. = Matt. 10, 19 mas # rl 

AaAnonre. 
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In the following cases drt recitative of Mark is omitted by Luke: 

Mk. 13, 40 

MK. 6, 35 
Abyuww abr@ Sre tay O&Ags 

Bdevyor bre Eonuds tori 

Mk. 8, 28 elaay 370 "Iwdvvqv 
Mk. 9, 31 Zdcvev atrois dri 6 vids 
MK. 10, 32, 33 Aptaro abrots Atyay . . 

bre od dvaBalvopner 

. 12,6 deywr bre &rparqoovrat 

. 12,7 €lrav bre obrés torw 

. 12,19 éypaver hiv dre édy rivos 

- 13,6 Aeyovres Sre byw elue 

- 14,14 elare .. . Srt 6 didoxados 

revyet 

Mk. 14, 69 DAé€yew . . . bre otros 
MK. 14, 71 dyvbvae bre obdk olda 

- 5,12 Akyww, xbpre, Edy GedAys 
.9, 12 €lrov abrg: drédvoov 

-9, 19 elrav: "Iwavyny 

+9, 43,44 clr... 6 vids 

Lk. 18, 31 elve . . . léod dvaBalvoue 

Lk. 20,13 elma . . . &vrparqoovrat 
Lk. 20, 14 Akyoures: obrés Eorey 

Lk. 20, 28 éypaver hiv: édv rivos 

Lk. 21, 8 Déyovres tym ele 

Lk. 22, 11 épetre . . . Ayer gar b 554- 

oKados 

Lk. 22, 59 Aéywr . . . obros 
Lk. 22, 60 elwev . . . &vOpwre, otk olda 

Similarly, Matt. 8, 2 omits 67. of Mark 1, 40, and so in all the 

other cases in Mark here cited (except Mark 14, 71, 72, where 

Matt. 26, 74, 75 retains the dr), as well as in Mark 1, 15; 5, 28; 

6, 18; 8,4; 14, 27. As Matthew’s aversion to éru in this use is as 

strong as Luke’s, if not stronger, the cases of 87. found in either 

gospel in passages based on Q are most likely preserved from that 

source though changed by the other evangelist. Here the balance 
is, as we should expect, about even. 

Matt. 4, 4 véypamwrat: obk er’ kpry 

Matt. 4,6 yéypamrrac yap dre 

Matt. 6, 29 Aeéyw de diy dre obde Z. 

Matt. 23, 39 Aéyw yap Suir: ob uh pe line 

Lk. 4, 4 véypamran drt obk éx’ &prw [Q] 
Lk. 4, 10 yéypamra yap bre (Q] 

Lk. 12, 27 Néyw de dutv- ob6e Z. [Q] 

Lk. 13, 35 Aéyw duty dre (om. NBDal.) 

ob yr} lyre we [Q] 

Yet Harnack (Sayings, p. 140) rejects d7t in Luke 4, 4 as “ Lukan ” 

(p. 45), and in reconstructing the text of Q brackets the é71 of Matt. 

6, 29. He ignores the 67: which some codd. and edd. read in Luke 
13, 35 (Tisch., but not Westcott and Hort, v. Soden). 
But the éru recitative of Mark 2,12; 3,11; 5, 353; 14, 72 is re- 

tained in Luke 5, 26; 4, 41; 8, 49; and 22, 61. In Luke 8, 42 the 

recitative é71 of Mark 5, 23 becomes causal (as also perhaps in 
Mark 6, 35 = Luke 9, 12), while in Luke 9, 22 eirav drt takes the 
place of fptaro biddoxev adrods dru (Mark 8, 31). 

‘In one or two cases Luke adds the recitative to Mark. 

Mk. 2, 27 xalédeyer abrois . . . 28 dare 
kbpids eorev 

Mk. 11, 3 elware: 6 xbptos 

Lk. 6, § Kal &evev abrois 8re xbpids torw 

Lk. 19, 31 epetre dre d Kbpios 
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(Contrast the reverse in the similar passage Mark 14, 14 = Luke 22, 11; here, how- 
ever, drt may be causal, answering Scart; so also 19, 34.) 
MK. 11, 31 Aéyorres dav etrwpev Lk. 20, 5 Aéyovres Sre day elrwpev 

(Here in both gospels direct quotation follows elwpe.) 

éav and xabws 

From the changes made by Luke in the other particles which in- 
troduce subordinate clauses few if any definite conclusions can be 
drawn. 

Thus Harnack’s repeated statement that “St. Luke, as is often 
the case, has written ei for édy,” can hardly be sustained on the 
basis of two passages derived from Q. 

Matt. 17, 20 éay exnre mlori ds kéxxov Lk, 17, 6 et &xere mlori cs Kdkkov owd- 
owdrews, épetre mews, édéyere dv [Q] 

Matt. 5, 46 éav yap dyarjonre Lk. 6, 32 kal e dyarare [Q] 

For Luke nowhere appears to change the é4v of Mark to é, so that 
in the above passages the alternative is quite as probable that Mat- 

thew has changed the é to éav. In Matt. 21, 21, which like Matt. 

17, 20 has éav éxnre rior followed-by a future indicative, the éay 

is from Matthew, not from his source (Mark 11, 22f.). Cf. édv in 

Matt. 6, 14, 15; 16, 26 with Mark 11, 25, [26]; 8, 36.1 See Harnack, 

Sayings, p. 91; cf. p. 62: “ The ei here [Luke 6, 32] and in the fol- 

lowing verse [Luke 6, 33 D] is certainly secondary. ... Also in 
other passages St. Luke has changed ééy into ei,” and p. 28, “‘ éav 

is very frequent in Q, and St. Luke has very often changed it.” 

So Nicolardot, Les procédés de rédaction, p. 149, following Harnack. 

Is éav to be preferred to ef because, as Harnack says (p. 159), 

““éay is twice as frequent as et”? in Q? The same ratio holds in 

Mark, and no doubt in many other books. The occurrence of these 

words is often due to subject matter, quite apart from personal pref- 

erence. The whole thought of the condition is affected by the dif- 

ference, as in the parallels Matt. 17, 20 = Luke 17, 6. The only 

other case in point is 

Matt. 10, 13 édv 6é uw) F dtla [y olxla], 4 =k. 10, 6 ef d& unye, [4 elpqva duar) ep’ 

elojvn buy mpds buds émiorpagyrw buds dvaxdpye 

1 In the only other parallel with Mark that comes into consideration here Matt. 
18, 8, 9, (= 5, 29, 30) may have substituted e for é4v (Mk. 9, 43-47). 
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But this instance is made less significant because of the idiomatic 

el 5¢ pie (“ otherwise ”), and the wide variation in wording. Both 

Luke and Matthew retain éav in the preceding antithetical member. 

Possibly a certain preference for xafws may be seen in the follow- 

ing list, though the cases again are mainly from Q, except two from 

Mark which cancel each other: 

Mk. 1,2 Kaus Lk. 3,4 os 
Mk. 1, 44 @ Lk. 5,14 xabas 

Mt. 7,12 rdvra boa Lk. 6, 31 Kaas [Q] 

Mt. 5, 48 os Lk. 6, 36 xadws [Q] 

Mt. 12, 40 domep Lk. 11, 30 Kaas [Q] 
Mt. 24,37 &omep Lk. 17, 26 xadus [Q] 

Harnack (Sayings, pp. 23, 107) also thinks that #ozep in the last 

two instances has been changed by Luke because “ he is not fond of 

&o7mep —on the other hand, he uses xafws 16 + 12 times, while in St. 

Matthew it occurs only three times.” By similar reasoning as good 

a case could be made out for the belief that xa#ws was in the original 

Q and was changed by Matthew to omep; for So7ep is a characteris- 

tic word of Matthew (Hawkins, Horae Synopticae, p. 7), and is 

actually substituted for cai yap (Mark 10, 45) in Matt. 20, 28, 

while Luke uses it only three times in Acts, in the Gospel once, in 

a passage where it comes from Q (17, 24 = Matt. 24, 27), and 

possibly in one other passage (18, 11 vJ.). 

Kal, dé, wév 

The most obvious fact about Luke’s use of co-ordinate conjunc- 

tions discovered by comparison with Mark is his preference for dé 

over kai. Aé belongs to the periodic form of writing; kai is character- 

istic of the Néfts eipouévn. It is colloquial, but in Mark may be 

due sometimes to Semitic idiom, though it is also frequent in Hellen- 

istic and Modern Greek (see J. H. Moulton, Grammar of New 

Testament Greek, I, 12; Thumb, Hellenismus, 129; Robertson, 

Grammar of the Greek New Testament, p. 94.) The comparative fre- 

quency of xai and 6é in Mark and Luke has been stated in various 

ways, as by Hawkins, Horae Synopticae, p. 120 f. 

But the most concrete proof of Luke’s preference is shown in paral- 

lel passages where Luke has substituted dé for xai in Mark without 

much other change of context: 
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Mk. 1,9 xai éyévero 
MK. 1, 38 xat Nye 

Mk. 2,8 kat éreyvois 
Mk. 2, 18 xai Néyovew 
Mk. 2,19 xai elrev 
ME. z, 23 kal éyevero 

+ 3, 21 éyévero 5é 

- 4,43 6 6é lrev 
. 5, 22 émvyvots dé 

- 5,33 ot 6é elrav 

- 5) 34 6 6é elrev 

. 6,1 &yeero 6€ 

Mk. 2, 24 Kai Zdeyov Lk. 6, 2 reves 5é elroy 

Mk. 3, 2. xai raperfpouy Lk. 6, 7 wapernpodyro 5é 

MX. 3,3 kat deve Lk. 6, 8 elev 5é 

Mk. 3,4 xa eye Lk. 6,9 etzev dé 
Mk. 4, 11 kai Qeye Lk. 8, 10 6 dé elvev 

MK. 4, 39 Kai dveyepbels Lk. 8, 24 6 82 dueyepbels 

Mk. 4, 40 xai elrey Lk. 8, 25 elwev dé 
Mk. 5,2 kai e€edOdvros abrod Lk. 8, 27 é&eAOdvre 5é abr GD 
Mk. 5,6 xai bday rév "Incody Lk. 8, 28 iddp dé rdv "Inooby 

ME. 5,9 kai érnpwra abrév Lk. 8, 30 émnpa&rycev 5é abrov 

ME. 5,13 xai éedOévra Lk. 8, 33 éeNOdvra dé 

ME. 5, 14 Kai #AGor Lk. 8, 35 eGov 5é 
Mk. 5, 41 xai xparjoas Lk. 8, 54 abrés dé kparjoas 
Mk. 6, 12 kat tedOdvres Lk. 9, 6 éepxdpevor dé 

MK. 6,14 kai fxovce Lk. 9, 7 #xovoer 5é 

MK. 6, 44 xai joay 

ME. 6, 41 kai AaBdv 
Mk. 8, 28 xai &ddou 
ME. 8, 36 Kai numOivac rv Yoxiv 

Mk. 10, 13. xai mpocépepov 

Mk. 10, 32 kai rapadafev 

ME. 11, 4 kal ar9dOov 
ME. 11, 31 kai dtedoyifovro 
Mk. 12,1 xal fptaro 

Mk. 14, 54 kai 6 Ieérpos 

ME. 15, 2 kai érnpwrnce .. 
MK. 15, 24 kal dtapepifovrar 

Mk. 15, 26 kai jv 
ME. 15, 38 xai 76 kataréracua toxiobn 

Mk. 16, 5 kai eigeNodoat 

. 6 HedAGros Lk. 
Lk. 
Lk. 
Lk. 
Lk. 

9,14 joav 6é 

-9, 16 AaBew be 

-9, 19 GAdox dé 

- 9, 25 éavrdv 6é . . . Snuwhels 

. 18, 15 mpocépepor bé 

. 18, 31 mapadaBav 5é 

- 19, 32 dmedOdvres 5€ 

- 20,5 of d& cuvedoyicavro 

+ 20,9 Hptaro 6é 

- 22,54 6 6é Ilérpos 

23, 3 6 6¢ HeAaros qpwrnce 

23, 34 Srapeprfdpevor 5é 

23, 38 Fv 6é Kai 

23, 45 éeoxloOn 6& 76 Kararéracua 

24, 3 eloedOodoa dé 

Similarly in Q passages we find 4¢ in Luke for xai in Matthew, although Matthew 

also often changes Mark’s xai to dé. 

Lk. 6, 49 6 8¢ dxotoas [Q] 

Lk. 11, 18 e 6¢ xal 6 caravas [Q] 
Lk. 11, 19 ei 6¢ éym [Q] 

Mt. 7, 26 kai was 6 dxobwy 
Mt. 12, 26 xal eid caravas (Cf. Mk. 3, 26) 

Mt. 12, 27 kai e& eyo 

The proportion between xai and é€ is not however the same in all 

parts of Luke’s writing, just as it varies in Mark and in the parts 

of the LXX as shown by Hawkins; in particular 6é€ is much more 

frequent in Acts than in the Gospel. Harnack explains this differ- 
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ence as due to difference of sources, or rather on the assumption that 

the frequent xai in Luke is due to the use of Mark, whereas in Acts 

the author is writing more freely (perhaps without any written 

sources). But our list shows that Luke considerably reduces the 

instances of cai in Mark when using it as a source; and we may 

further discover that in other parts of Luke, including some which 

Harnack considers to have been freely composed by Luke himself 

(Luke 1, 5-2, 52), the xai is relatively as frequent, or more frequent, 

than in parts based on Mark. 

Harnack (Luke the Physician, p. 90, n. 1) says; “ Vogel (“ Charak- 

teristik des Lukas,” 2 Aufl., 1899, p. 32) has discussed St. Luke’s 

various methods of beginning a sentence, but he has not drawn the 

final conclusion. If, with him, we compare roo beginnings of sen- 

tences in the gospel with a similar number in the second part of Acts 

we arrive at the following result: 
other without 

kal be Te particles particle 

Gospel 50 36 I 6 7 

Acts 16 SI 9 16 8 

Accordingly xai preponderates in the gospel by three times. If, 

however, one subtracts all the cases in which the xai is derived from 

St. Mark, then the relation of xai to 5é is much the same in both 

writings.” 

The following table, illustrating the relative frequency of xai and 

6é as particles introducing a sentence, is based on passages taken at 

random from the parts of Luke derived from Mark and those of other 

origin. Of course the figures are subject to some slight change by 

difference of opinion about division of sentences and about readings. 

1. Passages the source of which is Mark 

Luke 5, 17-39 6, I-19 8, 40-56 9, I-50 totals 
kal 15 8 16 18 57 

bé 6 Io 42 35 93 

2. Passages of other origin 

Luke 2, I-52 14, I-35 15, I-32 16, I-31 

kal 28 12 8 9 57 

8é 7 8 13 15 43 

Apparently the ratio of xai to 6é is twice as great in the first class 

of passages as in the second; so that the greater frequency of xai in 
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the gospel as a whole than in Acts can hardly be due to Mark, as 

Harnack supposed. But as Wernle (p. 21) observes regarding 
Luke’s substitution of 6¢ for xai in Mark, “von einer strengen Regel 

lasst sich nicht reden.”’ 

In regard to xai yap Harnack makes a similar statement (Luke the 

Physician, p. 95): “ xai yap occurs only once in the Acts (19, 40); 

in the Gospel it is more frequent, because derived from the sources.” 

Here again his suggestion is not sustained by the facts, for only twice 

is kal yap taken by Luke from his source, viz. Luke 7, 8 (= Matt. 8, 

9); Luke 22, 59 (= Mark 14, 70 = Matt. 26, 72). It occurs twice 

in passages peculiar to Luke (1, 66; 22, 37), the former of which 

Harnack believes to have been written by Luke without Greek 

sources, and besides these only in passages parallel to Matthew, 

where it is more likely that Luke has introduced it into his sources 

than taken it over from them. In fact, this is the view that Harnack 

himself elsewhere takes of these occurrences (Sayings, pp. 62, 65). 

He says: “ kal yap is Lukan (vide the fifth petition of the Lord’s 
Prayer in St. Luke, where St. Matthew has as xai; in St. Matthew 

kal yap occurs twice, in St. Luke’s gospel nine times.” 

The nine instances are as follows: 

Lk, 1, 66 kal yap xelp kuplou qv per’ abrod 

Mt. 5, 46 odxi cal of reXdvar Lk. 6, 32 «atl yap of duaprwrol [Q] 
Mt. 5,47 «Kal édv Lk. 6, 33a kai yap [NB; om. yép rell.] 

éav [Q] 
Mt. 5, 47 obdxi Kal of Cvixol Lk. 6, 33b «at yap [NBA syr. sin. om.] 

[Q] 
Lk. 6, 34 xal yap [NBLZ om.] 

Mt. 8,9 kal yap ya avOpwros Lk. 7,8 kal yap éyd &vOpwros [Q] 

Mt. 6, 12 os Kal tyets dgjxaper Lk. 11, 4 xat yap adrol adlouev [Q] 

Lk. 22, 37 Kal yap 76 repli euod rédos Exet 

Mk. 14, 70 kal yap TadiAaios ef (cf. Lk. 22, 59 xal yap Padtdaids orev 

Matt. 26, 73 kal yap 7 Nada cou dpddy 

ge wrote) 

pév in contrasts with dé may be considered a test of style, since 

it is a specifically Greek idiom. See Norden, Antike Kunstprosa, 

p. 25, n. 3. Luke however shows little superiority in the use of this 

word. It occurs in Mark five times, in Matthew twenty, in Luke 

ten times. Of these ten instances none is a correction of Mark. or 

Q (except in the pronominal use of dy yey . . . dv dé in Luke 23, 

33, cf. Mark 15, 27 &a . . . xal é&a), but, as far as those sources 
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indicate Luke’s usage, he simply keeps uév when they supply it. 

Thus, 

Luke 3, 16 éyd wp... Bamriftw.. 

trast Mk. 1, 8. 
« » 4oxerat 6¢ x.7.r. Cf. Matt. 3, 1 [Q]; con- 

Luke 10, 2 6 pev Gepiopds odds, of 58 epydrat ddtyor Cf. Matt. 9, 37 [Ql 

Luke 22, 22 4 vids pev rod dvOpmmov . . . Cf. Mark 14, 21 mopeberat, wri obal 

(where however Luke has exchanged Mark’s é¢ for the less regular Aj). 

In Acts pév occurs more frequently (nearly fifty times), but in 
more than three-fifths of the occurrences it is the pév, pév obv soli- 

tarium, of doubtful literary excellence. 

6é xai is a favorite combination in Luke. In the following cases 

it occurs in Luke but not in the parallels: + 

Mt. 3, 10 #5n dé 4 dkivn 

Mt. 8, 21 repos dé. . . elaev 

Mt. 12, 26 xal el 6 caravas (cf. Mk. 

3, 26) 
Mt. 5, 13 édy 5& 7d das pwpardf (cf. 

Mk. 9, 50) 
Mk. 10, 13 kal rpocépepov ard rabila 

Mk. 12, 4 xdxetvoy 
Mk. 12, 5 xdxetvor 

Mk. 12, 21 doabrws: 22 Kai ol érrd 
Mk. 13, 12 xat rapadwoe 

Mk. 15, 27 «at odv abrg cravpotow dbo 
Anords 

MK. 15, 29-36 

Mk. 15, 26 kad jv 4 émcypadh 

Lk. 3,9 dn 5¢ kal 4 d£lvy [Q] 
Lk. 9, 61 elzev 5é xal érepos [Q] 

Lk. 11, 18 ei 5¢ xal 6 caravis [Q] 

Lk. 14, 34 éGy 5é kal 7d Gdas pwparO9 [Q] 

Lk. 18, 15 apovédepov 5¢ abr@ xai ra 

Bpéhn 
. 20, II 

. 20, 12 
ol 5¢ kdxetvoy 

ol 6& Kal rotrov 

+ 20, 31 a@aatrus 5é kal ol éwra 

- 21,16 mapadobjcecbe 5é cal 

Cf. Lk. 23, 32 #yovro 5& cat repo db0 
Kaxotpyo. ody abr dvatpOivac 

LK. 23, 35 éfeuverppetov dé kai (S al. om.) 
ot &pxovres (cf. p. 103) 

Lk. 23, 36 wérartay dé airG «al ol orpa- 
Teu@rat 

LE. 23, 38 ip 5¢ xat érvypadh 

Kai is used by Luke in the apodosis of relative or conditional 
clauses: 2 

Mk. z, 21 ef 68 py}, atpa . . 

KT, 

Mt. 12, 40 dorep yap fw “Iwvas . 

obrws éorat 6 vids Tod dvOpm7ov 

+ 70 Kawvoy Lk. 5, 36 el d¢ wie, Kal 7d Kaurdv x.7.r. 

Lk. 11 30, xadds yap éyévero "Iwas . . . 

otrws éorat xal 6 vids rod évOpdrov [Q] 

1 The textus receptus carries further this process in Luke. See for example 6, 6; 18, 
I; 22,68; cf. 21, 2 and Matt. 25, 22; 26, 35. 

? Tn Matt. 6, 21 = Luke 12, 34 the mss. of both Gospels read xat in the apodosis ex- 
cept B in Matthew. 
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Mt. 6, 22 édy § 6 dh8adpds cov dmdois, Lk. 11, 34 drav 6 ddOaduds cov dmdods Hj, 
ddov 76 cSpa kal ddov 7d cGpa [Q] 

Mt. 6, 23 édy 586 dfOaduds cov zovnpds Lk. II, 34 éway 5 rovnpds fj, kal rd cOpa 
fi, ddov 73 cGya (Q] 

Mt, 24, 28 drov édy § 7d wroya, eet Lk. 17, 37 dmov 7d capa, eet Kai of 
avvaxOycovrat of derol deroi émiouvvaxOqcovrat [Q] 

wAnY 

In three cases Luke seems to introduce wAqv (cf. p. 123, note): 

Mt. 6, 33 fnretre 5é Lk. 12, 31 wAqy fyretre [(Q] 
ME. 14, 21 obal 6 76 dvOphrw Lk. 22, 22 wd obai 76 dvOpmry [Q] 
Mk. 14, 36 4A)’ ob rh &yod Gédw GANA TL ob Lk. 22, 42 wAjv ph 70 OéAnud pov &dAG 7d 

adv yivécOw 

(In the last case Matt. 26, 39 also has +A#v, perhaps an independent correction 
made on account of the following 4\A4.) 

wAny is a favorite conjunction of Luke’s Gospel, occurring fifteen times in all. It is 
not found in Mark, but was probably in Q. See Matt. 11, 22 = Luke 10, 14; Matt. 

18, 7 = Luke 17, 1 NBDL. 

Bartlet in Oxford Studies in the Synoptic Problem, p. 332, speaking of Matt. 26, 64, 
says: “‘ wAijv Aéyw tyiv is a Q phrase, found also in Matt. 11, 22, 24 (where Luke 10, 
11, 14 also has wAqv, a particle found only in Sayings in Luke’s Gospel, while in Acts 

and Mark it occurs only as a preposition, save as wi rt in Acts 20, 23), 18, 7 (= Luke 
17, 1) and 26, 39 (= Luke 22, 42).”” But the influence of Q which Bartlet tries to find in 
Matt. 26, 39 and 26, 64 is not certain, and in the former case not Ary Aéyw duty but 
only wiv is found. 

Asyndeton 

Asyndeton is perhaps even more carefully avoided by Luke than 

parataxis.!. The most common method of correcting Mark is by 

means of kai, yap, 6€, and obv. 

ME. 1, 44 traye,? ceavrov dettov LE. 5, 14 drreAOe Settov ceavréy 

Mk. 2, 11 éyetpe, dpov Lk. 5, 24 eyepe kal dpas 

MK. 4, 24 Bdémere ri dxotere Lk. 8, 18 Pdérere obv wads axobere 

ME. 5, 39 16 watdlov obk dnBaver Lk. 8, 52 ob yap dwéaver (v. 1. cf. Matt. 

9, 24) 
Mk. 8, 29 dmoxpibels 6 Mérpos Lk. 9, 20 Térpos 5¢ &roxpibels 

ME. 9, 38 &7 ubrd 6 "Iwavyns Lk. 9, 49 dmoxpilels 58 6 "Iwdvyns elev 

Mk. 9, 50 xaddv 76 ddas Lk. 14, 34 xaddv obv 76 &das [Q?] 

Mk. 10, 14 ddere . . . wa Kwdbere Lk. 18, 16 dere . . . wal pr) Kwdbere 

Mk. 10, 25 ebxomwrepdv éori Lk. 18, 25 ebxomwrepov yap torw 

Mk. 10, 28 fpéaro déyetw 6 Térpos Lk. 18, 28 eter 5é Térpos 

MK. 10, 29 &7 6 Inaois Lk. 18, 29 6 6¢ elwev 

Mk. 11, 2 edpfoere . . . Aboate Lk. 19, 30 evpyoere . . . Kal Aboavres 

1 For cases of asyndeton in Luke, see 7, 42, 43, 44; 14, 27; 17, 32) 33; 19, 22; 21,13. 

2 Also elsewhere the omission of trae by Luke removes asyndeton; see p. 173. 
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Mk. 12,9 rl rojo Lk, 20, 15 rl ofv rojoe 
Mk. 12,17 ra Kaloapos d&édore Lk. 20, 25 rolvwy drédore Ta Kaloapos 

Mk. 12, 20 énrd ddeddol foar Lk. 20, 29 érra obv d5edgol Foav 
Mk. 12, 23. rlvos abré&v tora yurh Lk. 20, 33 jyurdoby . . . rlvos ylveras; 

Mk. 12, 24 én Lk. 20, 34 xal elve 

Mk. 12, 27. obd« éorw 6 Beds Lk, 20, 38 Oeds 5¢ ob« Eorw 
Mk. 12, 36 abrds Aaveld elev Lk. 20, 42 abréds yap Aavelé Ney 
Mk. 12, 37 abrds Aaveld Lk. 20, 44 Aaveld ofp 
Mk. 13,4 wére radra éorae Lk. 21, 7 wére oby ratra tora 
Mk. 13, 6 soddol eheboovrat Lk. 21, 8 zoddol yap édXeboovrar 
Mk. 13, 7 det yevéoOar Lk. 21,9 det yap ratra yevéoOar 
Mk. 16, 6 #vép6n, obk Ear dde Lk. 24, 6 obk éorw ade ddA HEIN 

Anacoluthon 

Hawkins has collected in the second edition of his Horae Synop- 

ticae (pp. 135 ff.), “instances of anacoluthon, or broken or incom- 
plete construction, in Mark, which are altered or avoided in Mat- 

thew or Luke or both.” 

The cases where Luke has most plainly improved the structure 

of Mark are: 

Mark 3, 16 f. érolnoev rods Sddexa, kal éreOnxer Svopa TS Lipwu Térpov- Kai "laxwBov 

K.TX, 

Luke 6, 13 f. kal éxrcEdpevos dx’ abrdv dddexa . . . Dlywra, dv cai dvduace Ilérpop, 

kal ’Avdpéav x.T.r. 

But even Luke’s form does not make a complete sentence. 

Mark 5, 23 mapaxadel abrév roddd déyww Ore. . . Eoxdrws exe, Wa Edw emis ras 

xetpas abri, a owlf Kal (Hop. 

Luke 8, 41 f. wapexdde abroy eloedOety . . . dre Ouyarnp povoyans .. . ar@ynoxe. 

Mark 11, 32 GAAG elrwpey . . . &poPodvro rdv Sxov. 

Luke 20, 6 édp 6& elmwper . . . 5 Nads drras KaradWdcet Has. 

Mark 12, 38-40... rap Geddvrww & arodais weprrareiv Kal doracpods x.7.d., of KaTe- 
ablovres Tas olxlas. 

Luke 20, 46f. inserts ¢iAobvrwy before domacuots, and changes the anacoluthic 
nominative participle to ot xareo@lovaw (cf. p. 136 above). 

Mark 3, 8, the repetition of 90s wodb after roAd xAFOos in vs. 7 is avoided in Luke 
6,17. 

But in two of the cases Luke has not improved Mark: 

Mark 6, 8 f. Wa yndiy aipwow . . . dddd drodedeuévous . . ., Kal uh &dboac0at (vl. 
-onoe). 

Luke 9, 3 wndev aipere . . . ure dvd db0 xerGvas exe, though somewhat different 
from Mark is equally “abrupt in his mixture of constructions.” Cf. Plummer, 
ad loc. 

Mark 12, 19 Mwiofs typaper quip bre dey Tivos . . . Wa AGBy. 

Luke 20, 28 agrees, except that Sr: is omitted. 
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Luke occasionally secures a better, as well as a simpler, sentence 
by combining two from Mark: 

MK. 10, 27 rapa dvOpwros adbvarov, ddd’ Lk. 18, 27 7rd ddbvara rapa dvOpwrots 

ob rapa OeS: ravra yap duvard mapa TO Suvara rapa TO Oe@ eorw 

Oe 
See also MK. 3, 34b, 35 = Lk. 8, 21b quoted on p. 81 and Mt. 10, 24 f. = Lk. 6, 40 [Q]. 

Sentences made complete 

The auxiliary verb may be omitted even in classical Greek, but 

in Greek dependent on Semitic thought or writing it is particularly 

easy to omit it, e.g., éyw 6 beds “ABpady x.7.A., Mark 12, 26 and 

Acts 7, 32 from the Old Testament. For a full discussion of this 

omission, see Blass, Grammar of New Testament Greek, § 30, 3. 

In the following cases Luke has apparently corrected his sources 

in this particular: 

MK. 1, 11 Kal dwvy & r&v obpavav Lk. 3, 22 Kat dwvip é obpavod yeréoPar 

Mt. 11, 8 &od of with participle Lk. 7, 25 adds elow [Q] 
Mk. 5,9 7l dvopa cor Lk. 8, 30 adds éorw 
Mk. 6,15 eyov bre rpoparns Lk. 9, 8 adds dvéorn 
MK. 8, 28 [Aéyorres] dre els trav xmpopnrav Lk.9, 19 adds dvéorn 
Mt. 24, 41 dt0 &d\pPoveat Lk. 17, 35 adds écovrat [Q] 
ME. 10, 27 duvara mapa 7G O69 Lk. 18, 27 adds éorw 

ME. 12, 16 tlyos % eixay atrn kat 4 ém- Lk. 20, 24 rlyos éxe elxdva Kal émvypagdhy 

ypaph 
Mk. 14, 36 ob rl ey Oédw k.7.d. LK. 22, 42 p70 OéAnud pou . . . ywwioOw 

The omission of the copula by Luke in 22, 20 is therefore difficult 

to understand, as all the parallels contain it; — 

Luke 22, 20 rotro 7é rornpiov } Kat} deadnkn & 7 atuarl pov 

1 Cor. 11, 25 rodro 76 rorhpiov 4 Kaw?) iabqKn éoriy & 7G euG atvare 

Mark 14, 24 roiré éorw 70 alud you ris Scabhxns 

Matt. 26, 28 robro yap éorw 7d alyd pov rijs Seafjxns 

Note the addition of the participles in the following cases: 

Mk. 2, 25 éwelvacey abrés kal ol per’ abrod §©=6 Lk. 6, 3. adds dvres 
Mt. 8,9 dOpwréds eiye dd ekovolay LE. 7,8 adds raccépevos [Q] 
Mt. 11, 21 & odxxp Kal onodG perevd- Lk. 10, 13 adds xabjyevor [Q] 

noay 
ME. 14, 10 ‘TobSas "Ioxapus0, d eis trav «= Lk. 22, 3 “Iobdav . . . bvra & Tob dpi- 

bddexa Opod t&v dwdexa 

Mk. 15, 43 "Iwond . . . Bovdeuris Lk. 23, 50 adds trapxuv 

Luke fills out the other parts of sentences where obscurity is 

caused by omissions. Not only are definite subjects supplied, but 
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where the subject is already fairly obvious its identification is made 

certain by a pronoun, a participle, or even an article. The use of 

avrés 5€ and kal abrés is especially frequent in Luke. The avoid- 

ance of the indefinite “‘ they ” is also secured by the addition of the 

subject. (Cf. p. 165). 
Subject of verb added by Luke: ! 

MK. 1, 32 &pepor 
Mk. 1, 44 Kal Aévyee 

Mk. 2, 3 Epxovrac pépovres 

Mk. 2, 25 deve 
Mk. 3, z «al raperhpovv 

Mk. 3,4 déve 
Mt. 5, 11 dérapv dvadlowow x.r.d. 

Mt. 11, 18, 19 Aé€yousr . 
Mk. 5,9 érnpwra 

MK. 5,17 #ptavro rapaxadew 

- » A€youse 

MK. 5, 35 
ME. 5, 41 kal xparjoas 

MK. 5, 42 ééornoay 

Mk. 9, 19 6 6é amoxpifels ever 
Mt. 12, 25 eidas dé 
Mt. 5,15 od xalovee 
ME. 10, 48 66&.. . &pate 

MK. 11, 4 drfAOov Kal edpov 

épxovrat 

ME. 12, 3 Sepay cal dréoreday 

MK. 12, 12 
MK. 12, 23 

etnrovy 

tlvos abr&v éora: yurh 

Mk. 13, 29 evybs torw 
ME. 14, 19 4ptavro Auretobat 

MK. 14, 35 xal 

ME. 15, 47 Wecdpouv rod rerat 

Subject of infinitive supplied: 

Mk. 4,4 & 7G omelpew 

Mk. 12, 14 eeorw . . . dodvar ob 

MK. 13,7 de¢ yevéoOar 

Lk. 4, 40 rdvres Sc0r elxov . . . Hryayov 

Lk. 5, 14 xal abros mapiyyerey 

Lk. 5, 18 dvdpes Pépovres 
Lk. 6, 3 6 "Ingots .. . elwev 
Lk. 6, 7 rapernpobvro 6é of ypanparets 

Lk. 6,9 etre 6 "Inaois 
Lk. 6, 22 érav poqowow bpas ol avOpwror 

.. . Kal dvediowow [Q] 
Lk. 7, 33, 34 é€vere . . . A€vere?[Q] 
Lk. 8, 30 érnpwrncer 6 ‘Inoots 

Lk. 8, 37 adds dav 76 wHO0s Tijs wept- 
xapou Trav Tepyeonvav 

Lk. 8, 49 épxeral res 

Lk. 8, 54 adrés 6& xparioas 

LE. 8, 56 ééornoay oi yoveis 

Lk. 9, 41 drroxpiBels 5& 5 "Inoods etry 
Lk. 11, 17  abrds 5é dds [Q] 

Lk. 8, 16; 11, 33 obdels vas [Q] 
Lk. 18, 39 ards 52... Expater 

Lk. 19, 32 dmedBdvres of arecradpevor 
eSpov 

Lk. 20, 10 adds yewpyol (so Matt. 21, 

35) 
Lk. 20, 19 é&#rnoav of ypauparets x.7.d. 

LE. 20, 33 } yur) . . . rlvos abrav ylve- 

Tat yurn 

Lk. 21, 31 adds % Bactdela rod God 

Lk. 22, 23. xal abrot #ptavro x.r.d. 

Lk. 22, 41 xai abrés 

Lk. 23, 55 Wetoavro... 

oGpa abrod 

@s erin 1d 

Lk. 8,5 & 6 omelpew abrév 

Lk. 20, 22 eeorw quads . . . Sodvac 4 of 

Lk. 21,9 6d... radra yevéoOar 

1 Cf. Wernle, Die synoptische Frage, pp. 109 f. 
? Harnack, Sayings, p. 19: “ Aéyere in St. Luke is a natural correction for the in- 

definite Aéyovow in St. Matthew.” See above p. 124. 
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Noun supplied for adjective: 

Mt. 11,8 & padaxots qudiecpévoy Lk. 7, 25 & padaxots inarlos qudieopée- 

vov [Q] 

Object of verb supplied: 
Mt. 8, 10 dxotcas 5é Lk. 7,9 dxotoas dé radra [Q] 
Mt. 8, 10 Batuace Lk. 7,9 @abpacer abrév [Q] 
Mt. 11, 18 éo@luy Lk. 7, 33 éc0lwy dprov [Q] 
Mt. 11,18 alow Lk. 7, 33 rlvwy olvov [Q] 
MK. 4, 3 owetpa Lk.-8, 5 oetpar rév orédpov abrod 
MK. 6, 14 fxoucey Lk. 9, 7 fxovcey. . . ra yudueva révra 
MK. 6, 41 ebd\bynce Lk. 9, 16 ebddynoev abrobs 
Mk. 15, 40 Oewpodcat Lk. 23, 49 dpa raira, cf. verse 48 

Oewphoavres rd yevoueva. 

In other cases Scholten suggests that Luke misunderstood or deliberately corrected 
the absolute use of transitive verbs: 

ME. 3, 4 Yuxiw coat F droxreivar LE. 6,9 Yuxty cdcat f d&rodécat 

MK. 6, 39 éwératev abrots dvaxdivar (v.1. Lk. 9, 14 elwey . . . xaraxAlvare abrobs 
-K\Ojpat) wavras 

Compare 

Mt. 11, 2 wéupas 51a Tov palnrov Lk. 7, 19 mpookxaderdpevos dbo Twas Tov 

pabnrav . . . erenper [Q] 

The complementary infinitive is added: 
Mt. 24, 48 xpovifer you 6 Kiptos Lk. 12, 45 xpovlte 6 xbpids pou EpxerOar 

{Q] 

More compact sentences 

Luke secures a better and more compact sentence in 21, 4 by 

avoiding the loose apposition of Mark 12, 44, where the appositives 

are even separated by the verb: 

Mk. 12, 44 mdvra dca elxev EBadev, ddov = Lk. 21, 4 drravra rév Biov dy elxev EBarey 

tov Blov abrijs 

Compare: 
ME. 4, 11 &elvous 5é rots kw Lk. 8, 10 rots 5& Aotrots 

Mt. 25, 29 70d 5&8 wi) Exovros, kal 6 Exe Lk. 19, 26 dxdde rod gr Exovros Kal 8 exer 

apOfhoerar ax’ abrod (cf. Mt. 13, 12; apOjcerat [Q] 

MK. 4, 25 = Lk. 7, 18). 
Cf. also Mark 14, 10 (= Luke 22, 3), Mark 15, 43 (= Luke 23, 50), quoted above, p. 149. 

Similarly, where a verb has two adverbial modifiers of place, Luke 

omits one, or otherwise avoids the double adverbial expression: 

ME. 1, 28 ravraxoi eis dSAnv riv weptxwpov Lk. 4, 37 els wavra rérov rijs weptxwpov 

MK. 1, 38 éAdaxoi els ras Exouévas xwpo- Lk. 4, 43 Kal rats érépas wédheow 

moves 

ME. 1, 39 els ras cwaywyds abravy eis Lk. 4, 44 eis ras cwaywyds rijs TadtAalas 

SdAnv rv TadcAalay 
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Mk. 4,5 él 7d merpabes drov obk elxe Lk. 8,6 emt Ti werpav 

iv wodAqy 

ME. 4, 15 apd rip dddv Srovomelperard Lk. 8, 12 mapa tiv dddv 

dAbyos 

Mk. 5,1 elstdmépay . . . els tiv xdpav Lk. 8, 26 els rv xdpav.. - iris borly 

dvrlrepa 

ME. 5, 19 els rév olxév cov mpds rods cots = Lk. 8, 39 els 7dv olxéy cov 

Mk. 11, 4 mpds tiv Olpav tw tt rod Lk. 19,32 has simply «adds clwer 

duddiov abrots 

Mk. 13, 29 evybs éorey tnt Obpats Lk. 21, 31 eyybs éorw 

Mk. 14, 54 éws éow els ri addy ae s 

Mk: 14, eames rh ath Lk. 22, 55 & ubow ris abhiis 

For the alteration of double adverbial expressions of time see the 

following: 

Mk. 1, 32 dylas 5 yevouerns, dre Hu 6 ~=LK. 4, 40 SbvovTos Tob Alou 

ios 

MK. 1, 35 mpwt &vvxa Nay Lk. 4, 42 yevouérns 5 tuépas 

ME. 4,35 & é&elvp 77 tueog dplas yero: Lk. 8, 22 & mG Tay juepdv 

uens 
MK. 10, 30 viv & TG Katpg tobr@ Lk. 18, 30 & 7@ xatp@ robry 

ME. 12, 23 & rf dvacréce bray dvacTrG- Lk. 20, 33 & 77 dvacrace 

ow 

Mk. 14, 30 ofuepoy tabry ti vuKrl Lk. 22, 34 onpepov 

Mk. 14, 43 €b00s Ere abrod Aadobyros Lk. 22, 47 &re abrod Aadobvros 

Mk. 16,2 Alay mpwt . . . dvarelhavros Lk. 24,1 dpOpov Babéws 

Tod HAlov 

CHANGES IN THE ORDER OF WORDS 

Luke comparatively seldom varies the order of words that he found 

in his sources, and the motives for such changes as he makes are 

not always apparent to us and were perhaps not always clearly de- 

fined in his own mind. He allows himself considerable freedom, and 

pays little regard to regularity. But, if we may judge from certain 

kinds of cases, the changes seem to be usually in the direction of a 

more normal order. 

Such are changes in the relative position of subject, verb, and 

object, e.g.: 

ME. 12,1 dureddva SvOpwros epbrevcey Lk. 20,9 GvOpwros edbrevoey duredova 

The exceptions are frequently for emphasis, e. g.: 

MK. 8, 35 éracoxurOjoera abrév Lk. 9, 26 rodrov! . . . éxarcxurPfoeras 

1 rodrov, resuming a relative is usually put first in the clause. See vs. 24 and the 
speeches in Acts. Cf. p. 194. 
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MK. 6,11 éxrwdtare rév xobv LK. 9, § kal rév xonoprdv ... dmorwaacere 
ME. 9, 7 dxotere abrod Lk. 9, 35 abrod dxobere 

The order verb — subject is perhaps Semitic. 

A list of instances follows: 

Mt. 4, 10 xbpiov . . . mpooxuvioes Lk. 4, 8 apooxurqces xbprov [Q] 
Mk. 1, 41 abot? Haro Lk. 5,13 aro abrod 
Mk. 1, 42 dfjdev 4 Nérpa LK. 5,13  Aémpa drive 
MK. 1, 44 ceaurdv Settov Lk. 5, 14 dettov ceaurév 
Mk. 2, 10 éovolapy exeu 6 vids LE. 5, 24 dvids . . . ékovolav txa 
“Mk. 2, 19 kal elev 3 "Inoots Lk. 5, 34 6 6& "Inoods elev 

Mk. 9, 7 éyivero dur} Lk. 9, 35 wv éyévero 
ME. 9, 18 ta abré &Bddwow Lk. 9, 40 Wa &Bddwow abd 
Mt. 6, 32 olde 6 rarip Lk. 12, 30 6 rarip older [Q] 
Mt. 6, 21 éorat } xapdla Lk. 12, 34 4} xapdla eorat [Q] 
Mt. 5, 25 mimoré ce rapadg Lk. 12, 58 pirore xaracbpy ce [Q] 
Mt. 23, 39 me tinre Lk. 13, 35 tnré pe [Q] 
MK. 9, 42 meplxecrar pbdos dvixds Lk. 17,2 AlOos pvdtKds wepixerrac 
Mt. 24, 28 cvvax@joovra: of derol Lk. 17, 37. of derot émavvaxbjoovrat [Q] 
Mk. 10, 48 ézeripwv adrG roddol LE. 18, 39 of rpodyovres érerlpwv abrG 
Mk. 11, 8 7a ipéria éoTpwoar Lk. 19, 36 sreorpdévyvov ra ivéria 

ME. 12, 12 rv rapaBodw elre Lk. 20, 19 elev riv wapaBodjqv 

Mk. 12,13 wa adbrév dypebowow AbyH Lk. 20, 20 ta émtAdBwvrae abrod Abyou 3 

Mk. 12, 16 1a Kaloapos dmédore Lk. 20, 25 dmédore 7a Kaloapos 

Mk. 12, 27 obk éorw 6 Oeds vexpav Lk. 20, 38 eds obx Eorw vexpay 
MK. 13, 8 écovrat cetcpol x.7.d. Lk. 21,11 ceopol. . . toovrat 
Mk. 14, 72 tpis pe dtapvioy Lk. 22, 61 drapvion ue tpls 

Mk. 14, 63 ri ére xpelay Exon Lk. 22, 71 rl ére Exouev . . . xpelar 

Mk. 15, 2 éwnparnoe 6 TedGros Lk. 23, 3 6 6¢ HetAGros jpwrncev 

The possessive normally follows; 

Mk. 2, 5,9 adierral cov ai duapria Lk. 5, 20, 23 ddéwvral cor al duapriat 
cov 

Mt. 8, 8 you iad rip oréynv Lk. 7, 6 &aé riv oréyny pov [Q] 

Mt. 24, 48 xpovlfe pou 6 xbpros Lk. 12, 45° 6 xbpids pou xpovite [Q] 

Observe, however, in Luke 7, 44-50 not only ddéwyrat abrijis (cov) al éuapria 
but also eloqdOdv cov els ri olxlay and pov (érl) rods rédas. 

Similarly in the position of the numeral adjective Luke’s changes 

tend toward the normal order: 

ME. 6, 38 dbo ixObas Lk. 9, 13 ix@bes db0 
ME. 6, 44 mevraxcoxidtoe &vdpes Lk. 9, 14 dvdpes wevraxioxidcoe 

1 Wellhausen, Einleitung, 1st ed., p. 19: ‘“ Diese Wortstellung, von der sich bei 
Markus nur wenige Ausnahmen finden, ist semitisch, nicht griechisch.” 

2 This word may be taken in Mark as possessive genitive depending on preceding 

word, xetpa; but cf. Mark 3, 10 = Luke 6, 19. 
3 Similarly Mark 14, 1, 10, 11 = Luke 22, 2, 6. 
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Mk. 6, 43 dddexa xoplvwy Lk. 9, 17 Kéduvor Sddexa. 

Mk. 9, 5 pets oxnvas Lk. 9, 33 sknvas pels 

Mt. 12, 45 énrd érepa mvebpara Lk. 11, 26 érepa mvebpara ... éxré (Q] 

DISLIKE OF BARBAROUS WoRDS AND NAMES 

Many passages derived from Mark show Luke’s repugnance 

to foreign words, a feeling that accords with the best standards of 

Hellenistic writing. It was because of Luke’s omission of dcavvd 

in 19, 38 that Jerome calls him inter omnes evangelistas Graect ser- 

monis eruditissimus (Ep. 20, 4, to Pope Damasus). Latin words as 

well as Semitic words were considered barbarous by the cultivated 

Grecian, though under the Empire they were coming into general 

use. 
In some cases Luke takes the foreign word from Mark or Q: 

ME. 5,9 Acyiwr Lk. 8, 30 Aeyuev 
MK. 4, 21 td rév pddcov Lk. 11, 33 7d rdv pédtov (om. syr. sin. 

Mt. 5,15 dd rdv pddiov LE 1-118-131-209 69 al.) [Q?] 
Mt. 10, 28 -yeerp Lk. 12, 5 yéervay [Q] 
Mt. 10, 29 dacaplov Lk. 12,6 docaplwy dbo [Q] 
MK. 12, 14-17 Kaioap Lk. 20, 22-25 Kaicap 

Sometimes, while retaining the foreign word, he apologizes for it 

by the use of a participle meaning “ named” or “ called,” or by 

évépart or some similar expression. 

Thus the participle is inserted in passages taken from Mark: 

MK. 6, 45; 8, 22 ByOoaddv Lk. 9, 10 wédw Kadouperny Byfoada 

Mk. 14,1 76 rdcxa xal ra &tvpa Lk. 22, 1 4 éop7) ray afbpwr 4 Aeyouan 

Twacxa 

MK. 14, 10 ‘Iobdas "Ioxapiis Lk. 22, 3 ‘Iotdav rdv xadobuevov "Ioxapt- 
Grn 

So also in passages not from Mark, the participle and other forms 

of the verb are used with foreign names, and particularly with 

foreign surnames: 

Luke 2, 4 rédw Aaveld #ris kadetrar ByOdceu 

Luke 7, 11 wédw xadoupérny Naty 

Luke 8, 3. Mapla 4 xadoupévy Maydadnve 1 
Luke 10, 39 eA? Kadoupévn Maprdye 
Luke 19, 2 avip dvépare kadobpevos Zaxxatos 

1 In Matthew, Mark, and John she is regularly called Mapla (-du) 9) Maydadnvh; 
cf. also Luke 24, 10 } Mayéadnv} Mapla. 
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Acts 1, 23 "Iwo rév kadobpevov BapoaBBay, 8s trexdhOn "ledoros 
Acts 4, 36 "Iwond & émixAnbels BapvéBas 
Acts 12, 12. "Iwdvou rod émexadounévov Mapxov 
Acts 12, 25 "Iwavqy rév érexAndivra Mépxov 
Acts 13, 1 Zupedy 6 kadobpuevos Niryep 
Acts 15, 22 ‘lobSay rév kaobpevov BapcaBBav 
Acts 15, 37 "Iwévny rov kadobpevov Mapxov 
Acts 27, 14 avenos rudupixds 6 kadobyevos ebpaxbd\wv 

Even if the foreign word is omitted or translated by Luke the 
apologetic participle is still retained: 

Mk. 3,18 Ziywva rov Kavavaiov Lk. 6, 15 rév Zivwra rév Kadobpevov 

Znr\wrny 
Mk. 11, 1 76 dpos r&v thardy Lk. 19, 29 10 dpos 7d Kadobpevov EXarcv 1 
Mk. 14, 43 "IotSas 6 "Ioxapusrns Lk. 22, 47 6 Aeyduevos "lobdas 
Mk. 15, 22 rév Todyobay rémov 8 torw Lk. 23, 33 Tov rérov Tov Kadobpuevov 

BeOnpunvevduevov Kpavlov rémos Kpaviov 

In the following cases, also, the writer is probably introducing a foreign name or 
a Greek equivalent for one: 
Acts 3, 2. riv Bipav rod tepod Ty Aeyopevny ‘Qpalav 
Acts 6,9 ris owaywyis ris Aeyoudyns AiBeprivwy 

Acts 8, 10 1% dévayis Tod Beod 4) Kaoupévn MeyéAn 

Acts 9, 11 Thy pbuny Thy Kadovpévqy Evdetay 

Acts 10, 1 omelpns rijs kadoupévns "Iradtxis 

The use of évéuare or @ (f#) dvoua makes the introduction of names 
less abrupt: 

Mk, 2, 14 <Aevelv Lk. 5, 27 reAcvnv dvdpare Aevely 
Mk. 15, 43 "Iwond Lk. 23, 50 dvip dvdpare "Iwohh 

Except Matt. 27, 32 and Mark 5, 22 the use of évéuare is peculiar to Luke among the 

Evangelists, occurring nearly thirty times, and in the majority of cases with the indefi- 
nite ris, either in the order iepets zis dvéuart Zaxaplas (Luke 1, 5; ct. Luke 10, 38; 16, 20; 
Acts 8,9; 10, 1; 16, 1), or in the order drip ris ‘Avavlas évéuart (Acts 5, 1; cf Acts 9, 
333 18, 24), or as ris wadyris . . . dvduare ‘Avavias (Acts 9, 10; cf. Acts 9, 36; 16,. 
14; 18, 2; 20,9; 21,10). Other examples of évéuari are found in Luke 24, 18; Acts 

5,343 9, 11,12; 11, 28; 12,13; 17, 34; 18, 73 19, 24; 21, 10; 27,1; 28,7. A few 
Greek names are included in this list as Aivéas, Acts 9, 33; Teuddeos, Acts 16, 13 

Anunrpros, Acts 19, 24; Efruxos, Acts 20, 9, but most of them are Latin or Semitic. 

Possibly the zis itself has a certain apologetic force, corresponding to the Latin 

quidam, just as 6 kadobuevos, etc. correspond to the Latin apologetic gui dicitur. rs 
is used alone with foreign names in Luke 23, 26 (= Mark 15, 21); Acts 9, 43; 10, 6 
(wapé rut Diuwre Bvpcet); Acts 19, 14 (Sceva); 21, 16 (Mnason); 22, 12 (Ananias); 
24, 1 (Tertullus). 

1 So Luke 21, 37; Acts 1,12. From Luke 22, 39 = Mark 14, 32 it seems likely 

that Luke understood this to be the translation of Gethsemane. 
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In this connection should be compared the verbless clause @ (9) 

’voua used by Luke with foreign names in a similar way: 

Luke 1, 26 wédkw . . . § dvopa Natapér 

Luke 1, 27 dv5pl @ dvopa 'lwond 
Luke 2, 25 &vOpwros . . . @ dvoua Dupewy ; 
Luke 8, 41 dvp } dvoua "Idepos (cf. Mark 5, 22 dvdpare "Tderpos) 

Luke 24,13 xd&pnv . . . § dvopa ‘Eppaots 

Acts 13, 6 pevdorpopirny "Iovdatov @ bvoua Bapuyoois 

In addition to the apologetic expressions mentioned many of the 

examples already cited still further soften the use of foreign words 

by adding the common or class noun, like city, feast, man, woman. 

Note also the explanatory phrase added in the following cases: 

Mk. 1, 21 Kadapvaoty (first occurrence Lk. 4, 31 Kadapvaotp rod rijs Tadt- 

in Mark) Aalas 
Mk. 15, 43 ‘Apizabalas Lk. 23, 51 *Apimabalas rédews trav "Iov- 

dalwy 

Mk. 9, 4 ’Haclas oby Muiioe? LE. 9, 30 Gvdpes dbo . . . ofrives Goa 

Mwiojs xal ’HAclas 

Lk. 9, 50 ol pabnral "IdxwBos cat "Iwavyns 

In the following cases Luke omits the barbarous words: 

Mk. 3,17 Boavnpyés Lk. 6, 14 omits 
Mk. 10, 46 6 vids Tipatov Baprlyatos Lk. 18, 35 omits 

Mk. 11, 10 doavrd Lk. 19, 38 omits 
Mk. 12, 42 38 éorw Kodpavrns Lk. 21, 2 omits 
Mk. 14, 32 T'eOonuavel Lk. 22, 39 76 8pos THv Edad 
Mk. 14, 36 d8Pa 6 rarhp Lk. 22, 42 qérep 

Mk. 14, 43 "Iobdas 4 "Ioxapimrns Lk. 22, 47 6 Aeydperos *Lobdas 

Mk. 15, 22 Tod-yodav Lk. 23, 33 omits 
ME. 15, 34 @dwl, edol, Naud caPaxdavel Lk. 23, 45 omits 

See also p. 128. 

In other instances a foreign word is translated: 

MK. 2, 4ff. xpa8Baror (cf. p. 46) Lk. 5, 18 ff. xAuwldcov, xALvn 
Mk. 3, 18 rdv Kavavatov Lk. 6, 15 dv xadobpevov Znrwrhv 

Mk. 4,15 6 caravas Lk. 8, 12 6 dc4Bodos } 
Mk. 4, 21 rdv pddioy Lk. 8, 16 oxeber? 

ME. 5, 41 radedd, xobp Lk. 8, 54 % mats, éyelpou 
Mk. 6, 8 xadxév* Lk. 9, 3 dpytpioy 
Mk. 12, 41 xa)xév 8 Lk. 21,1 1rd d&pa 

1 So in Mark 1, 13 we read repatéuevos dd To carava, in Luke 4, 2 repatdpevos 
bd Tod d:a86dov. But perhaps in this case Luke is following Q rather than correcting 
Mark, for the section evidently was in Q also, and at Matt. 4, 1 we read repacOjvat 

bard Tod 5taBddov. 2 See also Luke 11, 33 above, p. 154. 

3 xadxés for “money” is a “vulgar” (Pollux 9, 92) if not a foreign (Latin aes) idiom. 
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Mt. 5, 26 Kodpayrny ! Lk. 12, 59 Aerrév [Q] 
Mk. 9,5 paSBel Lk. 9, 33 émoréra 
MK. 10, 51 paSBouvel (v.1. xbpre paSBel) Lk. 18, 41 xbpre 
MK. 12, 14 kijvoov Lk. 20, 22 ¢épov 

Mk. 15, 15 ¢payed\doas Cf. Lk. 23, 16, 22 wadevoas 
Mk. 15, 39 6 xevruplov Lk. 23, 47 6 éxarovrapxns 

In the following cases Luke avoids repeating a foreign word by 

a circumlocution when it is referred to for the second time: 
Luke 8, 35 rdv &vOpwrov dd od 7a. Satpbma étAdOov (cf. Mark 5, 15 rdv Satpomfduevor 

. « Ty éoxnKdra Tov Neytdva.) 

Luke 23, 35 Tov da ordow Kal dbvov BeBAnuévov els ouvAaKhy, dv jrodvro (cf. Mark 1s, 
15 Tov Bapaffar). 

Luke 24, 28 rip k&pnv ob émopeborro (i. e. "Eupaots verse 13.). 

So Luke 5, 25 apas é & xaréxetro (cf. Mark 2,12 dpas 7év xpéBBarov and especially 
Mark 2, 4 rév xpdSBarov Srov 6 mapadurixds xaréxetro for which Luke writes (5, 19) 

abrov oly 7G Kduwidly. See above, p. 156). 

With regard to auqv Luke’s practice varies, but he seems often 

to change or omit it. 

He changes it: 

Mk. 9, 1 duty Neyo byiv Lk. 9, 27. Aéyw SE dyity dAnDds 

Mt. 23, 36 dpa A€yw byiy Lk. 11, §1 val Aéyw Spi [Q] 

Mt. 24, 47 dudv dey duly Lk. 12, 44 ddAnOGs Aéyw bytr [Q] 

ME. 12, 43 duty Neyo dyiy Lk. 21, 3 dAnOas Aéyw bpiv 

It is omitted in: 

Mt. 8, 10 duty Neyo bpiv Lk. 7,9 Ayu dyiv [Q] 
Mt. 11, 11 dpi Neyo byiv Lk. 7, 28 Aéeyw spiy [Q] 

Mt. 10, 15 dui Ney byiv Lk. 10, 12 Aéyw dé div [Q] 

Mt. 13, 17 duiy [yap] Neyw dpiv Lk. 10, 24 Aéyw yap duty [Q] 
Mt. 5, 26 dpi A€yw cor Lk. 12, 59 A€yw aor [Q] 

Mt. 25, 12 dur Aéyoo duty Lk. 13, 25 omits [Q] 

Mt. 18, 13 dmv ey byiv Lk. 15,7 Aéyw dptv [Q] 

MK. 14, 25 dm dey dyiv Lk. 22, 18 Aéeyw yap byiv 

Mk. 14, 18 dpuqv A€yw byiv Lk. 22, 21 omits 

Mk. 14, 30 dui A€yw cor Lk. 22, 34 Aeyw cor 

But retained in: 

ME. 10, 15 diy A€yw duty Lk. 18, 17 dup Neyo dpiv 

ME. 10, 29 dui» Aéyw dptv Lk. 18, 29 duty Aeyw byiy 

ME. 13, 30 Gui Aeyw dpiv Lk. 21; 32 dua A€yw byiv 

*Auhy occurs also in Luke 4, 24; 12, 373 23, 43, but not in Acts. 

The use of ayy in the Synoptic Gospels is shown by the following 

table (excluding doubtful readings): 

1 xodpavrns Mark 12, 42 is omitted by Luke 21, 2 as noted above. 
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Matt. Mark Luke 

In matter derived from Mark; 
retained 8 13 3 

added 2 
In matter derived from Q 8 ° 
In peculiar matter 12 3 

Total occurrences 30 13 6 

UsE OF VERBS 

Luke’s treatment of verbs, compared with that of Mark, shows 

several distinct tendencies both in points of idiom and grammar and 

in vocabulary. 

He avoids the historical present, so frequent in Mark, replacing it 

by an aorist of the same or similar verb. 

He frequently replaces the imperfect by the aorist. 

He changes Mark’s periphrastic constructions with dpxouat into 

simple verbs. 

He frequently introduces periphrastic constructions with éyéero, 

especially in the introductions to pericopes, where his recasting of 

Mark is most free. 

Historical present 

It is unnecessary here to repeat the careful table of 151 historic 

presents in Mark given by Hawkins, Horae Synopticae, pp. 114 

ff., with their parallels in Matthew and Luke. 

In 31 cases Aéyer or A€youvot of Mark becomes in Luke eizev, 

eizov (-av), and in a few others the participle or another verb of 
saying is used.? 

In 4 cases Epxerat, tpxovrar become #AGer, 7APav; twice the par- 

ticiple is used; and once Luke has himself an historical present (8, 

49 = Mark 5, 35). 
For an historical present, Luke substitutes an imperfect: 

Mk. 5, 23 wapaxane? (v.). mapexdde) Lk. 8, 41 mapexdde 

1 In view of these instances of éu#4» added by Matthew to Mark (Matt. 19, 23; 24, 
2) the alternative should be left open in some of the nine Q passages above that Mat- 
thew has added éump to the source. So Harnack, Sayings, pp. 26, 57, etc. 

2 deve: Luke 20, 42 for elev Mark 12, 36 is an apparent reversal of Luke’s custom. 
Here, however, the verb is used to introduce a scripture quotation. Matt. 22, 43 also 
has the present (cadet . . . A€yew). Cf. p. 168. 
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an aorist: 

Mk. 11, 1 éyyltover Lk. 19, 29 #yyuer 

Mk. 11, 1 d&mooréd\der Lk. 19, 27. dwéorether 
ME. 12,13 drooréddovew Lk. 20, 20 dméoredav 
Mk. 14, 13. dwooré\der Lk. 22,8 dréoresdey 
ME. 14, 37 evploxe Lk. 22, 45 edpev 

Mk. 15, 24 oravpodow Lk. 23, 33 écratpwoav 

a participle: 

ME. 5, 22 wlarre Lk. 8, 41 ready 
Mk. 9,2 wapadapBarve Lk. 9, 28 wapadafav 
ME. 11, 4 Atvover Lk. 19, 33 Avéyrwy 
ME. 15, 24 dtapepitovrat Lk. 23, 34 dcapeprtduevor 

In the remaining cases either Luke has no parallel at all, or the verb as well as the 
form is changed. 

In Q, in which there was comparatively little narrative, the his- 

torical present was consequently infrequent; but the following 

parallels are quite in accord with Luke’s treatment of Mark: 

Mt. 4,8 wapadapBdve Lk. 4,5 dvayayer [Q] 
Mt. 4, 8 delxvvow Lk. 4,5 teaée [Q] 
Mt. 4,10 deve Lk. 4,8 efrev [Q] 

Mt. 4,5 mapadapBaver Lk. 4,9 #rave [Q] 

Mt. 4,6 deve Lk. 4,9 elev [Q] 

Mt. 8, 20 deve Lk. 9, 58 eter [Q] 

Mt. 8, 22 eye Lk. 9, 59, 60 elev [Q] 

It can hardly be doubted that in these cases a present tense stood in the original 
source which has been retained by Matthew but avoided by Luke. 

The individual and stylistic character of the historical present is 

shown by the statistics for gpxerat, exovrar in the Greek Bible 

collected by Hawkins, Horae Synopticae, p. 28. These historical 

presents occur in Matt. 3 times, Mark, 24 times, Luke, once, not 

at all in Acts, in John 16 times. In LXX they occur only 27 

times of which 26 are in the four books of Kings. Of the historical 

present in general Hawkins says (p. 114): “It appears from the 

LXX that the historic present was by no means common in Hel- 

lenistic Greek. . . . The only books besides Mark in which this 

usage is common are Job in the Old Testament and John in the New 

Testament. But it occurs frequently in Josephus.” 

See further J. H. Moulton, Grammar of New Testament Greek, I, 

p. 121, and the second edition of Hawkins, Horae Synopticae, pp. 

213 1. 
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Imperfect and aorist 

The imperfects ever (-ov), émnpwra (-wv) are frequently cor- 

rected by Luke to the aorist; 

Mk. 2, 24 @Aeyov Lk. 6, 2. elrov 
Mk. 4,2 eve Lk. 8,4 elre 
Mk. 5, 30 2rever Lk. 8, 45 elre 

Mk. 6,16 éever Lk. 9,9 elre 
MK. 6, 35 @\eyor Lk. 9, 12. elrov 
Mk. 9, 31 d\evyer Lk. 9, 43. elvev 
Mk. 11, 5 é\eyov Lk. 19, 33 elwav 
Mk. 11, 28 é\eyor Lk. 20, z elrav 

MK. 12, 35 @\eyev Lk. 20, 41 elev 

Mk. 15, 14 @deyev Lk. 23, 22 elev 

Mk. 5,9 émnpwra Lk. 8, 30 érnpwrnoer 
Mk. 8, 27 éxnpara Lk. 9, 18 érnparnoer 

Mk. 8, 29 érnpwra Lk. 9, 20 elwev 

Mk. 10, 17 érnpwra Lk. 18, 18 érnpernce 

MK, 12, 18 érnpdrwr Lk. 20, 27 érnpwrnoav 

Mk. 13, 3 érnpara Lk. 21, 7 émnpwrnoav 

But aside from these instances, where the imperfect was used by 

Mark to introduce a single and definite saying, Luke’s avoidance of 

the imperfect is not noteworthy. Harnack (Sayings of Jesus, pp. 44f, 

107) has spoken of the imperfect as especially characteristic of Luke, 

but this also is poorly supported by a comparison with Mark. The 

clear cases of intentional change of tense in either direction are few. 

In most cases the verb as well as the tense are changed. In many 

cases the manuscript readings are divided, and in several the agree- 

ment of Matthew with Luke makes it uncertain what form Mark 

had when used by those evangelists. 

The aorist takes the place of the imperfect in the following cases: 

Mk. 4, 8 él50u xapréy Lk. 8,8 érolnoe Kaprév 
Mk. 5, 13 évl-yovro Lk. 8, 33 dwerviyn 
Mk. 6, 7 esldov Lk. 9,1 ewe 
Mk. 12, 12 éfrouy Lk.20, 19 e&Arnoav (v. Ll. &Hrouv) 
Mk. 12, 41 Hewpe Lk. 21, 1 eldey 

Mk. 14, 72 &Aaev Lk. 22, 62 &davoey (= Matt. 26, 75) 
Mk. 15, 47 edpovv Lk. 23, 55 edcavro 

At Mark 9, 38 the (conative) imperfect &wAtouev is read by NBDL ef al., and also in 

Luke 9, 49 by NBL e¢a/. A number of ss. read the aorist in both places; so AC and 
most minuscules. Westcott and Hort give the imperfect in both places. Tischendorf 

(8th ed., like D) reads the imperfect in Mark and the aorist in Luke, but says in refer- 
ence to Luke “ vix certo definiri potest utrum ipse scripserit.” 
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Of the converse procedure the evidence is more scanty and un- 
satisfactory. There are two possible exceptions to the general 
avoidance of é\eyev by Luke, viz., 

Mt. 3,7 elev Lk. 3, 7 ever (Q?] 
Mk. 8, 34 elwev Lk. 9, 23. @\eyer mpds wavras 

In the following cases the uncertainty speaks for itself: 
Mt. 4,2 dvix Lk. 4, 1 #rero [Q] 
Mk. 1, 28 éff\Oev Lk. 4, 37 eeropebero 
Mk. 1, 34 Sepdrevow Lk. 4, 40 epdrevey (BDWal.: -eveer al.) 
Mk. 2, 14 *xodobOnoev Lk. 5, 28 #xodobfe (= Matt. 9, 9, ND) 
Mk. 3, 6 oupBobdov erolnoay Lk. 6, rr dceAdAouy 
Mk. 3, 10 Separevoer Lk. 6, 18 Meparebovro 

Mk. 11, 8 éorpwoav Lk. 19, 36 drecrpdvyvov (cf. Matt. 21, 

8b éorpdvvvov BC ef al.) 
MK. 14, 54 jKoXolOnoe Lk. 22, 54 ‘jxodobfe (= Matt. 26, 58) 

The agreement of Matthew and Luke against Mark in three of these cases makes it 
probable that Mark itself had the imperfect there, and some mss. of Mark still preserve 
it. 

Thus in Mark 2, 14 (and Matt. 9, 9) #xoAob8ycev is read in nearly all mas., while in 
Luke 5, 28 jxodobfe apparently takes its place. Yet it is probable that either we 
should read jxo\ot@ncev in the latter passage with NAC and nearly all the other mss. 
and versions, or else in Mark #xoAobGe should be restored on the authority of #xoAobGe. 
in ND 1 21 209 in Matt. 9,9; of C 1 258 in Mark 2, 14; and of BDLZ 6g in Luke s, 28. 

Similarly, the aorist éerpwoav in Mark 11, 8 falls under suspicion because of the 
brecrpdvvvov of Luke 19, 36. But in Mark 11, 8 the imperfect is still found in D 
syt. sin. al, and was apparently read by Matt, who first (21, 8a) changes it to éerpwoap 
and then repeats in the form éorpévvvov (21, 8b, where only ND read éorpwoay). 

In Matthew the imperfect is infrequent (Hawkins, Horae Synop- 

ticae, 2d edit., p. 51). Probably is has been omitted by Matthew 

from Q (as often from Mark) rather than added to Q by Luke. But 

it is at least as frequent in Mark as in the parts of Luke derived 

from Mark. As we have seen, it rarely displaces an aorist. Luke 

in his revision of Mark introduces it mainly in two cases: 

1. In resolution of result clauses. See Luke 4, 36; 5, 26; 6, 19; 

8, 23.) 
2. In place of the analytical imperfect, 

Mk. 9, 4 jjoav ovvAadobvres Lk. 9, 30 cuvedddour 
MK. 10, 32 4» mpodywv abrobs Cf. Lk. 19, 28 ézopebero tuxpoobev 
MK. 14,:54 fv cuveabqpevos Lk. 22, 55 &dé@yrTo 
MK. 15, 43 qv mpoodexdpuevos Lk. 23, 51 mpooedéxero 

1 Quoted above, p. 138. 
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These cases of the removal of the analytic imperfect (and there 

are others less distinct) are especially noteworthy, as the analytic 

imperfect is undoubtedly a favorite of Luke, and yet I can find no 

good cases to quote where a simple verb in Mark is analyzed by 

Luke into its periphrastic form; nor can I find in the Q passages 

any support for the statement of Harnack in regard to them (Say- 

ings, p. 39), that Luke “ multiplies the instances where 4 is used in 

construction with the participle.” 

apxopat 

According to Allen (St. Matthew, pp. xxi f., xxxvii), the construc- 
tion of #ptaro, #p~avro with the infinitive occurs in Matthew 12 

times, in Mark 26, in Luke 27. But only two of the instances in 

Luke are taken over from Mark, viz. 

MK. 11, 15 ‘ptaro éxBadr\ev Lk. 19, 45 #ptaro exBaddrev 

Mk. 12, 1 ffptaro . . . Aadeiy Lk. 20, 9 4ptaro Néyew 

One case is parallel to Matt., 
Mt. 11,7 #ptaro ... Aéyew Lk. 7, 24 #ptaro Neve [Q] 

Compare: 

Mt. 24, 49 xal dptyrae riwrew Lk. 12, 45 kal &ptnra rirrev [Q] 

In the other 24 cases in Mark (see list in Allen, /.c.) Luke either 

has no parallel or substitutes a simple verb, e.g. 

MK. 5,17 #ptavro wapaxaneiy Lk. 8, 37 #owrnoay 

Mk. 5, 20 #ptaro xnpbooey (cf. 1, 45) LE. 8, 39 Knpbocwy 
MK. 6,7 #ptaro dmooréddew Lk. 9, 2 dméoredev 

ME. 6, 34 #ptaro diddoxe Lk. 9, 12 &AddAe 
MK. 8, 31 #ptaro diddoKew Lk. 9, 22 elrdy 

MK. 10, 28 #ptaro dévyew Lk. 18, 28 elev 

Mk. 10, 32 #ptaro Neve Lk. 18, 31 elev 
MK. 10, 47 fptaro xpdtew kai Néyew Lk. 18, 38 &Bdncev héyur 

Mk. 13,5 #ptaro \éyew Lk. 21,8 elrev 

In these cases he has added the construction to Mark: 

Mk. 2,6 jjoav 58... dtadoyifdpuevor Lk. 5, 21 xal fptavro StadoyiterOat 

Mk. 15, 3 xal xarnyépouv abrod Lk. 23, 2 #ptavro 5 xarnyopety abrod 

The use of &pxouat with infinitive in reference to future time is 
found outside of Luke only at Matt. 24, 49, but in Luke it is some- 
what common (3, 8; 13, 25, 26; 14,9; 23, 30). The first case is in 
a Q passage, thus, 

Matt. 3,9 ur) ddEnre Aye Lk. 3, 8 yr) dptnobe Eye [Q] 
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and it is doubtful whether the py} aptnoGe is original (so Dalman, 
Wernle, J..H. Moulton) or substituted by Luke. See Harnack, 
Sayings, p. 2 and footnote. Peculiarly Lukan is the phrase épxouac 
ad found besides in [John] 8, 9; Matt. 20, 8. 

Other changes of tense 

Luke makes a number of other changes in tense that do not really 
change the time of the action. In some cases his reasons can be 
conjectured. 

More exact statement of future time: 

Mk. 9, 31 rapadidora LE. 9, 44 wé\Ae rapadlioc0a. (= Matt. 

17, 22) 
Substitution of aorist for perfect (if we assume with most editors that the per- 

fects are original with Mark in spite of limited attestation in MSS.): 

ME. 10, 28 jxodov@jkaney BCDW Lk. 18, 28 xodovPjoaper 
Mk. 11, 2 xexd0xev ADX Lk. 19, 30 &ébicey 
MK. 11,17 memroujxare BLD Orig. Lk. 19, 46 éxouqoare 
ME. 12, 43 Bé8Anxev EFX Lk. 21, 3 Bake 
ME. 15, 47 r@erac (v.1.) Lk. 23, 55 éréOn 

Substitution of pluperfect for aorist: 

Mk. 9,9 4 eléov Lk. 9, 36 dv ébpaxay 
Mk. 14, 16 xaOcds elrev Lk. 22, 13 Kaas elphxe 

The perfect of goxoua: is used by Luke instead of the aorist.1 

Mk. 2,17 #Mov Lk. 5, 32 é\jdvba 

Mt. 11, 7, 8,9 é€NOare LE. 7, 24, 25, 26 éeAndbOare (but éHr- 
Oare is read in NA (except vs. 26) 

BDW) [Q] 
Mt. 11, 18, 19 #AGev LE. 7, 33, 34 @pAvder [Q] 
Mk. 5, 30 é€eodcar Cf. Lk. 8, 46 éeAndvOvtar 
ME. 14, 48 é£#\are Lk. 22, 52 éednAlOare (but NBDL al. 

read t&#\@are) 

The following changes of tense in other moods than the indicative 

affect not the time but the form of activity implied in the verb: 

Mk. 5, 36 mioveve (cf. Mk. 2, 15) Lk. 8, 50 wlarevoov (cf. Acts 16, 31) 
Mt. 10, 28 yu dofetcbe Lk. 12, 4 wu) dofnOFre 2 [Q] 

Mk. 10, 13 ta dynra Lk. 18, 15 twa darynra 
ME. 12, 34 éwepwrfjoat Lk. 20, 40 éwepwray 

1 With some writers, for example, the author of the Revelation (pace the refine- 
ments of grammarians) the use of the perfects of certain verbs seems to be mainly a 
matter of personal taste. ; 

2 “iu gofnOjre is more elegant than yu) doBetcbe.”” — Hammack, Sayings, p. 83, but 

see J. H. Moulton, Grammar, I, 122 ff. 
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Mk. 15, 13, 14 oratpwoov ... orabp Lk. 23, 21 oratpov, cratpov 

Mt. 5,12 xalpere Lk. 6, 23 xdpnre [Q] 
Mt. 5, 42 dé6s Lk. 6, 30 dé5ov [Q] 

Mt. 6, 11 dés Lk. 11, 3 dl8ov [Q] 
Mt. 24, 45 dodvar Lk. 12, 42 ddévar [Q] 

In the following cases there is simply a choice of forms: 

Mt. 7, 7£. dvovyqoerat (bis) Lk. 11, 9 f. dvorxOqoerae (bis) 

ME. 2, 4 rpocevéyxa! Lk. 5, 18 eloeveyxetv ? 

Mt. 18, 15 duaprioy (1st Aoristis “late.” Lk. 17,3 duédpry [Q] 

See Veitch.) 
Mt. 23, 37 émowayayedv (cf.J.H.Moul- Lk. 13, 34 émovvdta (not classical, see 

ton, Grammar, II, 10) Rutherford, Phrynichus, 252) [Q] 
Mt. 11, 21 éyévovro Lk. 10, 13 éyer#Onoay NBDLE 13 33 69 

(Hellenistic, see Blass, New Testament 

Grammar, § 20) [Q] 

Changes in Voice and Number? 

Luke shows considerable freedom in the use of the passive, 

Especially frequent is the future passive, which apparently gave the 

author no offence because of its length, indeed in dvtiperpnOnoera 

(6, 38) and émusuvaxOncovra (17, 37) he seems to have still further 
lengthened by prefixes the future passives of his source (cf. werpy- 

Onoeror Mark 4, 24, Matt. 7, 1; ovvaxOnoovrar, Matt. 24, 28); and 

in passages peculiar to Luke we have such long forms as éravara- 

noerar (10, 6); ddapeOnoerar (10, 42); avrarodobjcerat (14, 14); 

avvOXacjcovra: (20, 18); alxpadwricOhoovrar (21, 24). 

But in his parallels to Matt. and Mark, Luke’s preference for the 

future passive is especially striking. 

Mk. 2, 22 é&xetrac NACL (= Mt.9,17) Lk. 5, 37 exxvOhoerac 

Mt. 23, 36 kee ext LE. 11, 51 &xfnrnOjcerar [Q] 
Mt. 10, 27 elware . . . xnpttare Lk. 12, 3 dxovoOjoerar . . . enpvxOhoerat 

[Q] 
Mt. 10, 33 dpyvpoopat Lk. 12,9 dmapynOqoerat [Q] 
Mt. 10, 35 #AGov dtxdoar Lk. 12, 53 dtapeproOqoovrar [Q] 
Mk. 9, 50 dprtcere Lk. 14, 34 dprvOqjcerat 

1 Blass, Grammar, § 21.1, seems to overlook this form, supported by NBL al., when 
he says of infinitives of dépw, that only 1 Pet. 2, 5 has avevéyxar. 

? In spite of this form and eloevéyxwow in the next verse, and eloevéyxys in 11, 4 
(= Matt. 6, 13) and mpocéveyxe in 5, 14 (= Mark 1, 44) and probably (so WH) 
mapéveyne in 22, 42 (= Mark 14, 36), Harnack (Sayings, p. 69) remarks, “ It is, more- 
over, noteworthy that neither 4veyxov nor any of its derivatives is found in St. Luke’s 
gospel.” First aorist forms of ¢épw are found at Luke 1s, 22; 23,14. 

5 For changes in person see pp. 124 ff. 
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Mt. 24, 40, 41 a¢lerac (bis), wapadap- 
Baverat (bis) 

ME. 10, 33, 34 mapaddcovow 
éuraltovow 

éurrbcovew 

Mk. 13, 2 ob un) ddedfj 

ob uw) Karadv09 

MK. 13,12 wapaddoe 
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Lk. 17, 34, 35, [36] ddeOnoerar (bis), 
mapadnpojcerat (bis) [Q] 

Lk. 18, 32 wapadobqoerat 
éurrarxOnoerar 

bBpraOncerar 

éumrvadnoerar 

LE. 21, 6 obk dpeOqoerar 
ob KaradvOjoerat 

Lk. 21, 16 mapadobqoecbe 

In some cases Luke’s passive avoids an indefinite or ambiguous 
“ they ” in Mark. 

ME. 3, 32 Aéyouow 

MK. 6, 14 ®eyor (v1. -v) 
MK. 6, 43 xai fpay 

MK. 9, 8 eldov 

Mk. 14, 12 70 wdcxa @vov 

LE. 8, 20 danyyédn abrG 

LE. 9, 7 A€yeoOar bd revev (cf. p. 97) 

LK. 9, 17 Kai #09 
Lk. 9, 36 edpén 

Lk. 22,7 See ObecOar 7d whaoxa 

In others the passive avoids a change of subject in Mark, e.g. 

Mk. 4, 18 od7ol ciow of . . . dxobcavres 

. ouvarviyouor Ig kal ai pépysva . . 

tov Adyor 

Other changes of voice: 

Lk. 8, 14 odrol eloww of dxoboarres, kal dxd 
hepyuvGy . . . ouvrvlyorrat 

ME. 3, 2 waperjpouy (AC*DA al. -cuvro) Lk. 6,7 xapernpotrro 

“The middle is more frequent” (Swete on Mark 3, 2). Luke uses it again at 14, r 
but at 20, 20 uses the active. 
Mt. 24, 38 yaplfovres 

ME. 10, 20 épvdakauny (AD al. -Ea) 
Lk. 17, 27 &yaultovro [Q] 

Lk. 18, 21 épidata (so Matt. 19, 20) 
The active is classical, see Gould, ad loc. The middle in this sense is foreign to Greek 

writers but common in LXX. 

ME. 10, 49 ards 

The form cra6els is a favorite with Luke. 

Lk. 18, 40 orabeis 

Instead of Mark’s plural for Jesus and his companions, Luke uses 

the singular, which at once focuses attention on the chief actor 

(Jesus) and avoids the indefinite ‘‘they” (cf. p. 150). 

ME, 2, 21 eloropetovrat 
ME. 1, 29 é&eASdvres HAMov (2.1. see be- 

low) 
ME. 5, 38 &xovrat els 7dv olxov 

ME. 6, 32 &ajAfov 

KarnOev 

dvagras ... 

Lk. 4, 31 
Lk. 4, 38 elon Oe 

Lk. 8, 51 Addy els rip olxlay (cf. Mk, 5, 

39, 40). 
Lk. 9, 10 drexapnoe 

1 Cf. the addition of the subject for similar reasons in cases mentioned on p. 150, 
and the substitution of the passive for the indefinite pronoun. 

Mk. 13, 5 Bdémrere wi Tes buds whavhon Lk. 21, 8 Brézxere py} tAaMNP FTE 
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Mk. 10, 46 %pxovran els "Teperxa Lk. 18, 35 & 7@ eyylfew abrév es 'T. 
Mk. 11,1 éyylfovor Lk. 19, 29 frye 

Mk. 14, 26 é€Oov els 7d Spos Lk. 22, 39 éfeAOwy eropelOn 
Mk. 14, 32 épxovrar els xwplov Lk. 22, 40 yerduevos él rob rémov 

The mss. of Mark show a similar variation between the singular and plural in certain 
passages. Perhaps the scribes of Mark felt the same need of correcting to the singular 
that Luke did. Note the following: 

Mark 1, 29 éedOdvres FAov, NACal. min. vers. 
e€ehOcv FOev, BDWEal. f g! arm. aeth. 

Mark 9, 14 &\dévres lov NBLWA k arm. 
dav elder ACD al. min. latt. syr. me. go. 

Mark 9, 33 #\Gov NBDWal. pesh. vulg. 
9e ACLal, min. 

Mark 11, 19 éteropebovro ABWA al. c d syr. pesh. arm. 
éeropebero NCD al. min. Jatt. syr. sin. me. go. 

Compound Verbs 

Luke’s changes in Mark indicate the same preference for com- 

pound verbs that is revealed both by a comparison of the passages 

derived from Q and by the general ratio of simple to compound 

verbs.! 

Mk. 1, 29 7#AGov LK. 4, 38 «lopd\Oe 
MK. 1, 37 {nrofow LE. 4, 42 éwetfrovy 

Mt. 7,1 = Mk. 4, 24 perpnOjcerat Lk. 6, 38 dvriperpyPjcerae (01.) [Q] 
Mt. 15, 14 weoodyrac Lk. 6, 39 éumecodvrar [Q] 
ME. 4,5 érecey Lk. 8, 6 xarérecey 
MK. 5,7 xpékas Lk. 8, 28 dvaxpatas 

ME. 5, 13 éavlyorro Lk. 8, 33 drervlyn 

ME. 5,14 7\9ov Lk. 8, 35 é€NOov 

Mk. 5, 27 Adoica LK. 8, 44 mpovedoica (= Matt. 9, 20) 
MK. 6, 20 qrdpe (v.1.) Cf. Lk. 9, 7 dinmépe (cf. p. 98). 
MK. 9, 36 AaBav Lk. 9, 47 ériAaBdpevos 
Mt. 11, 25 éxpupas Lk. 10, 21 daéxpupas [Q] 
Mt. 22, 35 wepdtwr Lk. 10, 25 &mepatwv [Q] 
Mt. 12, 25 pepiobeioa Lk. 11, 17 dtapeprobeioa [Q] 

Mt. 12, 26 éueploOn Lk. 11, 18 dceneploOn [Q] 
Mt. 23, 34 dudtere Lk. 11, 49 éxdudsgovew [Q] 
Mt. 10, 26 xexaduppévor Lk. 12, 2 ovyxexaAuppévor [Q] 
Mt. 10, 33 dprpcopat LK. 12,9 édxaprnOqcerat [(Q] 
Mt. 24, 28 ovvaxOhcovrat Lk. 17, 37 émovvaxO4oorrat [Q] 
Mk. 10, 21 ds Lk. 18, 22 8:d50s 

* Harnack, Sayings of Jesus, p. 38; p. 150: ‘ St. Luke has about 66 per cent more 
compounds than St. Matthew, in which Gospel the ratio is almost exactly the same as 
that in St. Mark.” Cf. J. H. Moulton, Grammar, II, 11. 
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MK. 10, 30 AGBy Lk. 18, 30 dzoAdBp 

Mk. 11,8 éorpucay Lk. 19, 36 drerrpdvvvov 
MK. 12,3 dmréore:dav Lk. 20, 10 éaméoredav 
Mk. 12, 18 gpxovrat Lk. 20, 27 mpooedOévres 
ME. 12, 18 déyouer Lk. 20, 27 dvredéyovres 

The contrary is less frequent, and is commonly intended to avoid 
unusual compounds and meanings: 

Mk. 5, 36 sapaxoboas (see Swete, ad Lk. 8, 50 éxoboas 
loc.) 

MK. 8, 34 draprncdcdw Lk. 9, 23 dpyncdcOw 
Mk. 9, 18 xaradéBp (see p. 60, n. 73) Lk. 9, 39 AauBave 
Mt. 12, 39 émitnret Lk. 11, 29 Snret [Q] 
MK. 12,17 é€ePatpatov Lk. 20, 26 @avydoarres 

Mk. 10, 42 xaraxuptebovow Lk. 22, 25 xuprebovow 

MK. 10, 42 xaretovordtovew Lk. 22, 25 éfovordtovres 

In Matt. 12, 39 = Luke 11, 29, Harnack assumes that the émufnre? 

of Matt. is original and has been changed by Luke to the simple verb. 

He says (Sayings, p. 23), ‘In St. Luke the correcting hand of the 

stylist is here clearly traced . . . wotxadis is elsewhere avoided by St. 

Luke as a vulgar word. Here also, contrary to his usual practice, he 

replaces the compound verb by the simple {nre?, because he appre- 

ciates the special meaning of the compound.”’ But the opposite is 

almost certainly true; for the saying again occurs in Matt. 16, 4,a 

doublet evidently dependent on Mark 8, 12, and there again Mat- 

thew has porxaXis and émifnre?, while Mark has neither the adjective 

nor the prefixed émt. It is therefore quite as likely that at 12, 39 

Matthew has changed {nre? to émtfnre? (which he certainly did at 

16, 4) as that Luke has reversed his usual practice (cf. Luke 4, 42 

above, p. 166). 

Between ézepwraw and the simple verb we may judge that Luke 

prefers the simple verb, from these cases: 

Mk. 4, 10 prov (-wr) Lk. 8,9 éxnporwr 
MK. 9, 32 émepwrijcae Lk. 9, 45 épwrijoae 
MK. 11, 29 érepwricw Lk. 20, 3 épwrhow (= Mt. 21, 24) 

Mk. 15, 2 émnpwrnoe Lk. 23, 3 tpernce 

This is confirmed by comparing his use of the two verbs with occurrences in the 

other evangelists: 
Matt. Mark Luke Acts John 

epwrdw 4 3 15 7 27 
brepwr dco 8 25 17 2 2(?) 
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If Matthew felt any objection to the use of a compound verb with 

the same preposition repeated in its modifying phrase, as Allen 

(St. Matthew, p. xxv f.) suggests, this objection was apparently not 

shared by Luke, who increases such combinations, except é&épxyopat 

éx, which occurs nowhere in Luke’s gospel though frequent in Mark. 

For its correction to é£épxouat d76 see the examples on p. 202. 

The occurrence of these combinations in the case of compounds 
of pxouat may be listed in the Synoptic Gospels thus: 

Matt. Mark Luke 
arrépxopuat dard I 2 4 

eloépxopat els 24 (27) 21 (24) 31 

eképxouar ex 4 (5) 10 ° 
dcépxouat did 1 (2) I 3 
érépxopuae él ° ° I 

Notice also the following: 

Mk. 6, 11 éxrivdgare rév xoiv tév bxo- Lk. 9, 5 rév xovoprév dad tGy Koda Spay 
xérw TOv Today amotiwdocere! 

Mk. 8, 31 dmodoxipacOfvat bmé, K.7-d. Lk. 9, 22 drodoxpacbjvar dx6, x.7.d. cf. 

17, 25 

Lk. 23, 15 xarnyopetre xar’ (0.1.) abroo 
Lk. 24, 2 doxexvXcopevov dxd Tod pr7y- 

pelov 

ME. 15, 3 xarnyépouv abrod 

ME. 16, 3 dmoxuAloe & rijs Olpas rod 
Bvnyelou 

Verbs of Speaking 

In introducing sentences of dialogue Luke shows his predilections 
by the changes which he makes in the diction of Mark. 

Thus Aéye, which occurs over seventy times (counting Aéyover) 
in Mark, is usually omitted or changed by Luke (see tables in Haw- 
kins, Horae Synopticae, pp. 114 ff.). It is not used of Jesus (the 
exception found in most ss. at 24, 36 is probably an interpolation 
from John 20, 19, for it is not found in the “Western” text of 
Luke), but four times of speakers in parables (13, 8; 16, 7 and 29; 
19, 22), besides only at 11, 45; Acts 12, 8; 21, 37. 
But in quoting scripture, Luke uses \éye rather than elev: ? 

ME. 12, 26 més elrev abr db beds Néywr- 
eye 6 Oeds "ABpadu ri. 

Mk. 12, 36 abrds Aaveld clrev & 7 avel- 
hare TG dyly 

Lk. 20, 37 ds Adyar Kbpiov roy Gedy 
*ABpady Krad. 

Lk. 20, 42 abrés yap Aaveis Aeya & 

BIBAw Yadydy 

1 Luke may be using Q here. See Mt. 10, 14 which has rév xonoprév with Luke 
and éxrwétare with Mark, followed however by & ray roddr. 

* Cf. Acts 2, 25, 34; 7, 48; 8, 34. 
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Aéeyouse occurs in Luke 17, 37 (though Hawkins, Pp. 22, 119, fails to list it). 
¢noly occurs in Luke 7, 40 and nine times in Acts. 
ever (Eeyov) occurs quite frequently in Luke, though for it also he sometimes 

makes a substitution (see above, p. 160). For Luke’s ever dé see Hawkins, p. 15. 

eirev is by far the commonest word for introducing sayings or 
speeches in dialogue and the combination elev 5€ is specifically 
Lucan. According to Hawkins, Horae Synopticae, Pp. 15, it occurs 
59 times in Luke and 15 times in Acts. The following is a list of 
occurrences in passages parallel to Mark or Matt.: 
Mt. 4,3 kal... elwev Lk. 4, 3. elev 5é [Q] 
Mk. 3, 3 xal Aevyee Lk. 6, 8 elwev 5é 

ME. 3,4 kal Aevea Lk. 6,9 elev 5é 
ME. 4, 40 kai elrey Lk. 8, 25 elev 6é 
Mk. 6,6 dxoboas 5. . . ever Lk. 9,9 «lev 5é 
MK. 6, 37 6 6& droxpiels elrev Lk. 9, 13. elev 5é 

Mk. 6, 39 xai éxératey Lk. 9, 14 elev 6€ 
Mk. 8, 29 kal érnpéra Lk. 9, 20. elzrev 5é 
Mk. 9, 39 6 dé elev Lk. 9, 50 elev 5é 

Mt, 8, 22 6 dé Névyer Lk. 9, 60 elrev 5é [Q] 
MK, 10, 18 6 6é claw Lk. 18, 19 elev 5é 

MK. 10, 28 4ptaro Aéeyew Lk. 18, 28 elaev 5€ 

ME. 12, 35 Kai dmoxpibels Eeyer Lk. 20, 41 elev 5é 
ME. 14, 48 «ai droxpilels . . . elrev Lk. 22, 52 elzev 5é 
ME. 14, 71 6 6 Aptaro dvabeuarliav Lk. 22, 60 elev 5é 

“ Another test-phrase is elev 5é, frequent in Genesis and the early part of Exodus, 
but rare or non-existent in later books. It does not occur in Mark or Matt. In John it 
occurs only (a) in the interpolated passage 8, 11; (b) in 12, 6 [where D transposes dé 
and syr. sin. omits elev 5é . . ], (c) in 21, 23 obk elev 5é, where 5é is supported by 
NBC and is perhaps genuine, meaning ‘ however.’ 

“In Lk. (as also in Acts) it is frequent, mostly in his Single Tradition, but sometimes 
in the Double or Triple when he introduces words or arrangements of his own. In view 

of these facts, Matt. 12, 47, bracketed by Tischendorf and placed by WH in marg. 
should be rejected as an interpolation.” [Mt. 12, 47 is omitted by NBLI 3 min. syr. 

sin. cur. k ff2.] Schmiedel, Encyclopaedia Biblica, col. 1791, note. 

2¢n is not frequent in any of the New Testament books (Matt. 

13 (15) times, Mark 3, Luke 3, John 2 (3), Acts 14). Luke at times 

changes it to eizev, e.g., Mark 9, 38 = Luke 9, 49; Mark 10, 20 = 

Luke 18, 21; Mark 10, 29 = Luke 18, 29; Mark 12, 24 = Luke 20, 

34. On the other hand, in Luke 23, 3 and Matt. 27, 11 we read é¢y 

for the Néye: of Mark 15, 2. In the following parallels é$y occurs in 

Matt. but not in Luke; Matt. 4, 7 = Luke 4, 12; Matt. 8, 8 = 

Luke 7, 6; Matt. 25, 21, 23 = Luke 19, 17,19. But which reading 

(if either) was in the common source is not easily determined, for 
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Matthew appears to add é¢7 to Mark about as often as Luke omits 

it, e.g., Matt. 21, 27; 22, 37; 26, 34; 27,113 27, 23. 

Luke frequently adds the participle \¢ywv to various expressions 

of saying. Thus in parallels to Mark we find these cases: 

Mk. 1, 25 éwerlunoey 
Mk. 2,6 dtadroyexdpevor 
Mk. 2,16 @eyor 

Mk. 5,9 érnpéra 
ME. 5, 41 deve 

Mk. 9, 7 duh 
Mk. 9,17 dzexplOn 

Mk. 10, 17 érfpwra 

Mk. 11, 28 \eyov 
Mk. 12,7 elarav 
ME. 12, 14 A€yovow 
Mk. 13, 3 érnpdra 

Mk. 14, 70 @\eyor 

Mk. 15, 2 éxnpwrnoew 
Mk. 15,13 &patay 
Mk. 15, 39 elae 

- 4,35 émwerlunoe \éywr 

+ 5, 21 dtadroylferbat Néyovres 

- 5, 30 evydyyutor Néyorres 

. 8, 30 éxnparncer déywr (om. KB al.) 
. 8, 54 edavncey déeywr 

9,35 pwr)... A€youca 

- 9, 38 eBdnoer AEywv 

. 18, 18 eérnpornce AEyuv 

. 20, 2 elwav éyortes 
- 20, 14 dcedoyl{ovro Neyorres 

. 20, 21 émnpwrnoay dEyorres 

. 21,7 emnpwrnoay deyorres 

+ 22,59 Sucxupltero \éywr 

+ 23,3 Ipornce déywr 
- 23, 21 émepdvouv déyorres 

- 23,47 bkater rdv Ocdv A€yorres 

Luke uses dzoxpiHeis with a verb of saying quite as often as do 
the other Evangelists, more than 30 times in its proper sense of 
answering questions or requests. He retains it where it is so used in 
his sources, and introduces it in some other passages where it was 
not in them. 

droxpibels retained: 

Mt. 4, 4 dzoxpibels 

Mt. 11, 4 dzoxpiels 

ME. 3, 33 aoxpiGels 
Mk. 8, 29 dsroxpibels 
Mk. 9, 19 dmoxpibels 
Mt. 25, 12 daoxpibels 
ME. 11, 33 dmoxpidévres 
Mk. 15, 2 dmoxpibels 

droxpels introduced: 

Mt. 4, 10 rére Neyer 

Mt. 4,7 en 
Mk. 2,8 reve 

Mk. 2,17 dxoboas Atv 

Mk. 2, 25 eva 

Mk. 8, 28 elrav déyovres 

ME. 9, 38 én 
ME. 11, 29 elre 

- 4,4 daexplOy [Q] 
+7; 22 dmoxpBels [Q] 
. 8, 21 dzroxpiBels 

+9, 20 dzroxpiBels 

+9, 41 droxpels 

» 13, 25 daoxpiBels [Q] 
+ 20,7 dmexplOnoay 

+ 23, 3 droxpiBels 

- 4,8 dmoxpiels . . . elev [Q] 

+ 4,12 Gmoxpels . . . elev [Q] 
+5, 22 dmoxpeBels elev 

+ 5,31 Gmoxpels . . . elrev 

- 6, 3 daoxpiBels . . . elev 
+9, 19 dmoxpiévres elrav 

+ 9,49 dmoxpifels . . . elrev 

Lk. 20, 3 dmoxpiBels 5¢ elev (= Matt. 
21, 24) 
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The use of doxpuGels, not in answer to a real question or request, 

but for the beginning of a new speech with little or no reference to 

the situation (perhaps a Semitic idiom, see Dalman, Words of 

Jesus, p. 24), is less common in Luke, and is habitually omitted by 
him when found in his sources. See Mark 6, 37; 9, 5; 10, 51; 12, 

35; 14, 48; Matt. 11, 25; 22, 1. 

Besides these more conventionalized and regular formulae, Luke 

shows a great variety in his choice of verbs to describe utterances of 

different kinds, frequently substituting for the common words of 

saying like \éyw and efzov verbs of more distinctive significance.! 

A careful study of the context of the following parallels will show 

how appropriately the substitutions have been made. 

ME. 1, 30 dé€youow Lk. 4, 38 jparnoav 
ME. 10, 51 ela Lk. 18, 40 éxnpwrnce 
ME. 11, 3 elay Lk. 19, 31 gpwrG 

Mk. 12, 14 Aéyouew Lk. 20, 21 emnpernoar d€yortes 

Mk. 4,9 eve Lk. 8, 8 épdve 
MK. 5, 41 Aevee LK. 8, 54 épavnce Aeywr 

Mk. 15,12 &eve Lk. 23, 20 mpocepornce 

ME. 1, 44 Aeye Lk. 5, 14 wapiyyede 

ME. 5,8 &eve Lk. 8, 29 wapayyedre 

MK. 5, 43 «lta Lk. 8, 55 derater 

Mk. 2,16 @eyor Lk. 5, 30 evévyutov Abyovres 

ME. 12,7 elxay Lk. 20, 14 dtedoylfovro Aéyovres 

MK. 12, 18 Aéyoure Lk. 20, 27 dvredeyovres 

ME. 12, 37 evet Lk. 20, 44 «ade? (= Matt. 22, 45) 

ME. 14, 70 @\eyov Lk. 22, 59 duoxupltero \eyuw 

ME. 15,39 exe Lk. 23, 47 eédbafev Tov Bed Neyuww 

For the converse see 

Mk. 6,8 waphyyeder ¢. va Lk. 9, 3 elev. c. orat. dir. [Q?] 

Mk. 6, 39 éwérater c. inf. Lk. 9, 14 elev c. orat. dir. 

MK. 8, 29 émnpira Lk. 9, 20 elev (cf. Meyer Mt. 16, 15) 

Mk. 14, 71 fipfaro dvabeparlfew xatéprt- Lk. 22, 60 elev? 

vat 

1 Compare Scholten, pp. 91, 0. 6, 93, 2. 3, 98: ‘‘fiir das bestiindig wiederkehrende, 

einténige, allgemeine Aéyerr von Lc zur Abwechselung gebraucht werden rapayyé\\ew, 

dctobar, towrav, mpoopuveiy, diadoylferbar.” 

2 For the probable motive of this change, see p. 95. 
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Luke’s Preferences in Verbs 

In regard to some other verbs Luke’s preferences can be illustrated 

by several examples for each. In the following pages illustrations 
are collected to show: 

1. His avoidance of OaypBéouar (and éxPapPéopar), OAiBw, cabebdw, 

kparéw, drdyw (especially the form imraye, “go thy way”), and 
¢épw (in the sense of aw); 

2. His liking for déouar, éyyifw, émukapBavoua, broorpépw, and 

dbw; 
3. His treatment of Brérw, Eoxouor, Pwvéw and their compounds. 

OayBéouar occurs in Mark 1, 27; 10, 24; 10, 32 and éxOayPéouat 

in Mark 9,15; 14, 33; 16, 5,6, but nowhere else in the New Testa- 
ment. 

Except the following cases, Matthew and Luke both omit the whole verse in which 
Mark uses the word: 

Mk. 1, 27 kal BapBibnoav Lk. 4,36 xaléyevero @auBos Mt. omits this incident 
&mavres emt wévras 

ME. 14, 33 fptaro &éap- Mt. 26,37 fptarodumeiofa: Lk. omits this point 

BetaBar kai ddnuovety Kal ddnuovety 

Mk. 16, 5 éeBauSyOnoav Lk. 24, 5 éudéBwv yevouévwy Mt. omits this verse 

O\iBw and its compounds, as well as the noun Odiyis (see p. 186), 
are avoided by Luke except in the solitary instance in the New 
Testament of a7oP\iBw, viz. 

MK. 5, 31 cuvOdlBovra LE. 8, 45 ouvéxover kat &moOAlBover 

Mk. 3,9 OAlBwow Lk. 6, 18 om., cf. émixetoOar, Lk. 5, 1 
Mk. 5, 24 ovvéOd\.Bov Lk. 8, 42 cuvérveyov 

kabebdw is twice retained by Luke (in words of Jesus): 

Mark 5, 39 obx dméOavev ddd. xadebder = Luke 8, 52 

Mark 14, 37 Zlywv, xadebdes; Luke 22, 46 rl xabebdere; 

It is not found elsewhere in Luke or in Acts, but is changed thus: 
MK. 4, 38 xadebdwv Lk. 8, 23 adimvwce 
MK. 14, 37 KxabebSovras LE. 22, 45 Korpopévous 

xparéw occurs in Matt. 12 times, in Mark 15 times, in Luke 
2 (Acts 4) times. To Mark 3, 21; 6, 17; 7, 3, 4, 83 9, 10; 14, 44, 
46, 51, Luke has no parallels; xparjoas in Luke 8, 54 is from Mark 
5) 41. 
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o the remaining cases in Mark, Luke changes it or omits this 
verb: 

ME. 1, 31 xparioas rijs xerpds Lk. 4, 39 omits 
MK. 9, 27 xparjoas ris xeupés Lk. 9, 42 omits 
Mk. 12, 12 abrév kparfjoa Lk. 20, 19 émBadeiv ér’abroy ras xelpas 
ME. 14, 1 xparfoavres Lk. 22, 2 omits 
ME. 14, 49 od« &oarhoaré pe Lk. 22, 53 otk éferelvare ras xelpas én” 

eve 

The verb trayw occurs never in Acts, only 5 times in Luke, 
though it is frequent in the other three gospels. Its intransitive use 
is not classical, but in Hellenistic times was common, as it is in 
modern Greek (Kennedy, Sources, p. 156). Luke frequently changes 
it, e.g.: 

Mk. 14, 13 Sréyere els rv Tod Lk. 22, 10 eloedObvrwv bydr els Thy ThA 
MK. 14, 21 vlés rob dxOpdrov braver Lk. 22, 22 vids rod dvOpcmov mopeberat 

The form iaye is especially common in Matthew and Mark, but 
occurs nowhere in Luke. Very likely it seemed to him vulgar. In 

the following cases he has probably changed or omitted it: 

Mt. 4,10 draye, carava (cf. Mk. 8, 33) Lk. 4,8 omits [Q} 

ME. 1, 44 taaye .. . dettor Lk. 5,14 daedOcw dettov 

Mk. 2, 11 traye* Lk. 5, 24 sopebov 

Mt. 8,13 traye Lk. 7, 10 entirely different [Q] 2 
ME. 5,19 taye es rdv olkéy cov Lk. 8, 39 bméorpede els Tor olkov cou 
MK. 5, 34 daaye els elphyny Lk. 8, 48 sopebou eis elonuny 

ME. 6, 38 tméyere, Were? Lk. 9, 13. om. (see also p. 80) 
Mt. 18, 15 éraye, 2deytov abrév Lk. 17, 3 émirlunoov abrév [Q] 
Mk. 10, 21 traye, dca exes rhdnoor Lk. 18, 22 révra dca exes THAQTOY 

MK. 10, 52 iraye, 3 lores cov cécwxev ce §©=90 Lx. 18, 42 vd BAehov- 4 mlotIs K.7.d. 

Harnack (Sayings, p. 109) says; “ The traye in all three cases of 

its occurrence (4, 10; 8, 13; 18, 15) is probably inserted by St. 

Matthew.” But in passages from Mark, Matthew nowhere inserts 

it and Luke always omits it. Would they deal differently with Q? 

With regard to another saying of Q, Harnack makes an equally 

unjustified statement. Matt. 10, 16 reads idod éyw aroaré&\\w tuas 

os mpoBata év péow AdKwy. Luke 10, 3 reads: brayere, idod dzo- 

1 In Mark 2, 9 traye is read by ND 33 (apparently assimilated from 2, 11), but most 

other mss. of Mark and the parallels in Matt. 9, 5 and Luke 5, 23 read mwepurdre. 
2 Perhaps this verse is not from Q at all; see Harnack, Sayings, pp. 77, 210f. 

3 Mark 8, 33 traye éricw wou, carava; Luke omits the whole verse. 
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oTAdw tyas ds dpvas & péow Abxwy. Harnack (Sayings, p. 13) 

says: “ bmayere is an addition of St. Luke in order to connect verse 3 

with verse 2.” But this connection may have been just as much 

needed in Q, if, as Harnack prints it on p. 134, these verses occurred 

in the same order there as in Luke; while Matt. could have easily 

omitted tréyere in his context. 

dépw, which in modern Greek has almost entirely replaced ayw 

(Jannaris, Historical Greek Grammar, 996,3), was already in Hellen- 

istic times encroaching upon it, by taking the meaning “ lead,” 
“bring,” of persons and cattle. So Mark uses it, but Luke corrects 

him thus: 

ME. 1, 32 eepov Lk. 4, 40 #ravyov 

Mk. 9, 2 dvadépe Lk. 9, 28 mapadaBav dvéiBn 

Mk. 9, 19 ¢épere Lk. 9, 41 mpocdyaye 
Mk. 11, 2 gépere Lk. 19, 30 ayéyere 
Mk. 11,7 gépover Lk. 19, 35 #vayvov (So Matt. 21, 7) 

Mk. 15,1 dmhveyxav Lk. 23, 1 #yayor 

Mk. 15, 22 dépover Cf. Lk. 23, 33 aaqdOov (Matt. 27, 2 

aatyyayov) 

In Mark, if not elsewhere, the scribe of D or its ancestor has shown the same desire 
for improvement as the author of Luke. The readings of that Ms. for the above pas- 
sages in Mark are: 1, 32 épépocay, 9, 2 dvdye, 9, 19 éepere, 11, 2 aydyere, II, 7 
ryayov, 15, I dwiyayov, 15, 22 a&yovor. See Wellhausen, Einleitung in die drei ersten 
Evangelien, p. 11. 

éyyitw occurs in Matt. 7 times, Mark 3 times, Luke 18 times, 

Acts 6 times. Throughout the New Testament its use in escha- 

tological associations is common; cf. Rom. 13, 12; Heb. 10, 25; 

Jas. 5,8; 1 Pet. 4,7. So Luke uses it: 
Mk. 13,6 eyo du Lk. 21, 8 adds xal 3 xatpds Hyyuxev 

MK. 13, 14 BdéeAvypa Epnudcews Lk. 21, 20 #yyexev 4} Epjpwors 

Lk. 21, 28 eyyltee 7 drodbrpwors dpa 

So Matthew uses it (?): 

MK. 14, 41 fNMev 4 dpa Mt. 26, 45 Hryvexev 4 pa 

With 4 Bacrdela 70d Geod (rv obpav&v) it is found in the preaching of the Baptist 
(Matt. 3, 2), in the early preaching of Jesus (Mark 1, 15 = Matt. 4, 17), and in the 
programme of the mission (Matt. 10, 7 = Luke 10, g). Luke, however, repeats it in 
10, 11 TAR TobTo ywwoxere, dre Hyyixev ) Bacrdela Tod Oeod. 

In its ordinary uses, Luke’s preference for éyyifw may be seen in 

the following parallels: 

Mt. 6, 20 Kdérrae ob diopbocovew ofS Lk. 12, 33 KAéwrys ox byyite: [Q] 
KAérrovow 

Mk. 10, 46 épxovras els "Ieperxe Lk. 18, 35 éyylfew abrdy els I. 
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Mk. 10, 50 ev mpds "Incody Lk. 18, 40 éyyiodvros abrod 
ME. 14,1 #70 wéoxa kal rd btupaperd LE. 22,1 Hyyetev 4 toprh r&v afbuwr %} 

dvo huepas Aeyouern wacxa 
ME. 14, 45 adOcdv eb6ds tpocedOdv Lk. 22, 47 Ayyucev 

évtNapBavoua. (found only once each in Matt. and Mark, viz., 
Matt. 14, 31 peculiar to Matt., Mark 8, 23 peculiar to Mark) is used 
by Luke in 9, 47 for \aBév Mark 9, 36; in 20, 20 for d&ypebowow 
Mark 12, 13 (see Kennedy, p. 13, Schmid, IV, 267); in 23, 26 for 

ayyapebovow Mark 15, 21 (see Kennedy, p. 72). It occurs besides in 

Luke 14, 4; 20, 26; Acts 9, 27; 16,19; 17,19; 18,17}; 21, 30, 333 
23, 19. 

Except in Matt. 9, 38 (= Luke to, 2 def@nre ody rod Kuptov Tod 

Oepopod), S€ouar is used by Luke only among the evangelists. The 

following instances are in parallels to Mark: 

Mk. 1, 40 wapaxadav Lk. 5,12 &ée96n 
Mk. 5,7 dpxitw LK. 8, 28 déopae 

ME. 5, 18 wapexdde Lk. 8, 38 &eiro 

ME. 9, 18 elza Lk. 9, 40 eseAOnv, cf. 9, 38 

broorpédw occurs 21 times in Luke and 11 (12) times in Acts, but 

not in the other gospels (except Mark 14, 40, where, however, SBDL 

and the older versions read é\@wv). That Luke should use it in re- 

casting his sources is natural. See the following: 

ME. 1,14 ev Lk. 4, 14 sréorpeper 

ME. 5,19 taye els tov ofxdv cov Lk. 8, 39 trdéorpede eis Tov olkdy gov 

ME. 5, 21 dtawepacavros Lk. 8, 40 drocrpéepe cf. 37 dréorpeper 

Mk. 6, 30 cuvéyorrat Lk. 9, 10 troorpéyartes 

Mt. 12, 44 émorpéjw Lk. 11, 24 brogrpéiyw [Q] 
ME. 16, 8 ééedodoar Lk. 24,9 trocrptpvacat 

giw and ovvdiw are used of the growth of plants more properly 

than évaBaiyw and éfavaré\dXw (Kennedy, Sources, p. 73). 

Mk. 4,5 édtavéredey Lk. 8,6 gue 
Mk. 4,7 dvéBnoar Lk. 8, 7 suvpvetcar 
MEK. 4, 8 dvaBalvovra xai abéavopevor } Lk. 8,8 gu 

But é&@tp of Mark 13, 28 is replaced by mpoBédAwow Luke 21, 30. 

Luke shares the use of 6Aérw common in the Koiné as a sub- 

stitute for the verb épdw, but in a few cases changes its more unusual 

combinations.’ 

‘ In the parable of the mustard seed Mark 4, 32 again uses dvaPalvw, while Q (Matt, 

13, 32 =Luke 13, 19) apparently used abgdvw. 
2 The absence of the verb in Luke 7, 22 & etSere xal jxoboare, parallel to Mt. 11, 4 & 
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Mk. 8, 15 Bdérere ard Lk. 12, 1 mpocéxere (= Matt. 16, 6), 
éavrois &6 (perhaps from Q) 

MK. 12, 38 @dérere dd Lk. 20, 46 mpooéxere 

Mk. 13, 33 Bdémere Cf. Lk. 21, 34 mpooéxere éavrois 

mpocéxere éavrots occurs only in Luke and Acts. The remaining instances are 

Luke 17, 3; Acts 5, 35; 20, 28. 
For “‘ be a respecter of persons ” Luke also has a more usual form, 

Mk. 12, 14 Pdémes els tpbcwrov Lk. 20, 21 AauBdves mpdowmrov 

Luke usually omits éu@déPas and repiBdePapevos when they occur 

in Mark, viz.: Mark 10, 21, 27 and Mark 3, 34; 5, 32; 9, 8; 10, 23; 

11,11. Each occurs once in Luke: éuBddpas, 20, 17 (not in Mark 12, 

10); meptBrePdmuevos, 6, 10 (retained from Mark 3, 5). éuBdrépaca, 

Mark 14, 67, is replaced by Luke’s favorite verb drevioaca, Luke 22, 

56, but in a later verse (22, 61) is the form évéBdeper. 

Note also Matt. 6, 26 éu@déWare; Luke 12, 24 xaravonoare [Q]. 

In the use of other verbs of seeing Luke has some characteristic 

habits.! 

He is fond of edpioxw in this sense and of Oedouat, but frequently 

changes fewpéw: 

dxovere kal BAéwere, mdy be due to the source, or, if not, to a difference of tense, for 
@BdeWa scarcely occurs in the New Testament. 

1 For the omission of té» the participle see pp. 89 f. In another series of cases Luke 
omits the verb of seeing but with far more radical effect on the structure of sentences. 
These are the cases where Luke says directly that something took place while Mark 
only states that something was seen to take place. Perhaps a different reason should 
be assigned to each case: 

Mk. 1, 10 elder oxtfouévous rods obpavods Lk. 3, 21 eyévero ... dvepxOjvat rdv ob- 

kal 7d wveDua . . . kataBatvov, K.T.d. pavév, kai karaBivar 7d wveDua, K.T.d. 

(Here Mt. 3, 16 has elev mvedua .. . karaBaivoy with Mark, but xa ld0d yvepxOnoav 
oi obpavol which is more like Luke). 

Mk. 5, 31 BaAémets rov 3xAov cvvOAlBorra Lk. 8, 45 of SxAor cuvéxovaly ce kal dxo- 
oe OAlBovow 

Mk. 5, 38 Gewpet .. . kAalovras, K.r.d. Lk. 8, 52 &datov Se wavres, x.r.d. 

Mk. 9, 4 kat &$6n abrots "Hrelas obv Lk. 9, 30 xat lod avdpes 560 ouvedddouv 

Moice?, «al joav cuvradodyres TO abr@, olives Foav M. xai ’H. of dpbévres 

"Inood &y 5dEn 

Mk. 9, 14 eléov 8xdov rodbv Lk. 9, 37 cuvqvrncer abrd 8xdos wots 

Mk. 14, 62 dpeoGe rdv vidv rod dxOpmrov Lk. 22 69 dd rod viv 58 Soran db vids Tod 
éx debtQv Kabjpevoy avOpdrou Kabhuevos ex Sebcav 

For the reverse see Mt. 8, 11 =Lk. 13, 28 and 

Mk. 12, 42 pla xfpa rrwx} {Bare Lk. 21, 2 eldev 5& ria xhpay wenxpav 
Baddoveav 
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Mk. 2,14 eldev Lk. 5, 27 Sedcaro 
Mk. 5,15 Gewpotow Lk. 8, 35 edpov 
ME. 9,8 eldov Lk. 9, 36 ebpéOn 
Mk. 12, 41 Wedpa Lk. 21, 1 dvaBdalas elev 
ME. 15, 40 Oewpotoat Lk. 23, 49 dpdaa (cf. Oewphoavres 48) 
ME. 15, 47 Mecdpov Lk. 23, 55 #edcavro 
ME. 16, 4 dvaBddpacat Oewpodow Lk. 24, 2 edpov 

mpocepurncer in Luke 6, 13 seems to take the place of tpooxadetrat 
(Mark 3, 13), and in Luke 23, 20 of the simple dzoxpiels 2eyev 

(Mark 15, 12). mpoodwvéw occurs outside of Luke (Luke 13, 12; 

Acts 21, 40; 22, 2) only in Matt. 11, 16 from Q (= Luke 7, 32). 
émigwvéw is peculiar to Luke (Luke 23, 21; Acts 12, 22; 21, 34; 22, 

24). Simple @wvéw is used for \éyw in Luke 8, 8, 54 (= Mark 5, 9, 

41), but is not specially characteristic of Luke. 

Forms of épxopuar or its compounds frequently disappear in Luke’s 

reproduction of his sources. Not only are wopevouat and other 

verbs used in its place, giving greater elegance or definiteness to the 

description, but the (Hebraistic ?) idiom of Luke allows the use of 

idob and the nominative in place of any verb at all. Further, the 

verb can often be omitted without great loss from Mark’s narrative, 

especially where it is codrdinate with another verb, or where several 

forms of the verb are gathered in a single passage. 

Besides the three instances given above (p. 173) for the use of 

mopevopat in place of irayw, topebouat (which is not found in Mark)? 

is used for admépxopa in the following cases: 

ME. 1, 35 amide Lk. 4, 42 émopebOy 

ME. 6, 36 dmedOovres Lk. 9, 12 wopevOévres 

MK. 6, 37 dmedObvres Lk. 9, 13 wopevOevres 

Mk. 14, 12 dmedOdvres Cf. Lk. 22, 8 zopevdérres 

In one instance éxropetouat is used for étépxouas: 

Mk. 1, 28 é€#\dev (So Lk. 4,14; 7,17; Lk. 4,37 é£eropebero 

see pp. 108 f.) 

But for the simple %pxouar, ropebouar appears not to be substituted. Rather are 

the two verbs contrasted as ‘come’ and ‘ go’ in Matt. 8, 9 = Luke 7, 8. 

1 ropebouat is read by Westcott and Hort in Mark g, 30 following only B*D and 

some testimony from the versions. The three occurrences in [Mark] 16, 9-20 of course 

cannot be considered an exception. The omission of the simple verb in Mark is the 

more remarkable since the compounds ets- é&- and wapamopebouat, are characteristic 

of Mark (Hawkins, Horae Synopticae, p. 12 n.), and are removed by Luke in rewriting 

Marcan passages. See Mark 1, 21; 4,19; 5,40; 6, 11 and their parallels in Luke. 
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For épxoua and its compounds Luke substitutes various other 

verbs: 

Mk. 1, 31 mpocedOav Lk. 4, 39 émoras 
Mk. 1, 38 Aor Lk. 4, 43 dmeorddqy (cf. pp. 97, 117f.). 

Mk. 3, 31 epxerar Lk. 8, 19 wapeyevero 
Mk. 5,1 #AGov Lk. 8, 26 karém\evoay 
Mt. 10, 13 Addrw Lk. 10, 6 éravamrajaerat [Q] 
Mt. 10, 34 #A9ov Lk. 12, 51 apeyevduny [Q] 

Mk. 11, 27b Epxovrat Lk. 20, 1 éréorncav 

iéob without a verb takes the place of oxopau: 
Mk. 1, 40 Epxerat Aempds Lk. 5,12 lod dvip tANpns Nerpas 
MK. 2, 3 épxovrat péporres Lk. 5, 18 lov a&vipes pépovres 

ME. 15, 43 eddav "Iwond Lk. 23, 50 tod dvip dvépare "Iwond 

Compare also xal téov yury (Luke 7, 37) with #\ev yurn (Mark 14, 3). Note also 
the lob of Luke 8, 41 (cf. Mark 5, 22), Luke 22, 47 (cf. Mark 14, 43 wapaylverat). 
Luke introduces isot elsewhere in sections taken from Mark, and in matter peculiar 
to his gospel, and in Acts it occurs very frequently. It is used to introduce new char- 
acters in the cases cited above and in Luke 2, 25; 9, 38 (cf. Mark 9,17); 10, 25; 14, 2; 

19, 2; Acts 8, 27; 16,1.! It is also used to emphasize a large number or amount (Luke 
13, 73 13, 16; 15, 29; 19, 8) —a very peculiar and unique usage. 

The following list shows how in other ways forms of épxyouat are 

omitted, or at least reduced in number: 

Mk. 1, 29 é£edOdvres AOov Lk. 4, 38 dvaords . . . eloqddev 

MK. 1, 35 é&9\Oev kal aafdOev Lk. 4, 42 ekedOcy éwopebOn 
Mk. 2,18 %pxovrat kal Neyovow Lk. 5, 33 elaav 
Mk. 3,6 &é&edOdvres Lk. 6, 1: omits 
Mk. 4, 4 9Mev 7a reread kal karépayer Lk. 8,5 ra werewa . . . xarépaye 
Mk. 5, 38-40 épxovrac... elveMOav Lk. 8, 51 edOwv 

. elomropeberar 

Mt. 13, 32 éMety ra rereva rod obpavod Lk. 13, 19 7a wereva Tov obpaved Kare- 

kal karacknvoty oxhvacer [Q] 
ME. 11, 15 kal pxovrat . . . kat eloe- Lk. 19, 45 kal eloedOdv 
Sav 

Mk. 12, 14 kal é\Odvres A€yovow Lk. 20, 21 xal érnpwrnoav devotes 

Mk. 12, 42 &Ooica xnpa eBarev Lk. 21, 2 elev xHpav Baddovoeay 

Mk. 14,16 xal éf\ov . . . Kal #AOov Lk. 22,13 &medOdvres 

Mk. 14, 32 epxovrat Lk. 22, 40 yevdpuevos 

Mk. 14, 45 €dOay ebOds rpocedOav Lk. 22, 47 fyyicev TO "Iqood 
Mk. 14, 66 épxerar . . . kal ldodca Lk. 22, 56 lodca 

See also pp. 89 f. 

' Especially striking is its repeated use with dvfp, dvdpes in Luke 5, 12, 18; 8, 49; 
9, 30; 9, 38; 23, 50; 24, 4 (cf. the parallels to these passages in Mark); and in Luke 

19, 2; Acts 1,10; 8, 27; 10, 19, 30; 11, 11. 
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For the simple verbs eiui and yivoyat more definite words are 
substituted by Luke: 

ME. 1, 4 éy&ero "Iwavyns Lk. 3, 3 #\Gev (possibly from Q) 
ME. 4, 37 ylverat \atday Lk. 8, 23 xaréBn AatrAay 
Mk. 6, 15 éorly Lk. 9,8 evn 
Mk. 6, 15 [éorlv understood] Lk. 9, 8 dvéorn 
ME. 8, 28 [éoriv understood) Lk. 9, 19 dvéorn 
MK. 10, 47 éorly Lk. 18, 37 wapépxerar 

Mk. 14,1 jy Lk. 22,1 dyviter 

Perhaps ‘yivoua: is preferred by Luke to eiui for the same reason, 

viz. that it is less colorless. Thus: 

Mt. 7, 27 fv 9 wrGots abrijs peyadn LK. 6, 49 éyévero 70 piryua. Tijs olklas éxel- 

wns peya [Q] 
Mt. 12, 40 qv "Iwvds & rH Kole roo Lk. 11, 30 eyeero "Iwviis rots Nuvevetras 

KqTOUS onuetov [Q] 
Mt. 25, 21 émi ddlya js mords Lk. 19, 17 & d&axiorw mords yéevov [Q] 
Mk. 12, 7 dud Eorac 7 KAnpovoula Lk. 20, 14 tva jpdy yernrat  KAnpovopia 

Mk. 12, 23. rlvos abr&v tora yur} Lk. 20, 33 rlvos abrav yiverat yur} 

ME. 10, 43 éo7ae duady dedxovos Cf. Lk. 22, 26 ywéodw ... ds 6 dtaxovdy 

In the following passage both verbs occur in each gospel but their position is ex- 
changed. Harnack (Sayings, p. 63), attributes the change to Luke. 

Mt. 5, 45 Srws yéernode viol rod warpds Lk. 6,35 xal éceade viol tilarov . . . 36 

dudv rod & obpavots . . . 48 aeabe obv ylveabe oixrippoves [Q] 

duets TédELvor 

Compare also Luke’s use of taapxw in place of eiui, or where 

words are simply in apposition: 

ME. 5, 22 els r&v dpxiovvaywywr, dvé- LK. 8, 41 dvip @ dvoua "depos, xai airs 

pare "depos apxuwv rijs suvayuyis trjpxey [Q] 

Mt. 7, 11 i oby duets rovnpol bvres Lk. 11, 13 i od dyes rovnpol bardpxovrTes 

{Q] 
Mk. 15, 43 “Iwonp . . . eboxipwv Bov- Lk. 23, 50 "Iwo Bovdeuris brapxwr 

AeuTHS 

The use of yivouat with the dative of the person in the sense, “it 

happened to him,” is not found in the Gospel of Luke, though it oc- 

curs thrice in Mark (and in Acts 7, 40 from LXX; cf. Acts 12, 18): 
Mk. 5, 16 was éyévero 7G Satponrfoperp LE. 8, 36 mds town 6 Satporobels 

MK. 5, 33 6 véyovev atti Cf. Lk. 8, 47 os td6n mapaxpiua 1 

Mk. 9, 21 otro yéyover abrG Lk. 9, 42 omits the whole dialogue 

adinut is a verb of so varied meaning that it is frequently am- 

biguous. Whether Luke consciously avoids it for this reason or not, 

1 Cf. MK. 5, 29 tara 
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it will be seen in the following parallels that his substitute is per- 
fectly clear: 

1. To leave heirs at death: 
Mk. 12, 19 édy . . . ph df réxvov Lk. 20, 28 édy . . . obros Grexvos § 

Mk. 12, 20 obk ddijxev oréppa Lk. 20, 29 &rexvos 

Mk. 12, 22 obk ddijxav oréppa Lk. 20, 31 ob xaréXurov réxva 

2. To leave undone, neglect: 
Mt. 23, 23 ddqxare Lk 11, 42 wapépxeode [Q] 

Mt. 23, 23 d@etvar Lk. 11, 42 rapetvar [Q] 

3. To leave alone, depart from: 
Mt. 4, 11 ddlyow abrév 6 5téBodos Lk. 4, 13 6 dedBodos dwtorn dr’ abrod 

{Q] 
Mt. 18, 12 obxi ddjoe (0.1, ddets) Lk. 15, 4 od xaradelree [Q] 

4. To allow: 

Mk. 1, 35 obx #quev (cf. 11, 16) Lk. 4, 41 otk ela 
Mt. 5, 40 ades Lk. 6, 29 pw) Kwdboys [Q] 
Mk. 5, 19 obk agpfxev abrovy (scil. va wer’ Lk. 8, 38 dréd\ucer abrév 

avrov 3) 

Mt. 23,13 ob . . . dglere Lk. 11, 52 &wddoare [Q] 

The reverse case: 
Mt. 24, 43 obk dv elacev Lk. 12, 39 ov« dv adixev [Q] 
is very hard to explain, especially as it is more likely that édw is original than that 
Matthew has introduced it. Cf. Harnack, Sayings, p. 33. On Luke’s use of xwAbew 
see Harnack, ibid., p. 100. 

Note also the following parallels: 

Mk. 4, 36 adévres rov 3xAov Lk. 8, 22 omits (so Matt. 8, 23) 
Mk. 8,13 ddels (Matt. 16, 14 xaradi- Lk. omits the whole section 

mov) abrovs 

Mk. 11, 6 d@fxav abrots Lk. 19, 34 omits (so Matt. 21, 6) 
Mk. 12,12 ddévres airévy (= Matt. 22, Lk. 20, 19 omits 

22) 

MK. 15, 37 ddels puri peyadnv Lk. 23, 46 qwrioas (Matt. 27, 50 

kpatas) pwr peyady 

Even when Luke retains the verb adinut, he often changes the 

form. Here the motive is perhaps still more obscure, but in some 
cases may be the varied connotation of the forms. 

Mk. 2, 5,9 ddlevrar LK. 5, 20, 23 ddéwvrar (cf. Lk. 7, 47, 48) 
ME. 2,7 dquevac Lk. 5, 21 ddeivac 

Mt. 6,12 ddijxapev Lk. 11, 4 adloper [Q] 
Mt. 24, 40, 41 addlerac Lk. 17, 34, 35, [36] d&peOhoerac [Q] 
Mk. 13, 2 ob pr deff ! Lk. 21, 6 od adeDjoerar 

In Acts the verb is used only three times. 

1 In Matt. 12, 32b, B reads od us} dgefj over against otk (N ob u}) ddeOqoerar in all 
other mss. and in the parallel Luke 12, 10. 
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Similarly the ambiguous verb atow is apparently avoided by 
Luke: 

MK. 2, 3 alpdpevov Lk. 5, 18 éxt xAlvns (Matt. 9, 2 ém 
«Alyns BeBAnuévov) 

ME. 2, 21 = Matt. 9,16 atpe Lk. 5, 36 76 xavdv oxloe 
Mt. 24, 39 fev &ravras Lk. 17, 27 amédevev &ravras [Q] 
Mk. 15, 21 = Matt. 27, 32 &pp Lk. 23, 26 ¢épev 

Note that Matthew avoids atpw. Besides the passage cited above see: 

LE. 6, 29 rod atpovros Mt. 5, 40 7@ Oédovre . . . AaPetv [Q] 
LE. 6, 30 70d atpovros Mt. 5, 42 rdv Oédovra . . . Savlcacbar [Q] 
ME. 4, 15 = Lk. 8,12 atpe Mt. 13, 19 dpwéte 

ME. 8,19 #pare Mt. 16,9 éddfere 
Mk. 8, 20 #pare Mt. 16, 10 é\dfere 

Lk. 11, 52 #pare ri xdeiba Mt. 23, 13. xdelere [Q] 

Perhaps a comparison of the use of afpw in Mark and Q can be made from the fol- 
lowing double parallels: 

Mk. 6, 8 atpwow = Lk. 9, 3 alpere Mt. 10,9 xrioecde 

Lk. 10, 4 Baordtere 

ME. 8, 34 = Mt. 16, 24= Lk. 9, 23 =Mt. 10, 38 AapBaver rov oravpdv 
dpadtw tov craupdy LE. 14, 27 Baorage tov cravpév 

ME. 11, 23 = Mt. 21, 21 &pOyre cat Mt. 17,20 perdBa evOev exet 

BAROnre els THY O4raccay LE. 17, 6 e&pefwOnre cal purebOnre & 7H 

Gardcon 

Of course it is possible that the original verb of Q is not preserved by either Luke or 
Matthew in any of these instances. Except in the first case, Harnack (Sayings, pp. 88, 
145; cf. p. 134) as usual gives the preference to the form in Matthew. But peréBa 

(Matt. 17, 20) is almost certainly secondary, for Matthew uses it five times to Luke’s 

once, and twice (8, 34; 15, 29; cf. 12, 9) substitutes it for other verbs in Mark, who 
never uses the word. So apparently Matthew substitutes AauSdrw for atpw in three 

cases given above, while Baora{w may be original with Q in Luke 14, 27, as well as 
in Luke 10, 4 and Matt. 3, 11, where Harnack retains it. 

Selection of More Literary Synonyms 

More significant are the cases in which Luke substitutes a word of 

his own for a verb occurring only once or twice in his sources. Pref- 

erence for one word for coming, saying, and the like, above a syn- 

onymous term, may merely reflect a writer’s habitual mode of ex- 

pression, without implying reflection or distinct motive. This is not 

so likely to be the case, however, with less common words, and 

changes in these may with greater probability be attributed to de- 

liberate choice and thus disclose the author’s sense of propriety in 

diction. 
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In some cases Luke seems to be influenced mainly by motives of 

style. 

Thus, for the unusual émpémre, Mark 2, 21 (the lexicons mention only this pas- 

sage)!, he substitutes the common émPédde (5, 36) as does Matt. 9, 16. 

For oxavdaditovra: twice in Luke, eight times in Mark and thirteen times in Mat- 

thew) Luke once substitutes the common é¢iorayra: (Luke 8, 13 = Mark 4, 17). 

For xodaglter (Mark 14, 65 = Matt. 26, 27, a late denominative, found elsewhere 

only in ecclesiastical writers) Luke 22, 63 uses dépw, which is at least as old as the 

comedy in the sense ‘strike.’ 

Similarly éxepadlwoov (Mark 12, 4 NBL — dak deyéuevov in Greek literature) ? 

disappears probably into the ¢h.Go8dAnoav of Matt. 21, 35 and the still more classical 
tpavuaricayres (found elsewhere in the New Testament only in Acts 19, 16) and 

delpayres, of Luke 20, 11, 12. 
For wpouepiuvare, Mark 13, 11, “ drat Aeydpevov in New Testament and perhaps 

in writers earlier than the close of the canon, Matt. [10, 19] has vepeuvav, Luke [21,14] 
the classical rpouederav, ‘ to prepare a speech.’” (Swete ad loc.) 

Parallel to xarapé0ere (Matt. 6, 28, nowhere else in New Testament and not fre- 
quent in any Greek except possibly Xenophon and Plato) Luke 12, 27 has the more 
common karavofcare, a favorite word of his, as shown by the parallels: 

Mt. 6, 26 éuBreWare eis Lk. 12, 24 xaravonoare [Q] 

Mk. 12, 15 lédv Lk. 20, 23 Karavonoas 

The verb énpaivw in the medical sense (see p. 47) is not used by 

Luke. 

MK. 3, 1 é&npappérny xelpa Lk. 6,6 4 xelp... qv Enna 

Mk. 5, 290 é&npdv0n 4 aav7 Lk. 8, 44 éorn 4 pbows 

MK. 9, 18 énpalverar Lk. 9, 39 omits (cf. p. 60, n. 73) 
But he retains énpav6y of the withered sprout of grain, Luke 8, 6 = Mark 4, 6. 

The verbs censured by Atticists, ancient and modern, and avoided 

by Luke form an interesting list: 

Mark 15, 21 d&yyapetw (a Persian loan-word not naturalized until Hellenistic times; 

see Norden, Antike Kunstprosa, p. 489, note 1, Zahn, Introduction, I, p. 66, note 11): 

Luke 23, 26 ém:AaBdperor. — Mark 12, 13 &ypebowow (poetical, Schmid, Aéticismus, IV, 
267): Luke 20, 20 émAdBwrrat. — Parallel to paisa (Matt. 5, 39; see Lobeck, Phryn. 

p. 175) Luke 6, 29 has roarw. — ypnyopetre (Mark 14, 38; Lobeck, Phryn., pp. 118 f.) is 
omitted in Luke 22, 46 (unless aévacrdyres be a substitute for it). ‘Lukas hat es zwei- 
mal, aber da wo die urspriingliche Bedeutung durchschimmert,” viz. 12, 37, 39 — 

Norden. But the latter case is perhaps an assimilation of some Mss. to Matt. 22, 43. 
— For orlhBovra (Mark g, 3. “ Dass das Wort der xow# angehort, zeigt auch Apoll. 

Soph. lex. Hom., p. 145, 23 Bekker.” — Schmid, Alticismus IV, p. 229) Luke 9, 29 
has étaorparrwv. — For éoxdrws exe (Mark 5, 23 ‘ to be at the point of death,’ a 
phrase condemned by Atticists, Lobeck, Phryn. p. 389) Luke 8, 42 has d&réSvqoxev, 

1 [ have lately noted the word in Theophrastus, Characters, 16, 6. 

2 See Lobeck, Phryn. p. 95; éxepadalwoay in the other mss. means ordinarily in 
Greek ‘ to summarize.’ Cf. Scholten, p. 95, n. 5. 
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‘was dying.’ — For épxitw (Mark 5, 7; Lobeck Phryn, p. 361) Luke 8, 28 has déopac. 

On this change, see also above pp. 93, 175. 

Certain uses of didwu: equivalent to the Latin do might be sus- 
pected of being Latinisms. Luke avoids two of them: 

Mk. 3, 6 cupBobd\ov eéldour NB al. Lk. 6, 11 guvedddouv 

Mk. 4, 8 @idou xaprév (= Matt. 13,8) Lk. 8, 8 émolnoev xaprév 

Perhaps another Latinism is to be found in Mark’s use of ioxtw = valeo. Luke uses 
a good Greek word in its place: 
Mk. 2,17 loxtovres Lk. 5, 31 bycalvovres 

Luke avoids giving verbs an unusual, incorrect, vulgar, or un- 

classical meaning. 

For 6poetade, ‘ be frightened ’ (Mark 13, 7 = Matt. 24, 6, andin LXX; see Kennedy, 
Sources, p. 126; in classical Greek it meant ‘ raise an outcry ’) Luke 21, g has rrofOnre, 

(The Western Text of Mark 13, 7 has Gopyfetobe). — For Sorepet, ‘be wanting,’ Lat. 
deficere, Mark 10, 21 (John 2, 3 v.J., Dioscorides 5, 86), Luke 18, 22 has the regular 

Aeiwex. — For rpwyovres ‘ eating’ (Matt. 24, 38, cf. Photius p. 231, note, quoted by 
Norden, Antike Kunstprosa, p. 486f., note 4: rpdryew odxl 76 éoOlew adds, AAG Ta 
Tpaynuara Kal tpwxrd Kadobueva) Luke 17, 27 has #obcov. — For éxBdd\d\e (Matt. 12, 

35 bis), in its (late) colorless sense involving no notion of violence, Luke 6, 45 bis has 

mpopéper. (See also above, p. gr). 

Greater definiteness and freedom from ambiguity is obtained by 

using for yeuifecOac (Mark 4, 37, technical term for loading with 

cargo) ouverAnpodvto (Luke 8, 23) when the boat was in danger of 
being filled with waves. For ouv{nretv (Mark 1, 27), Luke 4, 36 has 

ovvedadour (“ more precise.” Harnack, Luke the Physician, p. 89). 

Improvements of literary tone may be recognized in the following: 

MK. 1, 26 ozdépatay Lk. 4, 35 plpav2 
Mk. 3, 16 éréOnxev dvopa Lk. 6, 14 wvdpacer 

Mt. 5, 39 orpeyov Lk. 6, 29 wadpexe [Q] 

Mk. 4, 16 AauBavovar Lk. 8, 13 déxovrac 

MK. 4, 39 éxéracev Lk. 8, 24 éraboavro 

Mt. 6, 20 adavite Lk. 12, 33 dcapfelper [Q] 
Mt. 10, 34 Banrety elpqrny Lk. 12, 52 dodvar elpqynv [Q] 

ME. 9, 42 Kkaddv éore wGddov Lk. 17, 2 Avowredet (Matt. 18, 6 cup- 
éper) 

MK. 10, 47 kpdtew Lk. 18, 38 éBéqoev 
Mk. 14, 23. AaBov Lk. 22,17 defdpevos (cf. 8, 13 above) 

Luke does not consistently eschew words which for one reason or 

another he seems to disapprove. Of those enumerated above he 

1 E. A. Abbott, Proclamation of the New Kingdom, p. 159, notes that in Dan. 8, 7 

the Septuagint and Theodotion read éorapater and ép.ver respectively. 
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himself uses cxardaritw, yonyopéw, dpxitw (Acts 19, 13), orapaoow 

(Luke 9, 39, 42 = Mark 9, 26), xpd{w. But this inconsistency does 

not deprive his habitual improvement of the diction in such cases 

of its significance. 
The following additional examples of such improvement may be 

noted: 

Mt. 23, 31 7&v dovevodytuv Lk. 11, 48 aéxrewav [Q] 
Mt. 23, 35 époveboare Lk. 11, 51 dmodopévov [Q] 

Mk. 9, 42 BéBAnrar Lk. 17, 2 pperrar 

ME, 11, 7 éreBdddovar LE. 19, 35 émeplpavres 
ME. 15, 22 peSepunvevdpevov (alate word) Lk. 23, 23 xadobpevov 

In some instances it is not obvious why one synonym is preferred 

to the other: 

Mk. 9,9 xaraBawbyrwv Lk. 9, 37. xaredOdvruv 
Mk. 10, 48 owmrjop Lk. 18, 39 ovynon 
Mk. 14, 47 éraev Lk. 22, 50 érératey (Matt. 26, 51 wara- 

fas) 
ME. 15, 46 éeld\noev Lk. 23, 53 evertdtev (= Matt. 27, 59) 

Mt. 5, 4 zevOodvres Lk. 6, 21 xAalovres [Q] 
Mt. 11,17 é&édpare Lk. 7, 32 &Aateare [Q] 
Mk. 5, 38 éAaAdfovras xal KAalovras Lk. 8, 52 &Aatov xal txorrov 

MK. 5, 39 OopuBetode xal xdalere Lk. 8, 52 xdAalere 

Mk. 6,17 eno LE. 3, 20 xaréxdeoer 
ME. 3, 27 d4on (= Matt. 12, 29) Lk. 11, 22 v«qop (perhaps from Q) 
Mk. 5, 3,4 dfoat, dedéo0ar Lk. 8, 29 Weopebvero 
Mk. 15,1 d4oavres (= Matt. 27,°2) Lk. 23, 1 omits 
Mk. 15, 7 dedepévos Lk. 23, 19 BAndets & rH puAaKi 

The last nine cases may well be due to a predilection on Luke’s part for xAalw (used 
only twice in Matt.) and an aversion for dé (used only twice in Luke’s gospel). Ex- 
cept for decpebovor. Matt. 23, 4, deouebw occurs again only in Acts 22, 4, and xarax\elw 
only in Acts 26, 10 (where & gvAaxais is used like & guAaxjj Luke 3, 20). 

In the following cases the synonyms alternate curiously: 

MK. 5,16 dunyfioavro Lk. 8, 36 dmpyyedar 

Mk. 5,19 dxéyyedov Lk. 8, 39 diunyod 

ME. 6, 30 dmrfyyedav Lk. 9, 10 dinyioavro 
Mk. 9,9 dunyhowvrar Cf. Lk. 9, 39 amfyyetAay 

dSuyyéouac occurs nowhere else in the gospels; d4zayyé\\w occurred apparently twice 
besides in Luke’s known sources; in both cases he retains it, Matt. 11, 4 = Luke 7, 
22; Mark 5, 14 = Luke 8, 34. 

A few additional cases of verbs substituted for words and phrases in Mark, “ not 
altogether polished in character,’ may be found in Zahn, Introduction, III, 136, note 13. 
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Harnack sees improvement in the following parallels from Q: 
Luke 10, 6 dvaxdéupe for émiorpaphrw (Matt. 10, 13; 2 aor. pass. with middle 

tmcorpépouar used absolutely “probably belonged to the vulgar idiom.” — Harnack, 
Sayings, p. 81). 

Luke 12, 27 dpalver for xomidow (Matt. 6, 28. — ibid., p. 6). 
Luke 7, 28 gorw for eytyeprax (Matt. 11, 11, “ too un-Hellenic.” — ibid., p. 16), 
Luke 10, 24 #0éAqcav for érebbunoav (Matt. 13, 17. — ibid., p. 26). 
ae 6, 22 &Bddwor, ‘ defame,” for elmwow wav rovnpév (Matt. 5, 11. — ibid. 

p. 52). 
Luke 6, 30, 35 dmwalre, dmedaltovres (“of themselves show classical feeling.” — 

Hs p. 60 f.) for dwoorpadjjs (Matt. 5, 42, absolute 2 aor. pass., cf. above on évaxéy- 
ye). 

Luke 13, 24 dyuwvlfeode (“a classical word.” — ibid., p. 67) eloedMetv for eloéMare 
(Matt. 7, 13). 

Luke 6, 40 xarnpricpévos (“a word of somewhat choice character.” — ibid., p. 81) 

compared with Matt. 10, 25. 

Luke 12, § éufaneiv els ry -yéevvay for dwodéoa ey -yeevvy (Matt. 10, 28, “ bad 
Greek.” — ibid., p. 84). 

Luke 17, 24 Aaume, “a better word than galvera:” (Matt. 24, 27. — ibid., p. 107). 

With our present difficulties in fixing an exact estimate of the 

literary standing of a particular word in New Testament times, it is 

not likely that we shall be able to weigh with accuracy every pair of 

synonyms presented to us by the Synoptic Gospels. Nor will 

opinions expressed on comparative elegance always meet with the 

approval of all readers. Further, it is not likely that a writer, even 

of considerably more literary skill than his sources, will always cor- 

rect their faults or recognize their excellences. Even a good stylist 

is a slave to his own habits of speech and may substitute them for 

something better. In a few cases one may perhaps be inclined to 

suspect that after all the rival word in Matthew or Mark is really 

superior to Luke’s, yet I must confess that after examining all the 

parallels I have not found a single one in which I should be inclined 

to assert with any confidence that this is the case. Only the follow- 

ing deserve consideration: 

b5éw, bind, is twice recommended by an Atticistic fragment (Reitzenstein, Griechische 
Etymologika, pp. 393, 396) in preference to decyebw. On Luke’s use of these words 

see above, p. 184. 
@eytov, Matt. 18, 15, is certainly no more classical, though perhaps “ more origi- 

nal than the frequent émiriynoov,”’ Luke 17, 3 (Harnack, Sayings, pp. 94 f.). 

tuxalfovres, Mark 15, 31 (used in poetry and late prose) is replaced by éxpuxrapefov 

(Luke 23, 35) not found in profane authors nor again in the New Testament, except 
Luke 16, 23, but frequently in LXX. Here Luke is probably thinking of Ps. 21, 8 

(22, 8 Heb.), wavres . . . keuvxripiody ue. In verse 36 Luke uses évérattav. 
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évelAnoer, Mark 15, 46 (LXX, Artemidorus, Plutarch, Aristotle, Philo, Heliodorus, 
Philostratus) is replaced by éverthttev (Luke 23, 53; Aristophanes, Athenaeus, John 
20, 7). Observe, however, that Matthew also has éverb\céev in his parallel (Matt. 

27, 59); so that it may be doubted whether this is really a case of independent change 

of Mark by Luke. 

UsE oF Nouns 

In his choice and use of nouns Luke shows the same general traits 

as in his choice of verbs. Only a few nouns are so consistently 

treated that the author seems to have followed any rule about them. 

Thus, he invariably avoids 64\acca when speaking of the inland lake of Galilee. 
His substitutes are: 

Alwyn 5, 1, 2 (cf. Mark 1, 16 bis); 8, 23, 33 (cf. Mark 5, 13 bis). 
Bdwp, 8, 24, 25 (cf. Mark 4, 39, 41). 

Notice the variety of expressions in other places where the word might have been 
used: 

Luke 5, 3 amé rijs yijs éravayayeiv ddtyov 

Luke 5, 4 éwavdyaye eis 7d Bafos 
Luke 5, 11 xarayayévres ra mote éxi THY YAV 

Luke 6, 17. éri rémov wedivod (Mark 3, 7 els rv Oddaccav) 

Luke 8, 22 &vé8n els rdotov 

Luke 8, 26 kai xarémAevoay (Mark 5,1 7ASov els TO wépay Tis Oadaoons). 

Luke 8, 27 é&eA@ovre . . . bri rh viv 

He omits Mark’s references to the sea, to Jesus’ going thither, or teaching on or by 

the sea (Mark 2,133 3, 7,93 4) 35 5, 21; 7, 31). 

An inclination to multiply diminutives is colloquial, and such 

formations are frequently censured by Atticists. Luke’s more cul- 

tivated literary taste generally avoids them. 

ME. 5, 23 Ouydrpiov Lk. 8, 42 6vyarnp 

Mk. 5, 41 xopdorov (Lobeck, Phryn. 73f.) Lk. 8, 54 mats 

MK. 5, 42 Kopdoroy Lk. 8, 55 no subject 

Mk. 14, 47 76 wrdpuov (Lobeck, Phryn. Lk. 22, 50 16 obs (Moeris, 288) 
211) 

But some mss. of Mark read wrloy as in Matt. 26,51. Luke also in vs. 51 uses wrlov. 

In the following instances Luke substitutes more reputable words 
for such as are late, rare, or vulgar: 

Mk. 4,17 OAbpews (“‘colloquial,” Kennedy, Lk. 8,13 metpacuod 

P- 79) 
Mk. 13, 19 OAtyes Lk. 21, 23 dvayKn 
Mk. 13, 24 OAtyuw Lk. 21, 25 omits 

Mk. 3, 6 cupuBobror (late) Lk. 6, 1: omits 
Mk. 15, 1 oupBobdAror Cf. Lk. 23, 1 wAqO0s 
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Mt. 7, 16 rpiBddruwy (rare) 

Mt. 12, 25 

Thayer) 
Mt. 24, 45 oixerelas (late) 

Mt. 24, 49 ouvdobdous (Moeris, 273)1 
Mt. 24, 28 mr&pua (Lobeck, Phryn., 375; 
Thomas Magister, 765) 

ME. 10, 25 padls (Lobeck, Phryn., 90) 
ME. 10, 25 rpvpadtas (“late and rare.” 

Swete ad loc.) 

Mk. 10, 46 xpocairns (Swete ad loc.) 
Mk. 12, 43 dorepjoews (rare) 

éOupjoes (“ rare in classics.” 
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Lk. 6, 44 Bérov (‘ more choice.” 

nack, Sayings, p. 69) [Q] 
Lk. 11,17 dcavoqpara (Schmid, Aiticismus 

TI, 94) [Q] 
Lk. 12, 42 Oeparetas (classical) {Q] 
Lk. 12, 45 maitéas cal masdloxas [Q] 

Lk. 17, 37 cpa [Q] 

Har- 

Lk. 18, 25 Beddvy 
Lk. 18, 25 rpjuaros NBD (classical; so 

Matt. 19, 24 N*B) 

Lk. 18, 35 zeus érarrdy 
Lk. 21, 4 do7epqyaros (commoner) 

Mk. 13,14 BdeAvyua (technical Jewish Lk. 21, 20 changed entirely 
and rare) 

éyia is never used by Luke. It occurs as a noun five times each 

in Matthew and Mark. This use is condemned by the Atticists; see 

Thomas Magister 102, 9; R. Reitzenstein, Geschichte der Griechischen 

Etymologika, p. 393. 

Mk. 1, 32 dptas yevouérns, dre Gu 6 HrLos 

Mt. 8,16 dylas yevouerns 

Mk. 4, 35 déypias yevouerns 

Mk, 6, 35 dpas roAfjs yevouérns 

Mt. 14, 15 dyias yevouerns 

MK. 6, 47 = Mt. 14, 23 dplas yevouéryns 

Mk. 14,17 = Mt. 26, 20 dyplas yevouévns 

Mk. 15, 42 = Mt. 27,57 dylas 

Lk. 4, 40 dévorros rod Alou 

Lk. and Mt. have no reference to time 

\ Lk. 9, 12 7 jpuépa Hptaro KAlvew 

Lk. omits the incident 
Lk. 22, 14 dre éyevero Spa 

Cf. Lk. 23, 54 odPBarov érépwoxev 

The following changes may be recorded without more particular 

explanation. Many of them are probably improvements in clear- 

ness, or in elegance or exactness of expression: 

Mk. 1, 28 dxo#, ‘ report,’ 
Mt. 7, 28 Adyous 

Mt. 8, 5-13 rats 

Mk. 5, 40 rod watdiov 

ME. 6,11 xodv, dust 

Mk. 6, 39 oupméora 

ME. 9,3 74 ivarca 

Mt. 10, 16 mpéBara 

Mt. 6,12 ddedquara, sins 

Mk. 10, 1 zatdla 

1 But see p. 189. 

Lk. 4, 37 #xos 
Lk. 7, 1 pjuara [Q] 
Lk. 7, 2-10 S0dos (once wats) [Q] 
Lk. 8, 51 ris watdés 

Lk. 9, 5 Komoprév (So Matt. 10, 14; from 

Q?) 
Lk. 9, 14 

+9, 29 

kolas 

6 inartopés ? 

. 10, 3 d&pvas (Q] 

. 11,4 dpaprtas [Q] 

. 18, 15 Bpédn 

2 Cf, Matt. 11, 8 of rd padaxd popodvres = Luke 7, 25 of &y luarioup evddkyp 
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Mk. 12, 15 sadxpiow * Lk. 20, 23 mavoupylay 

ME. 12, 20 otk ddijxey orépya ? Lk. 20, 29 dwéPavey Grexvos 

Mk. 12, 21 ya) karadurdy onéppa Lk. 20, 30 [amavev &rexvos} 

MK, 12, 22 obx ddifjxay oréppa Lk. 20, 31 ob xarédumov réxva 

ME. 13, 7 dkods wodguev (cf. 1, 28 above) Lk. 21,9 dxaracraclas 

Mk. 16, 5 orodhy Lk. 24, 4 éo0fre (v.1. eobgoeow) 

The following differences are most likely without stylistic signifi- 

cance. In some cases, as the first two, the change is quite contrary 

to the apparent preferences of Luke: 

ME. 14, 63 papripwr ? Lk. 22, 71 papruplas 
ME. 14, 72 76 pijua Lk. 22, 62 rod Adyou 
Mk. 1, 27 ddaxy Lk. 4, 36 6 Adyos 

MK. 3, 35 10 6€Anuat Lk. 8, 21 rdv Abyor 
Mt. 4, 5 Tod xéopov Lk. 4, 5 ris olxoupévns [Q] 
MK. 4,8 176 werpades Lk. 8,6 riv werpay 

Mk. 6,14 Baowredbs Lk. 9, 7 rerpadpxns (= Matt. 14, 1) 

MK. 13, 25 dorépes Lk. 21, 25 aozpos 

Mk. 15, 27. Anoras Lk. 23, 32, 33 KaKodp’yor 

Luke adds divas to étovata: 

Mk. 1, 27 Kaz’ éfovolay Lk. 4, 36 & é£ovolg xai Suvdpe 

ME. 6, 7 @ldov abrois ééovalay Lk. 9, 1 Swxev abrois Sbvapev nai eov- 
olay 

Compare Luke 10, 19 iddu dé5wxa dpiv tiv tovolav . . . Kal éai waoay rip divawp 

od éx@p00; Luke 4, 6 col dhow rhv etovalay rabrny dracav kai rH Sdtav abrdv (Matt. 

4, 8 has ray détay abrdv and ratré coe révra dow); Luke 12, 11 éwt ras ovvaywyds 

kai rds dpxas Kal ras étovolas (cf. Mark 13, 9 f. = Matt. 10, 17f. = Luke 21, 12 
owtSpia ... suvaywyas . . . Hyendvuv . . . Baothéwv); Luke 20, 20 rf dpxfj xal rH 

ovale rod Hyeudves (not in Mark 12, 13). 

He changes “ father and (or) mother ”’ to “ parents,”’ and perhaps “ brother(s) and 

sister(s) ” to “‘ brethren,” 

ME. 5, 40 rdv warépa Kal riy pntépa Cf. Lk. 8, 56 of yovets 

ME. 10, 29 pyrépa 9 rarépa Lk. 18, 29 yovets 

adeAgods } ddeApas adeAgpobs 

1 Cf. Matt. 24, 51 dmoxpiravy = Lk. 12, 46 dalorwv, and other passages where 
droxpirhs appears in Matt. but not in Luke. Here, however, Luke has the verb 
(bmoxpivopévous 20, 20). 

2 See Schmid, Aiticismus, II, 207; III, 220: “omépya = progenies ist mehr poetisch 
als prosaisch,”’ and Norden, Antike Kunstprosa, p. 488, note 3: ‘‘ Es ist doch sehr bezeich- 
nend, dass Lukas das in diesem Sinn hebraisierende Wort ovépya nur an zwei Stellen 

hat, von denen die eine (20, 28) ein Citat aus der Septuag., die andere (1, 55) eine 
direkte Beziehung auf diese ist.” 

3 Frequent in Acts; also Luke 24, 48. The change is no doubt connected with 
Luke’s omission of witnesses (cf. pp. 102 f.) and waprupla occurs in Mark 14, 55, 56, 59- 

4 Cf. O&\nua, of God’s will, in Matt. 6, 10; 7, 21, but not in Luke 6, 46; 11, 2. 
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Mk. 3, 32 d5edqol cat ddeAdal Lk. 8, 20 addedgol 
ME. 3, 35 ddeAdds nal ddeAdH Lk. 8, 21 ddeAgol 
Mt. 10, 37 vid» 9 Ovyarépa Lk. 14, 26 réxva [Q] 

But the first passage in Luke has also (8, 51) rév marépa xal riv unrépa and the 

last passage has both this combination and rods d5eddods kal rds ddeApds. In two of 
these passages Luke (14, 26; 18, 29) makes the significant addition 4 (cat rv) yuvatxa. 
In Matt. 24, 49 = Luke 12, 45 it may be Matthew who changes into robs cvvdobdous 
(found also in Matt. 18, 28, 29, 31, 33) the rots ratdas kal rds raidloxas of Luke, which 
looks Semitic enough to be original. 

The synonyms dads and éxXos occur in the synoptic writers ap- 
proximately as follows: 

Matt. Mark Luke Acts 
Aads 14 (4 from LXX) 3 (x from LXX) 37 48 (§ from LXX) 

éxAos 47 27 4I 22 

Luke uses both quite freely, but his preference for \ads, shown 

by the frequency of its occurrence in comparison with the other 

synoptists, is confirmed by the changes he makes in the wording of 

his sources as indicated by the following parallels: 

Mk. 11, 18 és 6 dxdos Lk. 19, 48 6 Aads das 
ME. 11, 32 dv dxAop (v. J. Aadv) Cf. Lk. 20,6 6 dads das 
Mk. 12, 12 rév SxAov Lk. 20, 19 7rdv Aady 

MK. 12, 37 6 modds 5xdos Cf. Lk. 20, 45 avrds rod Aaod 

Mk. 15, 11 dvécacap rév Sxdov Cf. Lk. 23, 5 dvaceler tov adv (cf. p. 

99). 

Note the preference of Matthew, and to a less degree of Luke, for the plural éxAor. 

Tt occurs only once (x0,1) in Mark, in Luke 15 times, in Matt. 30 (32) times, in Acts 

7 times. 

Luke probably has a greater liking for évjp than has Mark, who 

uses it but four times (in three of which it has the more limited 

sense of “husband,” “male’’), or than Matthew who uses it eight 

times (four in the special sense), or than John, who uses it eight 

times (six in the special sense). 

Mk. 3, 3 dvOpary Lk. 6, 8 dvdpi 

ME. 5, 2 &vOpwros Lk. 8, 27. dvijp ts 

Note also the use of av#p in the following passages, where it is not found in the 

parallel: . 

Luke 5, 12, 18; 8, 385 9, 30, 385 11, 313 23, Sobis; 24, 4 (cf. léod dvip, p. 178 n.). 

In view of these facts the apparent reversal of habit is noteworthy in the following 

passage: 

Mt. 7, 24 advdpt gpoviup Lk. 6, 48 av0pdmep 

Mt. 7, 26 évipi pwpd Lk. 6, 49 axOpary 
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For wvedua or tvedua axdBaprov of possessing demons Luke in 

his gospel occasionally substitutes another expression: 

MK. 1, 23. & rvebpare dxabdpry Lk. 4, 33 exwv mveiua Satpovlov &xaPdprov 

Mk. 1, 26 7d rvedpa 7d dxdPaprov Lk. 4, 35 76 datpénov 
ME. 5, 2 & wvebpare dxaddpry Lk. 8, 27 éxwv datudna 
Mk, 5,13 7d wrebpara ra &xd0apra Lk. 8, 33 7a daudna 
ME. 6, 7 rév mvevpdror roy dxadeprov Lk. 9, 1 7d datpdrnia 
Mk. 9, 20 10 mveBua Lk. 9, 42 76 datpdriov 

But 76 avedya is used by Luke in some passages, mostly dependent on known 
sources: 

Luke 4, 36 (= Mark 1, 27); 6, 18 (= Mark 3, 11); 7, 21 (cf. Mark 3, 11); 8, 2; 8, 
29 (= Mark 5, 8); 9, 42 (= Mark 9, 25); 10, 20; 11, 24, 26 (= Matt. 11, 43, 45). 

In Acts Satpzémor is used of gods (Acts 17, 18), and for evil spirits mve}ua &xdBaprov, 

etc. mveDua movnpéy is found in Luke 7, 21; 8, 2 and Acts 19, 12-16 (four times), but 
nowhere else in the New Testament. 

While Luke uses both the singular and plural of otpavdés (heaven) 

and o4BBaroy (Sabbath, week), the plurals are less frequent. 

obpavot occurs only in Luke 10, 20; [r1, 2a]; 12, 33; 18, 22; 21, 26 (LXX); Acts 2, 
34; 7, 56, where possibly some plural meaning is intended. Note that at both 12, 33 and 
18, 22 the parallels to Luke’s @noavpdv & rots obpavots have the singular: Mark 10, 
21 Onoaupdr ev obpavd, Matt. 6, 20 Oncavpods év odparg, so that for this phrase the change 

seems intentional. For the opposite difference see 
Mk. 1, 10 rovs obpavobs Lk. 3, 21 rév obpavdy 

Mk. 1, 11 & Tay obpavdy Lk. 3, 22 &€ obpavod 

Mt. 5,12 & rots obpavois Lk. 6, 23 & 7 obparg [Q] 
Mt. 7, 11 & Tots obpavois Lk. 11, 13 é odpavod [Q] 

In the last two cases Matthew has his favorite plurals. 

Except in the phrases juépa rSv caSBdrwv, Luke 4, 16; Acts 13, 14; 16, 13 (pe- 
culiar to Luke; cf. also quépa rob caSBdrov Luke 13, 14, 16; 14, 5, also peculiar) and 
the more common pla r&éy cafBarwv (Luke 24, 1; Acts 20, 7; cf. Matt. 28, 1; Mark 
16, 2; John 20, 1, 19) Luke never uses the plural of oé$Sarov in a singular sense.! 
When Mark has such a plural Luke either changes it to the singular, as in 

Mk. 2, 23 rots cdPBacr LK. 6, t & caBBary [Sevreporpary] 

Mk. 3, 2 rots c48Bacr Lk. 6,7 & 76 caBBdrw 

Mk. 3, 4 rots cdBBacr Lk. 6,9 76 caBBary 

or he changes other parts of Mark’s sentence so that the plural if retained may be a 
real plural: 

ME. 1, 21 edOts rots chBBaow Wliacxey? Lk. 4, 31 Kal Fv diddoxwv abrods & rots 

c4BBacr 

Mk. 2, 24 rl rootow rots céBBacw 8 obk Lk.6,2 rl moire 8 otk eeorw tots 

tkeorw oéBBacr 

* In these phrases quoted above, the singular juépa, ula, makes the phrase un- 
ambiguous. An exception may be made of Luke 13, 10 & rots oé8Baow (0.1. & caBBary), 
but probably the jv d:ddcxwr is to be understood as in 4, 31. 

” Whatever reading is adopted, it is evident that only one sabbath is meant. 
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Luke seems to make one change of gender contrary to the rules of 

the Atticists. Moeris distinguishes the genders of Baros, “ bush,” 

thus: 6 Baros drrixds: 7 Baros é\dAnvixds. Luke not only has the 

feminine at Acts 7, 35, but according to the best mss. of Mark has 

changed the masculine of Mark 12, 26 to the feminine Luke 20, 37. 

In LXX the gender is masculine (Exod. 3, 2 ff.; Deut. 33, 16). 

UsE OF PRONOUNS 

Nothwithstanding his inclination to fill out incomplete sentences, 

Luke rarely if ever adds an unemphatic personal pronoun, and those 

which he finds in his source (possibly due to the prominence of these 

pronouns in Semitic idiom) he omits. The examples in the nomina- 

tive are most numerous in contexts derived from Q. 

Nominative: 

Mt. 5, 44 eye dé Aeyw dyiv Lk. 6, 27 adda byiv A€yw [Q] 
Mt. m1, 10 eo droocr&\dkw (LXX, LE. 7, 27 dmooreddw [Q] 

MK. 1, 2) 
Mt. 10, 16 lod ¢y dmooréd\\w Lk. 10, 3 bod d&roarédAw [Q] 
Mt. 12, 28 éya@ &Bad\d\w Lk. 11, 20 &Bdddrw [Q] 

Mt. 23, 34 Wod eye drocré\Aw Lk. 11, 49 droored [Q] 

Mk. 12, 26 Aeyww: eyw 6 Oeds Cf. Lk. 20, 37 Neve Kbprov rév Oedv 

Mk. 14, 30 od... draprioy Lk. 22, 34 d&raprynon 

Mk. 14, 68 obre ol6a otre éxloraya cd = Cf. Lk. 22, 60 odk olda 8 Nevers 

rl Nevers 

Mt. 7, 12 sets Lk. 6, 31 dpets (B syr. sin. al. omit) [Q] 

Mt. 5, 48 dpets Lk. 6, 36 omits ({Q] 

Mt. 10, 31 dyets Lk. 12, 7 omits [Q] 

Genitive: 

Mk. 14, 14 Karédvpd pov Lk. 22, 11 xardd\upa 

Mt. 13, 16 spar 5¢ paxdpror ol dpFadpol Lk. 10, 23 paxdpror of dOarpot [Q] 

Mt. 7, 11 6 warip byav Lk. 11, 13 6 rarhp [Q] 

Mt. 6, 25 7H Yuxg buar Lk. 12, 22 rf yx [Q] 

Mt. 6, 25 7@ o@pare dpav Lk. 12, 22 7@ odpare [Q] 

Scholten, p. 48, notices an interesting difference between Luke’s use of genitive 

pronouns with the name of God and Matthew’s. Whatever be the reason for the con- 

trast, whether it be the Paulinism of Luke as Scholten thinks, or rather a stylistic pref- 

erence of Matthew, the expression “ your Father ” does not occur in Luke except in 

6, 36; 12, 30, 32. Compare the following parallels: 

1 See pp. 149 ff. 
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Mt. 5, 45 vlol rod marpés spy rod & Lk. 6, 35 vlol iplorov [Q] 

obpavots 

Mt. 7, 11 6 rarhp duar 6 by rois obpavois Lk. 11, 13 6 warip 6 t€ obpavod [Q] 

Mt. 10, 29 Tod warpds byev Lk. 12, 6 rod deod (Q] 
Mt. 10, 20 16 mvedpa Tob warpds tuav Lk. 12, 12 76 & tov xvedpa [Q] 

Mt. 6, 26 6 warip Spar 5 obpdnos Lk. 12, 24 6 Oeés [Q] 

Similarly 
Matt. 6, 9 wérep jpyav b & Tots obpavots Lk. 11, 2. rdrep [Q] 

Dative: 
Mk. 14, 15 érowpdoare jyiv Lk. 22, 12 érousdaoare (cf. 22, 8 érowpd- 

care hytv) 

Mk. 1, 40 deywr adrG Lk. 5, 12 Aéywr 

Mk. 1, 41 Aéye abrG [NWI al. omit] Lk. 5, 13 elwdy 
Mk. 5,9 A€ve abrG Lk. 8, 30 6 dé lre 
Mk. 5, 19 deve: abrG Lk. 8, 38 Aéywr 

Mk. 5, 41 Aeyee abrf Lk. 8, 54 Ayr 

ME. 6, 37 A€yovew abrd Lk. 9, 13. ol 5é elrav 
MK. 8, 27 Aéywr atrots Lk. 9, 18 Aéeywr 
Mk. 8, 290 déyer abrG Lk. 9, 20 elev 
Mk. 9, 19 abrots Neyer Lk. 9, 41 elev 
Mk. 9, 38 én abré Lk. 9, 49 elev 
Mt. 24, 45 70d b0dvar abrots Lk. 12, 42 70d dodvar [Q] 
Mk. 10, 20 én abré Lk. 18, 21 elwey 

MK. 12, 16 elrap abrh Lk. 20, 24 elaay 
Mk. 14, 48 elev abrots Lk. 22, 51 elev 

Accusative (contrast addition of accusative, p. 151): 

Mk. 3, 2 qaperjpouy abrév et Oepamebe. Lk. 6,7 mapernpoidvro ei Oeparever 

abrév 
Mk. 5, 14. ol Bdcxovres abrots Lk. 8, 34 of Béoxovres 
Mk. 9, 39 mt KwAbere abrév Lk. 9, 50 pt) KwAbere 

Examples of the apparent insertion of personal pronouns by Luke 
are the following: 

Mk. 2,5 &plevral cov al duapria Lk. 5, 20 ddéwvral co ai duaprlat cov 

Mk. 2,9 ddlevrat cov al duaprlae LE. 5, 23 d&déwvral cor al duapriat cov 

Mk. 9, 39 elev Lk. 9, 50 elzev 58 rpds abrév 

Mt. 13,17 Weiv & Brérere Lk. 10, 24 ety & duets BAéwere [Q] 
Mt. 6, 31 pi} ody peptmrioere Lk. 12, 29 kal ducts ur) tnretre [Q] 
Mk. 11, 29 émepwrjow dues Lk. 20, 3 gpwricw Kayo duds (= Matt. 

21, 24) 
Mk. 12, 35 Sever Lk. 20, 41 elev 5 rpds abrobs 

Mk. 14, 14 deve Lk. 22, 11 Aéyer cou 

The first two additions are hard to explain (see Harnack, Luke the Physician, p. 91); 
in the third and fourth cases Luke has omitted a pronoun elsewhere in the sentence 

(see above, and p. 191), so that the inserted pronouns are here compensations (in Luke 9, 
50 possibly a mistake) for the omitted words. The next two cases add the pronoun 

for emphasis; the last two instances are due to a change of construction or context. 
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The unclassical uses of ets are frequently corrected by Luke: 
1. As an indefinite pronoun: ! 

MK. 6, 15 els r&v xpodnrav Lk. 9, 8 xpodyrns ris 
Mk. 8, 28 els r&v rpopyrav Lk. 9, 19 xpodarns rs 
MK. 10,17 els .. . éanpaera Lk. 18, 18 éanpdrnoly ris... &pxav 
Mk. 12, 28 els r&v ypapparéwy LE. 20, 39 ruvés rv ypapparéwy; cf. 10, 

25 votxds Tes 
Mk. 12, 42 pla xfpa Lk. 21, 2 rwa xhpay 

MK. 13, 1 Aeyer . . . els tOv pabnrdv Lk. 21, 5 revdy dNeydvrwv 

Mk. 14, 66 ula rdv rabioxdv Lk. 22, 56 masdloxn tes 

2. Meaning ‘ alone’: 
Mk. z, 7 el ui els 6 Beds Lk. 5, 21 ef yt) pdvos 6 Beds 

But in Luke 18, 19 it is kept unchanged (but 8* B* omit 6) from Mark 10, 18. 

3- Asa correlative: 

Mt. 24, 40 els... els Lk. 17, 34 [4] els . . . 6 érepos [Q] 
Mt. 24,41 wla... pla Lk. 17,35 jula... 4 érépa (Q] 

ME. 15,27 #a... &a Lk. 23, 33 dv wey . . . dy de 
Compare: 

Mk. 4,8 &...%...8 Lk. 8, 8 &arovrardaciova 
Mk. 4,20 ¥...%...8 Lk. 8, 15 & droporp 

But some accented mss. and modern editors understand ev in Mark as a preposition, 
rather than (with the versions) as a numeral. And at Mark 4, 8 es is read for & in 

some MSS. once (BL), in others thrice (NC al.). 

4. In various other uses: 

ME. 5, 22 els ray dpxiowaydryuv Lk. 8, 41 dvip . .. dpxwr ris cwaywyijs 

Mk. 9,17 «ls & rod d5xAov Lk. 9, 38 dp dd Tod SxAov 
ME. 9, 37 & r&v radlwy Tobrwr Lk. 9, 48 otro 7d watdlov 

Mt. 6, 27. xixuv da Lk. 12, 25 mfxuv [Q] 
ME. 11, 29 é&a Adyov Lk. 20, 3 Advor 

ME. 12,6 &a.. . vidv dyarnrov Lk. 20, 13 uldy . . . dyarnrév 
Mk. 14, 10 6 els r&p dudexa Lk. 22, 3 & rot dpOpod r&v bwbexa 

a’rés, intensive, is a favorite word with Luke, especially in the 

nominative in the expressions xal abrés, airés 5é,? which are often 

used in recasting prefaces of sections from Mark, and elsewhere. 

Besides this, we find it used even for the personal pronouns of the 

first and second persons. 

Mt. 6,12 os kal quets ddfxaper Lk. 11, 4 xal yap abrol adlouer [Q] 

Mt. 23, 4 abrol 6... ob Gédovar Lk. 11, 46 kal atrot . . . ob mpoopatere 

Kujo [Q] 

Mt. 23, 13 dels yap obk doépxerbe Lk. 11, 52 abrot otk eioqNOare (Q] 

Cf. Luke 6, 42; 22,71; Acts 22, 20; 24, 16 and elsewhere. 

1 See J. H. Moulton, Grammar, I, 96 f. 

2 See above, p. 150f. and consult Moulton and Geden, Concordance, for complete 

lists. 
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More emphatic than the aérés intensive is obros resumptive, as in 6 dé bropetvas cis 
10 rédos, obros owShoerar (Mark 13, 13 = Matt. 10, 22; 24,13; cf. Mark 3, 35). In 
rewriting this passage Luke does not retain the construction, but in other parallels he 
adds it. Compare with Mark’s explanation of the parable of the sower (4, 13-20) 
both Matt. 13, 20, 22, 23 (6 6¢. . . omapels . . . obrds éorr) and Luke 8, 14, 15 (70 de 

... teodv, ovrol elowv); and the following: 

Luke 9, 24 &s 8’ dv drodéon Thy pox . . . odros (Mark 8, 35 = Matt. 16, 25 omit) 

owoe abthy. 

Luke 0, 26 és yap dv ératoxuvO9 pe . . ., rodrov (Mark 8, 38 wai . . . abrév) 6 vids 
Tov avOpwrou emaoxuvOncerar, 

Luke 9, 48 6 yap pixpdrepos éy raow byiv brapxwr, odtés éorw peyas (cf. Mark 9, 35; 

10, 43 f. = Matt. 20, 26 f. = Luke 22, 26; Matt. 23, 11). 

Compare also Acts 2, 23; 7, 35; 15, 38; 17, 6. 

With Luke’s xai airés should be compared his xai ofros. The two nominatives are 
easily confused (especially in the feminine forms) and are often exchanged in the mss. 
Luke 7, 12 «al airy [fv] xppa 

Luke 8, 13 xat obroe (v.l.; Mark 4, 17 omits) pltav obx éxovew 

Luke 8, 41 xal otros (BD al.; atrés NA al.) dpxwv rijs cvvaywyis brapxev (cf. Mark 

5, 22) 
Luke 8, 42 xal airn aréOvnoxev (cf. Mark 5, 23) 

There is a somewhat more classical tone in the use of érepos for 

Gos, even though it be not always used according to classical 

idiom.!' Hence we notice here: 

Mk. 4,5,7,8 Gddo... GAXo 2... Lk. 8, 6, 7, 8 érepov . . . Erepov . . . 
Go (vl. &AXa) érepov 

MK. 12, 4,5 &ddov . . . &ddov Lk. 20, 11, 12 érepov . . . rptrov 

ME. 10, 11 = Matt. 19,9 GAAnv.. . Lk. 16, 18 érépav (perhaps from Q) 

In the question of John the Baptist, ‘‘ Art thou he that should come or look we for 
another ?” the majority of mss. of Luke read &\dov in both 7,19 and 20. But all mss. 
of Matt. 11, 3, NBLW in Luke 7, 19, and NDL with the group 1-118-131~—209 in 
Luke.7, 20, read érepov. In this case the original reading of Q must be considered very 
uncertain. 

Cf. Mk. 15, 41 xai &\dat roddai Lk. 8, 3 xai drepar roddal 

The possessive use of téos is not common in the Synoptic Gospels 
(perhaps altogether absent from Mark), but it occurs a few times in 
Luke where it is not in the parallels: 
Mt. 7,3 & 76 6G ddOadud Lk. 6, 41 & 7G lily d¢0aAud [Q] 
Mt. 12, 33 & rod Kaprod Lk. 6, 44 & rod ldlov xaprobd [Q] 
MK. 10, 28 jyets adjxapyer wévra Lk. 18, 28 ayets adevres ra tra 

1 See Blass, § 51, 6. Note érepos in Luke 4, 43 for éxéuevos in Mark I, 37, and 
compare rf érépg = 77 txopévp (sc. juépe) Acts 20, 15 (v.l.); 27, 3, and in the same 
sense, ‘next,’ (?) Luke 6, 6; 9, 56. 
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Luke uses the classical reciprocal pronoun for less correct ex- 
pressions: 

Mk. 1, 27 xpés éavrobs (vl. abrots) Lk. 4, 36 apds &ddpAous 

Mt. 11, 16 rots érépors Lk. 7, 32. dddnAows [Q] 
Mk. 12, 7 mpds éaurobs Lk. 20, 14 mpds &AAjAOUS 

ME. 16, 3. mpds éaurds Cf. Lk. 24, 14, 17, 32 mpds &dddjdous 

Luke also omits the reflexive éavrod as follows: 

Mk. 2, 8 emyvols . . . bre obrws Siado- Lk. 5, 22 émeyvois rods diadoyicpois 
vifovra: & éaurots abrav 

Mk. 4, 17 od« xovaw pltav ev éavrots Lk. 8, 13 pltav obk éxovaw 

Mk. 5, 30 énvyvois & gaurd ry... Cf. Lk. 8, 46 tye yap tyrwy Sbvamy Krr. 

Sbvapuy KTr. 

ME. 6, 36 dyopdowow éavrois ri daywow Lk. 9, 12 edpwow émorriopov 

ME. 9, 8 "Inooty pdvov ped’ éaurdv Lk. 9, 36 "Inaois pévos 

Mt. 12, 45 wapadauBdver ped’ éavrod Lk. 11, 26 rapadapBaver [Q] 

The reflexive occurs in Luke and Acts with zpés only in Luke 20, 5 (from Mark 11, 

31); 22, 23; with & only at Luke 3, 8 (from Q, = Matt. 3, 9, though here also there is 
weighty evidence from fathers and versions for omitting the phrase in Luke); 7, 39 and 
49, in the parables (12,17; 16, 3; 18, 4), and in Acts 10,17; 12, 11; never with pera. 

UsE OF ADJECTIVES AND OF THE ARTICLE 

In adjectives, as in other parts of speech, Luke has well-marked 

preferences. His favorite das, “found only once certainly in Mark, 

three times in Matthew ” (Scholten, p. 20, note 7), occurs certainly 

for was in such passages as: 

Mt. 4,9 radré ca ravra bdow Lk. 4, 6 col dd0w ri etovolay rabrnv 

aézacay [Q] 

ME. 2,12 étloracOa wavras LK. 5, 26 éxoracis é\aBev &ravras 

In the following cases dzas is a well attested variant reading in Luke: 

ME. 1, 32 mavras robs Kaxds Exovras Lk. 4, 40 &ravres (BC al.) d00 etxov 

dabevodvras 

MK. 6, 39 dvaxdivar ravras Lk. 9, 15 xaréxAway dravras (ABCTA al.) 

Mk. 12, 44 mavres . . . SBadov Lk. 21, 4 dmavres (ALQWY al.) ... 

éBadov 

Mk. 12, 44 mévra dca elxer, ddov! roy LK. 21, 4 &mavra (AWTAATI al.) rdv Blov 
Blov dbp elxev 

1 Cf. Mk. 1, 28 ddnv ri wepixwpov Lk. 4, 37. wévra rémoy Tijs reptxmpov 

Mk. 1, 39 els SAqv ray Tadudaiav Lk. 4, 44 rijs TadtAalas 

Mk. 14, 55 édov 7d auvédprov Cf. Lk. 22, 66 1d mpeoBurépiov tod Aaod 
Mk. 15, 1 ddov 7d curédprov LE. 23, 1 dav 7d wAO0s abray 
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Note however: 

MK. 1, 27 HapBpOnoay dravres (NBL) Lk. 4, 36 tybvero ObpBos ext wavras 
Mt. 6, 32 xppfere Tobrwy dwdvrev Lk. 12, 30 xppfere robrwv [Q] 

From parallels with Matthew, Harnack (Sayings, p. 80) infers 

that Luke has avoided for sound linguistic reasons the absolute use 

of déwos. The passages are: 

Mt. 10, 11 ékerdoare rls &ftés éorw Lk. 9, 5; 10, 5 no corresponding ex- 

pression [Q] 
Mt. 10, 13 éay yey 7 4 olxla dtla Lk. 10, 6 éay # ee? vids elpqyns [Q] 
Mt. 10, 13 day 5¢ po) fj déla Lk. 10, 6 ef 5¢ pve [Q] 
Mt. 22, 8 ol xexAnpévor obk Foay &évor Cf. Lk. 14, 24 [Q] 

Observe also how the phrase ok éorw pov dftos occurring three times in Matt. 
10, 37 f. is replaced twice in Luke 14, 26 f. by the definite ob Stvara: elval you mabyris. 

Luke’s favorite ixavés appears in his rewriting of Mark 5, 11 

ayn xoipwy weyadn as Luke 8, 32 ayéAn xolpwv ixaydv, and in the ex- 

pressions added in Luke 8, 27 (= Mark 5, 3), Luke 20, 9 (= Mark 

12, 1), and Luke 23, 9 (cf. Mark 15, 4). But zoujoae 7d ixavdv 

(Mark 15, 15, said to be a Latinism, cf. Acts 17, 9) disappears in 

Luke 23, 24; and in Acts 13, 25 (and John 1, 27), for the Baptist’s 

confession of unworthiness, instead of od odk eiul ixavds x.7.A. (Mark 

1,7 = Luke 3, 16 = Matt. 3, rr), we read od ovk eiut détos xrX. 

Literary improvement may probably be recognized in the follow- 
ing cases: 

Mk. 2, 3 wapadurexdy Lk. 5, 18 mapadedvpévos 
Mk. 2, 10 wapadurixg? Lk. 5, 24 mapadedupévy (AB al., wapa- 

Aurin@ NCD al.) 
Mk. 4, 16 mpécxacpot (late, Schmid, I. Lk. 8, 12 apés xatpdv meorebouoww 

373) elow 

Mk. 9, 42 = Matt. 18,6 podos dvixds? =_Lk. 17, 2 NOos pudsxds [Q?] 
Mk. 10, 22 wv xrquara woddé (see Lk. 18, 23 mdAobowos opddpa (but cf. vs. 

Norden, Kunstprosa, 489) 24) 

Mk. 10, 47 "Inoois 6 Nafapnvés Lk. 18, 37 "Incods 6 Natwpatos?® 

1 wapadvurixds occurs again at Mt. 8, 6 and the equally incorrect Bacantéuevos 

(see p. 59, n. 64), but neither is in the parallel of Luke 7, 2. 
? Probably Mark’s phrase would be condemned by Atticists because of their dis- 

tinction between pbdos and dvos. See Norden, p. 488, note 2. Besides, dvixés is a rare 
word, though it has been recently found in the papyri; see Expositor, 7th Series, X 
(1910), p. 92, where three cases are cited. 

3 On the origin of the two forms, see Dalman, Grammatik des jildisch-palistinischen 
Araméisch, p. 141, note 7. The former is found always (4 times) in Mark, and Luke once 
takes it over (Luke 4, 34 = Mark 1, 24); but the latter is probably the more regular 
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Mk. 12,42 wrwxh 

MK. 15, 43 
Phryn. 333) 

eboxquwv, ‘rich’ (Lobeck, 

197 

Lk. 21, 2 wenxpdy (but cf. vs. 3) 
Cf. Lk. 23, 50 dyabds Kat Slxaros 

The following cases also involve differences between Luke and his 
parallels in the use of adjectives: 

ME. 4, 8 rip viv thy Kadtv 

ME. 4, 19 dxapros ylverar 
Mk. 9,7 éyamnrés 

Lk. 8,8 riv viv ray dyabqy (cf. 8, 15) 
Lk. 8, 14 ob redeagopovow 

Lk. 9, 35 éxAedeypévos (v.1.) 
Here Luke has in mind Isa. 42, 1; cf. éxAexrés Lk 22, 35 

Mk. 10, 22 Avrobpevos Lk. 18, 23 wepidumos 

Mt. 25, 24 oxAnpés Lk. 19, 21 (22) abornpés [Q] 
ME. 12, 25 eloiy cs &yyedou Lk. 20, 36 tcdyyedol low 

ME. 15, 27 &€ eborbywv Lk. 23, 33 &€ dpiorepdv 

The Article 

Some miscellaneous differences between Luke and his parallels in 

the use of the article are discussed by Scholten, pp. 22, 37, 102 f. 

The omission of the article four times in the saying on the lamp in 

Luke 8, 16 (= Mark 4, 21) he thinks shows that Luke missed the 

fact that in a Jewish peasant home there was just one of each piece 

of furniture mentioned (cf. p. 130). But a full comparison with the 

two other parallels makes this interpretation less probable. 

Mark 4, 21 Luke 8, 16 Luke 11, 33 Matt. 5, 15 
6 Abxvos Abxvov Abxvor Abxvov 

Tov p6dcov oxeber Tov p.0bLov Tov pddcov 

Thy Kvlynv kAlyns 

Thy dNuxvlay Avuxvlas (ND al. tiv Avxvlay) rw Auxvlav Thy Auxvlay 

More interesting, and with greater confidence attributable to con- 

siderations of style, are the cases where Luke removes a repeated 

article: 

Mk. 1, 27 rots wrvebpact rots axafaprots Lk. 4, 36 rots dxaPdpros rvebpacw 

ME. 4, 20 énl rv viv ri Kadqv Lk. 8,15 & 7H KadAG v9 

MK. 8, 38 ray dyyédur ray aylwv Lk. 9, 26 ray dylwv ayyédwy 

MK. 3, 29 10 mvebua 73 dyvor . Lk. 12, 10 76 &ytov avedua [Q?] 
Mt. 12, 32 Tod mvebparos Tod aylov 

Mk. 13, 11 70 mvebpua, 76 dyov Lk. 12, 12 1d &ytov rveipa [Q?] 

Mk. 11, 2 Thy Kony Thy KatévayTe LE. 19, 30 Ti Karévayre Kony 

Lk. 21, 35 = Matt. 24, 29 al duvduers 

ta&v obpavav 

form (Matt. 2, 23; 26,71; John 18, 5, 7; 19,19; Acts 2, 22; 3,6; 4,10; 6,14; 22, 8; 
24, 5; 26,9). In Luke 24, 19 Greek and Latin ss. are pretty evenly divided between 

the two. 

Mk. 13, 25 al duvdues al & rots obpavois 
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In one reverse case: 

Mk. 12,,6 vldv &yamrnrév Lk. 20, 13 rdv vidv pov rév &yarnrév 

the later evangelist, using the first person and thinking of the application of the par- 
able to Christ, naturally assimilates to the form of the heavenly voice 6 viés you 6 
é&yaryrés found in Mark 1, 11 = Luke 3, 22 = Matt. 3, 17; Mark 9, 7 = Luke 9, 35 
(NB al. 6 vids pou 6 éxdeheypueévos) = Matt. 17,5. In the parable of the beam and mote 

the repeated article 7d xdpdos 7d & TH SOaAUG K.T.d., THY Soxhy Thy ev TH bly dpGauG, 

.occurs four times in Luke 6, 41 f. but in Matt. 7, 3-5 only once, the adjunct being 
usually transferred to the verb. 

The differences between Luke and his parallels in the use of the 

article are otherwise few. In these cases he has added it: 

Mk. 6,8= Matt. 9, 10 els d36v Lk. 9, 3 eis (cf. 10, 4 xara) riv dddv 

[Q?] 
MK. 10, 13. mpocédepov . . . watdla Lk. 18, 15 mpocépepov ... 7a (‘their ’?) 

Been 
Mk. 15, 1 wapéSwxay Medarw Lk. 23,1 #yayov . . . ért rdv MedGrov! 

In these parallels it is absent from Luke: 

Mk. 1,11 & r&v obpavav Lk. 3, 22 é€ obpavod 

Mk. 2, 23 50a rév oropluwv Lk. 6, 1 ca oropipwv 

Mt. 12, 34 & yap rod repicoebuaros Lk. 6, 45 & yap mepiocetparos Kapdias 

Tis Kapdlas [Q] 
Mk. 4, 36 & 76 Tolw Lk. 8, 22 els mdotov 

Mk. 5, 18 eis 7d mdotov Lk. 8, 37. els wAotov 

Mt. 7, 11 6 & ois obpavois Lk. 11, 13 6 & obpavod [Q] 

Mt. 23, 35 amd rob atuaros “ABed dws Lk. 11,51 dd atyaros “ABed ews atparos 

tod alzaros Zaxaplov Zaxaptlov [Q] 

Mt. 6, 30 rév xéprov rod &ypod Lk. 12, 28 & &yp6 rév xéprov [Q] 

Mk. 13, 16 dels tov dypév (cf. Mt. 24,18) Lk. 17,31 6 & d&yp@ 

Mk. 11, 10 doavvd & rots thioras LE. 19, 38 d6ta & tlorous (so 2, 14) 
Mk. 12, 2 7 xatpd Lk. 20, 10 Kawpg 

ME. 13, 24 6 fAtos . . . Hoehqvm ... Lk. 21, 25 & lw Kal cedgvy kal aorpos 
ol dorépes (cf. Acts 27, 20) 

Note the variation in the use of the article in Matt. 7, 26 = Luke 6, 49 ([riv] olxlav); 
Matt. 10, 35, 37 = Luke 12, 53; 14, 26, and the following: 

MK. 1, 30 4 62 wevOepa Dluwvos Lk. 4, 38 evOepa 5& rod Eiuwyos 
Mt. 11, 16 radlos KaOnuévors ey rats Lk. 7, 31 matdlos rots & &yop& Kabn- 

dyopats pevors [Q] 

The omission of the article in frequent prepositional phrases is 
found also in classical Greek and in other languages. With the ex- 
amples given compare in the Synoptic Gospels: 

1 Pilate has been mentioned before in Luke (3, 1; 13, 1; 20, 20) but not in Mark. 
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Matt. 9, 1 al. eis thotov; Mark 2 1 & otxw; 7, 4 dm’ &yopas; 10, 
21 (= Matt. 19, 21) & odpavg; 11, 30f. (= Matt. 21, 25 = Luke 
20, 4.) €& obpavod; 15, 21 (= Luke 23, 26) am’ aypod; Luke 4, 13 
a&xpt Katpod; 12,42 (= Matt. 24, 45) é xaipQ; 11, 16 é€ obpavod; 15, 
25 & AYP@; 17, 29; 21, 11 dm’ obpavod; 19, 38 év obpard. 

See further Robertson, Grammar of Greek N.T., pp. 791 ff. and note the reading 
of NB in Mark 3, 1 eds cuvaywyhv (where other mss. of Mark insert article with Mt. 
12,9 =Lk. 6, 6) and of John 6, 59; 18, 20 & cwaywyj. 

Use or ADVERBS 

Luke shows an aversion to several of the more frequent adverbs 

and adverbial phrases of Mark. ei§s so abundant in Mark (nearly 

fifty times) seems to occur only once in Luke, and that in a passage 

(6, 49) not dependent on Mark; it is found once in Acts also. Luke’s 
commonest substitute is rapaxpjjua. 

wad, though frequent in Matthew and Mark, occurs in Luke 

but thrice, and in Acts five times. Luke rarely has any substitute, 

either lacking the repetition which it implies or avoiding any refer- 

ence to such repetition. The following are the only passages in Mark 

(or Q) to which Luke has any parallel: 

Mt. 4, 6, 7 véypawrae . . wad Lk. 4, 10, 12 yéypamrra. . . elpnrar 

véeypamrat {Q] 
Mk. 2,1 wédw Cf. Lk. 5,17 & ped ray jhyepav 

Mk. 2,13 wad Lk. 5, 27 mera raira 

Mk. 3,1 eiofdAOev wad Cf. Lk. 6, 6 é érépw caBBary eicedbeiv 

Mk. 5, 21 wadey ovvnxOn Cf. Lk. 8, 40 daedééato 

ME. 10, 32 xal rapadaBav wade Lk. 18, 31 wapadaBwv 5é 

Mk. 11, 27. wadw Cf. Lk. 20, | & mG TGv jyepdr 

MK. 12, 4 radu dréoredey Gddov Lk. 20, 11 wpowéfero érepov réeuwar 

MK. 14, 69 fpéaro wadw deve Lk. 22, 58 pera Bpaxd erepos . . . thn 

Mk. 14, 70 6 6& radu jpvetro Lk. 22, 58 6 de Ilerpos ép7. . ., obk eiut 

Mk. 14, 70 mera puxpdv wad Lk. 22, 59 dtacrdons woel Spas pds &Ados 

Tes 

Mk. 15, 12 6 6& HeAGros wédwv droxpt- Lk. 23, 20 waduv 5é 6 Metdaros mposepis- 
Geis Cheyer vnoev 

Mk. 15, 13 of 5¢ radu expatay Lk. 23, 21 of 68 érepavour 

See also Mark 4, 1; 10, 24; 14, 39, 40, 61; 15, 4. 

Contrariwise, observe 

Mt. 7, 18 ode dér5por campéy Lk. 6, 43 ob5é wd Sevdpov camrpdv [Q] 

Mt. 13, 33 GAAqv wapaBohip éhérgoer Lk. 13, 20 kat wéduw elrev (Q] 

The use of wo\\4 as an adverb or as an adverbial or cognate ac- 

cusative is avoided by Luke (see above, p. 119): 
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ME. 1, 45 4ptaro kpbocew woddd 
MK, 3, 12 wodda érerlya 
Mk. 4, 2 Slacxev abro’s & rapafodais 

ToNnd 

ME. 5, 10 wapexdder abrov rode 

Mk. 5, 23 mapexdder (v.1.) abrdv word 
Mk. 5, 38 «Aalovras wal ddaddfovras 

woNrd 

ME. 5, 43 dverreldaro abrots moAhd 
Mk: 6, 34 Hptaro diddcxew abrovs roh\Aa 

Mk. 15, 3 xarnyépouv abrot . . . modda 

STYLE AND LITERARY METHOD OF LUKE 

LE. 5, 15 deppxero uaddov 6 Adyos 

Cf. Lk. 4, 41 émerepav 
Lk. 8, 4 elwev 51d wapaPodijs 

Lk. 8, 31 qwapexddouv abrév 

Lk. 8, 41 mapexdde abrév 
Lk. 8, 52 &Aaov xal &érrovro abray 

Lk. 8, 56 maphyyere abrois 

Lk. 9, 11 Addex abrots wepi ris Baotdelas 
Tov Beod 

Lk. 23, 2 4ptavro Kxarnyopev abrod dé- 

yovres, K.T A. 

ovrws is a word that could scarcely have given offence to Luke, 

yet he seems to avoid it in some cases: 

ME. z, 7 ri otros otrws Nadel; Bracdnyuct 

MK. 2, 8 drt obrws dtadoyifovrar 

Mk. 2, 12 obrws obdérore eldapev 

Mt. 5, 12 obrws 
Mt. 7, 12. obrws 
Mt. 24, 39 obrws (cf. 24, 37 = Lk. 17, 26) 
MK. 15, 39 87t obrws ekémvevoer 

Lk. 5, 21 ris éorww odros bs Aadet BAacdn- 

plas 

Lk. 5, 22 
Lk. 5, 26 

tous Stadoyirpobs 

eboney wapdbota o7puepov 

Lk. 6, 23 xara ra airé [Q] 

Lk. 6, 31 dpolws [Q] 
Lk. 17, 30 xara 7a abré [Q] 

Lk. 23, 47 76 yevdpevor (cf. Matt. 27, 54) 

But ofrws is added to Mark by Luke and Matthew (once each), as follows: 

Mk. 11, 3 elware (Matt. 21, 3 épetre 

br) 
Mk. 14, 37 xabebdes; obk toxvoas 

Lk. 19, 31 obrws épeire 

Mt. 26, 40 obrws obk loxtoare 

Twice in parallels with Matthew Luke has no equivalent for 

pévov: 

Mt. 5,47 édv dordonabe rods ddedqpots 

pévov 

Mt. 8,9 Ada pdvor elre A6yH 

Lk. 6, 33 édy dyaborojre robs &yalo- 

rowdvras dpas [Q] 

Lk. 7,7 dda elré Adve [Q] 

According to Harnack (Sayings of Jesus, pp. 62 f.), “ the uévov of St. Matthew [s, 47] 
is original: St. Luke avoids this use of the word (only once in the Gospel [8, 50] — and 
that from St. Mark — while in St. Matthew it often occurs; it also occurs only once in 
the Acts.” 

Yet it is just as likely, or more so, that here Matthew added pévop to the text of Q, 
as he three times inserts yévov in passages taken from Mark: 

MK. 5, 28 édy dwar cay roy iparlwy 

abrod 

MK. 6,56 Waxdy .. . dpovra 
Mk. 11, 13. el wr) pbdAa 

Mt. 9, 21 édy pdvoy dywpat, x.7.d. 

Mt. 14, 36 twa pdvov dpwvrar 
Mt. 21, 19 el pi) bX dvr 

Cf. also Mt. 10, 42 with Mk. 9, 41. In Acts pévor occurs seven or eight times. 
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From a variety of other differences, occurring only once or twice 
each, we may with less confidence suggest certain preferences or 
aversions on the part of Luke: 

- 1,35 Kat rpwl &yvxa Map 

15,1 nal ebOts rpwl 
- 16,2 Alay rpwt 

- 5,6 dard paxpider 

- 14, 54 ard paxpdder 

. I, 26 omapdtay 

- 2,4 xadrdou 

MK. 4,7 eis ras dxdvOas 

- 14 54 mera r&y bwnperov 

- 14, 54 els rip abdAnv 

- 14,66 & rH abdAG 

ME. 15, 38 éoxloOn els Sto dd Evwhev ews 

«dtw 

Mt. 23, 39 ax’ dpre 
MK. 14, 25 obdxére ob ph 

Mt. 26, 29 od ph... dx’ pre 

Mk. 14, 62 no phrase of time 
Mt. 26, 64 da’ dpre 

Mk. 6, 9 = Mt. 10, 10 dbo xeTGvas 

Mk. 6, 40 Kara xarov kai Kata mevriKovra 

ME. 6, 7 dbo dbo 

Matt. 25, 21, 23 & 

Lk. 4, 42 yevouévns 5 Aytpas 
Lk. 22, 66 kal ds tyivero tptpa 

Lk. 24, 1 8p9pov Babéws 

Lk. 8, 28 omits 
Lk. 22, 54 paxpddev 

Lk..4, 35 pipay els 7d péoov 

Lk. 5, 19 xaOjxay . .. els 7d pico 

Lk. 8, 7 & péow trav dxavOdr 

Lk. 22, §5 péoos abrav 

Lk. 22, 55 & péow rijs abdfs 

Lk. 23, 45 éoxlcOn . . . wéoov 

Lk. 13, 35 omits [Q] 

Lk. 22, 18 od ph. . . dd 100 viv 

Lk. 22, 69 &é rod viv 

Lk. 9, 3 éva (NBC verss. om.) dto 
xir@vas 

Lk. 9, 14 dvd wevrqxovra 
Lk. 10, 1 dvd dbo (B al. avd dbo dbo) 

Lk. 19, 17 ebye (BD Or.; eb NAW al.) 

{Q] 

The use of zpwi and of combinations like é7é paxpédev perhaps seemed to him less 

elegant, though he uses both himself (Acts 28, 23; Luke 16, 23; 23, 49 (= Mark 15, 
40). péoos and adverbial expressions from it are favorites with Luke; his 476 rod 
vov is distinctly preferred by Atticists to da’ ap7t, which occurs in Matt. 26, 29, 64 
(though not in the parallels in Mark !) as well as in Matt. 23, 39. See Lobeck, Phryn., 
p. 21; cf. Moeris 68; Lucian, Soloec. 1. v4 in the distributive sense is an Atticism 
(Schmid, Aiéticismus, IV, 626). eye is a good classical word (ibid., IV, 173; Norden, 
Antike Kunstprosa, II, 487 — “ Als Akklamation beliebter als ed”). 

Below is exhibited Luke’s treatment of double negatives in Mark. 

Matthew also frequently avoids them (Allen, Matthew, p. xxv). 
. 1, 44 pndevt under elarps Lk. 5,14 pndert elrety 

MK. 5, 37 obk ddijxey obdiva Lk. 8, 51 obx dgijxey . . . 
ME. 9, 8 odxére obdéva eléov Lk. 9, 36 omits 

. Ir, 2 ovdels . . . obmrw KexdOixer (v..) Lk. 19, 30 obdels wévrore . . 

. 12, 14 ob pédet aor rept obdevds Lk. 20, 21 omits 

Twa 

- &dfioev 

1 Cf. Matt. 9, 18 dpre éredebrgoey with Mark 5, 23 éoxdrws éxe; Matt. 11, 12 
Zws pre with Luke 16, 16 amd rére. 
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Mk. 12, 34 obSels obxére érédpa abrév Lk. 20, 40 obxére érddpwv éwepwrav abrop 

éwepwrijoat obiév 

ME. 14, 25 obkére ob ph wiw Lk. 22, 18 ob yy mlw ad rod viv 

Mk. 15, 5; 14, 61 obk dmexplvaro obdev Cf. Lk. 23, 9 obey dsrexplvaro 

For the apparent addition of double negatives by Luke see: 
Mt. 4, 2 ynoreboas Lk. 4, 2 od« payer oddéey [Q] 

MK. 5, 26 ynddv ddednbeica Lk. 8, 43 obk toxucev ax’ obdevds Oepamev- 

OFjvar 

ME. 15, 46 & pvfjpare (Matt. 27,60 & Lk. 23,53 & urquare . . . 08 obx fv ob- 

TS Kaw adbrod pyynpely) Sels otrrw (2.1. ob5érw) Kelyevos 

Probably at 4, 2 Luke is not changing, but merely retaining, the original obk payer 

ovéév, while Matthew, with his objection to the double negative (see above) and his 
well known interest in ecclesiastical rites both Jewish and Christian, has substituted 
the technical ynareboas. For an opposite view, see Harnack, Sayings, p. 45. 

UsE OF PREPOSITIONS 

In his use of prepositions Luke ! generally agrees with his sources. 

He prefers zpds with the accusative to the simple dative with verbs 

of speaking, so that eizev mpés is a distinct feature of his style in the 

parts of his work which are derived from Mark as well as elsewhere. 

He shows some preference for a7é over é (a preference evidently 

general in the Koiné and causing the ultimate disappearance of é€ 

(see Blass, Grammar, § 40.2). As we should expect, he occasionally 

replaces wera by civ. He also perhaps avoids xara with the genitive 

in the meaning ‘ against,’ and éumpoo6ev. 

Instances of azo for éé: 

Mk. 1, 25 z&eAde & Lk. 4, 35 eNOe de’ 
ME. 1, 26 é&9Oev 2 Lk. 4, 35 é&#\Oev dx’ 

ME. 5,8 eee x Lk. 8, 29 éedOetv dard 

MK. 5, 30 é€adbrod . . . e€eNodcay Cf. Lk. 8, 46 éedndvdutav ax” Euod 
MK, 1, 29 & Tis owaywyis Lk. 4, 38 dx6 rijs cvvaywryijs 

Mk. 9,9 & (BD33 = Matt. 17,9; 475 Lk. 9, 37 &mé rod dpous 

NAC al.) rod Spous 

ME. 9, 17. é Tod dxdov Lk. 9, 38 dé rod 8xdov 

Mk. 14, 25 & rod yevfparos Lk. 22, 18 dx6 rod yerquatos 

Mk. 16, 3 & 7ijs Obpas Cf. Lk. 24, 9 dé rod pynpelov 

Compare also in compound verbs: ? 
Mk. 2,12 é\Gev Lk. 5,25 amfddev 

Mk. 6, 11 = Matt. 10, 14 éxrwdtare Lk. 9,5 dmorwaocere [Q?] 
Mt. 24, 26 eeNOnTe Lk. 17, 23 &ré\Onre [Q] 
Mk. 14, 16 éffOov Kal FAGov Lk. 22,13 dwedddvres 

ME. 15, 20 édyouow Lk. 23, 26 dafyayov (cf. Mk. 15, 16) 

1 Cf. Scholten, Das Paulinische Evangelium, pp. 21, 36, 101, 191. 
2 On compound verbs see also p. 168. 
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Luke uses xpés with the accusative instead of a dative: 

MK. 1, 38 Aéye: abrois 
Mk. 2,8 déyee abrois 
MK. 2, 16 &eyov rots wabyrats 

MEK. 2,17 déye abrois 

Mk. 2, 18 déyovory abrd 

Mk. 2, 19 elaev abrois 
MK. 2, 25 deve abrots 
Mk. 3, 4 Neyer adbrois 
Mt. 11, 7 A€verr rots SxAous 

MK. 4, 35 Dever abrots 

Mk. 6,8 zapiyyerer abrois 

MK. 6, 37 elev abrois 

Mk. 6, 39 éwérater abrots 

MK. 8, 34 elev abrois 
Mk. 9,5 A€ye 7G "Inood 

Mk. 9, 31 édever abrots 

Mt. 8, 22 deve abrG 

ME. 10, 32 #péaro abrots Neyev 

ME. 11, 5 &eyor atrois 

Mt. 21, 16 elrav air 
Mk. 11, 28 revyor atrG 

Mk. 11, 29 elzev abrots 

Mk. 12,1 4ptaro abrots Nadety 

Mk. 12, 15 elev abrois 
Mk. 12, 17. elrev abrots (om. BD) 

Mk. 14, 48 elaev abrots 

Mk. 15, 12, 14 é\eyer abrots 
Mk. 16,6 Dever abrais 

Lk. 4 43. elaev mpds abrots 

Lk. 5, 22 elev apds abrobs 
Lk. 5, 30 éyéyyutov mpéds robs wabnras 

Lk. 5, 31 elev mpds abrobs 
Lk. 5, 33 elwav mpés abrév 
Lk. 5, 34 elrev mpds atbrobs 
Lk. 6, 3. rpés abrods elev 
Lk. 6,9 elev mpds abrots 
Lk. 7, 24 déyew mpds rods 5xAovs [Q] 
Lk. 8, 22 elev mpds abrots 

Lk. 9, 3. elev mpds abrobs 
Lk. 9, 13 elev mpds abrods 
Lk. 9, 14 elev mpds robs wabnrds 

Lk. 9, 23. 2heyer pds wavras 

Lk. 9, 33 elwev mpds Tov "Inoobv 
Lk. 9, 43 elev mpds rols wabnrds 
Lk. 9, 59 elev mpds érepov (QJ 
Lk. 18, 31 elaev mpds abrobs 
Lk. 19, 33 elaav mpds abrobs 

Lk. 19, 39 elroy mpds abrév [Q] 
Lk. 20, 2 elway déyorres mpds abrév 

Lk. 20, 3 elwev pds abrobs 
Lk. 20,9 4ptaro mpds Tov Nady Eve 

Lk. 20, 23 elwev mpds abrots 

Lk. 20, 25 elaev rpds abrobs 
Cf. Lk. 22, 52 elev mpds robs mapaye- 

vopueévous 

Lk. 23, 22 elev mpds abrots 
Lk. 24, 5 elaay mpos abras 

Use of ctv in Luke in place of pera: 1 

Mk. 5, 18 yer’ atrot 7 

MK. 5, 37 per’ abrod ovvaxohoviijoar 
Mk. 14, 17 pera tov dwdexa 

Mk. 14, 67 ov pera rod Nafapnvod jjoba 

For the reverse see: 

Mk. 2, 26 rots ctv airé obow 

Note the following pair of parallels: 

Mk. 9, 4 "Haclas ctv Mwiioet 

Mk. 11, 27 yeaupareis kal of apeoBbre- 

pot 

Lk. 8, 38 elvae oiv abrG 
Lk. 8, 51 eiveety civ abrg 

Cf. Lk. 22, 14 ol drréarodo civ abré 

Lk. 22, 56 xai obros civ abrg jv (but 22, 
59 kal odros per’ abrod jv) 

Lk. 6,4 rots per’ abrod (so Matt. 12, 4) 

Lk. 9, 30 Mwiojjs xat "Hyelas 

Lk. 20, 1 ypapparets civ rots mpesBurée- 

pos 

xara with the genitive occurs in these passages of Matthew but 

not in the parallels in Luke : 

1 Cf. Blass, Grammar, § 41, 3- 
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Mt. 12, 25 Baorela pepiobeica Kad’ 

taurijs 

Mt. 12, 32 xara rob viod rob dvOpwrov 
xara Tod mvebparos Tod 

aylov 

Kata TOU wTaTpés 

Kara Tijs untpés 

Kara Tis wevOepas 

Mt. 10, 34 

STYLE AND LITERARY METHOD OF LUKE 

Lk. 11, 17 Baotrela dtapepicbeioa ep 

éavriv (so Mk. 3, 24) [Q?] 
Lk. 12, 10 els rév vidv Tob dvOpwaus 

els 76 &ytov wvedua (so Mk, 

3, 29) [Q?] 
Lk. 12, 53 ém warpl 

éml pntépa 

él riv wevdepdv (cf. Mic. 7, 

6, LXX) [Q] 

Luke may have changed Q in all these passages, but the change in each case may be 
due to the other written form of the saying rather than to any linguistic preference of 
Luke. 

Cases where Luke avoids éuspoo6ey: 

ME. 2,12 éumpocber (0.1. vavriov) révrav 
ME. 9, 2 Eumpoober abrav 

Mt. Io, 32, 33 Eumpocder ray dvOpmoruv 
éumpoober tod watpés 

tumpoober rév dvOpmnwv 

éurpoabev Tov warps 

Lk. 5, 25 &&mvov abréy (but cf. verse 19) 
Lk. 9, 29 omits 
Lk. 12, 8,9 eumpoober av avOparuwv 

eumpoobev trav dyyédwv 

&amov tdv avOpmiruv 

evamov Tov &yyedwv [Q] 

In a few cases Luke secures better prepositional constructions for 

various place relations, resisting the encroachments in the Koiné of 

eis on év and ézi, and using more correctly the genitive of the place 
where: 

Mk. 1, 10 els abrév 
Mk. 1, 38 els rotro 
Mt. 5, 39 els viv otayova 

Mk. 13,16 6 els rdv aypdv 
Mk. 11, 8 els rip dddv 

Mk. 4, 21 bd ri KAlyny 
Mk. 4, 21 éml ri Auxvlay (= LK. 11, 33) 

Mt. 19, 28 éml dwSexa Opdvous 
ME. 14, 49 funy mpéds byas 

Lk. 3, 22 émi abrév (= Matt. 3, 16) 
Lk. 4, 43 éi rotro (RBLW) 
Lk. 6, 29 él (eis NDW Clem. Or.) riv 

orayéva [Q] 

Lk. 17, 31 6 & d&ypd (= Matt. 24, 18) 
Lk. 19, 36 & 79 686 (= Matt. 21, 8) 
Lk. 8, 16 droxdrw KAlvns 

Lk. 8, 16 émi Avxvlas (ND al. ent rip 
Avxvlav) 

LE. 22, 30 émt Opéver [Q] 
Lk. 22, 53 Svros pov pe” dpav 

Sometimes év appears to be avoided by Luke, as in certain awk- 
ward phrases: 

ME. 1, 23 mvebpare &y dxabdpry 
Mk. 5, 2 vebpare ty dxadipry 

ME. 4, 2 eéldacker dy rapaBodais 

Mk. 12,1 & rapaBodais Aadety 

Mt. 3, 11 Barritw & téare 

LE. 4, 33 Exwv mvedua, x.7.A. 

LE. 8, 27 txwv darudna 

Lk. 8, 4 elev 6: wapafodijs 

LE. 20,9 Aéyew Av rapaBodjy 

Lk. 3, 16 dare Barritw 1 [Q?] 

* In Mark +, 8, ADL, etc. read & itdart, NBA, etc. omit & The preposition is 
not found in Acts 1, 5; 11, 16. 
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Mt. 7, 2 (so Mk. 4, 24) & 6 pérp@ me- 
TpEireE 

ME. 9, 38 & 7@ dvdpari cov 
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LK. 6, 38 @ pérpy perpetre [(Q?] 

Lk. 9, 49 éml (NBL év) 7 dvdparl cov 

Improvements are made by the use of prepositions for the oblique 
cases alone or by the use of more appropriate prepositions: 

Mk. 1, 21 rots c4BBacw éldacKev 

Mk. 1, 28 4 do} abrod 

Mk. 2, 21 érlBdAnua paxous 

Mk. 5, 22 aiwre mpds rods rédas 
ME. 5, 25 otca & pice aiparos dwdexa ern 

ME. 5, 35 dd rod dpxeovvayaryou 

Mk. 6, 7 eovotay r&v rvevpdrwr rdv dxa- 

Oaprwr 

Mk. 6, 11 papriprov abrots 

Mk. 9, 38 xodobOer Hui 

Mt. 6, 30 dv xdprov Tod aypou 

Mk. 15, 3. xarnyépour abrot 

Compare also: 

MK. 14, 24 76 aiyaé pou rijs deadnxns 

(so Matt. 26, 28) 

LK. 4, 31 jv diddoxwny . . 

Baow 

Lk. 4, 37 axos wept abrod (cf. verse 14) 

Lk. 5, 36 érl8d\nua ard inarlov 

Lk. 8, 41 weody rapa robs wédas 

LE. 8, 43 oboa & pice aluaros ard érav 

badexa, 

Lk. 8, 49 rapa Tod dpxiovvaydryou 

Lk. 9, 1 éfovolay émt révra 7a darpona 

. & Tots c6B- 

Lk. 9, 5 papripioy éx’ abrobs } 

LK. 9, 49 dkodovbe? pel’ judy 

Lk. 12, 28 & dyp@ rév xéprov [Q] 

Cf. Lk. 23, 14 xarnyopetre [kar’] abrod 

Lk. 22, 20 4 aww} dadqxn ev TO atparl pov 

(similarly 1 Cor. 11, 25) 

1 Cf. Luke 21, 13 dmoPfoerae tyty es papripiov with Mark 13,9 = Matt. 10, 18 

papripioy abrots. 
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